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Abstract
The overall objective of this thesis was to quantify the influence of the free energy driving force for
electron transfer ∆GET on electron transfer kinetics and charge generation yield in donor-acceptor
organic photovoltaic systems, with the aim of reducing ∆GET to increase device photovoltage
(reduce energy loss) while maintaining high device current (high charge generation yield), thereby
maximising solar conversion efficiency.

A novel switched time resolved charge extraction measurement technique was developed, with the
first time inclusion of an applied bias. This technique was used to accurately determine the origin of,
and systematically quantify charge extraction losses, enabling the attribution of device performance
limitations to the underlying loss mechanisms. It was found that over half of photogenerated charge
density is lost without an applied bias, significantly impacting the calculation of recombination
kinetics and trapping behaviour. The applied bias is also capable of reducing the disparity of
results between devices with different active layer thickness, and provides a method for overcoming
measurement and material system limitations that would otherwise severely impact accuracy, most
effective when investigating systems with short lifetime and slow charge transport.

A series of novel cyclopentadithiophenes based polymer donor materials were used to vary ∆GET ,
and a combination of ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy and applied bias time resolved
charge extraction was used to investigate the charge generation yield of optical films and operational photovoltaic devices with respect to the influence of ∆GET . These transient measurement
investigations indicate that ∆GET should exceed 0.18 eV for the presented donor-acceptor systems, in order to facilitate femtosecond electron transfer with near unity quantum yield, and high
charge generation yield. It is however important to minimise ∆GET , as increases above 0.30 eV do
not provide significant improvements in charge generation yield, while significantly reducing device photovoltage. Additionally, charge generation yield appears limited by charge-transfer state
recombination rather than electron transfer kinetics.

Importantly, bimolecular recombination was found to exhibit a far greater influence on charge
extraction yield than ∆GET , with bimolecular recombination severely limiting device performance
in these donor-acceptor systems. It is therefore necessary to develop methods to suppress bimolecular recombination in the pursuit of more efficient photovoltaic systems. Additionally, the free
energy driving force for recombination ∆Grec was observed to influence bimolecular recombination
kinetics, and presents an interesting new area for future research.

Although further investigations into the generality of these findings across different material
systems can refine our understanding, the primary findings of this thesis contribute to our understanding of the fundamental influences of energetic driving forces in charge carrier generation
and recombination processes within donor-acceptor photovoltaic systems. Additionally, the newly

developed charge extraction technique provides the photovoltaic community with a robust and capable methodology for investigating the fundamental processes governing charge carrier transport,
extraction, and recombination within photovoltaic systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The overall objective of this thesis is to quantify the influence of the driving force for electron
transfer on electron transfer kinetics and charge generation yield in organic photovoltaic systems,
with the motivation of reducing this driving force as a method for increasing device photovoltage
(reduce energy losses), while maintaining high device current (high charge generation efficiency).
As such, this Introduction Chapter will provide: the requisite background of donor-acceptor organic
photovoltaic systems and their development to the present day state-of-the-art (Section 1.1); a more
detailed discussion of charge photogeneration processes (Section 1.2) and transport/recombination
processes (Section 1.3), with a survey of recent literature developments and outstanding gaps in
understanding that have motivated the investigations of this thesis; a brief background of transient
measurement techniques used in the investigation of the aforementioned systems and processes
(Section 1.4); and finally an overview of the investigations presented within this thesis (Section
1.5).

1.1

Donor-Acceptor Organic Photovoltaics

Organic photovoltaic systems utilise incident solar radiation to generate electronic charges and
produce usable power. The absorption of light results in the formation of an excited electron and
hole pair, which requires dissociation into free charge carriers, that are then transported through
the active layer and are collected at the device electrodes. The number of long-lived, dissociated
charge carriers that are collected at the device electrodes determine the device photocurrent, while
the electrochemical potential of these charges determine the device photovoltage. A high yield of
photo-carrier generation would imply the effective absorption and generation of separated charge
carriers, as well as their transport to the device electrodes. Any loss of initially photogenerated
charges, during either the separation process or transport through the active layer, represents a loss
of potential photocurrent. Similarly, for a high solar power conversion efficiency, the absorption of
photons with a given energy should produce a correspondingly high device photovoltage. Any loss
in the electrochemical potential of the photogenerated charge carriers during the separation and
1
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a photovoltaic device current-voltage response (blue line), with opencircuit voltage, short-circuit current, and maximum power point labelled.
transport processes will reduce the device photovoltage, representing a loss in power output of the
photovoltaic device. An efficient organic photovoltaic device therefore requires the separation of
photogenerated electron-hole pairs into free charge carriers and transport to the device electrodes,
with a high quantum yield and minimal loss of free energy.

Figure 1.1 illustrates an example current-voltage response for a photovoltaic device under illumination. The power conversion efficiency η of a device is obtained under steady state illumination
equivalent to that of the sun (AM1.5 spectrum at 100 mW cm−2 illumination intensity) where

Pmax = F F JSC VOC

η=

F F JSC VOC
Pin

(1.1)

(1.2)

where F F is the device fill factor, JSC is the short-circuit current, VOC is the open-circuit
voltage, Pmax is the power obtained at the maximum power point, and Pin is the input power
(incident radiation). The F F is calculated as the quotient of Pmax and the product of JSC and
VOC , illustrated as the ratio of the two square regions in Figure 1.1.

1.1.1

Photoexcitation and Charge Separation

The efficiency of the photocurrent generation process is strongly related to the proportion of
incident photons that are absorbed, which is related to the fraction of light that is absorbed by
the active layer. This is in turn determined by the active layer thickness, the absorption spectra
of the materials comprising the active layer, and the absorption strength (extinction coefficient)
of the materials.1 The conjugated polymers used in organic photovoltaic systems typically exhibit
2

high extinction coefficients, however their absorption spectra (related to the optical bandgap of
the material) limits the effective coverage of the solar spectrum, thereby limiting the total fraction
of solar radiation that can be absorbed and utilised to generate photocurrent. Significant research
effort has been targetted towards improving the absorption spectrum of organic donor and acceptor
materials. Advances in the design and synthesis of conjugated polymers with tunable optical
bandgaps has enables the development of new materials with low bandgaps, as well as increasingly
broad or complimentary coverage of the solar spectrum, leading to improvements in device light
harvesting capabilities.2–4

Unlike that of inorganic solid-state semiconductors, primary photoexcitations in conjugated
polymers based organic photovoltaic systems do not directly generate free charge carriers, rather
yielding the formation of bound electron-hole pairs known as excitons.5 These bound electronhole pairs must overcome their mutual Coulomb attraction, which is inversely proportional to the
dielectric constant of the surrounding medium and the inverse of the pair separation distance. The
Coulomb capture radius rc is defined as the distance at which the energy of the Coulomb attraction
equals that of the available thermal energy (kB T ) such that

rc =

e2
4πr 0 kB T

(1.3)

where e is the charge of an electron, 0 is the vacuum permittivity, r is the dielectric constant
of the surrounding materials, T is the temperature, and kB is Boltzmann constant. Overcoming
the initial Coulomb attraction is relatively trivial for conventional inorganic photovoltaics devices,
due to the inherently high dielectric constant and highly delocalised nature of the electronic states
involved, enabling the effective screening of the Coulomb attraction.6 However, in the case of
organic photovoltaic systems, which typically exhibit relatively low dielectric constants (on the
order of 4, compared to 12 for that of silicon), significant electron-lattice interactions, and more
localised electronic states, the Coloumb attraction represents a significant barrier to electronhole pair dissociation. Without an effective mechanism to dissociate these charge carriers, the
photogenerated excitons will undergo radiative or nonradiative decay, with typical lifetimes on the
order of 100 ps to 1 ns, thereby severely limiting charge photogeneration efficiency.7

Donor-Acceptor Systems for Exciton Dissociation
An early method (ca 1985) that was developed to provide a mechanism for efficient exciton
dissociation in organic photovoltaic systems employed the use of a donor and acceptor material
in the form of a bilayer device.8 This approach utilised a free energy offset at the donor-acceptor
material interface, driving exciton dissociation through an energetically favourable electron transfer
process from donor to acceptor material, achieved through a relative difference in material energy
levels (electron affinities). This process is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The electron transfer process
produces an increase in both energetic and spatial separation of the electron-hole pair from that
3
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of donor-acceptor concept used in organic photovoltaics. (1) Photoexcitation generates a bound electron-hole pair. (2) Electron transfer occurs from excited donor
material to the acceptor material, providing energetic and spatial separation. (3) Charge carriers
are extracted through respective material phases.
of the initially photogenerated exciton, enabling the charges to overcome the Coloumb binding
potential and dissociate into fully separated states.9
Initially photogenerated excitons are neutral species, and must diffuse to a donor-acceptor interface in order to undergo dissociation and generate separated charge carriers. If this diffusion to an
interface does not occur within the exciton’s lifetime, the exciton will recombine and result in the
loss of potential photocurrent. The distance that an exciton will diffuse prior to recombination is
known as the diffusion length, and is dependent on the exciton lifetime and rate of diffusion, with
typical diffusion lengths on the order of 10 nm.10–12 In the case of donor-acceptor bilayer device
architectures, the requirement of having a donor-acceptor interface within the diffusion length of
any exciton photogenerated within the active layer severely limits the active layer thickness. With
typical optical absorption depths on the order of 100 nm, while diffusion lengths are closer to 10
nm, this limited active layer thickness drastically reduces the achievable incident photon to charge
carrier conversion efficiency.
In order to overcome the active layer thickness limitations of bilayer donor-acceptor photovoltaic devices, the bulk heterojunction active layer was developed, incorporating a bicontinuous
interpenetrating network of donor and acceptor materials.13 This intimately mixed active layer,
featuring tunable donor and acceptor phase segregation and morphology, provides a significant
increase in donor-acceptor interfacial area within the active layer. Examples of both bilayer and
bulk heterojunction device architectures are presented in Figure 1.3. This active layer morphology
4
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of typical donor-acceptor organic photovoltaic device architectures, including bilayer (left) and bulk heterojunction (right) type active layers. Illumination is performed
through a transparent anode deposited on a glass substrate, with active layer residing between
anode and cathode. Incident light is absorbed by the active layer materials (donor/acceptor), photogenerating charge carriers which drift to their respective electrodes and are extracted to produce
usable power. The bilayer device has separate pure donor and acceptor material layers, whereas
the bulk heterojunction features an intimately mixed blend of donor and acceptor materials. Electron and hole selective layers are used to selectively extract the respective charge carriers from the
active layer.
can in turn facilitate the diffusion of the vast majority of photogenerated excitons to an interface
(within the diffusion length) for dissociation, while also enabling active layer thicknesses better
tuned to the absorption profile of the active layer materials. Further, bulk heterojunctions also
allow for the formation of effective percolation pathways of respective donor and acceptor material phases, from within the bulk active layer to the device electrodes, thereby facilitating the
efficient transport and extraction of separated charge carriers. Electron/hole selective layers are
typically employed to selectively extract the desired charge carrier at each device contact, avoiding the recombination of charge carriers at the contact through injection enabled by the blended
bulk heterojunction active layer morphology. The efficiency of donor-acceptor bulk-heterojuctions
was further enhanced with the use of a methanofullerene (PC60 BM) acceptor material, exhibiting significant improvements in charge photogeneration yield over existing polymer-polymer based
donor-acceptor systems. The origin of this improvement in charge generation efficiency in systems incorporating a methanofullerene acceptor was found to arise primarily from highly efficient
electron transfer at a polymer-fullerene interface, greater than that observed in polymer-polymer
systems of the time, and even at very low concentrations.14–16
Charge Transfer and Separation in Donor-Acceptor Systems
The process of electron transfer at a donor-acceptor interface, either through direct excitation
at an interface or through exciton diffusion to an interface, does not necessarily directly generate
fully dissociated charge carriers. Rather, the small spatial separation of an electron-hole pair
between donor and acceptor materials (on the order of 0.5 to 1.0 nm) still presents a Coulomb
5
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of a simplified state diagram for the charge photogeneration process. Charge
photogeneration proceeds through: exciton generation via photoexcitation, electron transfer from
donor to acceptor to form a charge-transfer state, followed by further dissociation of this chargetransfer state into free charge carriers. Direct formation of separated states without an intermediate
charge-transfer state may also occur, as well as possible reformation of charge-transfer states after
the formation of separated states. The primary recombination pathways available after electron
transfer are also illustrated, with either geminate recombination of charge-transfer states or nongeminate recombination of separated states to the ground state.
attraction (on the order of 100 to 500 meV), significantly greater than the available thermal energy
(on the order of 25.7 meV at 298 K).17, 18 This can lead to the formation of Coulombically bound
interfacial electron-hole pairs, known as charge-transfer states. These partially separated chargetransfer states represent an intermediate separation state between the photogenerated excitons and
fully dissociated charge carriers (polymer polaron and PCBM anion), with the hole localised in the
donor and the electron in the acceptor. This is again due to the localised electronic states, strong
electron-lattice interactions, and low dielectric constants exhibited by these organic materials.
An illustration of these charge-transfer states and their role in charge carrier photogeneration
is presented in Figure 1.4. Mechanisms to overcome the Coulomb attraction of photogenerated
electron-hole pairs (either as excitons or charge-transfer states) with high quantum efficiency and
minimal free energy loss is crucial for the development of efficient photovoltaic systems.

The initial electron transfer process from the donor excited state into the acceptor LUMO orbital
is facilitated through the use of an energetic driving force, achieved through utilising a suitable
energy offset between the LUMO levels of the donor and acceptor materials. Therefore in principle,
this energetic driving force sufficiently exceeds the Coulomb binding energy of the exciton, such
that the electron transfer process between donor and acceptor is driven at a rate sufficient to
favourably compete with the alternative recombination pathways. In addition, this driving force
should be sufficient to prevent thermally driven electron transfer back to the initial excited state.
6

A high driving force will therefore promote efficient electron transfer from donor to acceptor, which
can produce a high charge generation efficiency and thereby enable a high device photocurrent.
However, the magnitude of this driving force represents a direct loss of free energy, relative to
that of the initial photogenerated excited state. The device photovoltage is dependent on the
energy difference between the ionisation potential of the donor material and electron affinity of the
acceptor material, which can be approximated by the donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO levels,
although has also shown to be influenced by the energy of the charge-transfer state.17, 19–21 An
increase in donor-acceptor LUMO-LUMO offset will therefore result in a reduction in achievable
device photovoltage. The above explanation therefore suggests an inherent compromise between
achieving efficient charge photogeneration and maximising device photovoltage.

1.1.2

Charge Extraction and Bimolecular Recombination

Once photogenerated excitons have been successfully dissociated into fully charge separated
states, these free charge carriers must diffuse through the bulk hererojunction active layer to
their respective device contacts. In the case of a polymer-PCBM donor-acceptor system, the
electrons travels through the PCBM rich phase to the cathode, while the holes travels through
the polymer rich phase to the anode. During transport, free charge carriers may travel within
the Coloumb capture radius of the opposite charge and undergo bimolecular recombination, either
through the reformation of a charge-transfer state or exciton and subsequent radiative decay, or
more typically through non-radiative decay pathways to the ground state. Radiative recombination
through charge-transfer state reformation followed by intersystem crossing to a triplet state is also
a possible pathway, however is far less common and strongly dependent on the energetics of the
donor/acceptor system.22, 23 Thus, charge extraction is in direct competition with bimolecular
recombination.

The average distance that charge carriers travel before recombination occurs is the diffusion
length, where efficient charge carrier extraction requires diffusion lengths longer than the device
active layer thickness.24, 25 The diffusion length LD for charge carriers with mobility µ and lifetime
τ is described by

L2D = µτ

kB T
q

(1.4)

Diffusion length is therefore proportional to the mobility-lifetime product µτ , which is in turn
dependent on the material system used and the morphology of the active layer. The recombination probability, and consequently charge extraction efficiency are therefore strongly dependent on
charge carrier mobility, lifetime, and the active layer thickness.26 This diffusion process significantly retards the overall recombination kinetics, with dynamics extending out to the millisecond
timescale.27 However, this recombination is also a bimolecular process, and as such the probability
of recombination increases with increasing charge carrier density, resulting in a reduced charge
7

carrier lifetime at higher charge densities. This second order process can result in recombination dynamics accelerated to nanoseconds as charge density increases. This is still significantly
slower than that of the monomolecular geminate recombination, a first order process with lifetimes
typically observed on the picosecond-nanosecond timescale.
The charge carrier lifetime is also strongly influenced by the material system used and morphology of the active layer.28–30 An increase in donor-acceptor inferfacial area (reduced phase
segregation) can increase the probability of bimolecular recombination. The mobility of respective charge carriers is also heavily influenced by the material system used and the morphology
of the active layer (phase purity, crystallinity).25 Further, large differences between electron and
hole mobilities can impact the recombination probability, where imbalances in charge transport
lead to inhomogeneity in the spatial distribution of charge carriers throughout the active layer.
The bimolecular recombination of separated charge carriers is a primary loss mechanism in many
donor-acceptor systems, resulting in a reduced charge carrier extraction yield, and consequently
reduced device photocurrent.
Energetic Disorder and Trapping
Energetic disorder typical of solid-state organic systems produces a broad distribution of electronic states for charge carriers to occupy, leading to a distribution of charge carrier mobilities/lifetimes which participate in recombination to different degrees. In addition to the density of
states distribution, localisation of charge carriers into deep trap states can occur during transport,
with the spatial and energetic distribution of these trap states dependent on the material system
and morphology.31 An illustration of this density of states, and the hopping transport and trapping
processes, is displayed in Figure 1.5. Occupancy of the trap state distribution results in a reduced
average mobility and increased average lifetime for a given charge density, and can reduce the
charge extraction efficiency. Additionally, trap state occupancy can influence the recombination
mechanism, where localised trap states participate in the recombination of free charge carriers.27, 32
The degree of influence, and how recombination scales with charge density n at open-circuit is typically characterised through the empirical reaction order δ, where the recombination rate R scales
with n such that

R ∝ nδ

(1.5)

Pure trap free bimolecular recombination would yield a reaction order of 2 (dependent on the
concentration of both electrons and holes, therefore second order), while trap state influenced
recombination would yield reaction orders above 2, depending on the specific trap state density
distribution.33, 34 A reaction order of approximately 2 is typical of devices with balanced carrier
mobilities and only modest bimolecular recombination losses at short circuit, while reaction orders
higher than 5 have been reported.34–36 The relaxation of charge carriers into a broad density of
states distribution, including an exponential tail of trap states, can also lead to a reduction of
8
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the density of the states distribution and occupancy with a typical device
under steady-state illumination (left), and charge carrier transport by hopping between localised
states (right), with energetic relaxation towards a quasi-equilibrium (dependent on thermal energy
and disorder), resulting in either continued transport and extraction, or localisation within deep
trap states. Steady-state charge carrier transport takes place around the effective transport energy,
which depends mainly on the available thermal energy and degree of disorder.

the quasi Fermi levels of respective charge carriers, where not all states are filled and is therefore
represetative of the effective electrochemical potential of charge carriers within a distribution of
energetic states in quasi-equilibrium. As the device photovoltage is directly proportional to the
splitting of electron and hole quasi Fermi levels at the device contacts, a reduction in this splitting
through trap state occupancy has a direct impact on reducing the maximum achievable device
photovoltage.37

1.1.3

Developments in Donor-Acceptor Photovoltaic Device Performance

Significant research and development has been undertaken to better understand the fundamental processes of donor-acceptor organic photovoltaics, as well as the design and development of
new material systems, device architectures, and fabrication processes, with state-of-the-art single
junction donor-acceptor photovoltaic devices exceeding 12 % solar conversion efficiency.38 Some
early (ca 2000-2008) donor materials such as polyphenylene vinylene (PPV) derivatives and poly(3hexylthiophene) (P3HT) blended with the [6,6]-phenyl-C60 -butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) acceptor yielded reasonably efficient device solar conversion efficiencies η on the order of 2 %, while
optimisation of morphology in P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunctions through annealing resulted in
significant further efficiency improvements, η of ∼ 3 to 6 %.1, 3, 39 However the large bandgap
(around 1.9 eV) of these donor materials limits the solar spectrum absorption coverage, while subunity charge photogeneration yields limit the device short-circuit current to under 10 mAcm−2 , and
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Figure 1.6: The development of organic photovoltaic donor and acceptor materials, illustrating
increasing structural complexity over time: (Top, ca 2000-2008) MDMO-PPV (left) and P3HT
(middle) donors, and the PCBM acceptor (right); (Middle, ca 2008-2014) low bandgap, pushpull donors PCDTBT (left) and PTB7 (right); (Bottom, ca 2017) J61 donor and ITIC acceptor
pair. The top donor-acceptor systems have achieved ∼3 to 6 % device solar conversion efficiency,1, 3
the middle systems ∼5 to 9 %,40, 41 and the bottom system ∼11 %.38
a high LUMO-LUMO offset of the donor-acceptor system severely limited the device open-circuit
voltage to under 700 mV.

The development of new low bandgap donor materials (ca 2008-2014), featuring internal pushpull character, have yielded significant improvements in device performance, as well as the use of
a C70 methanofullerene variant enabling greater absorption coverage within the visible spectrum.
Bulk heterojunctions using the PCBM acceptor and polymer donors such as poly[N-9”-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole) (PCDTBT) or polythieno[3,4b]-thiophene -co-benzodithiophene (PTB7) have resulted in η of ∼5 to 9 %, with improved device
fill factors, short-circuit current above 15 mAcm−2 , and open-circuit voltage on the order of 900
mV.40, 41 These improvements can be attributed to lower energetic losses in driving the charge separation process, as well as achieving charge photogeneration and extraction efficiencies approaching
unity.40 Additionally, the development of improved active layer processing techniques, introducing
solvent additives such as diodooctane, enabled fine tuning of blend morphology and produced up
to 3 fold improvements in η.42
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The development of organic photovoltaic donor and acceptor materials with increasing structural
complexity (as illustrated in Figure 1.6), designed for optimised morphology and donor-acceptor
interface energetics have continued to yield improvements in device performance. Cyclopentadithiophene based organic materials have enabled the effective tuning of material energetics to optimise
the charge photogeneration process.43 Recently (ca 2016-2017), highly tunable organic systems are
enabling the replacement of fullerene acceptors with small organic molecules, achieving η above 11
% with materials such as the J61 donor and ITIC acceptor pair (Figure 1.6, bottom).38, 44 Further
design approaches for improved material systems include the use of high dielectric materials, and
the design of increasing on-chain charge delocalisation to stabilise excited states.45–47

Organic Photovoltaic System Design Limited by Fundamental Understanding
Due to the high degree of complexity inherent in these systems, and the interdependence of
many parameters in determining overall charge photogeneration efficiency and device performance,
a comprehensive understanding of the fundamental processes that govern charge carrier generation,
extraction, and recombination has yet to be developed. Despite recent progress, a fundamental
understanding of charge photogeneration in donor-acceptor organic photovoltaic systems remains
incomplete, and is key to the design and development of improved material systems and enhancements in photovoltaic device performance. In particular, the influence of donor/acceptor material
energetics on the photogeneration process, and the role of the driving force for electron transfer
on electron transfer kinetics and yield has yet to be clarified.48–50 There exists a need to better understand the relationship between molecular structure and device performance, in order to
inform and guide future material system and device design, in the pursuit of enhanced device
performance.4, 49, 51 The following Sections 1.2 to 1.4 will detail the current literature understanding of charge photogeneration, extraction, and recombination processes in donor-acceptor organic
photovoltaic systems, and highlight the primary gaps in understanding that require investigation,
including those that will be addressed within the investigations of this thesis.

1.2

Charge Photogeneration Processes

The previous Section 1.1 presented the general principles of donor-acceptor organic photovoltaic
system design, as well as the charge photogeneration, transport, and recombination processes.
Significant advancements in device efficiency have been achieved, driven by the continued developments in our understanding of the fundamental processes governing device operation, leading
to improvement in material design and device architecture. However as alluded to in the previous
section, a number of important aspects regarding the fundamental mechanisms of charge carrier
generation and recombination in these systems remain not well understood, or the current understanding is insufficient to adequately explain the expanding set of experimental results within this
field. As such, the following sections will present a detailed discussion of the current understanding of these processes (with required background), including recent literature developments and
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areas of contention, and identify key areas that require further investigation. The recent progress
of research has been rapid, with significant milestones achieved between the start of these thesis
investigations and the present day, particularly with regards to the role of charge-transfer states
in charge carrier dissociation. The findings of this thesis do however address a number of as yet
outstanding gaps in our understanding that are of high importance for the continued development
of improved donor-acceptor organic photovoltaic systems. The following discussions will focus primarily on the role of energetic driving forces in charge carrier photogeneration and recombination
processes, thereby aligning with the scope and objectives of this thesis.

1.2.1

Theoretical Background of Exciton Dissociation, Electron Transfer, and Charge-Transfer States

Photogenerated Excition Dissociation
The photoexcitation of conjugated polymers generates a singlet excited state (exciton) where
electron and hole remain influenced by a strong Coulomb attraction, due to the low dielectric
constant of these materials which are unable to effectively screen the charges, producing a large
exciton binding energy significantly greater than the available thermal energy. Excitons must
overcome this binding energy in order to dissociate within their lifetime, typically occurring at
the interface with an electron acceptor, although this can also occur through interactions with
impurities or defects within the polymer phase. In addition to the Coloumbic potential, excitons in
conjugated polymers are spatially localised and their formation is accompanied by local relaxation
of the surrounding molecular structure, adding to the exciton binding energy. The spatial extent
of these deformations are dependent on excited state character and chemical structure of the donor
and acceptor materials.
As excitons are electrically neutral species, excitons must diffuse randomly through a Forstertype incoherent energy transfer process to a donor-acceptor interface in order to facilitate efficient
dissociation. This diffusion process can be either intramolecular or intermolecular, and usually
tends to lower the energy of the exciton through a series of energetically favourable energy transfers
within the tail of inhomogeneously broadened density of states. This can also result in localisation
within trap sites, such as defects or aggregates, where any further diffusion steps rely on thermal
fluctuations. Above bandgap photoexcitation can also yield excitons with excess vibrational energy,
which will undergo intramolecular vibrational relaxation during diffusion within 100 fs. The exciton
dissociation process can therefore occur from either vibrationally excited or thermally equilibrated,
geometrically relaxed excitons.
Exciton binding energy (comprising both Coloumbic potential and structural deformation) and
the diffusion length (determined by the rate of diffusion and the exciton lifetime) strongly influence the probability of exciton dissociation, which in turn strongly influences charge generation
efficiency. A fundamental understanding of exciton generation, thermalisation, binding energy,
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and charge transfer dynamics is therefore crucial for the design of improved donor/acceptor materials. However, the relative influence of excess initial vibrational energy, structural relaxation,
and diffusion dynamics on charge carrier dissociation kinetics and yield remains an area of debate,
primarily due to difficulty in observing these ultrafast processes. Additionally, difficulty in accurately determining the exciton binding energy and degree of structural deformation in these highly
disordered solid-state donor-acceptor blends further obscures understanding of these processes.
Photoinduced Electron Transfer
After diffusion of the photogenerated exciton to a donor-acceptor interface, electron transfer
from the photoexcited donor to an electron acceptor will occur, thereby facilitating exciton dissociation and providing both an energetic and spatial separation of charge carriers.52 When excitons
are generated directly at a donor-acceptor interface (such as where donor and acceptor phases
are intimately mixed), electron transfer can occur without the need for diffusion or vibrational
relaxation, and has been observed to occur on the femtosecond timescale.
Marcus theory of semi-classical non-adiabatic electron transfer has been successfully applied to
electron transfer in a variety of chemical systems, including donor-acceptor organic photovoltaic
systems.53, 54 Non-adiabatic electron transfer theories consider electron transfer as a transition
between the potential energy surfaces of the reactant and product states, with electron transfer
occurring at the intersection of these surfaces, and electron transfer occurring so rapidly such that
effectively no change in nuclear configuration occurs. The electron transfer rate coefficient κET is
proportional to the electronic coupling of the potential energy surfaces of the product and reactant
V and therefore depends on the overlap of electronic wave functions of donor and acceptor. This
electron transfer process may also be a thermally activated process.
The activation energy for electron transfer ∆GA is a function of Gibbs free energy and the
reorganisation energy, and takes the form

∆GA =

(λ + ∆GET )2
4λ

(1.6)

where ∆GET is the free-energy offset between products and reactants, and λ is the reorganisation energy required to bring the reactants and surrounding medium to the equilibrium geometry of
product state, comprising both intramolecular (vibrational changes in nuclear geometry occurring
upon electron transfer) and intermolecular (polarisation of the local environment to stabilise the
product state after electron transfer) contributions. This process is illustrated in Figure 1.7. If the
electronic coupling V is relatively weak, splitting of the potential energy surfaces is small relative
to kB T and electron transfer occurs non-adiabatically, as is the case considered herein. Therefore,
non-adiabatic electron transfer theories predict that κET depends on both ∆GET and V where
2πV 2
−(λ + ∆GET )2
κET = √
exp
4λκT
~ 4πλκT
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(1.7)

D*/A

Potential Energy

D+/A-

λ

D/A

∆GA
∆GET

Coordination
Figure 1.7: Illustration of potential energy surfaces of a donor-acceptor system (the donor D
and acceptor A), with the ground state D/A. The photoexcited donor D*/A undergoes electron
transfer to yield a positive donor and negative accepter D+ /A− , where ∆GA is the energy barrier
for reaction, ∆GET is the energy difference between the product and reactant surface minima,
and λ is the reorganisation energy required to bring the reactants and surrounding medium to the
equilibrium geometry of product state.
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Figure 1.8: Illustration of the kinetic competition in a donor-acceptor system between electron
transfer κET between excited state (ES) and charge separated state (CS) and geminate recombination κGS to the ground state (GS). The bimolecular recombination pathway (κBR ) and free
energy driving force for electron transfer ∆GET are also illustrated.
As can be observed from Equation 1.7, an increase in ∆GET increases κET until the point at
which ∆GET is equal to λ, and the reaction has no activation barrier. Beyond this point, any
further increase in ∆GET results in a reduction of κET , known as the Marcus inverted region.55–57
For an efficient donor-acceptor system, the ∆GET should be sufficiently large such that κET
dominates, producing a high quantum yield for electron transfer, and therefore high charge carrier
generation. However, the magnitude of ∆GET must be balanced with the desire for a high device
photovoltage, which is proportional to the splitting energy of electron and hole quasi Fermi levels.
Any increase in ∆GET will result in a free energy loss and consequently a reduction of device
photovoltage. An illustration of this system is presented in Figure 1.8. From the point of view
of maximising both the splitting energy of electron and hole quasi Fermi levels (proportional to
VOC ) and κET , the ∆GET should be sufficient such that the κET is at least to two to three orders
of magnitude faster than the excited state decay process to the ground state (κGS ).48

Assuming homogeneous reaction kinetics, a kinetic competition between electron transfer and
ground state decay pathways predicts that the quantum yield for electron transfer QYET is of the
form

QYET =

κET
κET + κGS

(1.8)

Photoinduced charge transfer reactions in solid state donor-acceptor photovoltaic blends however typically do not follow homogeneous reaction kinetics. The calculation of QYET is not so
straightforward, due to a large degree of dispersion arising from the inherent disorder of organic
semiconductors. The above semi-classical treatment of electron transfer kinetics, treating electronic coupling quantum mechanically and nuclear motion classically, can be modified to better
represent the broad density of states present in condensed phase systems such as those encountered
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in organic semiconductors, or further to treat nuclear motion quantum mechanically.58

The degree of influence of each electronic coupling, reorganisation energy, and free energy driving
force for electron transfer on the eventual yield of charge carrier dissociation remains uncertain to
date. The absolute magnitude of driving force required to achieve a high yield of charge carrier dissociation, and thereby efficient charge generation, as well as the degree of variability/transferability
in this influence between donor-acceptor material systems remains unclarified. This is of primary
importance for the design of donor-acceptor systems, where an excess of energetic driving force
above that required to produce efficient charge dissociation represents a direct loss of device photovoltage, with estimates for optimal driving force ranging from 100 to 500 meV.17, 21, 59–61

Charge-Transfer State Dissociation

The previous section highlighted the importance of an energetic driving force for electron transfer
in facilitating efficient exciton dissociation at a donor-acceptor interface, based on a consideration of
non-adiabatic electron transfer theory for organic photovoltaic systems. However, electron transfer
does not always lead directly to the formation of fully separated charge carriers, but rather can lead
to the formation of intermediate Coloumbically bound charge-transfer states with binding energies
on the order of 0.3 eV.17 This would imply that efficient electron transfer does not necessarily
imply efficient charge carrier dissociation. The important role that charge-transfer states play in
the dissociation of charge carriers has become increasingly apparent recently, and will be further
discussed below.62, 63
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Figure 1.9: Illustration of the Coloumb potential mediating charge-transfer state dissociation. An
initially thermally excited photogenerated electron undergoes thermal relaxation through rapid
motion to arrive a final distance from the localised hole. If this distance is greater than the
Coloumb capture radius rC , the charge carriers are considered dissociated, otherwise the charge
carriers undergo geminate recombination.

Onsager’s theory of charge dissociation has been widely used to quantitatively describe the
geminate recombination of charge-transfer states.64 This theory proposes that photoexcitation
generates a localised hole and an excited electron with excess thermal energy. The electron subsequently undergoes thermal relaxation through rapid motion to arrive a final distance from the
localised hole (the thermalisation length), yielding a charge-transfer state. The competition between charge-transfer state dissociation into free charge carriers and recombination to the ground
state is dependent on the magnitude of the Coulombic attraction. The Coulomb capture radius rc
is defined as the distance at which the energy of the Coulomb attraction equals that of the thermal
energy (kB T ) such that

rc =

e2
4πr 0 kB T

(1.9)

where e is the charge of an electron, 0 is the permittivity of vacuum, and r is the dielectric
constant of the surrounding materials. The charge carriers are considered fully separated if the
thermalisation length exceeds rc , otherwise the probability of dissociation versus the probability
of geminate recombination is determined by the thermalisation length relative to rc , as well as the
available thermal energy kB T . This process is illustrated in Figure 1.9. Equation 1.9 emphasises
the importance of the dielectric constant of the active layer materials, where the typically low
dielectric constants of polymer donors yield large rc such that dissociation probability without a
donor-acceptor interface is low.
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Onsager’s theory has since been modified by Braun et al to incorporate a finite lifetime for
the charge-transfer state, and to better model the experimentally observed thermalisation lengths
of condensed phase systems, such as those found in organic photovoltaics.65 This modification
uses the product of two decay processes for charge-transfer state dissociation probability P , with
separate rate constants for dissociation kd and geminate recombination to the ground state kr , and
a charge-transfer state lifetime τCT such that

P =

kd
= kd τCT
kf + kd

(1.10)

Importantly, this new form treats the charge-transfer dissociation process as reversible, where
multiple attempts to dissociate may occur during the charge-transfer state lifetime and the chargetransfer state can be regenerated from the partially dissociated charges. Additionally, a distribution
of charge-transfer separation distances is expected for these disordered materials, and can be
incorporated into this model in order to more accurately reflects the experimentally observed
thermalisation lengths.64
While models based on Onsager theory have proven effective in modelling experimental results
of charge-transfer state dissociation in a variety of systems, significant deficiencies still exist in
accurately predicting charge photogeneration yields.9, 16 These models do not include explicit
consideration of the high reorganisation energies expected for typical donor-acceptor systems as
in Marcus’s non-adiabatic electron transfer theory. Significant difficulty also exists in obtaining
reliable estimates for thermalisation and Coloumb capture lengths in organic photovoltaic blends,
as well as other important parameters such as interfacial dipoles which further complicate the
application of these models for the prediction of charge-transfer state dissociation kinetics and
yield.

1.2.2

The Role of Driving Force for Electron Transfer in Charge Carrier
Separation

The previous section provided an overview of typically used exciton dissociation, electron transfer, and charge-transfer state theories, and highlighted a number of gaps in understanding, in particular the role of driving force for electron transfer ∆GET in charge carrier generation/separation
processes. Is there a fundamental energy loss requirement for efficient charge dissociation? Is a
material energy level offset required to produce a driving force? Or does interface morphology
determine the driving force? Can excess vibrational energy drive efficient charge dissociation?
And can thermally relaxed charge-transfer states be efficiently dissociated? Or are charge-transfer
states primarily a loss mechanism? What role does quantum coherence and delocalisation play in
exciton dissociation? Most importantly, can all of the above questions be addressed by a single
model, based on a fundamental understanding of charge photogeneration, capable of predicting
charge generation kinetics and yield for any donor-acceptor system? And could this be used to
inform the design of new donor-acceptor material systems? Addressing these outstanding issues is
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crucial to the continued improvement of organic photovoltaic systems. The following section will
present a survey and discussion of recent literature developments regarding the energetics of charge
carrier dissociation processes, the role of charge-transfer states and excess vibrational energy, and
most recently the role of quantum coherence and ultrafast delocalisation in charge photogeneration.

Free Energy Driving Force and Material Energy Levels
It was until recently, generally accepted that an energetic driving force (∆GET ) was simply
required in order to overcome the charge-transfer state binding energy (coulomb potential on the
order of 0.3 to 0.5 eV) and produce efficient charge separation.17, 21, 59–61 This understanding was
related to the required energy for stabilising the charge-transfer state during dissociation, and
therefore necessarily lost during the charge separation process.21, 66, 67 However multiple studies in
recent years have found efficient electron transfer and charge separation with ∆GET of 0.1 eV or
below.60, 67–69 This implies that the charge photogeneration process is more complicated than the
simple interpretation outlined above. Results from transient absorption and photoluminescence
quenching studies of donor-acceptor systems with ∆GET of ∼0.1 eV have reported charge generation yields as high as 80 %.60, 69 Further, an increase in the magnitude of donor-acceptor LUMO
offset (∝ ∆GET ) has repeatedly been shown by groups including Ohkita et al and Coffey et al to
produce an increase in charge separation yield, with the degree of this relationship dependent on
the donor-acceptor system used.32, 61, 68, 70, 71

Photoluminescence quenching has been used to investigate the influence of material system energetics (∆GET ) on charge photogeneration yield, where electron transfer from donor to acceptor
results in accelerated exciton decay and altered photoluminescence. Observing the photoluminescence quenching resulting after variation of the ionisation potential of polymer donors blended
with the PCBM acceptor has indicated that the initial electron transfer process may not be the
limiting factor in the charge photogeneration process.32 However, multiple studies have indicated
that photoluminescence quenching is not a reliable indicator for the formation of dissociated charge
carriers in donor-acceptor photovoltaic blends. Systems that exhibit very high photoluminescence
quenching do not nessecarily result in a high yield of separated charge carriers, as determined
through transient absorption estimates of the polymer polaron yield. Feier et al used a combination of time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC), time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL),
and ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy to obtain charge separation yields during variation
of PCBM concentration and phase aggregation. This study found almost complete exciton quenching at low PCBM concentrations (sub-picosecond electron transfer), while charge separation yields
were still quite low, with the dissociation of charge-transfer states post electron transfer again
assigned as the primary driver in charge carrier dissociation.72

The influence of free energy driving force for electron transfer on charge generation yield has been
investigated by a number of groups, typically varied through the use of different donor-acceptor
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systems with relative differences in energy levels (for example, a fixed donor polymer and series
of fullerene aducts), and indicate that this driving force plays a fundamental role in charge carrier
dissociation.62, 71, 73, 74

Interface Morphology and Electronic Coupling
The local electronic environment of the donor-acceptor interface has additionaly been shown to
influence the value of ∆GET due to molecular orientation and donor-acceptor domain crystallinity,
and therefore determining the actual ∆GET within a donor-acceptor blend at the interface is not
so straight forward.75, 76 Improvements to charge-transfer state dissociation of a donor-acceptor
system, through thermal annealing or increasing PCBM concentration, have been interpreted as
an indication that charge-transfer state dissociation plays a key role in the photogeneration of fully
separated charge carriers.19 Recent investigations by Ayzner et al, Feier et al, and Higashino et al,
using a range of theoretical/computational methods, time-resolved microwave conductivity, timeresolved photoluminescence, and transient absorption spectroscopy have confirmed that molecular
orientation and electronic coupling at the donor-acceptor interface can strongly influence both
charge carrier dissociation rate and yield.72, 77, 78

Excess Initial Excited State Vibrational Energy
In addition to the above discussion of the driving force in terms of the inherent donor-acceptor
LUMO-LUMO offset, the excess thermal energy of the initial exciton has been proposed as another primary mechanism for efficient charge carrier dissociation in systems with a low ∆GET .79
Thermally excited excitons generated through above bandgap excitations, or thermally excited
charge-transfer states produced through non-equilibrium electron transfer with sufficient energetic
driving force, have both been suggested to strongly influence the dissociation of excitons or chargetransfer states into free charge carriers.

The excess thermal energy available prior to relaxation may result in ultrafast thermalisation
of charge carriers to beyond the Coloumb capture radius, thereby directly yielding free charge
carriers, with the amount of excess thermal energy determining dissociation efficiency. Multiple
studies suggest that the generation of excitons with excess thermal energy through above bandgap
excitation of the donor material is sufficient to directly yield free charges, without the requirement
of significant ∆GET .79–81 Bakulin et al and other suggest that ∆GET provides the requisite
excess thermal energy for efficient charge separation, by facilitating the formation of thermally
excited charge-transfer states which are required for charge separation.9, 32, 82–84 However, direct
excitation of relaxed charge-transfer states has been achieved through ultrafast two-pulse excitation
measurments using below bandgap excitation, yielding charge-transfer state dissociation without a
loss in internal quantum efficiency, relative to above bandgap excitation, and requiring no ∆GET .63
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Excess thermal energy of excited states appears to have an influence on charge carrier dissociation, while thermally relaxed charge-transfer states likely representing a loss pathway, as they are
less likely to dissociate prior to geminate recombination. As such, the charge photogeneration yield
is expected to be independent of the kinetics for geminate recombination of relaxed charge-transfer
states, with kinetic competition between thermalisation and dissociation key to the efficient generation of fully dissociated charge carriers. The thermal relaxation of charge-transfer states has
been shown to be slow relative to the initial electron transfer, and may partially explain efficient
ultrafast charge separation, where direct dissociation of thermally excited exciton is kinetically
favourable relative to charge-transfer state relaxation.85

Quantum Coherence and Exciton Delocalisation
Investigations undertaken by a number of groups including Zhang et al,11 Heiber et al,12 Li et
al,86 and Dimitrov et al70 have attempted to illucidate the mechanisms of exciton generation, diffusion, and dissociation through combined experimental (ultrafast transient absorption and time
resolved fluorescence) and computational modelling of various donor-acceptor systems. In particular, these investigations have sought to determine the influence of exciton delocalisation on
dissociation probability and kinetics, yielding conflicting conclusions on whether exciton delocalisation is an important factor in charge separation efficiency. Further, investigations into the role
of exciton diffusion and exciton-exciton annihilation (internal charge transfer) kinetics have been
performed, indicating that differences in process kinetics on the picosecond timescale may not
influence charge generation.10, 11, 86, 87 Rather, ultrafast charge carrier dissociation appears to be
the primary determinant of efficient charge separation in these systems. The role of charge carrier
mobility and fullerene domain size were also investigated, and found to impact the initial kinetics
of exciton diffusion.

Recently, numerous groups have undertaken studies that suggest quantum coherence is key in
triggering charge delocalisation and transfer in donor-acceptor systems.46, 88–96 Initially generated
high energy, highly delocalised excitons sample a large volume with high mobility on the femtosecond timescale prior to relaxation, coupling to highly delocalised charge-transfer states that are well
separated prior to thermalisation. This in turn leads to highly efficient charge carrier dissociation
on sub-picosecond timescales. Charge photogeneration accounted for by these unrelaxed excitons
is substantially faster than predicted for simple exciton diffusion.97 Guan et al have further shown
that the relaxation of thermally excited charge-transfer states does not reduce their delocalisation
character, thereby still allowing dissociation of charges even when relaxed.98 Therefore, the role
of thermally excited charge-transfer states in efficient charge carrier dissociation is still an area of
controversy.
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1.2.3

Summary of Charge Photogeneration Process Understanding

From the above discussions, it is clear that the charge photogeneration process is highly complex,
and involves many interdependent parameters that vary between donor-acceptor material system.
Significant progress has been achieved recently in elucidating the fundamental processes underlying
exciton dissociation, charge carrier separation, and the role of ∆GET therein. However, the relative
importance of the above identified factors including ∆GET , excess thermal energy, and excited
state delocalisation, as well as their relative influence on charge photogeneration remains to a large
extend unresolved, owing primarily to limited experimental data and difficulty in investigating these
ultrafast processes (with short-lived transient species). Much of the current understanding is based
on rather indirect investigation of processes, or based on correlations that are either qualitative in
nature, or lack clear evidence of a causal relationship between charge photogeneration processes
and photocurrent generation.

The design and development of new donor and acceptor material systems with optimised nanoscale
morphology and energetics is key to the continued improvement of organic photovoltaic device
performance. Of primary importance is the required magnitude of ∆GET , corresponding the the
donor-acceptor material energy level offset. Any excess of ∆GET , above that required to produce
efficient charge dissociation, represents a direct loss of device photovoltage. Optimisation of this
balance between charge generation (device photocurrent) and device photovoltage (free energy
loss) is a primary motivation for the investigations of this thesis. Therefore, the primary objective
of this thesis is to quantitatively determine the influence of driving force for electron transfer on
electron transfer kinetics and charge separation yield within donor-acceptor organic photovoltaic
systems, and is addressed within the investigations of Chapters 3 and 6.

1.3

Charge Transport and Recombination Processes

The previous Section 1.2 identified a number of outstanding gaps in our understanding of charge
carrier generation processes. Similarly, there remain key areas in our current understanding of
charge transport and recombination processes that are yet to be clarified. Some of these uncertainties were mentioned in Section 1.1, however a more detailed discussion is presented within
this section, expanding on the current state of understanding with regards to charge carrier transport and non-geminate (bimolecular) recombination processes in organic photovoltaic systems.
The bimolecular recombination of separated charge carriers is a primary loss mechanism in many
donor-acceptor systems, resulting in a reduced charge carrier extraction yield, and consequently
reduced device photocurrent.28, 99 As such, a fundamental understanding of transport and recombination processes is crucial for the design and development of new organic photovoltaic systems
and device architectures.
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1.3.1

Charge Carrier Transport and Non-Geminate Recombination Mechanisms

After the initial photoexcitation and generation of fully charge-separate states, the charge carriers
drift within the active layer until they reach a device contact and are extracted, or enter the
Coloumb capture radius of an opposite charge carrier and undergo non-geminate recombination,
typically at the donor-acceptor interface. The charge carrier diffusion length LD , and therefore
recombination probability is proportional to the charge carrier mobility-lifetime product µτ , which
is in turn dependent on the material system used and the morphology of the active layer. As
such, charge carrier transport and non-geminate recombination processes are strongly correlated,
and a fundamental understanding of both processes is required to effectively control charge carrier
extraction losses and thereby optimise photovoltaic device performance. Numerous donor-acceptor
photovoltaic systems have been found to exhibit charge generation yields approaching unity, such
as the PCDTBT polymer donor blended with fullerene based acceptors, with the predominant loss
mechanism attributed to bimolecular recombination processes, heavily influenced by the degree of
trapping during transport/extraction.40, 100, 101

L2D = µτ

kB T
q

(1.11)

The above understanding of the bimolecular recombination process, arrising from the century
old Langevin model, has proven useful in modelling the recombination behaviour of photogenerated
charge carriers in donor-acceptor organic photovoltaic systems. However the simplicity of this
model also presents a number of shortcomings. For example, the Langevin model does not include
the possibility of stable charge-transfer state formation/reformation (equilibrium), which has been
recently suggested to play a signifncant role in these systems.102 A range of alternative models
and more recent understanding are presented and discussed in detail below.

Owing to a lack of long-range order (molecular alignment and orbital wavefunction overlap)
in typical solution-processed organic photovoltaic blends, charge transport predominately takes
place through hopping between localized states, rather than band transport found in crystalline
semiconductors, resulting in comparatively very slow charge transport (low carrier mobilities).
This process of hopping transport comprises a combination of tunnelling between localised states
(dependent on wave functions correspondence), and thermal activation. Additionally, the high
disorder and energetic distortions of molecular structure lead to significant trapping of charge
carriers. The photogenerated charge density thermalises to below the centre of the density of
states distribution, with charge transport occuring though hopping processes around the transport
energy. Charge carriers below this energy remain immobile (trapped within the density of states
tail) and do not contribute to conductivity (see illustrative Figure 1.5). The transport energy is
dependent on the available thermal energy, and as such, increasing the temperature increases the
number of accessible states for mobile charge carriers.31
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Due to the hopping nature of charge transport in these systems, the bimolecular recombination process cannot be adequately described by a classical band-band or Shockley-Read-Hall processes (electron-phonon coupling and energy exchange, non-radiative recombination through deep
traps).31, 103 As the recombination process involves the recombination of one electron and one hole,
the recombination rate R is proportional to the concentration of electrons n and holes p where

R = krec np ∝ krec nδ

(1.12)

where krec is the recombination proportionality constant. Where only photogenerated charge
carriers are considered (with a uniform spatial distribution and therefore concentration), n ≈ p
with a reaction order δ = 2. The empirical reaction order of the recombination reaction δ can be
experimentally determined from the decay of charge density,34, 104 where α is obtained from the
power law n ∝ t−α and therefore

α=−

dln(n(t))
dln(t)

δ = α−1 + 1

(1.13)

(1.14)

This reaction order describes how the charge carrier recombination rate scales with charge
carrier density, and incorporates all measured charge carriers, including both free carriers and
those within the distribution of trap states, and is therefore dependent on trap state occupancy
and charge density.

Langevin-based models of charge carrier recombination are commonly employed to describe
the recombination behaviour of photovoltaic devices, a solely diffusion limited treatment where
recombination is a certainty every time an electron and hole meet, such that determination of krec
can be approximated with βL through

βL =

q(µn + µp )


(1.15)

where µn and µp are the mobilities of electrons and holes respectively, q the charge of an electron,
and  the dielectric constant of the transport medium.102 However Langevin-type recombination
mechanisms have proven unable to fully explain recombination behaviour, over-predicting the
measured recombination rates, and a material system and temperature-dependent empirical factor
(β/βL ) is commonly used to adjust for observations of non-Langevin recombination behaviour
in numerous high efficiency donor-acceptor blends.28, 102, 105–107 The bimolecular recombination
coefficient β (krec when δ = 2), takes the form
dn
= −βn2
dt
where both τ and β can be experimentally determined through
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(1.16)

τ=

dn(t) −1
1
= −n(t)[
]
nβ
dt

(1.17)

dn −2
n
dt

(1.18)

β=

Several models have been proposed to explain the observation of non-Langevin recombination,
predominately focused on the role of disorder and trapping in recombination processes, while film
nanomorphology is known to play a crucial role in charge transport and recombination behaviour
(physical separation of charge carriers in respective material domains).108–110 One such recent
study by Burke et al suggests that free charge carriers are in fact in equilibrium with charge-transfer
states, where the formation and dissociation of these states can better account for the observed
recombination probability of charge carriers, as well as the observed temperature dependence of
open-circuit voltage.102 Recent investigations by Oosterhout et al have indicated that the current
understanding of bimolecular recombination processes are lacking with regards to the origin of
dark carriers and the precise nature of the trap states, both found to influence recombination.111
They surmise that it is presently unclear how these factors can be accounted for when targeting a
specific chemical or solid-state structure for improved photovoltaic system design.
The current uncertainty regarding the exact mechanisms of non-geminate recombination mechanisms in state-of-the-art donor-acceptor photovoltaic devices limits the continued development
of these systems. As such, clarification of these processes through the development of new models, improved experimental techniques for the study of charge carrier generation/recombination,
and quantification of transport/extraction and recombination losses in photovoltaic devices are
areas of high importance. Consequently, these uncertainties represent primary motivations for
the charge extraction based investigations of Chapters 4 and 5, with the objectives of quantifying
and identifying the origins of extraction losses, developing improved investigative techniques, and
improving the understanding of charge carrier transport/trapping and recombination processes in
donor-acceptor photovoltaic systems.
Donor-Acceptor Material Energy Levels and Non-Geminate Recombination Kinetics
The existence of the Marcus inverted region has been confirmed for a number of donor-acceptor
systems regarding charge separation processes, and suggests that at ∆GET significantly greater
than the reorganisation energy between reactant and product states (on the order of 0.4 eV)74
should limit the rate of electron transfer kinetics.55–57, 66 As such, it is unlikely that the energetic offsets between donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO typically observed in organic photovoltaic
systems (greater than 1.0 eV) could influence the kinetics of charge-transfer state non-geminate
recombination. However the recent study by Burke et al102 regarding free carrier/charge-transfer
state equilibrium better accounting for observed charge carrier recombination probabilities may further imply that charge-transfer state binding energy could play a role in bimolecular recombination
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kinetics, and therefore be influenced by the material energy levels of donor and acceptor. Further,
due to the time resolution limitations of the time-resolved microwave conductivity technique employed by Coffey et al,71 those results obtained regarding the driving force dependence of charge
generation yield may include not only geminate recombination, but also possibly a component of
non-geminate, charge-transfer state mediated recombination.
Any energetic dependence of non-geminate recombination kinetics would be expected to have a
significant dependence on charge density, where diffusion mediated bimolecular recombination at
low charge densities would dominate recombination kinetics. At sufficiently high charge densities
however, where a significant portion of charge carriers are spatially confined to the donor-acceptor
interface, it is possible that the energetics of material energy levels or charge-transfer states could
influence bimolecular recombination kinetics. Literature studies addressing this concept in organic
photovoltaic systems are very limited to date, providing little experimental basis for conclusive determination, and therefore warrant further investigation. As such, investigations into the influence
of material energy levels on non-geminate recombination kinetics are presented in Chapter 6.

1.4

The Study of Charge Photogeneration and Recombination Processes

A wide variety of experimental techniques have been developed and applied to the study of charge
photogeneration and device operation in organic donor-acceptor systems. While characterisation
of photovoltaic devices using steady-state illumination provides information on the operation of
material and device designs under real-world conditions, they are limited in their ability to investigate and provide insight into the fundamental processes. Transient measurements have been
extensively employed to investigate charge generation and recombination processes, including optical techniques such as transient absorption capable of observing ultrafast processes of transient
excited states, and charge extraction based techniques to obtain information of separated charge
carrier generation and extraction yield, as well as recombination dynamics and trapping behaviour
of operational photovoltaic devices. A wide range of steady-state, frequency domain measurement techniques have also been employed for the investigation of charge carrier transport and
recombination processes in photovoltaics, including electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
and intensity modulated photocurrent/photovoltage (IMPS/IMPV).112–114 A combination of various approaches helps to confirm the attribution of experimental observations to the underlying
processes, and can compensate for the weakness each respective measurement.104

1.4.1

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

Transient absorption spectroscopy employs a purely optical approach to the investigation of
transient excited species within donor-acceptor blend films. A white light probe source is used
for illumination, with filters and a monochromator used to select the desired probe measurement
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Figure 1.10: Illustration of transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) experimental setup. A white
light probe source is used for constant illumination, with filters and a monochromator used to
select the desired probe measurement wavelength. The probe light is shone through the organic
photovoltaic film (OPV) and changes in transmission are monitored using a photodetector. A
pulsed laser is used to photoexcite the OPV film and generate transient species. Absorption of the
probe light by transient species at the select wavelength is monitored over time.

wavelength within the UV-Visible to near-IR range. The probe light is shone through the organic
photovoltaic film, and changes in transmission are monitored using a photodetector and oscilloscope. A pulsed laser (short pulse width, short wavelength) is used to photoexcite the film and
generate transient excited species. Absorption of the probe light by these photogenerated transient
species at the selected probe wavelength is monitored over time. It is also possible to monitor the
inverse process, where the bleaching and recovery of ground-state (UV-Visible) absorbance is monitored (kinetics and yield) through the use of appropriate probe wavelength and photodetector.
This operational setup is illustrated in Figure 1.10. This technique enables the measurement of
excited state spectra through systematic variation of probe wavelength, and can be used to identify transient species, relating extinction coefficients and absorption cross-section with spectral
response. The temporal decay of these transient signals is also monitored, providing a measure of
transient species decay kinetics, as well as enabling the inference of charge transfer processes and
estimation of charge generation yield.

As this experimental approach involves a solely optical investigation of transient species, the
time resolution of these kinetics measurement is primarily limited by the pulse width of the excitation laser, thereby enabling the investigation of ultrafast (femtosecond) processes. For this reason,
ultrafast transient absorption measurements are used to investigate the driving force dependence
of charge carrier generation processes (electron transfer, charge separation) in Chapter 3. However, there exists inherent ambiguity in using optical techniques for investigation of these material
systems, relying on the accurate assignment of transient species absorption, while the possible
coexistence of multiple transient species at a given probe wavelength can lead to complexity in
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interpretation of results. Additionally, these measurements may probe populations of transient
species, such as polymer polarons, that are not extractable in a typical photovoltaic device (unable
to differentiate between mobile or trapped charge carriers), and therefore quantitative assignment
of charge generation yields and recombination kinetics can be difficult. Observations obtained
using transient absorption can benefit from additional charge extraction based techniques, capable
of investigating charge generation and recombination processes in operational devices. For this
reason, transient charge extraction measurements are thoroughly characterised (Chapters 4 and
5), improved through the incorporation of an applied bias (Chapter 5), and utilised (Chapter 6)
to compliment the ultrafast transient absorption studies of Chapter 3.

1.4.2

Transient Charge Extraction Based Techniques

Transient charge extraction based measurement techniques involve the measurement of extractable charge density in operational photovoltaic devices, and can therefore provide a quantitative measure of charge generation/extraction yields and bimolecular recombination kinetics.
Complimenting these measurements with tandem electronic measurements of transient device photovoltage can further provide information on the density of trap states.

In transient charge extraction measurements, an operational photovoltaic device (with contacts) is connected to an external measurement circuit which incorporates a load (measurement
impedance) and oscilloscope. A pulsed laser is then used to photogenerate charge carrier within
the device active layer. The the device photovoltage can be directly measured as a potential
across the device contacts at open-circuit, where a high measurement circuit impedance used to
inhibit current flow from the device to the external circuit, and thereby providing a measure of
the photovoltage due to the photogenerated charge density. This potential can also be monitored
as a function of time after photoexcitation, such as in the photovoltage decay technique. Shortcircuiting the measurement circuit across a known small measurement impedance enables the flow
of current through the external circuit. Due to the internal potential of the photogenerated charge
density, charge carriers are extracted at the device contacts. Monitoring this external current flow
provides a direct measure of extractable charge carriers, where integrating extraction current over
the required extraction time yields the total photogenerated charge density within the device at
the time of extraction. The application of an externally applied reverse bias during this charge
extraction process can also be used to facilitate improved charge extraction, as well as provide information on charge carrier transport behaviour (mobility). Variation of the laser pulse excitation
density will alter the initially photogenerated charge density, thereby enabling the measurement
of photovoltage, and the corresponding internal charge density at a range of charge densities.

Introducing a delay time between the photoexcitation pulse and charge extraction measurement,
such as in time resolved charge extraction utilising an nanosecond FET switch to switch rapidly
between open circuit and short circuit conditions, enables the measurement of internal charge den28

sity after a known time that the device is held at open-circuit without illumination. Where the
decay in internal charge density is due solely to bimolecular recombination, this approach yields
a direct measurement of charge carriers that survived recombination and therefore bimolecular
recombination kinetics (charge carrier lifetime, reaction order, bimolecular recombination coefficient) as a function of photogenerated charge density.104, 115 Further combining these results with
transient photovoltage decay measurements under identical conditions can be used to obtain the
charge density dependence of photovoltage and charge carrier lifetime, and can be further used
to investigate the device trap state density distribution and infer donor/acceptor material energy
levels.34

Time resolved charge extraction measurements provide a method to quantitatively determine the
charge generation yield in operational photovoltaic devices, as well as provide insights into charge
carrier transport, recombination, and trapping behaviour. As such, transient charge extraction
measurements are used throughout the investigations of this thesis (Chapters 4, 5, and 6). Further
details of the time resolved charge extraction measurement technique setup, operational procedures,
and methodology used for analysis of results are provided in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.

Inherent Limitations of Charge Extraction Measurements
Inherent to these electronic measurement techniques however are temporal limitations, imposed
either by measurement circuit response limitations, or by the time required for extraction of device internal charge density. This limits the time resolution of these measurement techniques to
observation of processes on the nanosecond timescale or slower. Additionally, these charge extraction based measurements rely on the assumption that the extracted charge is representative of the
device internal charge density, such that no recombination occurs during the extraction measurement. Regarding the degree of recombination during extraction, the loss fraction for P3HT:PCBM
based bulk heterojunction organic photovoltacs has been estimated to be less than 10 percent.116
However, for other BHJ solar cells exhibiting faster recombination, slow transport, or using thick
active layers, charge extraction times could be comparable to, or longer than the charge carrier
recombination lifetime, leading to a much more significant underestimation of charge density. Furthermore, space-charging effects (build up of charge carriers causing screening of internal electric
field) occurring during extraction could limit the rate of charge carrier sweep out, leading to further
recombination during extraction. These recombination losses during charge extraction introduce
error into the measured charge density dependence of photovoltage and charge carrier lifetime, and
it is non-trivial to quantify extraction losses in typical charge extraction measurements.

To date, transient charge extraction measurement limitations and recombination losses during
extraction have not been systematically quantified for donor-acceptor photovoltaic systems, with
the influence of these effects on the calculation of charge density, bimolecular recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution remaining an unresolved issue. A primary objective of this
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thesis is therefore to quantify extraction losses in time resolved charge extraction measurements,
and investigate the influence of these losses on the measurement of charge density, recombination
kinetics, and trapping behaviour in photovoltaic devices (Chapters 4 and 5).

Background of Transient Charge Extraction Techniques
The study of recombination kinetics and material energy levels has been previously performed
using a switched charge extraction technique for dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs),115 and was subsequently applied for bulk heterojunction organic photovoltaic devices.116 Charge extraction techniques using an externally applied reverse bias have also been extensively used to determine charge
carrier transport and recombination kinetics in photovoltaic devices. Photoinduced charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (Photo-CELIV) and bias amplified charge extraction (BACE)
techniques involve the application of a reverse-bias potential (linearly increasing for Photo-CELIV,
constant for BACE) to facilitate charge extraction.104, 117, 118 The amount of extracted charge in
BACE measurements is greater than that extracted at short circuit (without an applied bias),
as accelerated charge transport during extraction competes with recombination, and is therefore
better at obtaining the device internal charge density by reducing charge extraction losses.

Typically for Photo-CELIV and BACE measurements, a forward bias is applied to the device
prior to illumination to compensate for the device photovoltage, and is maintained during the delay
time until the application of the reverse-bias.117 This produces a major limitation for charge carrier lifetime measurements. The open-circuit voltage during the delay time constantly decays due
to charge recombination, but the applied forward bias is constant, and therefore results in charge
injection. This complicates transient analysis and requires assumptions for the determination of
the charge carrier lifetime due solely to photogenerated charge.119 Furthermore, the photogenerated charge distribution in bulk heterojunction solar cells at open-circuit condition may not be
homogeneous, and change with charge density.120, 121 The application of a constant forward bias
during the delay time may change the charge distribution, and therefore alter recombination kinetics compared to that under open-circuit conditions. The open-circuit corrected charge carrier
extraction technique was developed by Baumann and Dyakonov et al as a method to overcome
the problem of constant forward bias during the delay time in Photo-CELIV and BACE measurements.122 The open-circuit voltage decay is measured, and this same voltage signal is applied as
the forward bias during delay time, maintaining open-circuit conditions without injection. The
widespread adoption of this technical measurement procedure is however hindered by its practical
complexity.

Alternatively, charge recombination lifetime can be obtained through transient photovoltage
decay measurements.24, 104 The photovoltage decay is analysed based on the assumption that the
voltage scales with charge density, and that the charge density decreases only due to recombination.
However if charge density is not homogeneous, changes in charge density are caused by both
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recombination and transport through the active layer, requiring a more complicated analysis.
Charge extraction or transient photocurrent measurements (TPC) are however still required to
obtain lifetime as a function of charge density.24 As TPC measures the transient photocurrent
induced by a pulsed light at short-circuit conditions, the integrated charges may be underestimated
due to charge recombination. The BACE technique could be employed to avoid recombination
during extraction, however the issues with maintaining open-circuit condition during delay time
remain.
A charge extraction technique is therefore required, that avoids the complicated analysis and
assumptions needed to overcome the experimental difficulty in maintaining open-circuit condition
during delay time, while achieving accelerated charge extraction (through an applied reverse bias)
and thereby minimize charge recombination losses during extraction. A primary objective of this
thesis is therefore to develop an improved time resolved charge extraction measurement technique
through inclusion of an applied bias during charge extraction (Chapter 5). This technique is
thoroughly characterised and used in subsequent investigations of extraction losses, as well as
the investigations of the influence of material energy levels on charge generation yield, device
photovoltage, and bimolecular recombination kinetics (Chapter 6).

1.5

Thesis Overview

The overall objective of this thesis is to quantify the influence of the driving force for electron
transfer on electron transfer kinetics and charge generation yield in organic photovoltaic systems,
with the motivation of reducing this driving force as a method for increasing device photovoltage
(reduce energy losses), while maintaining high device current (high charge generation/separation
efficiency and yield). This will further provide a greater understanding of charge photogeneration
processes in these photovoltaic systems, to better reconcile material systems design and charge
photogeneration behaviour with the performance of operational photovoltaic devices, and thereby
provide improved design principals for the development of new donor-acceptor systems and device
architectures.
The following main objectives are therefore investigated within this thesis:
• Determine the influence of the driving force for electron transfer on electron transfer kinetics
and charge generation yield in donor-acceptor systems using ultrafast transient absorption
measurements.
• Develop an improved transient charge extraction measurement technique for the investigation
of charge generation yield and recombination kinetics in donor-acceptor organic photovoltaic
devices.
• Determine the origin of, and quantify the influence of charge extraction losses on the measurement of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trapping behaviour in transient charge
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extraction measurements.
• Quantify the influence of donor-acceptor material system energy levels on charge extraction
yield, device photovoltage, and recombination kinetics in operational photovoltaic devices
using transient charge extraction.
Details of the methodology adopted to investigate the above objectives, and the primary outcomes of these investigations are outlined in the following sections.

1.5.1

Donor-Acceptor Material Systems

A series of bridgehead imine substituted cyclopentadithiophenes based polymer donor materials developed by Azouley and Bazan et al have shown promise for use in reasonably efficient
low-bandgap photovoltaic devices, with solar conversion efficiencies exceeding 3 % for optimised
devices incorporating these donor polymers blended with the PCBM acceptor.43 Beyond the
photovoltaic performance of these donor-acceptor systems, this series of polymer donors provides
a unique opportunity to systematically investigate the influence of material system energetics on
charge photogeneration processes, which has to date proven experimentally difficult. The molecular
structure of push-pull copolymers incorporating an aryl (Ar) imine substituent at the bridgehead
position of 4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b’]dithiophene (CPDT) can be used to systematically influence
the highest occupied/lowest unoccupied (HOMO/LUMO) energies of the polymer while keeping
the backbone structure intact.43

This polymer donor series can therefore be used to provide a series of donor-acceptor systems with engineered variation in the driving force for electron transfer ∆GET . Modification
of the Ar substituent with progressively electron withdrawing substituents, Ar = p-C6 H13 (P1),
p-C(CF3 )2 OC8 H17 (P2), and C6 F5 (P3), provides a set of donor materials with nearly identical
band gaps (∼1.5 eV) and progressively reduced LUMO energies (-3.73, -4.00, and -4.12 eV for
P1, P2, and P3, respectively), as displayed in Figure 1.11. These low bandgap polymer donor
materials were synthesised by, and obtained from Jason Azoulay and Guillermo Bazan (The Center for Polymers and Organic Solids, University of California, Santa Barbara, USA). All device
fabrication and optimisation was however performed by the doctoral candidate locally (Intelligent
Polymer Research Institute, University of Wollongong, Australia). The values of EHOM O /EHOM O
and ∆GET were obtained through cyclic voltametry of drop-cast films as detailed in the paper by
Bazan et. al.43 Bazan et. al. have also published additional literature discussing the electrochemical considerations for determining the absolute frontier orbital energy levels (HOMO/LUMO) of
conjugated polymers, with a specific focus on organic photovoltaic materials such as those used
herein.123 It is noted that although formal potentials can be correlated with EHOM O /EHOM O ,
the error margin on these energy levels is likely on the order of ± 0.1 eV. It is therefore reasonable
to assume the error associated with ∆GET is also on the order of ± 0.1 eV. However this is for an
absolute value of free energy. Where a series of comparable donor polymers are measured under
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Figure 1.11: Molecular structures of cyclopentadithiophene based polymer donors (P1, P2, and P3)
and the fullerene based acceptor (PCBM). Shown are the highest occupied molecular orbital energy
level (EHOM O ) calculated from the onset of oxidation, and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
energy level (ELU M O ) calculated from the onset of reduction (obtained using cyclic voltametry),
with a comparison of the electrochemical band gaps and LUMO offsets of the donors relative to
the PCBM acceptor (E vs vacuum). Also displayed are the driving force for electron transfer
(∆GET ), and the free energy offset between donor polymer EHOM O and PCBM acceptor ELU M O
(∆GHOM O−LU M O ).
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identical conditions as those presented herein, the relative error in ∆GET between donors is likely
lower than 0.1 eV. The specific donors were selected with ∆GET relative to the PCBM acceptor
of 0.57, 0.30, and 0.18 eV for P1, P2, and P3, respectively. Importantly, these donor polymers
also exhibit similar solubility, morphology, processability, and sufficiently red-shifted main absorption bands relative to PCBM absorption, enabling selective photoexcitation of the donor phase in
photovoltaic blends.

While active layer morphology can influence the energetics of the donor-acceptor interface
through phase crystallinity, reorganisation energy, charge screening, and delocalisation, the use
of similar polymer donor blend systems with comparable morphology should minimise the relative
influence of these effects. The influence of morphology on charge generation and recombination
is not the focus of this thesis, but rather the influence of donor-acceptor system energetics on
these fundamental processes The impact of morphology on charge transport, extraction, and trapping also presented a significant issue in the use of charge extraction measurement techniques in
obtaining a measure of internal photogenerated charge density. As such, the development and
characterisation of an applied bias charge extraction technique was critical to the successful investigation of these polymer donor systems, thereby circumventing the morphological extraction
limitations (Chapter 5). Additionally, in the ultrafast transient charge photogeneration studies
(Chapter 3), the use of low PCBM loadings in addition to more typical photovoltaic device loading
for the transient absorption films was used to investigate exciton quenching without influencing
the morphology of active layer blend.

1.5.2

Ultrafast Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

The experimental approach adopted for the investigation of the charge photogeneration processes
in donor-acceptor systems outlined in the previous section centred around the use of ultrafast (femtosecond) transient absorption spectroscopy, capable of directly monitoring electron transfer kinetics and excited state decay. The collaborative nature of the investigations involving femtosecond
transient absorption spectroscopy for the studies of the P1/P2/P3 polymer systems requires an
explanation of the exact role of the candidate. Due to the advanced nature of equipment and operational expertise required to achieve the requisite ultrafast time resolution, the transient absorption
measurements (setup, operation, and data acquisition) were performed in Tsukuba by Kenji Sunahara (Graduate School of Pure and Applied Sciences, University of Tsukuba, Japan), Akihiro Furube (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Japan), and Attila Mozer
(Intelligent Polymer Research Institute, University of Wollongong, Australia). The transient absorption film samples were prepared by Andrew Nattestad (Intelligent Polymer Research Institute,
University of Wollongong, Australia). The candidate’s role was to analyse the raw data, and to
develop models for the interpretation of results. This work was crucial in obtaining more than a basic qualitative understanding of the underlying charge photogeneration processes, with assignment
and quantification of kinetics and yield for the multiple underlying components of each transient
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at the various measurement conditions. These activities represent the majority of work invested
in these ultrafast transient absorption investigations, including processing/normalising of datasets,
and the development of appropriate models and custom fitting/analysis routines. Consequently,
the candidate was tasked with the primary responsibility of writing the published manuscript.50

The results of these investigations are presented in Chapter 3, and indicate that ∆GET of
0.18 eV is not sufficient to yield ultrafast charge generation, while driving forces above this value
exhibited near-unity electron transfer yield on the femtosecond timescale. Additionally, no increase
in electron transfer kinetics or estimated charge generation yield was found with an increase in
∆GET from 0.30 to 0.57 eV, where the initial charge generation yield appears limited by chargetransfer state recombination, rather than the electron transfer kinetics. Picosecond non-geminate
recombination was also observed in the donor-acceptor system with ∆GET of 0.30 eV, indicating
that bimolecular recombination may limit the extractable photocurrent in this system.

1.5.3

Time Resolved Charge Extraction

The optical studies of Chapter 3 provided information on the kinetics of electron transfer and
an estimate of charge generation yield. However these results alone are insufficient to provide
conclusive insights into overall charge generation efficiency, and can benefit from additional charge
extraction based techniques, capable of quantitatively determining the charge generation yield
in operational photovoltaic devices, as well as providing insights into charge carrier transport,
recombination, and trapping behaviour. For this reason, transient charge extraction measurements
were assessed for use in further investigations of the influence of ∆GET on charge generation
yield, non-geminate recombination kinetics, and trapping behaviour in operational photovoltaic
devices incorporating the cyclopentadithiophene based polymer donors, thereby complimenting
the ultrafast transient absorption studies of Chapter 3. The suitability of a relatively novel charge
extraction technique incorporating a nanosecond switch is investigated in Chapter 4, including
an assessment of measurement limitations and their impact on the calculation of charge density,
recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution. These investigations were performed
using the PCDTBT:PCBM and P3HT:PCBM donor-acceptor material systems, both of which
have been extensively studied in literature and provide benchmark systems for the investigation of
charge extraction measurement limitations. These material systems also provide complimentary
device behaviour, and are therefore used to expand the coverage of measurement conditions that
can be investigated. The results obtained through these investigations identified fundamental
limitations in the time domain of this technique. However, this technique successfully yielded
values for charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution that compare
well with literature reports, and proved capable of monitoring these parameters over a wide range
of charge densities.
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During the course of assessing the time resolved charge extraction techniques, significant extraction losses were identified, leading to inaccuracy of results under certain measurement conditions,
with up to an estimated five fold underestimation of charge density and five fold overestimation
charge carrier lifetime. As such, additional investigations were performed to identify the origins of
the observed extraction losses, and to quantify the influence of these losses on the measurement of
charge density, recombination kinetics, and trapping behaviour in photovoltaic devices (Chapters
4 and 5).

1.5.4

Applied Bias Time Resolved Charge Extraction

In order to overcome the observed charge extraction losses, particularly that of recombination
losses during the extraction process, the development of an improved time resolved charge extraction measurement technique was undertaken, through the first time inclusion of an applied bias
during charge extraction (Chapter 5). The capabilities and limitations of the developed technique
are thoroughly characterised for a range of measurement conditions (excitation density, magnitude
of applied reverse bias, measurement circuit impedance) and device parameters (donor-acceptor
material system, active layer thickness and surface area). These investigations are further used
to accurately determine the origin of, and systematically quantify the observed extraction losses,
enabling the attribution of the operational device performance limitations to the underlying loss
mechanisms.
The results of these investigations indicate that upwards of 50 % of photogenerated charge
density is not measured, and therefore lost without the application of an applied reverse bias in
time resolved charge extraction under certain measurement conditions, which in turn significantly
impacts the calculation of recombination kinetics and trap state density distribution, as well as
the apparent charge density dependence of these parameters. Additionally, the applied bias is
capable of reducing the observed disparity in measurement results obtained for comparable devices
with differences in active layer thickness. These findings facilitated the development of improved
measurement and analysis techniques, and provide an improved understanding of charge carrier
transport/trapping and recombination processes in donor-acceptor photovoltaic devices. These
outcomes were then utilised in the investigations of material energy level influence on charge
generation yield, device photovoltage, and bimolecular recombination kinetics (Chapter 6).

1.5.5

Influence of Material Energy Levels in Operational Photovoltaic
Devices

Investigations were then performed in Chapter 6 to quantify the influence of ∆GET on charge
generation yield, with additional objectives to investigate the influence of ∆Grec on device photovoltage and recombination processes. This is achieved using the newly developed applied bias time
resolved charge extraction technique, and photovoltaic devices incorporating the cyclopentadithiophenes based polymer donors, providing complimentary results to the purely optical studies of
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Chapter 3. Poor charge transport and extraction behaviour was identified in these donor-acceptor
systems, and was found to strongly influence photovoltaic device performance. Use of the developed applied bias charge extraction technique did however enable the effective investigation of
charge carrier dynamics, overcoming these extraction limitations.
The measured charge extraction yields indicate that ∆GET of 0.18 eV results in less than one
third that of donor-acceptor systems with ∆GET of 0.30 eV or above, while increasing ∆GET
above 0.30 eV does not yield a significant further increase in charge generation yield. Increasing
∆GET does however result in a reduction in device VOC for a given charge density, further resulting in a net loss in overall device efficiency. For a given ∆GET , increasing the donor material
bandgap and therefore ∆Grec can increase the device VOC , without sacrificing charge generation
yield. However, increasing ∆Grec was observed to increase bimolecular recombination kinetics at
high charge densities, and is the first time that this has been observed experimentally. Further,
nanosecond bimolecular recombination was found to have a greater influence on device extraction
yield than any variation in ∆GET , indicating that these recombination processes are crucial in
determining the overall photovoltaic device performance.
The primary findings of Chapters 3 and 6 regarding the influence of driving force for electron
transfer on charge generation kinetics and yield have been published in the Journal of Physical
Chemistry C.50 The primary findings of Chapters 4 and 5 regarding the first time introduction of
an applied bias in time resolved charge extraction measurements, and the elucidation and quantification of extraction losses have been published in Advanced Energy Materials.124
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Chapter 2

Experimental Methods
2.1

Photovoltaic Film/Device Fabrication and Characterisation

2.1.1

Photovoltaic Film/Device Fabrication

The architecture used for all fabricated photovoltaic devices was consistent, and of the form
ITO anode / PEDOT:PSS hole selective layer / polymer(donor-acceptor blend) active layer (bulk
heterojunction) / TiOx electron selective layer / Aluminium cathode. The electron/hole selective
interlayers are used in this device architecture to ensure sufficiently blocking contacts (good diode
behaviour) when used in applied bias charge extraction measurements. The cyclopentadithiophene
based polymer donor films used in the photoluminescence and transient absorption studies were
prepared by Andrew Nattestad (Intelligent Polymer Research Institute, University of Wollongong,
Australia). The film preparation/deposition procedures and parameters are identical to that of
the device fabrication procedures outline below (performed by the candidate) for the cyclopentadithiophene based polymer donor devices, only deposited on a plain glass substrate and excluding
the use of electron/hole selective layers and cathode deposition.

Active Layer Polymer(Blend) Solution Preparation
The active layer blend solutions are prepared with parameters depending on donor-acceptor materials used. Slight variations to solution concentrations and deposition parameters were used where
variation of active layer thickness was required. All materials used in the preparation/fabrication
of photovoltaic devices are from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise specified. The poly[N-9”-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole) (PCDTBT) (Solaris, SOL4280,
68-85Dka, electronic grade) and [6,6]-phenyl-C60 -butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (Solaris, SOL5061A,
99.5 % purity) (1:4) blend solution was prepared by dissolution in o-dichlorobenzene at 20 mg mL−1
and stirring at 120 Co for 20 hours under an Ar atmosphere. The poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)
(P3HT) (LumTec., LT-S909, 45Dka, electronic grade, 93 % regioregular) and PCBM (5:4) blend
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solution was prepared by dissolution in chlorobenzene at 50 mg mL−1 and stirring at 80 Co for
20 hours under an Ar atmosphere. For the cyclopendadithiophene based polymer donor/blend
solutions, each donor:PCBM (1:4) blend solution was prepared by dissolution in o-dichlorobenzene
at 20 mg mL−1 and stirring at 120 Co for 30 hours under an Ar atmosphere. These solutions were
then filtered through a 0.45 µm PTFE filter to remove undissolved donor material after cooling to
room temperature.
Please note that a ratio of 1:4 (25 %) polymer to PCBM is used within the cyclopendadithiophene
based blend devices used in the studies of Chapter 6, typically yielding a PCBM concentration
of approx. 70-80 %. A PCBM concentration of 70 % is however used for the blend film studies
of Chapter 3. The small difference in blend concentration (on order of 5-10 %) is not expected
to, and therefore has been assumed to not influence any behaviour of the material system. A
direct comparison between the results obtained in Chapters 3 and 6 is therefore performed without
further reference to, or direct consideration of this small difference in active layer PCBM blend
concentration.
Glass/ITO Substrate Preparation
Pre-patterned Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated glass slides (LumTec., 90 nm thick ITO, variable
active pixel area, typical conductivity of 15 Ω cm−2 , above 85 % transmission at 550 nm) are
used for the transparent device anode, as well as providing a rigid substrate. The substrates are
cleaned by 15 min under sonication in surfactant/H2 O, followed by two subsequent 5 min sonication
rinses in H2 O, and 15 min under sonication each in acetone and isopropanol, prior to a 20 min
UV-ozone treatment. This ensures a clean, particulate free substrate and improves wetability for
solution/active layer deposition.
PEDOT:PSS Hole Selective Interlayer
The cleaned substrates are coated with the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) hole selective layer, using 0.5 wt % PEDOT:PSS solution (Heraeus Clevios Al 4083)
diluted 1:1 in isopropanol. The PEDOT:PSS solution is filtered through a 0.45 µm PVDF filter
to remove any particulates prior to dilution, and maintained under stirring. The layer is then deposited using spin coating (Laurell WS-560HZ-15NPP) at 5000 rpm for 30 s, followed by annealing
in air at 140 Co for 20 min.
Active Layer Deposition
Directly prior to deposition of the active layer, the active layer polymer(blend) solutions are
cooled to room temperature. For the P3HT and PCDTBT based devices, the polymer(blend)
solutions were spin-coated in air onto the prepared substrate at between 1500 and 5000 rpm,
for times ranging from 90 to 240 s, depending on the active layer thickness required. For the
cyclopendadithiophene based polymer donor/blend devices, the polymer(blend) solutions were
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doctor-bladed (Erichsen Coatmaster 509 MC) in air onto the substrate at between 13 and 15 mm
s−1 , with a hotplate (Prazitherm PZ35, high stability) temperature of 75 Co and drying times
ranging from 5 to 30 s (depending on polymer donor).
TiOx Electron Selective Interlayer
To produce the amorphous titanium oxide (TiOx) electron selective interfacial layer, a titanium
oxide sol-gel precursor solution is first prepared. Titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetonate) (75 %
isopropanol, Sigma-Aldrich) (1.0 mL) is added to isopropanol (8.0 mL) while stirring. Then 0.5
mL of glacial acetic acid is added, followed by 0.5 mL of deionized water. This solution is then
heated to, and maintained at 60 Co , and is left stirring for 24 hours. This prepared precursor
solution is diluted (1:10) into isopropanol prior to deposition onto the device active layer. TiOx
layer deposition is performed directly after active layer deposition (and any required active layer
solvent drying time) using spin coating at 5000 rpm for 30 s, and is left to hydrolyze in air for 20
min (or under heating where the active layer requires annealing).
Cathode Deposition and Device Sealing
Aluminium (Al) is then evaporated under vacuum through a mask of defined device active area
(0.095 cm−2 unless otherwise stated), to produce a cathode thickness on the order of 100 nm. A
ramp in evaporation rate is used to ensure good contact with the active layer (initial 5 nm at 0.5
Å s−1 , following 50 nm at 1.5 Å s−1 , final ∼ 50 nm at 2.5+ Å s−1 ). The deposition chamber is left
to cool down for 30 minutes before returning to atmospheric pressure. These devices were then
sealed under an inert Ar atmosphere using a cover glass slide and UV-curable epoxy (Ossila, E131),
manually cured using a handheld UV gun. Effort is made to ensure that no epoxy is in contact with
the device active layer, and that no significant UV illumination is incident on the device active
area. Finally, a metal contact is soldered (ultrasonic) onto the exposed anode/cathode contact
regions for increased durability during measurement.

2.1.2

Steady-State Device Performance

Current-voltage (JV ) measurements are performed to assess steady-state device performance,
and characterise a number of important device parameters including open circuit voltage VOC ,
short-circuit current JSC , fill factor F F , solar conversion efficiency η, series resistance RS , and
shunt resistance RSh , using known parameters for device area A and device thickness d. The
solar simulator and measurement system used (TriSol Solar Simulator, IV16-L, PV Measurements
Inc.) comprises components for variable electronic load and data acquisition (Keithley 2400, PVM
QEX10), and a white light source (constant illumination, 1.5 air mass global solar spectrum)
calibrated using a standard silicon diode to 1 sun equivalent (100 mW cm−2 ). The photovoltaic
device is held under illumination at a range of constant applied potentials (V ), from forward
to reverse bias, and the extracted current density (J) is measured, to produce a JV response
plot. A dark measurement (without illumination) is also performed across the range of measured
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applied potentials. Further, the illumination intensity can be varied below 1 sun through the use of
reflective neutral density filters, thereby obtaining JV response at a range of steady-state current
densities.
Short-Circuit Current

Current (A)

Maximum Power Point

Voltage (V)

Open-Circuit Voltage

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a photovoltaic device current-voltage response (blue line), with opencircuit voltage, short-circuit current, and maximum power point labelled.

Figure 2.1 illustrates an example current-voltage response for a photovoltaic device under illumination. JSC and VOC are obtained directly as the JV response intersection with the voltage and
current density axis respectively. The F F is calculated as the quotient of Pmax and the product of
JSC and VOC , illustrated as the ratio of the two square regions in Figure 2.1. The power conversion
efficiency η of a device can then be obtained using

Pmax = F F JSC VOC

η=

F F JSC VOC
Pin

(2.1)

(2.2)

where Pmax is the power obtained at the maximum power point, and Pin is the input power
(incident radiation). The series and shunt resistance are then calculated for each device, using the
slope of the dark JV plot about 1 V and 0 V respectively.35

Further analysis of these measurement results can be performed to obtain the empirical reaction
order δ 0 and diode ideality factor n0id , and can be compared to those obtained through transient
measurement and analysis. The δ 0 can be calculated from the dependence of short circuit current
JSC on illumination intensity φ using the relations34, 125

ln(JSC ) = −α0 ln(φ)
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(2.3)

δ 0 = α0−1 + 1

(2.4)

The n0id can be calculated from the dependence of open circuit voltage VOC on φ using the
relation125, 126

VOC = n0id ln(φ)

(2.5)

with n0id in units of kB T q −1 , where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and
q is the charge of an electron.

2.1.3

Active Layer Thickness Measurement

Photovoltaic device active layer thickness is determined through the average thickness as measured by stylus and optical profilometry (Veeco Dektak 150, Veeco Wyko NT9100). After all device
investigative measurements are complete, the glass cover slip is removed and device active layer is
scratched at multiple regions adjacent to the device active pixel (for optical films, thickness was
determined in the region used for excitation/probe in transient absorption), and through the Al
coated pixel. The scratch results in a relative depth to the glass/ITO layer (the high hardness of
ITO resists deformation or removal), incorporating the thickness of the active layer as well as both
PEDOT:PSS and TiOx layers (calibrated and determined separately during device fabrication,
typically found to be consistent within 5 nm for PEDOT:PSS and 10 nm for TiOx layers respectively). The thickness of the aluminium cathode layer is determined during evaporation through
the use of a quartz crystal resonance detector (also calibrated separately using optical/stylus profilometry, found to be accurate to within 5 nm after calibration for substrate relative distance from
evaporation source).

The total height of all layer relative to the ITO/Glass substrate is measured, and each respective layer (Al, PEDOT:PSS, TiOx) thickness subtracted, leaving a calculated active layer thickness
corresponding solely to the device bulk heterojunction. An average is obtained for 4 scratches (multiple device regions), used to obtain a final active layer thickness for each device. The error in active
layer thickness calculation is on the order of 30 nm, however typically the practical error is observed to be significantly lower, with accurate/consistent determination within a single fabrication
set of devices (error closer to 15 nm). As the relative thickness of devices is most important for the
investigations within this thesis, and variation in other subtracted layers is comparable for devices
within a fabrication set, the relative error is reduced. Additionally, these direct measurements
of active layer thickness can be compared with those obtained through calculation using charge
extraction or electrochemical impedance measurements using known device parameters through

d=

0 A
C
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(2.6)

where d is the calculated active layer thickness, A is the device surface area,  is the dielectric
constant of the active layer, 0 is the permittivity of free space, and C is the measured device
capacitance. This can help to ensure the accuracy of measured values with respect to the average
over the entire pixel area (electronic measurements).

2.1.4

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Polymer:PCBM blend solutions for each respective polymer donor were prepared by dissolution
in o-dichlorobenzene at 20 mg mL−1 and stirring at 120 Co for 20 h under an Ar atmosphere. Glass
substrates were cleaned by 15 min sonication in surfactant/H2 O, two subsequent 5 min sonication
rinses in H2 O, and 15 min sonication each in acetone and isopropanol prior to 20 min UV-ozone
treatment. Spin coating was used to deposit a 50 nm thick PEDOT:PSS layer onto the substrate
at 5000 rpm for 30 s. The blend solutions were doctor-bladed onto the PEDOT:PSS layer in air, at
75 Co using a 500 µm blade height at a typical rate of 20 mm s−1 , to obtain a blend film thickness
on the order of 100 nm. The PEDOT:PSS layer was then selectively dissolved in distilled water,
with the floated polymer blend film transferred to a transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
copper grid. Samples were dried in a vacuum for 2 hours prior to TEM measurements to remove
adsorbed water and oxygen. Imaging was then performed (JEOL JEM-2011 TEM, 0.16 nm spatial
resolution) to obtain microscopy images at varying magnifications (total field-of-view from 2 to 5
µm), with a resolution on the order of 5 nm.

2.1.5

UV-Visible Absorbance Spectroscopy

UV-Visible absorbance spectroscopy was performed in transmission mode on all pristine and
blend films (Shimadzu UV-1800 Spectrophotometer), with a reference device without the active
bulk heterojunction layer (but including PEDOT:PSS and TiOx layers) also recorded, which is
subtracted from the spectral response. Typical spectra were recorded from 300 to 1000 nm.

2.2
2.2.1

Transient Optical Measurement Techniques
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

Nanosecond Transient Absorption of Photovoltaic Devices
Transient absorption measurements were performed through an optically transparent region of
the fabricated photovoltaic devices (no Al top electrode), directly adjacent to the active device
area. Charge carriers are photogenerated using a laser pulse (532 nm, 6 ns pulse width, Spectra
Physics Quanta Ray Lab 170), with incident excitation density varied using reflective neutral
density filters from 100 down to 0.1 µJ cm−2 . The change in probe (Xenon flashlamp, stable
white light) sample transmission as a function of time after excitation is measured through a
monochromator, using a photoreciever (Femto, HCA-S-200M-IN) and an oscilloscope (DPO4000
Series, Tektronix). Each decay transient is recorded as an integrated average of 512 individual
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measurements to obtain acceptable transient signal-to-noise, as well as to account for any pulseto-pulse variation in excitation density. The probe wavelength is varied using a combination of
longpass and bandpass optical filters, prior to selective transmission through the spectrometer.
The probe illumination intensity is altered for each wavelength to optimise signal response, and to
avoid saturation of the photoreceiver.

Ultrafast Transient Absorption
For sub-nanosecond transient absorption (TA) measurements (spectra), samples were photoexcited using a 150 ps laser pulse at 532 nm (Ekspla, SL311, repetition rate 10 Hz), while a microsecond flashlamp (Hamamatsu, L4642) and monochromator were used as the probe light. The
change in the transmission of the samples was monitored using Si (New Focus, 1601) and InGaAs
(New Focus, 1611) photoreceivers and a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy, 6200A) with a time resolution of 400 ps. Femtosecond TA measurements (kinetics) were performed using a Ti:Al2O3 laser
(Spectra-Physics, Hurricane) and regenerative amplifier (Coherent RegA9000) as a light source.
The output from the regenerative amplifier (180 fs pulse width, repetition rate of 10 kHz) was
separated into two beams for the excitation of two optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs; Coherent
OPA9400 and OPA9800), used as pump and probe light pulses. The delay time of the probe pulse
relative to the pump pulse was adjusted by changing the path length of the pump pulse using an
optical delay stage, and provided a temporal resolution of 250 fs.127

Due to the advanced nature of equipment and operational expertise required to achieve the requisite ultrafast time resolution, these TA measurements (setup, operation, and data acquisition)
were performed by Kenji Sunahara (Graduate School of Pure and Applied Sciences, University of
Tsukuba, Japan), Akihiro Furube (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Japan), and Attila Mozer (Intelligent Polymer Research Institute, University of Wollongong,
Australia).

2.2.2

Integrated Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

Integrated photoluminescence was detected using a streak camera (Hamamatsu, StreakScope
C4334, 50 ps time resolution) equipped with a monochromator, with 532 nm laser pulses (Ekspla,
SL311, repetition rate 10 Hz) used to photoexcite the film. The photoluminescence emission spectra
was recorded from 650 to 950 nm, integrated over 1 ns post excitation, with a temporal resolution
of 30 ps.

These photoluminescence measurements were performed by Kenji Sunahara (Graduate School of
Pure and Applied Sciences, University of Tsukuba, Japan) and Akihiro Furube (National Institute
of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Japan), in tandem with the ultrafast transient
absorption measurements (see previous section) to ensure consistency of results and reduce any
variation/degradation of films between measurements.
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2.3

2.3.1

Transient Electronic Measurement Techniques

Time Resolved Charge Extraction Measurements

The time resolved charge extraction (TRCE) measurement utilises a nanosecond FET switch
(SR-05, Asama Lab) to switch rapidly between open circuit and short circuit conditions. A circuit
diagram (top) and timing diagram (bottom) are presented in Figure 2.2 to illustrate the set-up and
operation of TRCE measurements. The switch is capable to switching from an internal impedance
RSW of 2.2 MΩ to less than 1 Ω in under 100 ns. A high switch impedance is used to maintain
open circuit rather than a true open circuit (infinitely large impedance) to protect the switch. A
photovoltaic device (OPV) is connected in series with the switch, and charge carriers are generated
using a laser pulse for photoexcitation (532 nm, 6 ns pulse width, Spectra Physics Quanta Ray
Lab 170; or during long pulse measurements a 641 nm, variable pulse width, Nation Instruments
Coherent CUBE continuous wave). A variable delay time Tdel is imposed between stopping laser
illumination T0 and switching TSW using a delay generator, during which time the device is held
at open circuit, and charge carriers are left to recombine. Upon switching, the device is short
circuited and an extraction transient is measured across the variable measurement impedance RM
(50 Ω unless otherwise stated) using an oscilloscope (DPO4000 Series, Tektronix).
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Figure 2.2: Top: Time resolved charge extraction circuit diagram, illustrating the organic photovoltaic device (OPV), FET switch with internal high impedance resistor RSW and measurement
resistance RM , and oscilloscope with internal resistance ROsc . Bottom: Timing diagram for operation of extraction measurements, illustrating the laser excitation pulse at T0 , high initial circuit
impedance (MΩ) switching to low (< 1 Ω) at TSW , variable delay time Tdel , and an illustration of
an extraction current transient as a function of extraction time.

Each extraction transient is recorded as an average of 50 individual measurements, per set of
conditions, to minimise noise and account for any variability in laser excitation. All transients
presented herein are displayed with an 80 ns shift for illustration purposes, such that switching
occurs at 80 ns as presented in figures. Unless otherwise specified, the characteristic switch response
has been subtracted from all transients, recorded individually for each set of measurements, as
well as the dark (no laser illumination) transient response. The transient voltage response is
measured as a function of extraction time, and converted to extracted current using the known
measurement resistance. The total extracted charge is obtained through integrating the current
transient response over time. The extracted charge is obtained at a range of delay times to yield
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the decay of extracted charge as a function of delay time, with laser illumination also varied.

2.3.2

Photovoltage Decay Measurements

Photovoltage decay measurements are performed to obtain the open circuit potential at the
device contacts as a function of time that the photovoltaic device is held at open circuit after
laser illumination is stopped. Variation of excitation density is also used to alter the initial charge
density. These measurements are performed using a laser excitation source (532 nm, 6 ns pulse
width, Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Lab 170; OR for long pulse measurements a 641 nm, variable pulse width, Nation Instruments Coherent CUBE continuous wave), with the photovoltaic
device connected in series with the oscilloscope high impedance of 1.0 MΩ to maintain open circuit. The photovoltage decay transients are then recorded using the oscilloscope (DPO4000 Series,
Tektronix), from the time of stopping laser excitation until complete decay of photovoltage.

2.3.3

Time Resolved Charge Extraction with an Applied Bias

The time resolved charge extraction (TRCE) measurement utilising a nanosecond high impedance
FET switch (Section 2.3.1), is modified through the addition of the ability to apply a reverse bias
during charge extraction measurement. This facilitates improved charge extraction under the applied bias, relative to standard operation which relies solely on the device’s built in potential to
drive charge extraction. In concert with switching at TSW , a reverse bias square pulse potential is
applied across the device contacts (through the FET switch) using a function generator (WF1974
Wave Factory Multifunction Generator, NF Corp.). The pulse length of the applied reverse bias
was maintained for 1 ms, well beyond typical extraction times on the order of 50 µs. A circuit
diagram (top) and timing diagram (bottom) are presented in Figure 2.3 to illustrate the set-up
and operation of the novel applied bias TRCE measurement. In the course of measurements, the
magnitude of the applied reverse bias can be varied in addition to both delay time and excitation
density.
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Figure 2.3: Top: Time resolved charge extraction circuit diagram featuring an applied bias, illustrating the organic photovoltaic device (OPV), FET switch with internal high impedance resistor
RSW and measurement resistance RM , oscilloscope with internal resistance ROsc and potentiometer V , and function generator with internal impedance RF and variable potential. Bottom: Timing
diagram for operation of extraction measurements, illustrating the laser excitation pulse at T0 , high
initial circuit impedance (MΩ, blue region) switching to low (< 1 Ω, white region) at TSW , variable
delay time Tdel , variable reverse bias applied at TW S , and an illustration of an extraction current
transient as a function of extraction time.

2.3.4

Switched Photoinduced Charge Extraction in Linearly Increasing
Voltage

Photoinduced charge extraction in linearly increasing voltage (photo-CELIV) measurements are
performed using the FET switch and applied bias TRCE measurement setup as illustrated in
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Figure 2.3, however with minor operational differences. The applied bias is a linearly increasing
reverse bias voltage ramp, rather than the square pulse used in applied bias TRCE measurements.
Additionally, a 2 µs delay is used between switching and voltage ramp application to separate the
CELIV transient and characteristic switch opening response. The use of a switch in photo-CELIV
measurements is also a relatively recent modification to the traditional measurement operation
(Clarke, Mozer et al,104 ca 2015), and has similar advantages to that of the TRCE measurement,
overcoming the significant leakage of charge density when using an excitation-extraction delay
without the need for an offset to be applied for the extended duration of excitation-extraction
delay time. A reverse bias offset voltage is applied to the device in time with switching, in order
to maintain open circuit conditions (oppose the internal potential VOC ) and minimise the leakage
of charge density during the 2 µs delay prior to application of the voltage ramp. The magnitude
of the required offset is determined by the device internal potential (proportional to the VOC ),
however varies as a function of internal charge density, and consequently changes with delay time
and excitation density. The offset is manually adjusted such that the extraction current stabilises
at zero within the 2 µs delay time prior to voltage ramp application (and is typically on the order
of 600 to 800 mV).

2.3.5

Analysis of Time Resolved Charge Extraction Measurements

The excitation-extraction delay time is the time that the photovoltaic device is held at open
circuit after laser illumination is stopped. The measured extracted charge can be correlated with
the devices internal photogenerated charge density n, and is calculated using the extracted charge
and known device volume (device contact surface area and active layer thickness). The decay
of charge density over time is governed by electron-hole recombination occurring in the device.
The empirical reaction order of the recombination reaction δ can be calculated from the measured
charge density decay,34, 104 where α is obtained from the power law n ∝ t−α and therefore

α=−

dln(n(t))
dln(t)

δ(n) = α(n)−1 + 1

(2.7)

(2.8)

This reaction order describes how the charge carrier recombination rate scales with charge
carrier density, and incorporates all measured charge carriers, including both free carriers and
those within the distribution of trap states, and is therefore dependent on trap state occupancy
and charge density.

The charge carrier lifetime τ and bimolecular recombination coefficient β can be calculated as a
function of charge density n, where

τ (n) = −n(t)[
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dn(t) −1
]
dt

(2.9)

β(n) =

dn(t)
n(t)−2
dt

(2.10)

Measured photovoltage decay transients are combined with the measured charge density decay
obtained through TRCE measurements, to yield a plot of the dependence of photovoltage on charge
density. The slope of this plot m is obtained through

n = n0 exp[

qVOC
]
mkB T

(2.11)

where n0 is the initial charge density, VOC is the open circuit voltage (photovoltage), q is
the elementary charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. As
the photovoltage is proportional to the Fermi level splitting across the device contacts, the rate
of increase in photovoltage with charge density provides information on the trap state density
distribution. Calculation of the characteristic exponential slope (in units of eV) of the trap state
density distribution Ech is performed through the approximation34

Ech =

mkB T
2

(2.12)

and provides a measure of the density and distribution of trap states within the device active
layer.
The measured photovoltage decay transients are also combined with the charge carrier lifetime
(calculated with the TRCE measurements of charge density decay, and Equation 2.9), to yield a
plot of the dependence of photovoltage on lifetime. The slope of this plot υ is obtained through,

τ = τ0 exp[

−qVOC
]
υkB T

(2.13)

where τ0 is the initial lifetime.
Using the values of m and υ obtained through the above correlations (Equations 2.11 and 2.13),
the value of diode ideality factor nid and empirical reaction order δ can be calculated through34

δ=

m
nid

nid = (υ −1 + m−1 )−1
which can further be compared to values calculated using steady-state measurements.
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(2.14)

(2.15)

Chapter 3

The Influence of Energetic Driving
Force on Electron Transfer
Kinetics and Charge Generation
Yield
3.1
3.1.1

Introduction
Motivation and Objectives

A fundamental understanding of charge photogeneration in donor-acceptor systems is key to the
design of improved materials and device architectures for use in organic photovoltaics, enabling
further improvements in device efficiency. A key step in the charge photogeneration process is
photoinduced electron transfer from a photoexcited donor to an electron acceptor, which is in
competition with excited-state decay to the ground state. Nonadiabatic electron transfer theories
predict that the rate of photoinduced electron transfer between donor and acceptor is dependent on
the driving force for electron transfer ∆GET (free-energy offset between donor LUMO and acceptor
LUMO, refer to Chapter 1, Section 1.2). This driving force should be sufficiently large such that
the rate for electron transfer dominates, producing a high quantum yield for photoinduced electron
transfer, and therefore high charge carrier generation. However, the magnitude of driving force
must be balanced with the desire for a high device open-circuit voltage, which is proportional to
the splitting energy of electron and hole quasi Fermi levels, and therefore any increase in driving
force will result in a reduction (loss) of photovoltage.

It was until recently, generally accepted that an energetic driving force (∆GET ) was simply
required in order to overcome the charge-transfer state binding energy (coulomb potential on the
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order of 0.3 to 0.5 eV) and produce efficient charge separation,.17, 21, 59–61 This understanding
was related to the required energy for stabilising the charge-transfer state during dissociation, and
therefore necessarily lost during the charge separation process.21, 66, 67 However multiple studies in
recent years have found efficient electron transfer and charge separation with ∆GET of 0.1 eV or
below.60, 67–69 This implies that the charge photogeneration process is more complicated than the
simple interpretation outlined above. Results from transient absorption and photoluminescence
quenching studies of donor-acceptor systems with ∆GET of ∼ 0.1 eV have reported charge generation yields as high as 80 %.60, 69 Further, an increase in the magnitude of donor-acceptor LUMO
offset (∝ ∆GET ) has repeatedly been shown by groups including Ohkita et al and Coffey et al
to produce an increase in charge separation yield, with the degree of this relationship dependent
on the donor-acceptor system used.32, 61, 68, 70, 71 Photoluminescence quenching has been used to
investigate the influence of material system energetics (∆GET ) on charge photogeneration yield,
where electron transfer from donor to acceptor results in accelerated exciton decay, producing a
reduction in photoluminescence and shorter lifetime. Observing the photoluminescence quenching
resulting from variation of the ionisation potential of polymer donors blended with the PCBM
acceptor has indicated that the initial electron transfer process may not be the limiting factor in
the charge photogeneration process’s.32

The influence of ∆GET on charge generation yield has been investigated by a number of groups,
typically varied through the use of different donor-acceptor systems with relative differences in
energy levels (for example, a fixed donor polymer and series of fullerene aducts), and indicate that
this driving force plays a fundamental role in charge carrier dissociation.62, 71, 73, 74 However, the
charge photogeneration process is highly complex, and involves many interdependent parameters
that vary between donor-acceptor material system. Significant progress has been achieved recently
in elucidating the fundamental processes underlying exciton dissociation, charge carrier separation,
and the role of ∆GET therein. However, the importance of ∆GET in charge photogeneration
remains unresolved, owing primarily to limited experimental data and difficulty in investigating
these ultrafast processes.

The design and development of new donor and acceptor material systems with optimised nanoscale
morphology and energetics is key to the continued improvement of organic photovoltaic device
performance. Of primary importance is the required magnitude of ∆GET , corresponding to the
donor-acceptor material energy level offset. Any excess of ∆GET , above that required to produce
efficient charge dissociation, represents a direct loss of device photovoltage. Optimisation of this
balance between charge generation (device photocurrent) and device photovoltage (free energy
loss), and thereby photovoltaic device performance is a primary motivation for the investigations
of this thesis. Therefore, the primary objective of this thesis and this chapter is to quantitatively
determine the influence of ∆GET on electron transfer kinetics and charge separation yield within
donor-acceptor organic photovoltaic systems.
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Figure 3.1: Molecular structures of cyclopentadithiophene based polymer donors (P1, P2, and
P3) and the fullerene based acceptor (PCBM). Shown are the highest occupied molecular orbital
energy level (EHOM O ) calculated from the onset of oxidation, and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital energy level (ELU M O ) calculated from the onset of reduction, with comparison of the
electrochemical band gaps and LUMO offsets of the donors relative to the PCBM acceptor (E vs
vacuum). Also displayed is the driving force for electron transfer (∆GET ).

3.1.2

Donor-Acceptor Material Systems

The molecular structure of push-pull copolymers incorporating an aryl (Ar) imine substituent
at the bridgehead position of 4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b’]dithiophene (CPDT) can be used to systematically influence the highest occupied/lowest unoccupied (HOMO/LUMO) energies of the
polymer while keeping the backbone structure intact.43 A unique series of polymer donors provides the opportunity to systematically investigate the influence of material system energetics on
charge photogeneration processes, which has to date proven experimentally difficult. This polymer
donor series (displayed in Figure 3.1) is used to provide a series of donor-acceptor systems with
engineered variation in ∆GET and nearly identical band gaps (∼ 1.5 eV). These specific donors
were selected with ∆GET relative to the PCBM acceptor of 0.57, 0.30, and 0.18 eV for P1, P2, and
P3, respectively. Importantly, these donor polymers also exhibit similar solubility, morphology,
processability, and sufficiently red-shifted main absorption bands relative to PCBM absorption,
enabling selective photoexcitation of the donor phase in photovoltaic blends. These low bandgap
polymer donor materials were synthesised by, and obtained from Jason Azoulay and Guillermo
Bazan (The Center for Polymers and Organic Solids, University of California, Santa Barbara,
USA). All device fabrication and optimisation was however performed by the doctoral candidate
locally (Intelligent Polymer Research Institute, University of Wollongong, Australia).
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While active layer morphology can influence the energetics of the donor-acceptor interface
through phase crystallinity, reorganisation energy, charge screening, and delocalisation, the use
of similar polymer donors blend systems with comparable morphology should minimise the relative influence of these effects. The influence of morphology on charge generation and recombination
is not the focus of this thesis, but rather the influence of donor-acceptor system energetics on these
fundamental processes. Furthermore, 10 % PCBM blend films are used in this study in order to
isolate the impact of incorporating the PCBM donor material, and observe the charge photogeneration behaviour with respect to variations in energetic driving forces, rather than any variations
in blend morphology. This enables the investigation of blend films with morphology comparable
to that of the pristine films, for use in photoluminescence and transient absorption measurements
presented within this chapter. A higher 70 % PCBM concentration is used to provide an active
layer with donor-acceptor ratio more comparable to those typically used in efficient photovoltaic
devices, and ensure a high degree of exciton quenching.

3.1.3

Summary of Chapter Objectives

The investigations presented within this chapter are undertaken to address outstanding questions
regarding to the influence donor-acceptor material energy levels on the charge photogeneration
process. The chapter objective is as follows:
1. Determine the influence of ∆GET on electron transfer kinetics and charge generation yield
for a series of donor-acceptor systems with relative variations in ∆GET , through the use of
photoluminescence and ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy on films of pristine donor
and blended with the PCBM acceptor.
A relatively novel low-bandgap polymer series is utilised, providing polymer donors with a range
of energetic offsets relative to the PCBM acceptor material, yielding ∆GET from 0.18 to 0.57
eV, with the likely result of both efficient and inefficient charge photogeneration. The primary
experimental technique adopted for the investigation of the charge photogeneration processes in
these donor-acceptor systems is that of ultrafast (femtosecond) transient absorption spectroscopy,
capable of directly monitoring electron transfer kinetics and excited state decay.

3.2
3.2.1

Experimental
Film Preparation

Pristine polymer and PCBM blend films for each polymer donor species and PCBM concentration
(10 and 70 %) were fabricated. Polymer donor/blend solutions were prepared by dissolution in
o-dichlorobenzene at 20 mg mL−1 and stirring at 120 Co for 30 hours under an Ar atmosphere.
These solutions were then filtered through a 0.45 µm PTFE filter to remove undissolved donor
material after cooling to room temperature. Glass slides substrates are cleaned by 15 min under
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sonication in surfactant/H2 O, followed by two subsequent 5 min sonication rinses in H2 O, and
15 min under sonication each in acetone and isopropanol, prior to a 20 min UV-ozone treatment.
This ensures a clean, particulate free substrate and improves wetability for solution/active layer
deposition. The polymer(blend) solutions were then doctor-bladed (Erichsen Coatmaster 509 MC)
in air onto the substrate at between 13 and 15 mm s−1 , with a hotplate (Prazitherm PZ35, high
stability) temperature of 75 Co and drying times ranging from 5 to 30 s (depending on polymer
donor). The films were then sealed under an inert Ar atmosphere using a cover glass slide and UVcurable epoxy (Ossila, E131), manually cured using a handheld UV gun. Effort is made to ensure
that no epoxy is in contact with the device active layer, and that no significant UV illumination is
incident on the device active area.

3.2.2

UV-Visible Absorbance Spectroscopy

UV-Visible absorbance spectroscopy was performed in transmission mode on all pristine and
blend films (Shimadzu UV-1800 Spectrophotometer), with a reference device without the active
bulk heterojunction layer (but including PEDOT:PSS and TiOx layers) also recorded, which is
subtracted from the spectral response. Typical spectra were recorded from 300 to 1000 nm.

3.2.3

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Polymer:PCBM blend solutions for each respective polymer donor were prepared by dissolution
in o-dichlorobenzene at 20 mg mL−1 and stirring at 120 Co for 20 h under an Ar atmosphere. Glass
substrates were cleaned by 15 min sonication in surfactant/H2 O, two subsequent 5 min sonication
rinses in H2 O, and 15 min sonication each in acetone and isopropanol prior to 20 min UV-ozone
treatment. Spin coating was used to deposit a 50 nm thick PEDOT:PSS layer onto the substrate
at 5000 rpm for 30 s. The blend solutions were doctor-bladed onto the PEDOT:PSS layer in air, at
75 Co using a 500 µm blade height at a typical rate of 20 mm s−1 , to obtain a blend film thickness
on the order of 100 nm. The PEDOT:PSS layer was then selectively dissolved in distilled water,
with the floated polymer blend film transferred to a transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
copper grid. Samples were dried in a vacuum for 2 hours prior to TEM measurements to remove
adsorbed water and oxygen. Imaging was then performed (JEOL JEM-2011 TEM, 0.16 nm spatial
resolution) to obtain microscopy images at varying magnifications (total field-of-view from 2 to
5 µm), with a resolution on the order of 5 nm. The above procedures and measurements were
performed by the candidate.

3.2.4

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

For sub-nanosecond transient absorption (TA) measurements (spectra), samples were photoexcited using a 150 ps laser pulse at 532 nm (Ekspla, SL311, repetition rate 10 Hz), while a microsecond flashlamp (Hamamatsu, L4642) and monochromator were used as the probe light. The
change in the transmission of the samples was monitored using Si (New Focus, 1601) and InGaAs
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(New Focus, 1611) photoreceivers and a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy, 6200A) with a time resolution of 400 ps. Femtosecond TA measurements (kinetics) were performed using a Ti:Al2O3 laser
(Spectra-Physics, Hurricane) and regenerative amplifier (Coherent RegA9000) as a light source.
The output from the regenerative amplifier (180 fs pulse width, repetition rate of 10 kHz) was
separated into two beams for the excitation of two optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs; Coherent
OPA9400 and OPA9800), used as pump and probe light pulses. The delay time of the probe pulse
relative to the pump pulse was adjusted by changing the path length of the pump pulse using an
optical delay stage, and provided a temporal resolution of 250 fs.127

3.2.5

Integrated Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

Integrated photoluminescence was detected using a streak camera (Hamamatsu, StreakScope
C4334, 50 ps time resolution) equipped with a monochromator, with 532 nm laser pulses (Ekspla,
SL311, repetition rate 10 Hz) used to photoexcite the film. The photoluminescence emission spectra
was recorded from 650 to 950 nm, integrated over 1 ns post excitation, with a temporal resolution
of 30 ps.

3.3
3.3.1

Results and Discussion
Polaron Photogeneration in Donor-Acceptor Blend Film

Polymer films were fabricated incorporating the donor polymers P1, P2, and P3 (see Figure 3.1),
including films of the pristine donor materials and films blended with the PCBM acceptor material at both 10 and 70 % PCBM concentrations, yielding three distinct donor-acceptor systems
for investigation. All of the films were fabricated with a layer thickness of between 160 and 180
nm, ensuring sufficient absorption at the 532 nm excitation wavelength, while still at a thickness
comparable to those used in photovoltaic devices. These films represent the active bulk heterojunction layer within organic photovoltaic devices, and are used within the chapter to study charge
photogeneration processes of these donor-acceptor systems, and the influence of material system
energetics on these processes.

Ground-State Absorbance
UV-Visible absorbance spectroscopy was performed to obtain the ground-state absorbance of
pristine donor and PCBM blend films, to be used in further spectroscopic measurements. The
spectra for each P1, P2, and P3 films are displayed in Figure 3.3, including pristine donors, and
both 10 % and 70 % PCBM blend films. The spectra have been normalised for the absorbance at
700 nm (polymer donor peak) for ease of comparison. The pristine donors exhibit peak ground
state absorption between 680 and 720 nm, with no absorption above 900 nm. Upon addition of
70 % PCBM to the donor films, all donors exhibit characteristic PCBM absorption below 450
nm. Note that all 10 % PCBM blend spectra are not significantly disturbed from that of the
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Figure 3.2: UV-Visible spectra of optical films incorporating each pristine polymer donor (broken
line) and blended with 70 % PCBM acceptor (solid line), illustrating the large PCBM absorption
component below 450 nm.
pristine donor spectra, indicating that these blend films are not significantly different from that of
the pristine donor films, with polymer absorption still dominating. A shift in absorption towards
longer wavelengths is observed for all polymer donors at the higher 70 % PCBM concentration
(Figure 3.2), indicating a significant interaction and influence of the PCBM acceptor material
phase on the polymer donor phase. Additionally, a large absorption component is observed about
400 nm, corresponding to the PCBM material absorption.

Photoluminescence Quenching
Photoluminescence spectroscopy was employed to study the exciton quenching behaviour of
polymer donor films upon inclusion of the PCBM acceptor, where photoinduced electron transfer
is expected to proceed from the photoexcited polymer donor to PCBM acceptor. Photoexcitation
of the polymer donors at 532 nm is used to generate the initial exciton population, which will
then undergo decay to the ground state. This ground state decay will result in photoluminescence,
with the emission monitored over time as a function of both wavelength and intensity (up 1 ns
post excitation with a 50 ps time resolution). The integrated emission intensity is presented as a
function of wavelength (emission spectra) in Figure 3.4 for each of the polymer donor films (top:
P1, middle: P2, bottom: P3), including pristine donor, 10 % PCBM, and 70 % PCBM blends. Note
that the plot for the P3 films (bottom) uses a different scale for the photoluminescence intensity
axis, due to the lower emission relative to P1 or P2 films. The units of displayed photoluminescence
intensity are counts (c.), and have been corrected for absorbance at the excitation wavelength.

All polymer donors exhibit weak photoluminescence, with peak emission at 850, 840, and 865
nm for P1, P2, and P3 respectively. The peak pristine emission for the P3 film (80 c.) is observed
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Figure 3.3: UV-Visible spectra of optical films incorporating P1 (top), P3 (middle), and P6 (bottom) polymer donors, including pristine donor, and both 10 % and 70 % PCBM acceptor blend
films.
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Figure 3.4: Integrated photoluminescence spectra of pristine donor films, and both 10 % and 70
% PCBM blend films (as labelled) for P1 (top), P2 (middle), and P3 (bottom) polymer donors.
Photoexcitation of the films was performed using a pulsed laser at a wavelength of 532 nm. Note
the different scale for the intensity axis of the P3 plot.
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to be significantly lower than either P1 (1100 c.) or P2 (1050 c.) films. Upon addition of 10
% PCBM to the donor films, P1 and P2 exhibit reductions in photoluminescence of 94 % and
78 % respectively. The P3 blend film however shows no resolvable change in photoluminescence
intensity. Further, the 70 % blends exhibit a greater reduction in photoluminescence intensity for
the P1 and P2 films, to less than 5 % of their respective pristine film intensity. Again however,
the P3 film shows no resolvable reduction in photoluminescence intensity. All of the 70 % blend
films exhibit a characteristic PCBM photoluminescence spectrum dominating with peaks at 725
and 815 nm.

These results indicate that both P1 and P2 donors exhibit significant photoluminescence quenching upon addition of as little as 10 % PCBM to the pristine donor film, while the P3 donor does
not exhibit any resolvable quenching, with the 70 % PCBM film donor emission spectra remaining
identical to that of the pristine donor film. There is therefore no indication that this P3 donoracceptor system undergoes efficient photoinduced electron transfer. Although photoluminescence
quenching is a strong indication of electron transfer in donor-acceptor systems, photoluminescence
yields do not necessarily correlate to the charge separation efficiency of the system. This technique
is only capable of monitoring radiative decay processes. Based on the very poor photoluminescence
exhibited by these polymer films, it is likely that the majority of exciton decay occurs through
non-radiative processes, and therefore these results alone cannot be used determine charge separation yield. Additional measurement techniques are required (such as transient absorption) to fully
investigate the exciton decay and electron transfer dynamics, and will be presented in Sections
3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

The difference between material EHOM O and ELU M O energy levels can provide an approximation
of the absorption bandgap and photoluminescence peak position of the polymer donor species. Due
to a broad distribution of energetic states around either EHOM O or ELU M O in a condensed phase
film (signifcant energetic disorder), as well as the influence of optically active trap states within
the energetic bandgap between EHOM O and ELU M O , the measured energetic bandgap is typically
larger than the peak absorption as measured. For example, the P1 donor material has a bandgap
energy of 1.65 eV. Although the UV-Visible absorption spectra shows a peak at around 700 nm,
significant absorption can be observed down to 900 nm, corresponding to optical energies of 1.77
and 1.38 eV respectively. Photoluminescence represents exciton decay from the singlet excited state
to the ground state (approximately the EHOM O -ELU M O bandgap), however is also influenced by
energetic distribution and trap states. As such, a broad photoluminescence spectrum is observed
with a peak around 850 nm (1.46 eV). This may explain why the absorption and emission spectral
peaks of each donor species do not directly correlate with the measured energetic bandgaps, arrising
from differences in energetic dissorder and trap state density distribution between donor films.
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Figure 3.5: Transmission electron microscopy images of 70 % PCBM blend films incorporating P2
(left) and P3 (right) at two magnifications (inset scale bar displayed). The two material phases
(polymer donor and PCBM acceptor rich regions) are visibly identifiable by distinct transmission
intensity (dark PCBM domains, light interpenetrating polymer donor matrix).
Variations in Blend Film Morphology
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed to study the nanoscale blend morphology of these donor-acceptor blend films, in order to characterise any significant morphological
differences between donor-acceptor systems that could possibly account for differences in charge
photogeneration behaviour (such as that observed in the exciton quenching study). The P2 and P3
blend films (70 % PCBM) were chosen for investigation, as these two donor polymers exhibit either
a high degree of photoluminescence quenching (P2) or no observable change in photoluminescence
(P3) upon addition of PCBM. TEM images can be used to directly characterise thin film morphology and phase separation, as the two material phases (polymer donor and PCBM acceptor rich
regions) are visibly identifiable by distinct transmission intensity (darker PCBM domains, lighter
interpenetrating polymer donor matrix).40, 41, 128 The measured films are on the order of 100 nm
in thickness, and prepared identically to those used in the optical measurements presented within
this chapter.
The TEM images displayed in Figure 3.5 show P2 (left) and P3 (right) 70 % PCBM blends at two
levels of magnification. Both films show PCBM domains (darker regions) with a diameter on the
order of 100 nm, and exhibit similar domain size distribution from the nanometer to micrometer
scale. The P2 blend films were observed to exhibit significant exciton quenching while the P3 blend
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films were not (indicative of a lack of electron transfer), as indicated by the photoluminescence
results presented in the previous section. It is possible that this behaviour could result from a
significant difference in donor-acceptor blend phase segregation and corresponding differences in
interfacial area. However the similar domain size and degree of respective blend phase mixing
observed herein implies that this is likely not the primary factor behind the difference in observed
quenching behaviour between P2 and P3 blend films. Although the P3 polymer donor phase
appears slightly more crystalline than that of the P2 polymer donor phase, both film morphologies
are sufficiently similar such that a meaningful comparison of charge photogeneration behaviour can
be made.

3.3.2

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

To further probe the excited state kinetics of these donor-acceptor systems, transient absorption
spectroscopy was performed to obtain an excited state spectrum of each polymer donor, both
pristine and 70 % PCBM blend films, as well as decay kinetics on the picosecond to nanosecond
timescale. Due to the differing absorption coefficients of transient species, and possible overlap
of multiple species with unknown discrete spectra, an accurate deconvolution is not possible. A
phenomenological treatment is however possible, with the results and discussion presented below.
The excited state transient absorption spectra can be used to assign the photogenerated transient
species, based on an analysis of spectral distribution and decay behaviour. This information is
used as the foundation of further detailed kinetics studies that directly probe the specific transient
species, presented in Section 3.3.3. A pump wavelength of 532 nm (10 µJ cm−2 excitation density)
was used to photoexcite the films, with pump-probe excitation delay times up to 100 ns (subnanosecond time resolution), covering probe absorption wavelengths from the tail of ground-state
bleaching (900 nm), into the near infra-red (1600 nm). The initial peak change in optical density
∆OD (proportional to the photogenerated transient population) was observed within 700 ps post
excitation for all polymer donor films.

Pristine Donor Film Transient Absorption
The transient absorption spectra for the pristine donor films of P1, P2, and P3 are displayed
in Figure 3.6, at pump-probe excitation delay times of 700 ps (top), 3 ns (middle), and 70 ns
(bottom). The spectra of each donor film exhibit a single broad absorption transient centred about
1350 nm, with peak ∆OD at each delay comparable between donors. The single broad transient
signal observed in each pristine polymer donor film exhibits significant decay in peak ∆OD on
the nanosecond timescale, with a reduction in ∆OD on the order of 50 % between 700 ps and 3
ns post excitation. This transient signal is attributed to excitation of the polymer singlet excited
state (exciton), and is the only resolvable species in the pristine film transients. This assignment
is consistent with transient absorption studies of similar low bandgap push-pull polymer donors,
with exciton absorption towards 1350 nm.41, 129–131
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Figure 3.6: Transient absorption spectra of pristine polymer donor films at a range of pump-probe
excitation delay times, from picosecond to nanosecond (as labelled), showing the change in optical
density as a function of probe wavelength. An excitation wavelength of 532 nm was used, with an
excitation density of 10 µJ cm−2 .
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Figure 3.7: Transient absorption spectra of 70 % PCBM blend films at a range of pump-probe
excitation delay times, from picosecond to nanosecond (as labelled), showing the change in optical
density as a function of probe wavelength. An excitation wavelength of 532 nm was used, with an
excitation density of 10 µJcm−2
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PCBM Blend Film Transient Absorption
The transient absorption spectra for the 70 % PCBM blend films of P1, P2, and P3 are displayed
in Figure 3.7, at pump-probe excitation delay times of 700 ps (top), 3 ns (middle), and 70 ns
(bottom). The blend film spectra show a single broad absorption transient at 700 ps delay time,
however the peak centre has shifted from the 1350 nm observed in the pristine films to between
1150 and 1250 nm for both P1 and P2. The P3 blend film transient peak however remains centred
about 1350 nm, comparable to the pristine transient spectra. This observed shift in transient
spectra is illustrated in Figure 3.8.

Both P1 and P2 blend films exhibit a reduction in transient decay at 1350 nm, with 3-fold greater
peak ∆OD at 70 ns post-excitation in the blend films, relative to pristine. This slower decay relative
to the observed exciton signal decay is indicative of the formation of a long-lived transient species.
This is attributed to the formation of polymer charge separated states (polarons), consistent with
similar cyclopentadithiophene based polymer donors exhibiting a polaron absorption centred about
1300 nm.41, 129 The PCBM anion is known to exhibit a sharp transient absorption peak about
1070 nm, and therefore cannot account for the observed polaron transients.14, 132 The transient
decay at 1350 nm for the P3 blend film is comparable to that of the pristine film, with a 50 %
reduction by 3 ns, and 90 % reduction by 70 ns, relative to that at 700 ps. As P3 does not exhibit
an observable change in transient decay kinetics, or shift in transient peak position comparable to
either P1 or P2 blend films, there is no indication that polaron generation has occurred.

The 700 ps pristine film transients for P1 and P2 exhibit peak ∆OD at 1350 nm, that continues
to beyond 1500 nm. The blend films however exhibit a peak at 1250 nm, followed by a 90 % decline
in ∆OD by 1500 nm. This indicates that the vast majority of the blend transient corresponds to
a polaron population, with possibly only a minor exciton population remaining. Therefore by 700
ps, the majority of photogenerated excitons have undergone electron transfer to yield polarons.
The P3 blend film transient signal at 1500 nm however is only 15 % lower than the 1350 nm peak,
indicating the presence of a significant remaining exciton population.

To summarise the above findings from sub-nanosecond transient absorption measurements, the
pristine films of each polymer donor display an exciton transient signal that exhibits a 90 % decay
prior to 70 ns. The addition of 70 % PCBM to the polymer donor films yields a shift in transient
peak and extension of transient lifetime for both P1 and P2 systems, with only 30 % decay in
transient signal by 70 ns indicating the formation of polymer polarons through photoinduced
electron transfer between polymer donor and PCBM acceptor. The 70 % PCBM blends of P3
exhibit transient spectra and decay kinetics comparable to the pristine film, indicating the majority
of photogenerated excitons do not undergo electron transfer, and therefore displays severely reduced
polaron formation relative to either P1 or P2 blend films.
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Figure 3.8: Transient absorption spectra of pristine polymer donor (top) and 70 % PCBM blend
(bottom) films at 700 ps post excitation, showing the change in optical density as a function of
probe wavelength. Coloured bars are used to illustrate the broad spectral peak of the transients,
with an arrow indicating a shift in peak position between the pristine and blend films.
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3.3.3

Ultrafast Electron Transfer Kinetics and Polaron Generation

With the objective of understanding the influence of donor-acceptor energetics (driving force
for electron transfer) on the kinetics of photoinduced electron transfer and yield in these donoracceptor systems, detailed ultrafast transient absorption measurements were performed on pristine,
10 %, and 70 % PCBM blend films. These transient kinetics measurements were performed at
individual probe wavelengths, with transient signal decay monitored over the range of 5×10−13
to 5×10−10 s with a time resolution of 2.5×10−13 s (250 femtoseconds). Based on the analysis of
nanosecond transient absorption spectra presented in section 3.3.2, photoinduced electron transfer
(quenching of exciton signal) was monitored using a probe wavelength of 1400 nm, where exciton
absorption is significantly stronger than polaron absorption. The bleaching (recovery) of groundstate absorption was also monitored at 800 nm (740 nm for the 70 % blend films), in order to study
the generation yield of long-lived polaron species. Detailed transient measurements are performed
for each of the polymer donor species, including pristine, 10 %, and 70 % PCBM blend films,
to obtain ground-state and excited-state kinetics information. The pristine films are used as a
reference for polymer donor exciton generation and decay kinetics. The 70 % PCBM blend films
are used to ensure efficient charge separation, and provide a blend film comparable to those used
in operational photovoltaic devices. The 10 % PCBM blend films are used to introduce exciton
quenching without disturbing the morphology from that of the pristine polymer donor films (as
indicated by the ground-state absorption in Section 3.3.1).

A selection of transients are displayed in Figure 3.9 showing the picosecond excited-state kinetics
for P2 pristine and PCBM blend films (top), and the 10 % PCBM blend films for each polymer
donor (bottom). Distinct differences in transient behaviour are observed, both between PCBM
concentrations for a single polymer donor, and between respective polymer donors at a single
PCBM concentration. The measured transient responses (∆OD), and their behaviour as a function
of time are dependent on multiple interrelated generation and recombination processes, with the
nature and degree of each observed to strongly depend on both PCBM concentration and polymer
donor species. Based on a qualitative analysis of the transients presented in Figure 3.9, clear
behavioural trends can be observed. While the excited state transient of the pristine P2 donor
film exhibits complete decay on the order of 100 ps, the introduction of increasing concentrations
of PCBM results in much faster decay kinetics, as well as the appearance of a long-lived transient.
This would likely indicate the ultrafast quenching of photogenerated excitons through electron
transfer from donor polymer to PCBM acceptor, with a corresponding formation of long-lived
polaron species. Further, a comparison of excited state decay upon the inclusion of 10 % PCBM
(Figure 3.9, bottom) indicates very different behaviour between donor-acceptor systems, where
both P1 and P2 blend film appear to exhibit ultrafast electron transfer and the formation of
polarons. The P3 blend film however exhibits a slower decay with no long-lived transient, indicative
of exciton decay rather than electron transfer. A relative difference is also observed between the
magnitude of long-lived transient signal displayed by the P1 and P2 blend films approaching the
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Figure 3.9: Transient absorption transients (change in optical density over time) using a 532 nm
excitation and 1400 nm probe wavelength, at an 7 µJ cm−2 excitation density. Top: transients
obtained for the P2 polymer donor films, including pristine, 10 %, and 70 % PCBM blends.
Bottom: transients obtained for each polymer donor 10 % PCBM blend film. All transients
display both raw data and smoothed plot.
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nanosecond timescale. These distinct behaviours exhibited by respective donor-acceptor systems
indicate a dependence of charge photogeneration processes (both kinetics and yield) on the driving
force for electron transfer ∆GET . Additional plots are presented in the Appendix (Figures 8.1 and
8.2) covering the full range of excited state decay kinetics as a function of each polymer donor and
film PCBM concentration.

A simple analysis of this raw data is insufficient to produce the required quantitative determination of electron transfer kinetics and charge generation yield. Due to the complexity of these
transients, and the underlying processes under investigation, a model is required to extract useful
quantitative information from the various ground-state and excited-state transients. This is crucial
for obtaining more than a basic qualitative understanding of the underlying charge photogeneration
processes under observation, and represents the majority of effort spent on these ultrafast transient
absorption studies. Therefore, extensive development and testing was performed to produce models for accurately and reliably fitting these transients under a range of measurement conditions, as
well as processing/normalising the raw datasets, and developing custom fitting/analysis routines.
The details of model development are presented in the following section, and a detailed analysis
is presented for the observed electron transfer kinetics and yield with respect to the influence of
driving force for electron transfer.

Note that as previously mentioned, due to the advanced nature of equipment and operational
expertise required to achieve the requisite ultrafast time resolution, the transient absorption measurements (setup, operation, and data acquisition) were performed in Tsukuba by Kenji Sunahara
(Graduate School of Pure and Applied Sciences, University of Tsukuba, Japan), Akihiro Furube
(National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Japan), and Attila Mozer (Intelligent Polymer Research Institute, University of Wollongong, Australia). The candidate’s role
was to analyse the raw data and to develop models for the interpretation of results.

Photogeneration Processes and Model Development
In this section, a model is developed for fitting the measured ultrafast transient absorption
transients, in order to extract a quantitative understanding of the kinetics of photoinduced electron
transfer kET , the quantum yield of the electron transfer process QYET , and the polaron generation
yield NCS (post electron transfer, less any charge-transfer state losses). This investigation also
highlights the different behaviours observed between the respective donor-acceptor systems, and
therefore includes an analysis of the influence of the driving force for electron transfer ∆GET ,
and the influence of PCBM concentration in these blend films. The ultrafast transient absorption
kinetics measurements were obtained at select probe wavelengths, chosen to monitor both excitedstate (ES) and ground-state (GS) kinetics on the picosecond timescale. The resulting transients
monitor exciton formation and decay, electron transfer from donor to acceptor, and the formation
of polarons (or charge-transfer states), as well as the recombination of these transient species.
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Figure 3.10: Illustrative diagram of pristine polymer excitation and decay processes. (1) Photoexcitation of the donor polymer to the singlet excited state (exciton). (2) Decay of the photogenerated
exciton to the grounds state with rate kGS .

Fitting of the transients to mathematical models enables the deconvolution of individual transient
components (and thereby the discrete underlying processes), and subsequent calculation of process
kinetics including electron transfer and transient species decay lifetimes. Through the choice of
an appropriate model, a quantitative understanding of the physical processes underpinning these
measurement results is possible. A discussion of expected processes and the development of a
functional model for fitting the measured transients is presented below.

Firstly, the processes involved in photoexcitation of the pristine polymer donor films are expected to include excitation of the polymer donor from the GS to an ES (polymer excitons), with
fast thermalisation (energetic relaxation) to the lowest vibrational state of the singlet excited state,
and eventual decay of these excitons to the GS. The photoexcitation and exciton thermalisation
processes are assumed to be faster than the time resolution of the measurement (within a few
picoseconds),86 and are therefore not included in the transient model. The ES transient measurements should monitor the exciton population, with transient signal decay corresponding to the
decay of this exciton population. The GS bleaching transient measurements monitor the reduction
of GS absorption due to the generation of transient species. Upon decay of transient species back
to the GS, a recovery of GS absorption is observed (with total recovery indicating no remaining
transient species). As exciton generation and decay are the only processes expected for the pristine
films, the GS bleaching transient should mirror that of the ES transient behaviour, with the decay
of excitons exhibiting comparable kinetics. Decay of the excition species from an ES to the GS is
a monomolecular process and should therefore exhibit a mono-exponential decay, with a lifetime
dependent on polymer donor excited state character and film morphology, and will be representative of the kinetics of this decay process. Stretched exponential decay terms were trialled to
model the expected distribution of decay lifetimes typical of these disordered systems, with both
Gaussian and non-linear lifetime distributions.133, 134 This resulted in an improved fit to pristine
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transients, however introduced greater complexity in the interpretation of resultant decay lifetimes
with an additional distribution coefficient. Without additional experimental measurements of such
an energetic distribution for comparison, this approach was therefore abandoned. Final modelling
of the exciton decay process was performed with a single exponential decay term, and yielded a
reasonable fit for all pristine donor film transients at both ES and GS probe wavelengths, with a
range of decay lifetimes obtained. The model is illustrated in Figure 3.10, with radiative decay to
the GS (kGS ) representing to sole decay process observable in the transients at either ES or GS
probe wavelengths.
The transients obtained for PCBM blend films displayed a number of additional components to
that observed for the pristine films, beyond solely exciton decay to the GS. Addition of PCBM to
form a donor-acceptor system is expected to induce electron transfer from donor to acceptor, with
quenching of the photogenerated exciton population and spatial separation of electron and hole
to form long-lived polymer polarons. Electron transfer should result in a reduction in the exciton
population and a corresponding generation of a polaron population, where monitoring the transient
decay will yield the kinetics of this electron transfer process. Based on the spectrum presented in
Figure 3.8, the generated polaron population is also expected to be somewhat visible at the ES
transient probe wavelength. Therefore the ES transient should exhibit components of both exciton
signal decay and polaron signal rise, as is observed in the obtained transients for PCBM blend films.
An exponential decay term is used to model and therefore measure the kinetics for this electron
transfer process in the ES transients. As the polarons are also produced through this electron
transfer, an identical exponential rise term is used to model the transient signal rise representing
the polaron population. Initially, separate exponential decay lifetimes were used to model the
exciton decay due to electron transfer, and the polaron generation resulting from electron transfer,
as it is possible that intermediate charge-transfer states may influence or delay polaron generation,
and thereby produce different decay/rise kinetics. However fitting with separate lifetimes was
unable to resolve any significant difference in kinetics between the two observed processes (due
in part to the fast kinetics approaching the measurement time resolution). Therefore a single
lifetime was used for both exciton exponential decay and polaron exponential rise components.
As discussed previously, the energetic disorder in these systems will lead to a broad distribution
of energies for the generated polarons, and therefore a distribution of generation and relaxation
kinetics is expected. The calculated kinetics of electron transfer and polaron generation processes
represent an average of this distribution.
The magnitude of polaron signal observed post electron transfer is related to the population
of generated polarons, however as neither the relative absorption of exciton nor polaron species
are known, determining the exact yield of the electron transfer process is not possible from these
measurements. However, analysis of the magnitude of the long-lived polaron signal relative to
the initial transient peak, and a comparison of this measure between donor-acceptor systems or
PCBM concentrations can provide qualitative insights into the electron transfer yield. Additionally,
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as the GS transients monitor all ES transitions to the GS, an approximate measure of long-lived
species (assumed to be predominately polarons) can be obtained and compared to the initial GS
bleaching signal, and provides an estimate of polaron generation yield. This is still however an
approximation, as it cannot account for any electron transfer occurring within the time resolution
of the measurement, resulting in uncertainty as to the initial exciton population. Analysis of this
approximate yield between donor-acceptor systems and PCBM concentrations can still provide
insights into the polaron generation yield.
There may be a component of exciton decay to the GS observable in the blend film transients
that exhibits electron transfer, more likely in the 10 % PCBM blends where a larger proportion
of excitons will be generated deep within the pristine phase, far enough from a donor-acceptor
interface such that electron transfer will not occur. It was however observed during fitting that
for films which exhibit electron transfer, no resolvable exciton decay to the GS was observed, such
that only the electron transfer and polaron rise components were required to fit the transients. A
similar behaviour was observed in the GS transients where no decay component with a lifetime
comparable to that of exciton decay to the GS was observed, consistent with the ES transient
behaviour. This implies that, where electron transfer is observed, a near unity quantum yield of
electron transfer is obtained without any direct exciton decay to the GS.
A slow, power-law decay was observed in both ES and GS transients for P2 PCBM blend films
post electron transfer, indicating the presence of non-geminate (bimolecular) recombination of the
photogenerated polaron species. Therefore, a power-law decay term was required to fit both ES and
GS transients, thereby modelling the observed bimolecular recombination process. The power-law
decay was coupled to the polaron component of either ES or GS transient models (representing a
decay of the polaron population), which reduces to solely polaron generation (long-lived transient
signal) where no recombination component was observed. The updated model, incorporating the
expected behaviours of both pristine and PCBM blend films is illustrated in Figure 3.10, including
exciton decay to the GS, as well as the additional electron transfer process (kET ), and both polaron
generation and bimolecular recombination (kBR ). In addition to any exciton decay to the GS, the
electron transfer process will be observable at the ES probe wavelength as a decay of exciton
signal and generation of polaron signal, as well as any decay in polaron signal due to bimolecular
recombination. The GS probe wavelength transient will only exhibit components of either exciton
decay to the GS or bimolecular recombination.
The observation of an additional decay component in GS bleaching transients of both P1 and
P2 PCBM blend films, with kinetics different to that of the electron transfer process, and not
observed in ES transients required further updates to the developed model. The kinetics of this
decay are slower than the corresponding ES electron transfer kinetics, however still much faster
than exciton decay to the GS. It is possible that the electron transfer process does not directly
result in the formation of polarons (sufficiently spatial separated and energetically relaxed), but
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Figure 3.11: Illustrative diagram of polymer:PCBM blend excitation, decay, and charge separation
processes. (1) Photoexcitation of the donor polymer to a singlet excited state (exciton). (2)
Decay of the exciton to the ground state with rate kGS . (3) Electron transfer from excited donor
to PCBM acceptor with rate kET . (4) Dissociation of separated charge carriers. (5) Bimolecular
recombination of separated charges with rate kBR . The driving force for electron transfer ∆GET
is also displayed.

rather may result in the formation of coloumbically bound/trapped charges near a donor-acceptor
interface, known as charge-transfer states. These transient species do not have sufficient energy
to further spatially separate and form polarons, and therefore undergo recombination to the GS
post electron transfer, with kinetics distinct from that of the electron transfer process, resulting
in a recovery of GS absorption. An exponential decay term is incorporated to model the chargetransfer state decay process observed in the GS transients, in addition to the exciton decay and
polaron generation processes. The lifetime of this decay component is used to obtain a measure
of charge-transfer state decay kinetics. The transient signals representing charge-transfer state
formation and decay processes are likely indistinguishable from that of the polaron signal, or may
not be resolvable at the ES probe wavelength (the absorption profile of these species unknown).
However an approximate measure of charge-transfer state formation can be obtained through the
recovery of GS absorption attributed to this charge-transfer state decay, relative to the magnitude
of remaining polaron transient signal.

Final Model and Transient Fitting Procedure
Based on the above discussion of the observed underlying physical processes, the following models
were used for final fitting and analysis of all ES (Equation 3.1) and GS (Equation 3.2) transients
presented herein. All of the processes underlying these models are illustrated in Figure 3.12.

∆OD(t)ES = N1 exp(

−t
−t
−t
) + N2 exp( ) + N3 t−α (1 − exp( ))
τ1
τ2
τ2
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(3.1)
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Figure 3.12: Illustrative diagram of polymer:PCBM blend excitation, decay, and charge separation
processes, including charge-transfer state. (1) Photoexcitation of the donor polymer to a singlet
excited state (exciton). (2) Decay of the exciton to the grounds state with rate kGS . (3) Electron
transfer from excited donor to PCBM acceptor with rate kET . (4) Dissociation of separated charge
carriers. (5) Bimolecular recombination of separated charges with rate kBR . (6) Charge-transfer
state formation with rate kCT . (7) Charge-transfer state geminate recombination with rate kCT R .
The driving force for electron transfer ∆GET is also displayed. The possibility of charge-transfer
state dissociation has been excluded from the model used for fitting, as this process is not resolvable
within the excited-state transients obtained.

∆OD(t)GS = −N10 exp(

0
−t
−t
−t
) − N20 exp( 0 ) − N30 t−α (1 − exp( 0 ))
0
τ1
τ2
τ2

(3.2)

Both GS and ES models are functionally similar, however the processes underlying each functional component are not, and therefore coefficients have been labelled separately to aid in understanding during the following analysis. Each model contains a combination of three exponential
decays, one of which is coupled with a power law decay. The decay lifetimes of each of these
exponential decay terms represent the kinetics of the associated physical processes. The models
are used to fit the respective transients from the initial peak ∆OD (a pump-probe delay time
on the order of 500 ps) and onwards. The initial transient rise is not modelled as the exciton
photogeneration process occurs within the time resolution of the measurement (faster than 250 fs).

In the ES model (Equation 3.1) the functional terms represent exciton decay to the GS (N1
and τ1 ), exciton decay due to electron transfer (N2 and τ2 ), and corresponding rise in polaron
signal post electron transfer (N3 and τ2 ) to a plateau. In the case of solely exciton decay to
the GS, N1 is non-zero whilst both N2 and N3 are zero. In the case where electron transfer is
observed (with no exciton decay component), N1 is zero whilst both N2 and N3 are non-zero.
Non-geminate recombination of polarons post electron transfer is modelled with a power law (N3
and α) coupled to the polaron rise term, as this is known to be a bimolecular process. Where pure
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bimolecular recombination is present, an α of 1 is expected corresponding to a reaction order of
2. In the limit that α is zero, no recombination component is observed and the power law term is
nullified, resulting in solely exponential rise to a plateau. Note that the decay lifetime (τ2 ) for the
exciton decay term in the presence of electron transfer (N2 ), and that of the polaron term (N3 ) are
identical. This simplification is used as the exciton decay process that dominates during electron
transfer is assumed to predominately result in the direct generation of polarons. It is possible
that intermediate charge-transfer state generation occurs, resulting in a slight delay in polaron
generation, and either a slower lifetime or broader distribution of lifetimes. No such transient
component was however observed at the 1400 nm probe wavelength, while fitting with separate
lifetimes generally led to convergence at two identical lifetimes, and it is therefore reasonable to
assume a single lifetime is sufficient to model both processes.
The GS model (Equation 3.2) differs from the ES model in that the N20 decay corresponds to
charge-transfer state recombination post electron transfer, rather than an exciton decay process (of
which no component is observed), as the GS recovery can only monitor recombination processes to
the GS. The N30 rise term is used to model the remaining polaron population post electron transfer,
with a rise used to limit the early time influence of this term when α0 is non-zero and bimolecular
recombination is observed. When α0 is zero this is functionally equivalent to fitting with a single
exponential decay (N20 ) and a constant (N30 ). Again for simplicity both terms N20 and N30 share a
single lifetime (τ20 ). The N1 and N10 terms in the ES and GS model respectively represent the same
underlying process of exciton decay to the ground state, and therefore both τ1 and τ10 should be
comparable. This is also true of the bimolecular recombination process, with the power law decay
terms α and α0 expected to be comparable. The converged parameters of the fitting routine with
standard error are used to extract kinetics (lifetime) information for each transient component,
presented in the following analysis along with the final fitted transients. Additional details of
transient fitting, including the use of simplified models and presentation of goodness-of-fit values
for each, are available in the Appendix (Figure 8.3).
Issues were encountered when attempting to fit or de-convolute multiple terms when a single component dominated the transient response, leading to increasingly large errors in the fit
parameters of all components. This is further complicated by the low signal-to-noise of these measurements, the fitting of exponential functions to linearly sampled data, and the multiple sampling
windows used in the majority of these measurements (necessitated by the measurement setup). To
ensure accurate convergence without the requirement of parameter boundary constraints, minority
components were removed when they exhibited no significant influence on the resultant fitting
parameters of the dominant component. This was achieved by fixing the value of N2 and N3 at
zero for the case of solely exciton decay to the GS; fixing the value of N1 and α to zero for the
observation of electron transfer without bimolecular recombination; and fixing solely N1 to zero
for the case of both electron transfer and bimolecular recombination. The fitting routine used for
all transients utilised a constrained sequential least-squares minimisation function. Initial values
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were assigned for all parameters based on progressive optimisation, with final fitting parameters
yielding reliable convergence without the use of boundary restraints. Prior to fitting, transients
were subjected to a Savitzky-Golay filter to improve convergence, however care was taken to ensure
no influence of edge/boundary effects was observed when using this local smoothing algorithm.

Transient Fitting and Analysis
Ultrafast transient absorption measurements were performed on each of the pristine donor polymer films, as well as both 10 % and 70 % PCBM blends. A laser pump excitation wavelength of 532
nm was used to photogenerate transient species, with an excitation density of 7 µJ cm−2 . Transient
fitting was performed using the developed models (Equations 3.1 and 3.2), and a detailed analysis
of transient behaviour is presented below, including the assignment of the underlying processes
for each film, the calculation of kinetics for these processes, and a comparison of the observed
differences between donor-acceptor systems. The ES measurements were performed using a 1400
nm probe wavelength, and provide a measure of the photogenerated transient populations of both
excitons and polarons. These results are used to monitor the kinetics of exciton decay and electron transfer, as well as polaron generation and recombination, providing a direct measure of kET
and an approximation of QYET . The GS measurements were performed using 800 and 740 nm
probe wavelengths, and provide a measure of the bleaching of GS absorption, representing the
total generated population of excited transient species. This can therefore be used to observe the
recombination of various ES transient species to the GS, as well as provide an approximate polaron
generation yield NCS .

Due to the coexistence of absorption by both excitons and polarons at the 1400 nm probe
wavelength, each with unknown absorption coefficient, neither the absolute or relative population
density, nor absorption cross section can be calculated from this data. Therefore the exact charge
generation yields cannot be accurately determined. These results do however provide a relative
measure of charge generation yield between donor-acceptor systems at multiple PCBM concentrations. The spectral distribution and absorption coefficient of any generated charge-transfer states
is also unknown at 1400 nm, and therefore cannot be accurately monitored. All of the presented
transients have been normalized to the response at a 300 fs pump-probe delay (initial peak), rather
then using absolute ∆OD. This is done for ease of behavioural comparison between the various
donors-acceptor systems and PCBM blend concentrations.

Exciton generation in ultrafast transient absorption measurements can be influenced by higher
order processes at sufficiently high excitation densities, which can in turn obscure meaningful observation of transient kinetics. In order to verify that no higher order processes were present in the
transient absorption kinetics measurements, the influence of pump laser (532 nm) excitation density on photogeneration of the exciton population was tested. A non-linear dependence of exciton
generation on excitation density is expected where higher order processes are present. Ultrafast
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transient absorption kinetics measurements were performed on P1 and P3 pristine films using a
probe wavelength of 1400 nm, with excitation densities ranging from 3 to 15 µJ cm−2 . Pristine
films were used to monitor the initial exciton generation, removing any influence of the exciton
quenching observed in the blend films which may obscure determination of initial exciton generation. The exciton decay transients (not shown) exhibit an initial ∆OD dependent on excitation
density, which decays to zero on the order of 100 ps. These transients exhibit a good fit to a monoexponential decay, representing solely exciton decay to the ground state. A linear dependence
of initial exciton generation on pump excitation density is observed for both donors up to 15 µJ
cm−2 , indicating that kinetics measurements are performed without the presence of higher order
exciton generation processes within the excitation pulse. Therefore all further ultrafast transient
absorption measurements were performed using an excitation density of 7 µJ cm−2 .
Pristine Donor Films
Figure 3.13 displays the ES (top) and GS bleaching (bottom) transients for the pristine films of
each donor polymer. Table 3.1 shows the resultant lifetimes from fitting. All pristine transients
were adequately fitted with a single exponential (N1 ) suggesting that they can be attributed to a
single transient species, the polymer exciton. The ES decay lifetimes τ1 of 49, 23, and 15 ps for P1,
P2, and P3 respectively compare well with the corresponding GS bleaching lifetimes τ10 of 44, 26,
and 21 ps. This suggests that exciton decay to the GS is monitored accurately and without any
resolvable electron transfer in the pristine films. The relative differences in observed exciton decay
lifetime between the polymer donors can be attributed to differences in structure and excited-state
character. For example, a study by Guo and Huang et al46 using dithiophene based low-bandgap
push-pull donor polymers have shown that variation of side chain substituents can result in changes
to pristine polymer film crystallinity, interchain interaction, and excited-state character, yielding
shifts in exciton decay lifetimes within the range of 10 to 50 ps. Alternately, non-radiative decay
pathways may also contribute to the observed variation.
Blend Films - 10 % PCBM
Figure 3.14 displays the ES (top) and GS recovery (bottom) transients for the 10 % PCBM blend
films of each donor. Table 3.2 shows the resultant lifetimes from fitting. The ES transient for the
P1 film is fitted using both an exponential decay (N2 ) and exponential rise (N2 ) with τ2 of 1.4 ps.
This decay lifetime is approximately 40 times faster than that of the pristine film (τ1 of 49 ps). The
observation of a long-lived transient signal is indicative of the formation of a population of longlived transient species, the polymer polaron. The complete lack of any slower decay component
(N1 ) is consistent with the majority of excitons undergoing electron transfer. The GS bleaching
transient for the P1 film mirrors the ES transient behaviour, with τ20 of 0.8 ps and a long-lived
residual signal. In this case, τ20 is attributed to the recombination of charge-transfer states to the
GS, generated through the electron transfer process. The ES and GS transients of P2 show similar
behaviour to that of the P1 film, with τ2 of 2.1 ps and τ20 of 1.6 ps, and also exhibit a long-lived
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Figure 3.13: Ultrafast transient absorption transients for pristine films of P1, P2, and P3 donor
polymers at 1400 nm (top) and 800 nm (bottom) probe wavelengths, using a 532 nm pump wavelength at an excitation density of 7 µJ cm−2 . Fitting of each transient is also displayed (solid
line).
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Table 3.1: Kinetics results (lifetime τ and corresponding rate k) from transient fitting (Figure 3.13)
with the developed models (Equations 3.1 and 3.2) for pristine films of P1, P2, and P3 at 1400 nm
(excited state) and 800 nm (ground state bleaching) probe wavelengths.

ES (1400nm)
Pristine

τ1 (ps)

kGS (Ts)

kET (Ts)

P1

(49.4

+
−

0.9)

-

0.02

-

P2

(23.2

+
−

0.5)

-

0.04

-

(14.7

+
−

0.2)

-

0.07

-

τ20 (ps)

kGS (Ts)

kCT R (Ts)

P3

τ10 (ps)

GS (800nm)
Pristine

τ2 (ps)

P1

(43.9

+
−

1.0)

-

0.02

-

P2

(26.0

+
−

1.1)

-

0.04

-

(21.3

+
−

1.4)

-

0.05

-

P3

Table 3.2: Kinetics results (lifetime τ and corresponding rate k) from transient fitting (Figure 3.14)
with the developed models (Equations 3.1 and 3.2) for 10 % PCBM blend films of P1, P2, and P3
at 1400 nm (excited state) and 800 nm (ground state bleaching) probe wavelengths.

ES (1400nm)
10% PCBM

τ1 (ps)

kGS (Ts)

kET (Ts)

P1

-

(1.39

+
−

0.09)

-

0.72

P2

-

(2.11

+
−

0.16)

-

0.47

P3

+
−

-

0.04

-

τ20 (ps)

kGS (Ts)

kCT R (Ts)

(23.6

0.70)

τ10 (ps)

GS (800nm)
10% PCBM

τ2 (ps)

P1

-

(0.82

+
−

0.11)

-

1.22

P2

-

(1.61

+
−

0.23)

-

0.62

P3

+
−

0.04

-

(28.3

2.2)

-

residual signal. Therefore the P2 film also exhibits predominately electron transfer and polaron
generation rather than exciton decay to the GS. An additional power-law component is however
required to fit both ES and GS transients of the P2 film, exhibiting an additional transient decay
that is not observed in the P1 film, with α of 0.22 and α0 of 0.12. This suggests the presence of
bimolecular recombination of polarons post electron transfer. Although the exciton decay kinetics
of the pristine P1 film are slower than the pristine P2 film, the electron transfer kinetics of the
10 % PCBM blend films are comparable, indicating no significant dependence of electron transfer
rate on the donor-acceptor system. The ES and GS transients for the P3 film are comparable in
both behaviour and kinetics to that of the pristine film, with τ1 of 24 ps and τ10 of 28 ps. There
is no apparent electron transfer displayed by the 10 % PCBM blend film of P3, exhibiting solely
exciton decay to the GS.
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Figure 3.14: Ultrafast transient absorption transients for 10 % PCBM blend films of P1, P2, and
P3 donor polymers at 1400 nm (top) and 800 nm (bottom) probe wavelengths, using a 532 nm
pump wavelength at an excitation density of 7 µJ cm−2 . Fitting of each transient is also displayed
(solid line).
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Table 3.3: Kinetics results (lifetime τ and corresponding rate k) from transient fitting (Figure 3.15)
using the developed models (Equations 3.1 and 3.2) for 70 % PCBM blend films of P1, P2, and
P3 at 1400 nm (excited state) and 740 nm (ground state bleaching) probe wavelengths.

ES (1400nm)
70% PCBM

τ1 (ps)

kGS (Ts)

kET (Ts)

P1

-

(0.46

+
−

0.05)

-

2.17

P2

-

(0.31

+
−

0.04)

-

3.23

P3

+
−

-

0.05

-

τ20 (ps)

kGS (Ts)

kCT R (Ts)

(18.7

0.4)

τ10 (ps)

GS (740nm)
70% PCBM

τ2 (ps)

P1

-

(0.66

+
−

0.09)
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Blend Films - 70 % PCBM
Figure 3.15 displays the ES (top) and GS bleaching (bottom) transients for the 70 % PCBM blend
films of each donor material. Table 3.3 shows the resultant lifetimes from fitting. The behaviour of
both ES and GS transients for the 70 % PCBM blend films of P1 and P2 are comparable to that
of the 10 % blend films. Electron transfer is observed for both donors with increased kinetics of
the electron transfer process, τ2 and τ20 for the P1 film of 0.5 and 0.7 ps respectively while 0.3 and
0.4 ps respectively for the P2 film. The power-law decay component is again observed in both ES
and GS transients of the P2 film only, with α of 0.07 and α0 of 0.03. This reduction in slope and
magnitude of the power-law decay indicates a reduction in bimolecular recombination in the 70 %
PCBM blend film relative to the 10 % blend film. The electron transfer kinetics are again observed
to be comparable for the P1 and P2 70 % blend films, indicating no significant dependence of
kET on donor-acceptor system at either PCBM concentration. However an increase in kET with
increasing PCBM concentration is observed, with the 70 % PCBM blend films exhibiting τ2 on the
order of half that of the 10 % blend films. Although an accurate measurement of polaron yield is not
possible, a comparison of the 10 % and 70 % PCBM blend film GS bleaching indicates a qualitative
increase in the long-lived transient, attributed to a relative increase in polaron yield post electron
transfer at the 70 % PCBM concentration. This is particularly apparent in the P2 film, where a
large reduction in the relative magnitude of power law decay (bimolecular recombination) is also
observed. Finally, the ES and GS transients for the P3 film are again comparable to that of the
pristine and 10 % blend films, with τ1 of 19 ps and τ10 of 20 ps. Although there is a slight reduction
in decay lifetimes relative to the pristine and 10 % blend films, there is still no resolvable electron
transfer at the 1400 nm probe wavelength for the 70 % blend film of P3, exhibiting solely exciton
decay to the GS. The GS bleaching response also indicates a complete recovery of GS absorbance
at the 740 nm probe wavelength, again suggesting that no significant polaron formation occurs
within the P3 blend films.
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Figure 3.15: Ultrafast transient absorption transients for 70 % PCBM blend films of P1, P2, and
P3 donor polymers at 1400 nm (top) and 740 nm (bottom) probe wavelengths, using a 532 nm
pump wavelength at an excitation density of 7 µJ cm−2 . Fitting of each transient is also displayed
(solid line).
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Ultrafast Transient Absorption Discussion
The proposed models (Equations 3.1 and 3.2) used for fitting the ES and GS transients yielded
a reasonable fit for all pristine donor and PCBM blend films. This fitting enabled the calculation
of the kinetics of exciton decay kET and polaron recombination, as well as provide a quantitative
understanding of QYET and relative polaron generation yield between donor-acceptor systems.
A detailed comparison of charge photogeneration processes in these donor-acceptor systems is
presented below, with respect to the influence of ∆GET .

All pristine donor films exhibited solely exciton decay to the GS with lifetimes ranging from
20 to 50 ps, consistent between ES and GS bleaching. Upon the addition of 10 % PCBM to the
donor films, both the P1 and P2 blends exhibited a significant acceleration of exciton signal decay,
to an average lifetime of 1.8 ps, and exhibited a long-lived transient signal. This is attributed to
the quenching of polymer excitons through electron transfer to the PCBM acceptor, resulting in
the formation of long-lived polymer polarons. No component of exciton decay directly to the GS
was observed under these conditions in either P1 or P2 blend films, indicating an apparent unity
QYET . The GS bleaching transients also exhibited an accelerated decay upon addition of PCBM
to the polymer donor films. The kinetics of this process mirror that of the ES transient electron
transfer process, with an average lifetime of 1.2 ps.
As this probe wavelength (ground-state bleaching recovery at 800/740 nm) monitors only ES
transitions to the GS, and no component of exciton signal decay directly to the GS was observed in
the ES transients, this is attributed to the recombination of charge-transfer states formed during
electron transfer.
The 70 % PCBM blend films of P1 and P2 exhibit comparable electron transfer behaviour to
that of the 10 % blend films, however the electron transfer kinetics (kET ) are further accelerated,
with an average lifetime of only 380 fs. The GS bleaching transients also indicate an increased
polaron generation yield relative to the 10 % blend films, attributed to a reduction in the relative
fraction of charge-transfer states that undergo recombination after the initial electron transfer
process. In both blend films of the P2 donor, a power-law decay is observed following electron
transfer in both ES and GS bleaching transients, attributed to the bimolecular recombination
of generated polarons. This recombination process also appears to be influenced by the PCBM
concentration, with a reduction in α0 from 0.12 to 0.03 at the higher 70 % PCBM concentration.

The observed increase in kET with increasing PCBM concentration is attributed to an increase
in donor-acceptor interfacial area, yielding a reduced exciton diffusion length in the 70 % relative
to the 10 % blend films. An increase in crystallinity of the PCBM phase in the 70 % blends,
leading to a larger driving force for electron transfer through a downward shift of the PCBM
LUMO levels (on the order of 0.1 eV) may also play a role.19, 76 The increase in domain interfacial
area would also result in a greater fraction of the photogenerated exciton population being initially
delocalized across the donor-acceptor interface, leading to more efficient charge separation prior
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Figure 3.16: Measured electron transfer lifetime (τET ) and kinetics (kET ) as a function of driving
force for electron transfer (∆GET ), at PCBM blend film concentrations of 10 and 70 % for each P1,
P2, and P3 donor polymers. The kinetics values were obtained through fitting of ultrafast transient
absorption decay transients at a 1400 nm probe wavelength, using a 532 nm pump wavelength and
an excitation density of 7 µJ cm−2 (reference Figures 3.14 and 3.15, and Tables 3.2 and 3.3).
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to charge-transfer state formation and relaxation (thereby reducing losses through charge-transfer
state decay).72, 97 The electron transfer kinetics for both P1 and P2 blend films do not show any
significant correlation to the ∆GET of the donor-acceptor system (P1 = 0.57 eV, P2 = 0.30 eV)
at either PCBM concentration, indicating an increase in ∆GET does not produce an increase in
kET .

Finally, the P3 blend films exhibits solely exciton decay to the GS in both ES and GS bleaching
transients, with no resolvable electron transfer at either PCBM concentration, and a decay lifetime
that is consistent throughout. This suggests that a ∆GET greater than that of the P3 system (0.18
eV) is required to produce a high QYET in these donor-acceptor systems. The above observations
are consistent with that of the photoluminescence quenching results with respect to the relative
difference in exciton quenching between donor-acceptor systems, as well as the observed relative
polaron generation yield and recombination kinetics obtained from picosecond transient absorption
measurements.

To summarise, unity QYET was observed in donor-acceptor systems with a ∆GET greater than
0.18 eV, while no resolvable electron transfer was observed otherwise. This suggests that a ∆GET
greater than that 0.18 eV is required to produce a high QYET in these donor-acceptor systems.
Both kET and charge-transfer state recombination kinetics also appear independent of ∆GET
in the systems that exhibit unity QYET . The initial polaron generation yield appears limited by
charge-transfer state recombination, rather than the initial electron transfer kinetics. A qualitative
measure of relative polaron generation yield indicates no significant dependence of NCS on ∆GET ,
however ∆GET may influence picosecond bimolecular recombination kinetics which were observed
in the P2 donor blend films.

3.4

Conclusions

The combination of photoluminescence, and both sub-nanosecond and femtosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy was used to investigate polymer exciton decay and electron transfer processes in PCBM blend films, as well as polaron generation and recombination processes. A unique
set of polymer donor materials enabled the direct comparison of kET , QYET , and approximate NCS
in these donor-acceptor systems, thereby facilitating the investigation of the influence of ∆GET on
these charge carrier photogeneration processes. The results suggest that a ∆GET greater than that
0.18 eV is required to produce ultrafast electron transfer with a high QYET in these donor-acceptor
systems, however kET appears independent of ∆GET above this value. The initial NCS appears
limited by charge-transfer state recombination, rather than the initial electron transfer kinetics,
and indicates no significant dependence on ∆GET . The primary findings of this chapter have been
published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry C.50
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There are however issues inherent with using solely optical measurement techniques performed on
films to infer the performance of these donor-acceptor systems in operational organic photovoltaic
devices. This includes the ambiguity in accurate assignment of the transient species observed
in transient absorption measurements, due to coexisting polymer exciton, polaron, and possible
charge-transfer state absorption at the 1400 nm probe wavelength. Determination of how these
results relate to an extractable charge density in devices is problematic, leading to the necessity
for verification of the outcomes of this optical study through the use of electronic measurement
techniques performed on operational photovoltaic devices. In particular, the difficulty in accurately
measuring polaron generation yield from these measurements alone leaves significant uncertainty
as to extractable current in an operational device. Charge extraction losses (transport and trapping) can also severely limit device open-circuit potential and short-circuit current, and cannot be
accurately estimated with these optical techniques.
Therefore the investigation of suitable electronic (charge extraction) measurement techniques,
and detailed device characterisation is required to complete this study of charge carrier generation
kinetics and yield, which can be correlated with the findings of this optical study. The time
resolved charge extraction method is well suited to measurement of charge carrier generation
and recombination processes in photovoltaic devices. Therefore, the investigations presented in
Chapters 4 and 5 seek to determine the suitability of this measurements technique, investigate and
quantify measurement limitations, and improve the technique through the first time incorporation
of an applied bias during extraction measurement. Finally, the fabrication of photovoltaic devices
incorporating the P1, P2, and P3 polymer donors blend films will be performed, and the developed
charge extraction technique employed to understand the influence of material energetics on charge
carrier generation and recombination processes (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 4

Suitability of a Novel Charge
Extraction Technique to
Determine Charge Generation
Yield, Recombination Kinetics,
and Trap State Density
Distribution
4.1
4.1.1

Introduction
Motivation and Objectives

The overall objective of this thesis is to understand the influence of the driving force for electron
transfer in organic photovoltaic systems and operational devices, with the motivation of reducing
this driving force as a method for increasing device photovoltage (reduce energy losses), while maintaining high device current (high charge generation/separation efficiency and yield). The previous
chapter investigated the influence of driving force on the ultrafast charge generation/separation
processes in organic photovoltaic systems. Optical techniques are not able to determine directly
whether photogenerated charge carriers are freely mobile (desired for high photovoltaic efficiency)
or bound electron-hole pairs. There is therefore a need to examine these processes using an electrical characterisation technique, capable of directly measuring free charge carrier generation yield
and recombination kinetics. Chapters 4 and 5 will investigate and further develop charge extraction
techniques for the investigation of charge carrier generation yield and recombination dynamics in
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operational devices. Chapter 6 will then investigate the influence of donor-acceptor material system driving forces on charge generation yield, recombination kinetics, and operational performance
of photovoltaic devices (extracted current, photovoltage, and efficiency).

The optical studies of the previous chapters indicated that a driving force within the range
of 0.18 to 0.30 eV is not sufficient to yield ultrafast charge generation/separation, while driving
forces above this value are. However further complications where observed, including the influence
of driving force on charge generation yield and recombination processes, which is expected to
impact photovoltaic device current. Donor-acceptor material system energy levels (driving force)
will also directly impact device photovoltage. Device current (extraction of charge density) and
photovoltage (trap state density distribution) are also strongly correlated, through the influence of
trap state occupancy on recombination kinetics and charge extraction processes. The relaxation
of charge carriers into a distribution of trap states reduces the average electrochemical potential of
these charge carriers (proportional to open circuit voltage), as well as reducing the total extractable
charge density (proportional to device current). Therefore a comprehensive study is performed to
investigate the impact of driving force on charge generation/recombination processes, and trap state
density distribution in operational photovoltaic devices (Chapter 6). In order to accomplish this,
a measurement technique is required to measure charge density and recombination kinetics, while
also capable of measuring the dependence of photovoltage on charge density (trap state density
distribution and occupancy) independent of charge generation and recombination processes.

The following chapters will examine the suitability of a relatively novel charge extraction technique incorporating a nanosecond switch to address the above issues. In Chapters 4 and 5, a
detailed investigation of measurement limitations is performed, with an assessment of their impact
on the measurement of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution. Further development of this charge extraction technique is performed, through incorporation
of an applied bias, in order to improve the measurement technique and overcome the identified
limitations (Chapter 5). Finally, the developed technique is used to study photovoltaic devices
incorporating the novel material systems investigated previously (Chapter 3), featuring an engineered variation in driving force. The novel charge extraction technique enables the measurement
of charge generation yield, facilitates further investigation of charge recombination processes on
the micro to millisecond time scale (not accessible by ultrafast transient absorption), and provides
concurrent measurements of trap state density distribution (Chapter 6).

4.1.2

Background of Time Resolved Charge Extraction Techniques

The study of recombination kinetics and material energy levels in bulk heterojunction organic
photovoltaic devices has been performed extensively using charge extraction based techniques.
Additionally, charge extraction techniques using an externally applied reverse bias have also been
used to determine charge carrier transport and recombination kinetics. Many of these techniques
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however suffer from a loss of charge density during the measurement extraction process, leading
to errors in the results obtained. Photoinduced charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage
(Photo-CELIV) and bias amplified charge extraction (BACE) techniques involve the application
of a reverse-bias potential (linearly increasing for Photo-CELIV, constant for BACE) to facilitate
charge extraction.104, 117, 118 The amount of extracted charge in BACE measurements is greater
than that extracted at short circuit (without an applied bias), as accelerated charge transport
during extraction competes with recombination, and is therefore better at obtaining the device
internal charge density by reducing charge extraction losses.

Typically for Photo-CELIV and BACE measurements, a forward bias is applied to the device
prior to illumination to compensate for the device photovoltage, and is maintained during the delay
time until the application of the reverse-bias.117 This produces a major limitation for charge carrier lifetime measurements. The open-circuit voltage during the delay time constantly decays due
to charge recombination, but the applied forward bias is constant, and therefore results in charge
injection. This complicates transient analysis and requires assumptions for the determination of
the charge carrier lifetime due solely to photogenerated charge.119 Furthermore, the photogenerated charge distribution in bulk heterojunction solar cells at open-circuit condition may not be
homogeneous, and change with charge density.120, 121 The application of a constant forward bias
during the delay time may change the charge distribution, and therefore alter recombination kinetics compared to that under open-circuit conditions. The open-circuit corrected charge carrier
extraction technique was developed by Baumann and Dyakonov et al as a method to overcome
the problem of constant forward bias during the delay time in Photo-CELIV and BACE measurements.122 The open-circuit voltage decay is measured, and this same voltage signal is applied as
the forward bias during delay time, maintaining open-circuit conditions without injection. The
widespread adoption of this technical measurement procedure is however hindered by its practical
complexity.

Alternatively, charge recombination lifetime can be obtained through transient photovoltage
decay measurements.24, 104 The photovoltage decay is analysed based on the assumption that the
voltage scales with charge density, and that the charge density decreases only due to recombination.
However if charge density is not homogeneous, changes in charge density are caused by both
recombination and transport through the active layer, requiring a more complicated analysis.
Charge extraction or transient photocurrent measurements (TPC) are however still required to
obtain lifetime as a function of charge density.24 As TPC measures the transient photocurrent
induced by a pulsed light at short-circuit conditions, the integrated charges may be underestimated
due to charge recombination. The BACE technique could be employed to avoid recombination
during extraction, however the issues with maintaining open-circuit condition during delay time
remain.
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A charge extraction technique is required that avoids the complicated analysis and assumptions
needed to overcome the experimental difficulty in maintaining open-circuit condition during delay
time, while minimising charge recombination losses during extraction. The switched time resolved
charge extraction technique provides the potential for such an opportunity. The study of recombination kinetics and material energy levels has been previously performed using a switched charge
extraction technique for dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs),115 and was subsequently applied for
bulk heterojunction organic photovoltaic devices.116 Measurement at various steady-state illumination intensities provides a measure of charge density as a function of the open-circuit voltage,
and can be used to infer donor/acceptor material energy levels and density/energetics of charge
traps (trap state density distribution). In applying a delay time between stopping illumination
and charge extraction measurement, the extracted charge represents charge carriers that survived
recombination during the delay time, and can therefore be used to obtain charge recombination
lifetime and recombination coefficients.104, 115 The determination of photogenerated charge density,
recombination kinetics, and trap density distribution in operational organic photovoltaic devices
provides insight into the origins of device performance. Charge extraction measurements have
been used for the measurement of charge density in devices under a range of operational conditions, while time resolved charge extraction can be used to measure the recombination of charge
density over time, and thereby study the recombination kinetics. Further measurements of transient photovoltage decay can be correlated with these charge density measurements to characterise
charge carrier trap state occupancy within the device.

Time Resolved Charge Extraction
The time resolved charge extraction (TRCE) measurement utilises a nanosecond FET switch
to switch rapidly between open circuit and short circuit conditions. A circuit diagram (top) and
timing diagram (bottom) are presented in Figure 4.1 to illustrate the set-up and operation of
TRCE measurements. The switch is capable to switching from an internal impedance RSW of 2.2
MΩ to less than 1 Ω in under 100 ns. A photovoltaic device (OPV) is connected in series with the
switch, and charge carriers are generated using a laser pulse for photoexcitation. A variable delay
time Tdel is imposed between stopping laser illumination T0 and switching TSW , during which time
the device is held at open circuit and charge carriers are left to recombine. Upon switching, the
device is short circuited and an extraction transient is measured across the variable measurement
impedance RM .

The total extracted charge is obtained through integrating the current transient response over
time at a range of delay times to yield the decay of extracted charge as a function of delay time.
The measured extracted charge can be used to calculate the device’s internal photogenerated
charge density given a known device volume. As the excitation-extraction delay time is the time
that the photovoltaic device is held at open circuit after laser illumination is stopped, the decay of
charge density over time is governed by bimolecular recombination occurring within the device, and
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Figure 4.1: Top: Time resolved charge extraction circuit diagram, illustrating the organic photovoltaic device (OPV), FET switch with internal high impedance resistor RSW and measurement
resistance RM , and oscilloscope with internal resistance ROsc . Bottom: Timing diagram for operation of extraction measurements, illustrating the laser excitation pulse at T0 , high initial circuit
impedance (MΩ) switching to low (< 1 Ω) at TSW , variable delay time Tdel , and an illustration of
an extraction current transient as a function of extraction time.
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therefore the charge carrier lifetime and bimolecular recombination coefficient can be calculated
as a function of charge density. The empirical reaction order of the recombination reaction can
also be calculated from the measured charge density decay, and describes how the charge carrier
recombination rate scale with charge carrier density. This parameter incorporates all measured
charge carriers, including both free carriers and those within the distribution of trap states, and is
therefore dependent on trap state occupancy and charge density.

Photovoltage decay and charge density decay results can be combined to yield the dependence
of photovoltage on charge density. Photovoltage decay transients can also be combined with the
charge carrier lifetime calculated from the charge density decay results to yield the dependence of
photovoltage on lifetime. The dependence of photovoltage and lifetime on charge density can be
used to calculate values for the diode ideality factor and empirical reaction order, and can further be
compared to values calculated using steady-state measurements. Additionally, as the photovoltage
is proportional to the Fermi level splitting across the device contacts, the rate of increase in
photovoltage with charge density provides information on the trap state density distribution, and
can be used to calculate the characteristic exponential slope of the trap state density distribution
Ech . This provides a measure of the density and distribution of trap states within the device active
layer. A large Ech indicates that a broad exponential tail of intra-bandgap trap states exists, with
corresponding large density of trap states, while a small Ech indicates a narrow exponential tail
and small density of trap states.

Further details of the above analysis methodology and parameter calculations are provided in
Chapter 2, Section 2.3.5, including additional details of time resolved charge extraction measurement operation.

4.2

Outstanding Issues in Time Resolved Charge Extraction
Measurements

4.2.1

Influence of Charge Extraction Losses on the Measurement of
Charge Density and Recombination Kinetics

Measurement at various steady-state illumination intensities provides a measure of charge density as a function of the open-circuit voltage, and can be used to infer donor/acceptor material
energy levels and density/energetics of charge traps (trap state density distribution). In applying a
delay time between stopping illumination and charge extraction measurement, the extracted charge
represents charge carriers that survived recombination during the delay time, and can therefore be
used to obtain charge recombination lifetime and recombination coefficients.104, 115 These charge
extraction measurements do however rely on the assumption that the measured extracted charge
is representative of the charge density within the device, assuming no charge recombination occurs
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during extraction. Recombination during extraction is not typically observed for high efficiency
DSSCs, where the loss fraction for P3HT:PCBM based photovoltaic devices has been estimated
to be less than 10 percent.116 However, for organic photovoltaic systems that exhibit fast recombination, slow transport, or use thick active layers, recombination during extraction could result
in a much more significant underestimation of charge density. This underestimation of charge
density introduces an error in measurement of charge carrier lifetime, energy levels, and trap state
density distribution. As an unresolved issue of charge extraction measurements, the limitations
(particularly charge recombination losses) have not been systematically quantified to date. Therefore a detailed quantitative assessment of measurement limitations, recombination losses during
extraction, and their influence on the calculation of recombination kinetics and trap state density
distribution in time resolved charge extraction measurements will be performed in this and the
following chapter.

After photoexcitation and charge generation, the separated charge carriers diffuse within the
active layer until they reach a device contact and are extracted, or recombine and result in the loss
of charge density. Charge extraction is in direct competition with recombination, with efficient
extraction of charge carriers requiring diffusion lengths longer than the active layer thickness.24, 25
The diffusion length is proportional to the mobility-lifetime product, which is in turn dependent
on the material system used and the morphology of the active layer. The degree of recombination
during extraction is therefore strongly dependent on charge carrier mobility and lifetime, and the
active layer thickness. Increasing either charge carrier lifetime or effective mobility, or reducing
device thickness should therefore reduce these charge extraction losses.

Influence of charge density on charge extraction losses
As lifetime is dependent on charge density, recombination losses during extraction should also
be dependent on charge density for a constant mobility and device thickness. Therefore variation
of charge density in time resolved charge extraction measurements, through changing excitation
density and excitation-extraction delay time, is performed in this chapter to study the influence of
charge density and lifetime on recombination losses during charge extraction (Section 4.4.1). It is
expected that variation of the laser pulse excitation density used to photogenerate charge carriers
will vary the initial charge density, while an increasing excitation-extraction delay time will reduce
charge density due to bimolecular recombination. Organic photovoltaic devices are fabricated
using the PCDTBT donor blended with the PCBM acceptor as the active layer (bulk heterojunction), an extensively studied donor-acceptor material system (material structures provided
in Chapter 1, Figure 1.6). The PCDTBT:PCBM system is known to exhibit charge generation
yields approaching unity, with the predominant loss mechanism attributed to bimolecular recombination processes.106 This material system also exhibits high charge carrier mobility and short
lifetime. The recombination characteristics exhibit the signature of Langevin type recombination
behaviour, and therefore thin active layers are optimal to achieve efficient current extraction.40, 135
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It is therefore anticipated to incur significant recombination on a timescale comparable to that of
the charge extraction measurement process, enabling the effective investigation of recombination
losses during extraction under a range of measurement conditions. Time resolved charge extraction
measurements are performed at a range of excitation densities and delay times, with an analysis
of transient response both with and without photoexcitation. The extracted charge under varied
measurement conditions is used to obtain charge density decay plots, and an analysis of distinct
regions of behaviour is presented to specifically evaluate at which time-scales and charge density
ranges charge recombination during extraction may become a dominant factor.

Influence of extraction losses on the measurement of charge density, recombination
kinetics
Following the study of charge extraction losses and the measurement of charge density presented
in this chapter (Section 4.4.1), a further study is performed to investigate the influence of these
extraction losses on the subsequent determination of charge density and recombination kinetics
(Section 4.4.2). The charge density decay results obtained through time resolved charge extraction
measurements (Section 4.4.1) are used to calculate reaction order, charge carrier lifetime, and
bimolecular recombination coefficient, each as a function of charge density and at a range of
excitation densities. A detailed analysis of the distinct regions of behaviour identified in Section
4.4.1 is performed, in order to understand the influence of identified charge extraction losses on
these recombination kinetics measurements.

Further investigations of the influence of recombination losses during extraction on the subsequent determination of charge density and recombination kinetics is performed in Chapter 5, in
concert with investigations of the influence of an applied bias in time resolved charge extraction
measurements.

Influence of applied reverse bias on charge extraction losses
The charge carrier transit time may be increased through the application of an electric field,
leading to faster extraction and thereby reduce recombination during extraction. This effect will
be explored in Chapter 5 through the introduction of an applied reverse bias to time resolved charge
extraction measurements, with a study of it’s influence on recombination losses, and subsequent
determination of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution.

Influence of device thickness on charge extraction losses
Increasing the active layer thickness for a constant diffusion length (mobility-lifetime product)
should lead to increased charge extraction losses. This effect will be investigated in Chapter 5,
through charge extraction measurement performed on a range of devices with relative differences
in active layer thickness.
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4.2.2

Measurement of Trap State Density Distribution using Time Resolved Charge Extraction

Localisation of charge carriers into trap states can occur during diffusion/transport, with the
spatial and energetic distribution of these trap states (trap state density distribution) dependent
on the material system and morphology. These trap states arise from energetic disorder within the
active layer, leading to a broadening of electronic state distribution. Trapping results in a reduced
average mobility and increased average lifetime for a given charge density, thereby reducing charge
extraction efficiency. Trapping can also reduce the extractable and therefore measurable charge
density, leading to underestimation of charge density.
Trapping can further influence the bimolecular recombination process, where localised trap states
in the band gap (exponential band tail) participate in the recombination of free charge carriers.
This degree of influence, and how recombination scales with charge density is typically characterised
through determination of the diode ideality factor and reaction order. The P3HT:PCBM material
system (material structures provided in Chapter 1, Figure 1.6) is known to exhibit a broad trap
state density distribution, and typically displays an ideality factor on the order of 1.25 or above,
while numerous other organic photovoltaic systems including PCDTBT:PCBM typically exhibit
an ideality factor closer to 1.0.125, 126, 126, 136 Studies have shown that the deliberate introduction
of trap states into an organic photovoltaic devices can increase the value of ideality factor, with
PCDTBT:PCBM devices showing an increase in ideality factor from 1.01 to 1.43.136 A reaction
order of approximately 2 is typical of devices with balanced carrier mobilities and only modest
bimolecular recombination losses at short circuit, while reaction orders higher than 5 have been
reported, attributed to the interaction of trap states in the bimolecular recombination process.34–36
As charge density and photovoltage are strongly correlated, through the influence of trap state
occupancy on recombination kinetics and charge extraction processes, the determination of trap
state density distribution is important in investigating the impact of driving force on charge carrier
recombination processes. However gaps in understanding exist regarding the determination of trap
state density distribution through a correlation of charge density and photovoltage decay results,
and how this is influenced by charge extraction losses. Additionally, investigation is required to
understand the influence of changing trap state occupancy on the measurement of charge density,
recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution in time resolved charge extraction, and
will be explored in Chapters 4 and 5.
The influence of charge extraction losses on trap state density distribution measurement
Steady-state current-voltage measurements are performed to characterise the fabricated PCDTBT:PCBM
devices performance, and to calculate steady-state ideality factor and reaction order for comparison
to values calculated through transient measurements (Section 4.4.1). A study is then performed
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to investigate the correlation of charge density and photovoltage decay results for the determination of trap state density distribution, as well as the influence of charge extraction losses (Section
4.4.2). The charge density decay results (Section 4.4.1), and the calculated charge carrier lifetime
as a function of charge density (Section 4.4.2) are combined with photovoltage decay measurements performed at a range of excitation densities, to provide the dependence of photovoltage and
lifetime on charge density. An analysis of these results is performed to investigate the influence
of identified charge extraction losses on the calculation of trap state density distribution, ideality
factor, and reaction order. Additional measurements are performed in this chapter on a device
incorporating the P3HT:PCBM material system (Section 4.4.3), which is less influenced by charge
extraction losses than the PCDTBT:PCBM device (Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). This enables further
assessment of the measurement of trap state density distribution, through correlation of charge
density and photovoltage decay results, and the influence of charge extraction losses.

Further investigations of the influence of charge extraction losses on the measurement of trap
state density distribution are performed in Chapter 5, in concert with investigations of the influence of an applied reverse bias, and thickness dependence in time resolved charge extraction
measurements.

The influence of photoexcitation pulse length on trap state occupancy
In transient charge extraction measurements, the initial charge density is dependent on excitation density. Increasing excitation density increases the generated charge density, however the
charge density dependence of lifetime results in an increase in recombination. If the excitation
pulse length is sufficiently shorter than the lifetime of the generated charge carriers for a given
charge density, no significant recombination will occur during excitation. However when the excitation pulse length becomes comparable to lifetime, recombination during excitation will become
significant. The limit of this is reached at steady-state (constant) illumination, where a balance
of generation and recombination is reached at open-circuit (no current extraction), resulting in
a constant charge density for a given excitation density. The relaxation of charge density over
time may result in an increasing trap state occupancy for increasingly long excitation pulse length.
Differences in charge density (dependent on excitation density over time) and recombination kinetics (trap state occupancy) can be expected when transient charge extraction measurements are
performed using different photoexcitation pulse lengths. Therefore, a study of charge extraction
measurements is performed using different excitation pulse lengths, in order to study the influence
of this parameter on the initial state of photogenerated charge density (trap state occupancy), and
any subsequent influence on the measured extracted charge, recombination kinetics, and trap state
density distribution (Section 4.4.3).

Time resolved charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements are performed using either a nanosecond or millisecond pulse length for laser excitation, under comparable measurement
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conditions (charge density). Organic photovoltaic devices are fabricated using the poly-3-hexylthiophene (P3HT) donor blended with the methanofullerene (PC60 BM) acceptor (P3HT:PCBM)
as the active layer (bulk heterojunction), another extensively studied donor-acceptor material system. The recombination kinetics observed in P3HT:PCBM blend films are typically significantly
reduced compared to Langevin behaviour, with lifetimes on the order of 40 µs at charge density of 4×1016 cm−3 (compared to a lifetime of 2 µs for PCDTBT:PCBM).125 Efficient charge
extraction is also possible in devices with active layer thicknesses over twice those required for
PCDTBT:PCBM devices.39 The efficiency of PCDTBT:PCBM devices still typically far exceeds
that of P3HT:PCBM devices. The P3HT:PCBM material system is known to exhibit a broad
trap state density distribution and significant charge trapping, compared to the relatively trap-free
PCDTBT:PCBM system. Devices utilising P3HT:PCBM are therefore ideal to study the influence
of excitation pulse length, and thereby trap state occupancy in time resolved charge extraction
measurements.

Time resolved charge extraction measurements are performed at a range of excitation densities,
using both a short (6 ns) and long (10 ms) excitation laser pulse length (Section 4.4.3). An
analysis of transient response and extracted charge is performed to compare differences in charge
extraction behaviour between excitation pulse lengths. Further comparison and analysis of charge
density decay and corresponding charge carrier lifetime is performed to identify the influence of
excitation pulse length on recombination kinetics. Photovoltage decay measurements are then
performed, and used to calculate the dependence of photovoltage and lifetime on charge density.
An analysis of these results is performed to identify the influence of excitation pulse length on the
transient measurement of trap state density distribution, ideality factor, and reaction order.

4.2.3

Summary of Outstanding Issues and Chapter Objectives

To summarise the above, the overall objective of this chapter is to examine the suitability of
the time resolved charge extraction technique for the measurement of charge generation yield,
charge recombination processes, and trap state density distribution in operational photovoltaic
devices. A number of outstanding issues were identified in the above discussions, representing gaps
in understanding that are to be addressed through the studies presented in this chapter. These
are covered under the following chapter objectives:
1. Quantify charge extraction losses in time resolved charge extraction, and their influence on the
measurement of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution,
through measurements of charge density under a range of excitation densities and delay times,
and subsequent analysis of charge density decay.
2. Assess the correlation of transient charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements
for determining trap state density distribution, through a comparison of transient derived
ideality factor and reaction order to those obtained using steady-state measurements.
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3. Determine the influence of trap state occupancy on the measurement of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution in time resolved charge extraction,
through measurement of charge density using different excitation pulse lengths, and subsequent analysis of charge density decay.

4.3
4.3.1

Experimental
Photovoltaic Device Fabrication

Multiple sets of photovoltaic devices were fabricated for use in the charge extraction measurement
studies detailed in this chapter (2 devices for each active layer thickness, 4 pixels per device). The
poly[N-9”-hepta-decanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole) (PCDTBT)
(Solaris, SOL4280, 68-85Dka, electronic grade) and [6,6]-phenyl-C60 -butyric acid methyl ester
(PCBM) (Solaris, SOL5061A, 99.5 % purity) (1:4) blend solution was prepared by dissolution
in o-dichlorobenzene at 20 mg mL−1 and stirring at 120 Co for 20 hours under an Ar atmosphere.
The poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) (LumTec., LT-S909, 45Dka, electronic grade, 93 %
regioregular) and PCBM (5:4) blend solution was prepared by dissolution in chlorobenzene at 50
mg mL−1 and stirring at 80 Co for 20 hours under an Ar atmosphere.
Pre-patterned Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated glass slides (LumTec., 90 nm thick ITO, variable
active pixel area, typical conductivity of 15 Ω cm−2 , above 85 % transmission at 550 nm) are
used for the transparent device anode, as well as providing a rigid substrate. The substrates are
cleaned by 15 min under sonication in surfactant/H2 O, followed by two subsequent 5 min sonication
rinses in H2 O, and 15 min under sonication each in acetone and isopropanol, prior to a 20 min
UV-ozone treatment. This ensures a clean, particulate free substrate and improves wetability for
solution/active layer deposition.
The cleaned substrates are coated with the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) hole selective layer, using 0.5 wt % PEDOT:PSS solution (Heraeus Clevios Al 4083)
diluted 1:1 in isopropanol. The PEDOT:PSS solution is filtered through a 0.45 µm PVDF filter
to remove any particulates prior to dilution, and maintained under stirring. The layer is then deposited using spin coating (Laurell WS-560HZ-15NPP) at 5000 rpm for 30 s, followed by annealing
in air at 140 Co for 20 min.
Directly prior to deposition of the active layer, the active layer polymer(blend) solutions are
cooled to room temperature. For both P3HT and PCDTBT based devices, the polymer(blend)
solutions were spin-coated in air onto the prepared substrate at between 1500 and 5000 rpm, for
times ranging from 90 to 240 s, depending on the active layer thickness required.
To produce the amorphous titanium oxide (TiOx) electron selective interfacial layer, a titanium
oxide sol-gel precursor solution is diluted (1:10) into isopropanol prior to deposition onto the
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device active layer. TiOx layer deposition is performed directly after active layer deposition (and
any required active layer solvent drying time) using spin coating at 5000 rpm for 30 s, and is left
to hydrolyze in air for 20 min (or under heating where the active layer requires annealing).

Aluminium (Al) is then evaporated under vacuum through a mask of defined device active area
(0.095 cm−2 unless otherwise stated), to produce a cathode thickness on the order of 100 nm. A
ramp in evaporation rate is used to ensure good contact with the active layer (initial 5 nm at 0.5
Å s−1 , following 50 nm at 1.5 Å s−1 , final ∼ 50 nm at 2.5+ Å s−1 ). The deposition chamber is left
to cool down for 30 minutes before returning to atmospheric pressure. These devices were then
sealed under an inert Ar atmosphere using a cover glass slide and UV-curable epoxy (Ossila, E131),
manually cured using a handheld UV gun. Effort is made to ensure that no epoxy is in contact with
the device active layer, and that no significant UV illumination is incident on the device active
area. Finally, a metal contact is soldered (ultrasonic) onto the exposed anode/cathode contact
regions for increased durability during measurement.

4.3.2

Steady-State Device Performance

Current-voltage (JV ) measurements are performed to assess steady-state device performance,
and characterise a number of important device parameters including open circuit voltage VOC ,
short-circuit current JSC , fill factor F F , solar conversion efficiency η, series resistance RS , and
shunt resistance RSh , using known parameters for device area A and device thickness d. The
solar simulator and measurement system used (TriSol Solar Simulator, IV16-L, PV Measurements
Inc.) comprises components for variable electronic load and data acquisition (Keithley 2400, PVM
QEX10), and a white light source (constant illumination, 1.5 air mass global solar spectrum)
calibrated using a standard silicon diode to 1 sun equivalent (100 mW cm−2 ). The photovoltaic
device is held under illumination at a range of constant applied potentials (V ), from forward
to reverse bias, and the extracted current density (J) is measured, to produce a JV response
plot. A dark measurement (without illumination) is also performed across the range of measured
applied potentials. Further, the illumination intensity can be varied below 1 sun through the use of
reflective neutral density filters, thereby obtaining JV response at a range of steady-state current
densities.

JSC and VOC are obtained directly as the JV response intersection with the voltage and current
density axis respectively. The F F is calculated as the quotient of Pmax and the product of JSC
and VOC , illustrated as the ratio of the two square regions in Figure 2.1. The power conversion
efficiency η of a device can then be obtained. The series and shunt resistance are then calculated for
each device, using the slope of the dark JV plot about 1 V and 0 V respectively. Further analysis
of these measurement results can be performed to obtain the empirical reaction order δ 0 and diode
ideality factor n0id , and can be compared to those obtained through transient measurement and
analysis. The δ 0 can be calculated from the dependence of short circuit current JSC on illumination
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intensity φ, while the n0id can be calculated from the dependence of open circuit voltage VOC on
φ. Further details are provided in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2.

4.3.3

Transient Charge Extraction and Photovoltage Decay

The time resolved charge extraction (TRCE) measurement utilises a nanosecond FET switch
(SR-05, Asama Lab) to switch rapidly between open circuit and short circuit conditions. The switch
is capable to switching from an internal impedance RSW of 2.2 MΩ to less than 1 Ω in under 100 ns.
A high switch impedance is used to maintain open circuit rather than a true open circuit (infinitely
large impedance) to protect the switch. A photovoltaic device (OPV) is connected in series with
the switch, and charge carriers are generated using a laser pulse for photoexcitation (532 nm, 6 ns
pulse width, Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Lab 170; or during long pulse measurements a 641 nm,
variable pulse width, Nation Instruments Coherent CUBE continuous wave). A variable delay time
Tdel is imposed between stopping laser illumination T0 and switching TSW using a delay generator,
during which time the device is held at open circuit, and charge carriers are left to recombine. Upon
switching, the device is short circuited and an extraction transient is measured across the variable
measurement impedance RM (50 Ω unless otherwise stated) using an oscilloscope (DPO4000 Series,
Tektronix).

Each extraction transient is recorded as an average of 50 individual measurements, per set of
conditions, to minimise noise and account for any variability in laser excitation. All transients
presented herein are displayed with an 80 ns shift for illustration purposes, such that switching
occurs at 80 ns as presented in figures. Unless otherwise specified, the characteristic switch response
has been subtracted from all transients, recorded individually for each set of measurements, as
well as the dark (no laser illumination) transient response. The transient voltage response is
measured as a function of extraction time, and converted to extracted current using the known
measurement resistance. The total extracted charge is obtained through integrating the current
transient response over time. The extracted charge is obtained at a range of delay times to yield
the decay of extracted charge as a function of delay time, with laser illumination also varied.

Photovoltage decay measurements are performed to obtain the open circuit potential at the
device contacts as a function of time that the photovoltaic device is held at open circuit after
laser illumination is stopped. Variation of excitation density is also used to alter the initial charge
density. These measurements are performed using a laser excitation source (532 nm, 6 ns pulse
width, Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Lab 170; OR for long pulse measurements a 641 nm, variable pulse width, Nation Instruments Coherent CUBE continuous wave), with the photovoltaic
device connected in series with the oscilloscope high impedance of 1.0 MΩ to maintain open circuit. The photovoltage decay transients are then recorded using the oscilloscope (DPO4000 Series,
Tektronix), from the time of stopping laser excitation until complete decay of photovoltage.
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Table 4.1: Summary of device parameters and steady state performance (current-voltage results
displayed in Figure 4.2), open circuit voltage VOC , short-circuit current JSC , fill factor F F , solar
conversion efficiency η, device area A, device thickness d, series resistance RS , and shunt resistance RSh . Average and standard deviation for solar performance parameters are also displayed,
incorporating results from 8 individual devices.
VOC

JSC

FF

η

A

d

RS

RSh

(mV)

(mAcm−2 )

-

(%)

(cm−2 )

(nm)

(Ωcm−2 )

(Ωcm−2 )

PCDTBT:PCBM

900

8.89

0.57

4.58

0.06

90

30

3.7×105

Mean (8 devices)

894

8.44

0.55

4.16

7

0.53

0.02

0.39

Standard Deviation

Further details of time resolved charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements and
analysis methodology are presented in Chapter 2, Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

4.4
4.4.1

Results and Discussion
Influence of Laser Excitation Density and Delay Time on Extracted Charge Density

Steady-State Performance
Photovoltaic devices were fabricated incorporating the PCDTBT:PCBM (1:4) donor-acceptor
system with an active layer thickness of 90 nm. Current-voltage measurements were performed to
assess steady-state performance of this device under a range of illumination intensities. Average
device performance parameters for the eight devices, including standard deviation, are presented
in Table 4.1. Each transient and steady-state measurement was performed on multiple devices to
ensure reproducibility of findings, however for simplicity, all results presented within this chapter
are for a single representative high performance device.

Figure 4.2 displays the current-voltage response of the PCDTBT:PCBM device using a 100 mW
cm−2 illumination intensity (top), with log-scaled plots (bottom) at illumination intensities ranging
from 100 to 0.1 mW cm−2 (solid lines) as labelled. The dark response (no illumination) is also
included (broken line) for each plot. The key device performance parameters calculated from these
results (100 mW cm−2 , AM1.5 solar spectrum) are summarised in Table 4.1. At the 100 mW cm−2
illumination intensity, this device exhibits an open-circuit voltage of 900 mV, a short-circuit current
density of 8.9 mA cm−2 , a fill factor of 0.57, and solar conversion efficiency of 4.58 %. The measured
current density is observed to increase only slightly under a reverse bias potential of 1 V, to 9.4 mA
cm−2 , relative to the 8.9 mA cm−2 measured at short-circuit, indicating efficient current extraction
at short circuit. A high shunt resistance of 3.7×105 Ω cm−2 is calculated, with a low injection
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Figure 4.2: Current density versus voltage measurement response for a PCDTBT:PCBM device
using a 100 mW cm−2 illumination intensity (top), with log-scaled plots (bottom) at illumination
intensities ranging from 100 to 0.1 mW cm−2 (solid lines) as labelled. The dark response (no
illumination) is also included (broken line) for each plot.
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current under high reverse bias indicating good diode behaviour and blocking contacts. Steadystate current-voltage measurements were repeated after performing transient charge extraction
measurements (up to 2 month post initial measurement) for the displayed PCDTBT:PCBM device,
and exhibited less than a 5 % reduction in open circuit voltage, short circuit current, and fill factor,
indicating that the device was not significantly degraded during the various measurements.

Literature reports of photovoltaic devices incorporating the PCDTBT donor polymer show solar
conversion efficiencies ranging from 4 to 6 % depending on the fullerene adduct used (C60 /C70 )
and interfacial layers employed.40, 100, 101, 106, 135 The average device performance reported herein
of 4.2 % compares well to literature reports of comparable device architecture and active layer.

The current-voltage measurements were performed covering three orders of magnitude in illumination intensities from 100 to 0.1 mW cm−2 , and are used to obtain the dependence of short-circuit
current and open-circuit voltage on illumination intensity, as displayed in Figure 4.3. The displayed
plots of short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage exhibit a power law and exponential dependence respectively on illumination intensity, with regressions to each plot displayed (broken line).
The values of diode ideality factor and reaction order are calculated from these plots as a means
to link steady-state measurements with the transient measurements presented later in the chapter.
The ideality factor (nid ) calculated using the dependence of open-circuit voltage on illumination
intensity and Equation 2.5 is 1.22. The reaction order (δ) calculated using the dependence of
short-circuit current on illumination intensity and Equations 2.3 and 2.4 is 2.09. The measured
ideality factor of 1.22 indicates the influence of trap states in the recombination process, which
is consistent with a reaction order of 2.09, slightly above that expected for trap free bimolecular
recombination at 2. Low device shunt resistance has been shown to increase the measured ideality factor in steady-state measurements, however this device exhibits a sufficiently high shunt
resistance such that this is unlikely the origin of the deviation from an ideality factor of 1.0.35
PCDTBT:PCBM devices have been reported to exhibit ideality factors ranging from a relatively
trap free 1.01 to a heavily trap state influenced 1.43, consistent with the results presented herein
for this device.136

Charge Extraction Transients
Time resolved charge extraction measurements performed using devices incorporating the PCDTBT:PCBM
system are presented, including a range of excitation densities (by changing the intensity of the
laser pulse using neutral density filters) and excitation-extraction delay times. Charge extraction
transients for the PCDTBT:PCBM device are displayed in Figure 4.4 (top), and transient integral
as a function of extraction time (cumulative extracted charge) is also displayed (bottom), obtained
using an excitation density of 10 µJ cm−2 and 100 ns delay time (’light’, blue solid line). The
response transient without excitation is also displayed (’dark’, black solid line). The subtracted
transient (’sub’, blue broken line) is produced by subtracting the dark response from the light re103
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Figure 4.3: Short-circuit current density (top) and open-circuit voltage (bottom) as a function
of illumination intensity for a PCDTBT:PCBM device, with regression to plots included (broken
line).
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sponse. The dark response exhibits an initial negative response, followed by a small positive peak,
before reaching zero extraction current beyond 1 µs. This response is due to the displacement
current of the switch circuit and is independent of device characteristics and excitation conditions
(not shown). The light transient exhibits an identical initial switch response, superimposed with
a significant additional current, corresponding to the extraction of photogenerated charge carriers.
Subtraction of the dark current response from the light current response yields the extracted current due solely to the photogenerated charge density. Integration of this light extraction transient
yields a total extracted charge of 6.2 nC, corresponding to a charge density of 7.6×1016 cm−3
calculated using the geometric volume of the active layer film.

The small continued extraction tail (increasing integral of extracted charge) towards the end
of the measured transient (beyond 10 µs) indicates the requirement for a longer measurement
extraction time. The extraction current of the illuminated/subtracted transient should eventually
reach zero (depletion of photogenerated charge density), with any extra extracted charge beyond
10 µs typically only amounting to a small percentage of total charge density. For this device, the
charge extraction process requires an extraction time greater than 5 µs to extract over 95 % of the
total extracted charge, during which time both recombination or trapping of charge carriers may
occur, leading to extraction losses and therefore an underestimation of charge density.

The initial rise time of the light transients is limited by the time response of the measurement
circuit, which is a product of circuit resistance RM and device capacitance COP V (see Figure 4.1).
For a measurement resistance of 50 Ω, device capacitance of 2.34 nF, and device series resistance
of 20 Ω (obtained from the dark JV response), one obtains a response time of 165 ns. This
compares well with the subtracted transient response in Figure 4.4 (rise-time of 80 ns), although
the switch opening response somewhat obscures the shape of this rise. This measurement circuit
response dictates the upper limit in time resolution for all charge extraction measurements in this
section (using the same device and resistance). Therefore if recombination and transport losses
during charge extraction are not significant (highly efficient extraction), the measurement of charge
carrier lifetimes on the order of 200 ns should be possible with this charge extraction measurement.

Changing the Excitation-Extraction Delay Time
By varying the excitation-extraction delay time, the change in the extraction transients as a
function of delay time at open-circuit condition can be monitored. Figure 4.5 displays the transients for a PCDTBT:PCBM device at a range of delay times from nanoseconds to milliseconds,
using a fixed 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density. A reduction in magnitude of extraction transient
and corresponding reduction in extracted charge is observed with increasing delay time. A charge
density of 7.6×1016 cm−3 is obtained at 100 ns delay time, reducing to 1.9×1016 cm−3 at 1 ms.
The response at sufficiently long delay times tends towards the transient response without photoexcitation (’dark’). The transients exhibit a peak in extracted current within 100 ns, decreasing
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Figure 4.4: Charge extraction transients (extracted current as a function of extraction time) for
a PCDTBT:PCBM device using 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density and 100 ns excitation-extraction
delay. Displayed are the response transients, both with illumination (’light’, broken line) and
without (’dark’, solid black), and the subtracted transient (’dark’ subtracted from ’light’, solid
blue). Transient integral (cumulative extracted charge) as a function of extraction time is also
shown (bottom). All transients are been shifted by 80 ns from T0 for ease of illustration on a
logarithmic time scale.
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Figure 4.5: Time resolved charge extraction transients (subtracted transients as in Figure 4.4) for
a PCDTBT:PCBM device, using 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density at a range of excitation-extraction
delays (as labelled).

as a function of extraction time with no significant extracted current beyond 5 µs at any delay
time.

The reduction in extracted charge with increasing delay time demonstrated above provides a
measure of the recombination of photogenerated charge density as a function of time. However,
since the extraction process also takes time (around 5 µs in this case), the charge density at any
given delay time could be underestimated due to recombination during extraction (after the switch
is closed) or trapping (charges are not extracted due to low mobility). Therefore the obtained
value of charge density may be an underestimation of the internal charge density. Changing the
light intensity of excitation pulse is another way of influencing charge recombination during charge
extraction. At higher illumination intensity (higher charge density), bimolecular recombination
should be faster, causing an increasing fraction of charge loss (not extracted). This will be investigated next by changing the light intensity by two orders of magnitude in addition to changing the
delay time.

Changing the Laser Light Intensity
Figure 4.6 shows the same PCDTBT:PCBM extraction transients at excitation densities ranging
from 10 to 0.1 µJ cm−2 , and at delay times of 100 ns (top) and 100 µs (bottom). An increase in
current extraction at the 100 ns delay time is observed with increasing excitation density, yielding
a corresponding increase in the calculated charge density. A ten-fold increase in excitation density
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from 0.1 to 1 µJ cm−2 results in an increase in charge density from 2.6×1016 to 6.4×1016 cm−3 (146
%), while from 1 to 10 µJ cm−2 only results in an increase from 6.4×1016 to 7.6×1016 cm−3 (19 %),
suggesting a saturation of charge density with increasingly high excitation density. Assuming that
photogeneration efficiency does not change with excitation density, a 10-fold increase in excitation
density would yield an approximate 10-fold increase in the extracted charge density, as was observed
in the steady-state dependence of short circuit current on illumination intensity. While slightly
over a 10-fold increase in charge density is observed between the 0.1 and 1 µJ cm−2 measurements
at 100 ns delay time, the increase is only 19 % from 1 to 10 µJ cm−2 . This behaviour is very
different from what is observed in steady state measurements, possibly due to the different nature
of the light sources used (steady state versus short pulse). The greater than expected increase
between 0.1 to 1 µJ cm−2 measurements may indicate charge extraction losses that are not linearly
dependent on charge density. At longer delay times, the extracted charge increases even less with
increasing excitation density. For example, at 100 µs delay time, no increase in charge density or
any significant change to the shape of the transient response is observed with increasing excitation
density. This light intensity independent extracted charge suggests very strong recombination of
charge carriers during the delay time, and may also indicate the same concentration of trapped
charge being extracted at these long delay times independent of the excitation density.

The saturation of initial charge density can be explained by the dependence of higher order
recombination kinetics on charge density, causing increasing recombination losses during extraction. As the initial charge density is increased, the charge recombination is faster, leading to a
greater loss of charge density during extraction. The extracted charge densities obtained for this
PCDTBT:PCBM device at a 100 ns delay time, of 7.5×1016 , 6.4×1016 , and 2.7×1016 cm−3 at 10,
1, and 0.1 µJ cm−2 respectively, provide charge extraction yields (incident photons to extracted
charges) of 1.3, 11.0, and 46.0 %. This clearly illustrates the impact of increasing recombination
losses at high excitation densities. As a result, at sufficiently high excitation densities, and therefore high charge densities, the recombination kinetics are too fast to be accurately measured using
charge extraction. This is due to the time resolution of the setup (∼160 ns) and the time required
to extract charges without any additional driving force (∼5 µs). Therefore at high excitation densities, in this case those above 10 µJ cm−2 , charge density is underestimated in charge extraction
measurements.

Charge Density Decay
Figure 4.7 displays the measured charge density as a function of delay time for each excitation
density, divided into three regions based on the characteristic behaviour observed.

Region 1:
2.3×10

16

cm

In the delay time region beyond 100 µs, corresponding to charge densities below
−3

, the charge density decay is fast (relative to longer delay time regions) and consis-

tent between all excitation density plots. The charge densities at three different excitation densities
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Figure 4.6: Charge extraction transients for a PCDTBT:PCBM device at 100 ns (top) and 100 µs
(bottom) excitation-extraction delay times, for a range of excitation densities (as labelled).
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Figure 4.7: Extracted charge density as a function of delay time at multiple excitation densities (as
labelled) for a PCDTBT:PCBM device. Three distinct regions of behaviour are illustrated (broken
line, labelled) to aid understanding.
are similar, and exhibit similar charge density decay. The excitation density independent charge
density could indicate a fixed concentration of trapped charge surviving recombination, localised
into long-lived trap states. These similar decays are attributed to leakage of charge through the
external resistor as will be explained in more detail later in this chapter.

Region 2: In the delay time region between 1 and 100 µs, corresponding to charge densities
between 4.2×1016 and 2.3×1016 cm−3 , a relatively stable charge density decay is observed within
each excitation density plot. Both the absolute charge density and the decay in time is comparable
between both 1 and 10 µJ cm−2 plots, while the 0.1 µJ cm−2 plot exhibits a lower relative charge
density at shorter delay times, and does not exhibit any significant decay. The comparable results
observed for both high excitation density plots within this region may be explained by charge carrier
lifetimes long enough at these intermediate delay times (due to a reduced charge density), such
that recombination losses during charge extraction may not be so significant. Further investigation
to verify this explanation will be performed in the following chapter, through the application of
an applied bias to aid in charge extraction measurement over the entire measured time domain
(Chapter 5).

Region 3: In the delay time region shorter than 1 µs, corresponding to charge densities above
4.2×1016 cm−3 , even the 1 and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density plots exhibit different relative charge
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density and decay, with a strong dependence on excitation density observed. The initial sharp
charge density decays are explained by a recombination lifetime shorter than the charge extraction
time, indicating extraction losses during charge extraction measurement, especially at the higher
excitation densities. This observation will be further investigated in the following chapter, through
the application of a reverse bias during extraction in this high charge density region (Chapter 5).

The above three regions observed in charge extraction measurements will be consistently used
to explain the observed recombination characteristics of the studied samples, with Region 2 most
closely representing the recombination behaviour obtained from steady state measurements and
thus assumed to be the most accurate representation of recombination behaviour.

4.4.2

Recombination Kinetics and Trap State Density Distribution

Empirical Reaction Order
Using the data presented in Figure 4.7, the empirical reaction order δ as a function of charge
density is plotted in Figure 4.8 by calculating the power law slope α of the charge density versus
time (Equations 2.7 and 2.8). The plots in Figure 4.8 for empirical reaction order as a function of
charge density exhibit three distinct regions of behaviour:

Region 1: In the charge density region below 2.3×1016 cm−3 , a sharp reduction in calculated
reaction order with decreasing charge density is observed, from 10.8 at 2.3×1016 cm−3 to as low as
2.8 at 1.3×1016 cm−3 , and is consistent between all excitation density plots. This sharp apparent
fall in reaction order is not indicative of sudden shift to trap free recombination, but rather is due
to an artefact of the time resolved charge extraction measurement circuit. The reduction in charge
density on the millisecond timescale is predominately due to leakage of charge through the switch’s
high internal impedance (RSW ), and only significantly influences measurements on a timescale
comparable to the RC response time of the closed switch circuit (open circuit condition, during
delay time), in this case 5.1 ms. This effect has previously been observed in similar measurement
circuits, where the measured lifetime was observed to plateau at low charge densities, consistent
with an upper lifetime limit imposed by the RC discharge time of the device through the smaller
of either its own shunt resistance (3.7×105 Ω) or the resistance used to hold the device at opencircuit (2.2 MΩ).36 Therefore the recombination kinetics measured in this region are not reliable.
As the influence of this leakage current is dependent on both device capacitance and switch high
impedance, increasing either parameter should improve charge extraction measurements. It is
noted that there is a practical upper limit on the resistance value used in the switch. The main
purpose of the resistance is to protect the switch from high internal voltages, where values above
a few MΩ would quite likely destroy the switch under the typical mA currents measured through
the circuit.
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Region 2: In the charge density region between 4.2×1016 and 2.3×1016 cm−3 , a steady increase
in calculated reaction order is observed, from 6.0 at 4.2×1016 cm−3 to 10.8 at 2.3×1016 cm−3 , and
is comparable between both 1 and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density plots. This behaviour is relatively
consistent between the 1 and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density plots, both showing comparable charge
density and decay, and an apparent reduction in reaction order with increasing charge density. This
region should not be influenced by switch leakage as in Region 1. Also, the recombination lifetime
has decayed sufficiently such that it is longer than the charge extraction time. Therefore charge
extraction limitations should not be so severe as in Region 3.
The observed strong charge density dependence of reaction order is attributed to factors other
than solely the concentration dependence of the reaction rate. As the charge density decay measured using time resolved charge extraction is derived from recombination during a delay time,
increasing delay times will also result in an increase in trap state occupancy over time (relaxation of charge carriers into the trap state density distribution), with a corresponding reduction
in the fraction of total charge density corresponding to free charge carriers, relative to those residing in trap states. This is expected to be significant for systems with short free carrier lifetimes
(PCDTBT:PCBM), where only those charge carriers within trap states remain to be extracted at
increasingly long delay times (due to a relative extension of lifetime for trap states). The observed
high reaction orders, significantly greater than a value of 2 which would indicate pure free carrier
recombination, suggests a population of charge carriers residing predominately in trap states of
varying energetic depth, while free carriers represent only a small fraction of the total charge density. The above explanation is also consistent with the observed strong charge density dependence
of reaction order.
Region 3: In the charge density region above 4.2×1016 cm−3 , the calculated reaction order
peaks at 6.0 and 5.2 for the 1 and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density plots respectively. As discussed
in the previous section, when recombination kinetics are fast enough (short delay times, high
excitation densities) such that charge recombination is in competition with charge extraction, the
measured charge density represents an underestimation of actual charge density, due to significant
recombination losses during extraction. These extraction limitations can be observed in Region 3,
where rather than the dependence of reaction order on charge density continuing the trajectory
apparent in Region 2 (towards a higher initial free charge carrier fraction of total charge density),
a plateau in reaction order is observed. In the absence of significant trap state occupancy or
recombination losses during extraction, empirical reaction orders approaching 2 would be expected
within this shorter delay time, increasingly high charge density region.
Differences Between Transient and Steady-State Derived Reaction Orders
The calculated empirical reaction orders derived from transient measurements presented above,
ranging from 5.2 to 10.8 (Regions 2 and 3), are significantly higher than the value of 2.09 calcu112
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Figure 4.8: Empirical reaction order as a function charge density, at multiple excitation densities
(labelled) for a PCDTBT:PCBM device. Three distinct regions of behaviour are also illustrated
(broken line, labelled) to aid understanding.

lated from the steady-state measurements presented in the previous section. Empirical reaction
orders higher than 5 have been reported in transient charge extraction measurements, attributed
to significant trap state occupancy influencing recombination processes.34 The magnitude of difference between steady-state and transient charge extraction derived reaction orders may indicate
a fundamental difference between measurements, particularly evident for this material system.

As explained in the above section, using charge density decay results derived through a delay
time introduces a major difference between transient and steady-state measurements for the calculation of reaction order. The charge density under observation may have a significantly different
trap state occupancy, and as such a different fraction of total charge density corresponding to
free charge carriers. Transient measurements may consistently probe charge carrier populations
which exhibit a greater influence of trap states on recombination kinetics, and therefore consistently exhibit higher calculated reaction orders than steady-state measurements. The degree of
this influence is also expected to be dependent on the specific trap state density distribution and inherent recombination kinetics of the device (material system and morphology) under investigation.
Further measurements of devices incorporating the P3HT:PCBM material system are performed
in Section 4.4.3, which features inherently different trap state density distribution and recombination kinetics, enabling verification of the above explanation for the observed difference between
transient and steady-state derived reaction orders.
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Charge Carrier Recombination Kinetics
Charge carrier lifetime τ and bimolecular recombination coefficient β are calculated from the
charge density decay (Figure 4.8) as a function of charge density, using Equations 2.9 and 2.10.
These plots displayed in Figure 4.9 for charge carrier lifetime and bimolecular recombination coefficient as a function of charge density exhibit three distinct regions of behaviour:
Region 1: In the charge density region below 2.3×1016 cm−3 , a sharp shift in the dependence
of lifetime on charge density is observed, tending to a single lifetime of 6.5 ms, and is consistent
between all excitation density plots. This lifetime is in close agreement with the RC response
time of 5.1 ms calculated from the switch high impedance of 2.2 MΩ and device capacitance. This
strongly supports the previous attribution of altered kinetics in Region 1 to that of charge carrier
loss due to switch leakage current.
Region 2:

In the charge density region between 4.2×1016 and 2.3×1016 cm−3 , a constant depen-

dence of either lifetime or bimolecular recombination coefficient on charge density is observed, with
strong agreement between both 1 and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density plots. Although higher excitation densities were observed to yield a greater initial charge density (Figure 4.7), no difference is
observed in either charge carrier lifetime or bimolecular recombination coefficient between excitation densities plots over the measured charge density range. This indicates that the recombination
kinetics measured using time resolved charge extraction are independent of excitation density. The
excitation density does however determine the maximum observable charge density, and therefore
shortest measurable lifetime.
Region 3:

In the charge density region above 4.2×1016 cm−3 , both 1 and 10 µJ cm−2 plots ex-

hibit a significant shift in the dependence of lifetime/recombination coefficient on charge density.
The lifetimes within this region are shorter than 5 µs, which are increasingly comparable to the
time required to extract charge carriers (Figure 4.4). These observations support the conclusion
that Region 3 is significantly influenced by extraction limitations, with recombination losses during
extraction measurement leading to an underestimation of both charge carrier lifetime and bimolecular recombination coefficient. Modelling based on a simple power law regression to the 10 µJ cm−2
excitation density plot over Region 2, yields values for the expected lifetime and recombination
coefficients at a charge density of 7.0×1016 cm3 of 210 ns and 6.8×10−11 cm3 s−1 respectively.
This provides an approximation of the underestimation of charge density as measured using charge
extraction, under conditions where extraction limitations are significant (lifetime comparable to
extraction time). In this case, the fastest measured lifetime is underestimated by over 5 times
that of the estimated value, with an equivalent underestimation of charge density close to the
measurement response limit.
The calculated lifetimes for each excitation density show a strong dependence on charge density,
with charge carrier lifetimes spanning four orders of magnitude within the charge density range of
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Figure 4.9: Charge carrier lifetime (top) and bimolecular recombination coefficient (bottom) as
a function of charge density for a PCDTBT:PCBM device at a range of excitation densities (as
labelled). Three distinct regions of behaviour are illustrated (broken line, labelled) to aid understanding.
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1.4×1016 to 7.0×1016 cm−3 , and a shortest lifetime of 1.4 µs. Similarly, the calculated bimolecular recombination coefficient β spans from 10−14 to 10−11 cm3 s−1 . These values for β compare
well with previously reported charge extraction based measurements of the PCDTBT:PCBM system, on the order of 1011 cm3 s−1 at a comparably high charge density.135 Further, β obtained
though transient absorption measurements of a similar PCDTBT:PCBM system showed a value
of 1.7×10−12 cm3 s−1 at a charge density of 5.0×1015 cm−3 .101 The presented charge extraction
results indicate that a comparable β is obtained at a charge density of 3.2×1016 cm−3 , with the discrepancy in charge density possibly due to differences in calculation between transient absorption
and charge extraction measurements. Additionally, those devices used in the transient absorption
study exhibited a significantly lower VOC and F F , which may further contribute to the observed
difference in β. Overall however, the consistent power law of Region 2 observed at all excitation
densities, is indicative of a constant reaction order and implies that the recombination kinetics of
this device are reliably measured over a wide range of charge densities, with calculated values for
τ and β consistent with those found in literature for comparable systems.

Photovoltage Decay
In order to assess the correlation of transient charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements for determining trap state density distribution, a comparison of transient derived ideality
factor and reaction order to those obtained using steady-state measurements is performed. Firstly,
photovoltage decay measurements are performed on the PCDTBT:PCBM device using the same
range of excitation densities as in the charge extraction measurements, and are displayed in Figure
4.10. This provides device photovoltage decay over the same time domain as charge extraction
decay results, enabling correlation in time to yield the dependence of photovoltage on charge density. The photovoltage decay transients in Figure 4.10 exhibit three distinct regions of behaviour,
aligning closely in time to that exhibited in charge density decay plots (Figure 4.7):

Region 1: In the region beyond 200 µs, the photovoltage decays rapidly (relative to shorter delay
times) for all three transients. This is due to leakage of charge density, through the circuit high
impedance used to maintain open-circuit condition (in this case 1.0 M Ω with a response time of 2.3
ms). At a photovoltage of 600 mV, the leakage current over the high impedance is 0.6 µA, which
corresponds to 6×10−10 C integrated over a millisecond, or a charge density of 7.3×1015 cm−3
lost per millisecond, however decaying as the photovoltage decreases. As the measured extracted
charge density on this timescale was on the order of 2.5×1016 cm−3 , this leakage current represents
a significant portion of the remaining internal charge density. This is similar to the switch leakage
current observed at long delay times in time resolved charge extraction measurements, although
exhibits a faster decay time due to the smaller impedance (1.0 vs 2.2 MΩ). This region is therefore
indicative of photocurrent decay over a 1.0 MΩ resistor and not charge recombination kinetics,
which is expected to be slower than the observed photovoltage decay (the internal recombination
resistance is higher than external one). This is the first time that the influence of the external
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resistance during the delay time in charge extraction measurements has been specifically clarified
to date, with the observable influence indicating that consideration should be made regarding the
practical interpretation of these measurement results.
Region 2:

Within the region from 2 to 200 µs, both 10 and 1 µJ cm−2 excitation density

transients exhibit comparable photovoltage, and an exponential decay in photovoltage due to a
reduction in charge density (through non-geminate recombination), thereby reducing the density
of states occupancy and consequently the measured photovoltage. The 0.1 µJ cm−2 transient does
not exhibit a comparable photovoltage or decay transient to that of the high excitation densities,
and will be addressed in the next section.
Region 3:

In the region prior to 2 µs, both 10 and 1 µJ cm−2 transients display no decay in

photovoltage, and exhibit an initial photovoltage of 890 mV which compares well with the open
circuit voltage of 900 mV measured at steady-state. The 0.1 µJ cm−2 transient however exhibits a
lower initial photovoltage of 440 mV, which rises to 610 mV by 2 µs, with a peak observed at 10 µs
(Region 2) of 640 mV. The initial photovoltage exhibits a dependence on excitation density, with
a 98 % increase in initial photovoltage from 0.1 to 1 µJ cm−2 , however only a minor 2 % further
increase at 10 µJ cm−2 . This dependence of photovoltage on excitation density is related to the
occupancy of the density of states distribution, as well as recombination of charge density within
the measurement response at sufficiently high excitation densities (high initial charge density,
short lifetime). The increasing charge density produced at higher excitation densities increases
the splitting of respective charge carrier Fermi levels, resulting in an increased potential difference
across the device contacts. Eventually the photovoltage will saturate, with a logarithmic increase
in charge density required to linearly increase photovoltage (the number of available states greatly
exceeds the charge density, dependent on the shape of the density of states distribution), and
eventually recombination of free carriers begins to dominate charge photogeneration within the rise
time of the transient measurement, and thereby limit charge density (dependent on recombination
kinetics). As the internal charge density only saturates due to the domination of free carrier
recombination, the photovoltage and charge density measurements saturate at different rates with
increasing excitation density. This can be observed where the charge extraction measurements
exhibits a lesser saturation of initial charge density relative to photovoltage saturation at identical
excitation densities (compare Figures 4.7 and 4.10).
Spatial Redistribution of Charge Carriers
The time-resolution of these transient photovoltage measurements is determined by the measurement circuit response time of 165 ns (calculated in the previous section). Since any charge
extraction to the external circuit is insignificant in these measurements (unlike charge extraction),
the measured photovoltage as a function of time represents the difference in potential between the
two device contacts, which is in turn determined by electron and hole density and energy levels
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Figure 4.10: Photovoltage decay transients (decay in open-circuit voltage after stopping photoexcitation) at multiple excitation densities for a PCDTBT:PCBM device. Three distinct regions of
behaviour are illustrated (broken line, labelled) to aid understanding.

at the contacts. The observed photovoltage rise in the 0.1 µJ cm−2 excitation density transient
of Figure 4.10 is therefore related to the rise of charge density at either or both contacts. Surface
photogeneration caused by a low excitation density, non-uniformly absorbed laser pulse can result
in a charge carrier population with an initially higher electron and hole density at the illumination
side of the device. In such surface generation conditions, the spatial redistribution of charge may
also occur during transient measurements, which will influence the measured photovoltage. The
observed rise in photovoltage is therefore attributed to changes in charge density at the contacts,
caused by a microsecond timescale redistribution of charge carriers within the device. Spatial
redistribution of charge carriers across the device active layer (e.g. charge diffusion driven by a
concentration gradient) will result in a more spatially uniform charge density throughout the active
layer and at the contacts. Therefore an increase in Fermi level splitting will occur between the
illuminated and back contact, yielding an increase in measured photovoltage as a function of time.
The photovoltage at 10 µs for the 0.1 µJ cm−2 transient (peak) of 460 mV does not reach that
measured for the higher excitation densities of 830 mV due to a lower initial charge density, and
the possible influence of spatially variable recombination kinetics (charge density dependent). Sufficiently high excitation densities should ensure spatially more uniform charge density distribution
within the measurement response (prior to 100 ns delay time), and therefore photovoltage decay
transients should exhibit less or no rise, as is observed of both 1 and 10 µJ cm−2 transients. This
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will however depend on the device and material system used, influencing the charge generation
profile (degree of initial spatial uniformity), charge transport (rate of transient rise, dependent on
mobility), and the shape of the density of trap states distribution (which governs the dependence
of photovoltage on charge density).
Photovoltage decay is a relatively fast measurement of surface potentials, while charge extraction is a slower integrated measurement of bulk charge density. As spatial redistribution of charge
carriers during transient measurements can influence the measured photovoltage, as well as recombination kinetics across the device active layer, this will impact subsequent correlation of charge
density and photovoltage decay results, and therefore the determination of the trap state density
distribution.
Transient Measurement of Trap State Density Distribution
The dependence of photovoltage on charge density is obtained for a range of excitation densities
using the photovoltage decay and charge density decay results presented above (Figures 4.8 and
4.10). The slope m (Equation 2.11) as a function of charge density is used to calculate the
characteristic exponential of the trap state density distribution tail Ech (Equation 2.12). The
resulting plots are displayed in Figure 4.11.
All excitation density plots at charge densities below 2.4×1016 cm−3 exhibit an initial strong
dependence of photovoltage on charge density (with m of 28), which reduces with decreased charge
density (to m as low as 10). Due to the mismatch of high impedance used to maintain open circuit
between time resolved charge extraction (2.2 MΩ) and photovoltage decay (1.0 MΩ) measurements,
the current leakage response times are different. This deviation between measurements yields a
region of increasingly inaccurate results, and is therefore not representative of the trap state density
distribution. Additionally, the 0.1 µJ cm−2 plot is not comparable to either higher excitation
density plots beyond charge densities of 2.4×1016 cm−3 . This is due to a combination of insufficient
initial photogenerated charge density, and the influence of charge carrier spatial redistribution as
discussed in the previous section. A high excitation density (high initial charge density) is therefore
required to measure trap state density distribution using this transient measurement approach.
In the high charge density region above 4.2×1016 cm−3 , a plateau in photovoltage is observed for
increasing charge density, with a peak photovoltage of 890 mV and is consistent between both 1 and
10 µJ cm−2 excitation density plots. This plateau may indicate a large density of available states
at sufficiently high charge density, such that increasing charge density does not raise the charge
carrier Fermi level and therefore does not further increase the photovoltage. The slope of this
region approaches zero as photovoltage is independent of trap state occupancy, and therefore does
not provide a meaningful measure of Ech . Fast recombination (within the measurement response)
at sufficiently high charge densities will also begin to dominate measurements, leading to a limit in
both charge density and photovoltage. Also, as the two transient measurements techniques have
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Figure 4.11: The dependence of photovoltage on charge density (top), and corresponding slope m
(bottom) at multiple excitation densities for a PCDTBT:PCBM device.
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different effective measurement response times (the fast response of a surface potential compared
to the slower charge extraction process), the basic assumption of correlating these results in time
will no longer be valid at increasingly high charge densities (shorter lifetimes), and increasing
recombination losses during charge extraction result in an underestimation of charge density.

At charge densities between 4.2×1016 and 2.4×1016 cm−3 , the photovoltage decreases as a function of charge density (from 890 to 700 mV) with calculated values of m ranging from 1.7 to 28
and is consistent between both 1 and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density plots. This region corresponds
to measurement within a broad distribution of energetic trap states, such that progressively increasing the charge density results in the increasing occupancy of progressively higher energetic
states, thereby increasing the charge carrier Fermi level. This in turn produces an increase in the
measured photovoltage, with m proportional to the characteristic exponential of trap state density
distribution Ech . Using Equation 2.12 and the calculated m yields values for Ech ranging from
24 meV to over 350 meV. The wide range of calculated Ech is likely due to a narrow trap state
density distribution (low degree of trapping) within this device, that is not exponential in shape
and therefore will not provide a consistent m as a function of charge density. Typical values for
Ech on the order of 40 to 100 meV in similar material systems are significantly lower than the
values calculated above (average of 200 meV, with significant variation over the charge density
range). This measurement approach therefore may not be appropriate for obtaining Ech in this
device or material system. This conclusion will be further investigated in following section, using
a material system with greater degree of trap state occupancy.

Ideality Factor and Comparison Between Transient and Steady-State

In order to further test the above methodology for determining trap state density distribution,
ideality factor and reaction order are calculated using the presented transient correlation of charge
density and photovoltage (Figure 4.11), with a comparison to those values obtained using steadystate measurement presented at the start of this chapter (Section 4.4.1). The dependence of
photovoltage on charge carrier lifetime is also obtained for a range of excitation densities, using
the photovoltage decay and lifetime as a function of charge density results presented above (Figures
4.9 and 4.10), with corresponding slope υ (Equation 2.13) as a function of lifetime also calculated.
The resulting plots are displayed in Figure 4.12, including the three observed regions of behaviour
from Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.12: Photovoltage as a function of charge carrier lifetime (left) and corresponding slope υ
(right) for a PCDTBT:PCBM device at multiple excitation densities.

Both 1 and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density plots exhibit comparable dependence of photovoltage
on lifetime, with calculated υ ranging from 0.3 at 5 µs up to 2.0 at 450 µs. The 0.1 µJ cm−2
plot exhibits a deviation from the higher excitation density plots due to the lower initial charge
density, as well as the influence of spatial redistribution as explained previously. All excitation
density plots exhibit a sharp decline in photovoltage at charge carrier lifetimes on the millisecond
timescale, due to leakage current influencing the measurement of both lifetime (charge density)
and photovoltage, as explained previously.
Using the calculated dependence of photovoltage on both charge density and lifetime, values of
υ and m at a given photovoltage can be used to calculate the ideality factor nid and empirical
reaction order δ, using Equations 2.15 and 2.14. Due to the large variation in calculated m and υ
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as a function of photovoltage or charge density, a corresponding large range of reaction order and
ideality factor are obtained. As discussed at the start of Section 4.4.2, using charge density decay
results derived through a delay time can introduce an additional time dependence of trap state
occupancy that is coupled with the measurement of charge density. The increased fraction of charge
density corresponding to trap states at low charge densities (long delay times) may account for the
observed dependence of either m or υ on charge density. Again, the degree of this influence is also
expected to be dependent on the specific trap state density distribution and inherent recombination
kinetics of the device (material system and morphology) under investigation.
Based on the above explanation for the charge density dependence of measured trap state density
distribution, the most accurate measure of trap state density distribution is likely in the higher
charge density region, corresponding to shorter delay times (less influence on trap state occupancy),
while also in a region where lifetime is greater than charge extraction time (recombination losses
during extraction less significant). Therefore at a charge density of 3.5×1016 cm−3 with corresponding values for m of 4.0 (Ech of 51 meV) and υ of 0.7, calculation yields an ideality factor of
0.60 and reaction order of 6.6. This calculated ideality factor is half that measured at steady-state
of 1.22, while the calculated reaction order is three times that measured at steady-state of 2.09.
The magnitude of difference between steady-state and transient charge derived reaction order or
ideality factor may again indicate a fundamental difference between measurements, particularly
evident for this material system. Further measurements will be performed in the following section
to support/challenge the above conclusions on a device incorporating the P3HT:PCBM material
system, which exhibits greater trapping than the presented PCDTBT:PCBM device and should
therefore yield transient derived ideality factor and reaction order more comparable to those obtained at steady-state.

4.4.3

Excitation Pulse Length

The primary objective of this section is to determine the influence of variation in trap state
occupancy on the measurement of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density
distribution in time resolved charge extraction. This is performed through the variation of excitation laser pulse length, used to influence the initial trap state occupancy prior to charge extraction
measurement. Additionally, these measurements are used to further assess the observed difference
between steady-state and transient derived reaction order, using a device with different inherent
recombination kinetics and trap state density distribution (the P3HT:PCBM material system) to
that of the PCDTBT:PCBM device presented in the previous sections.
Steady-State Device Performance
Photovoltaic devices were fabricated incorporating the P3HT:PCBM (5:4) donor-acceptor system, with an active layer thickness of 170 nm. Current-voltage measurements were performed
to assess steady-state device performance under a range of illumination intensities, including a
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Figure 4.13: Current density versus voltage measurement response for a P3HT:PCBM device
using a 100 mW cm−2 illumination intensity (top), with log-scaled plots (bottom) at illumination
intensities ranging from 100 to 0.1 mW cm−2 (solid lines) as labelled. The dark response (no
illumination) is also included (broken line) for each plot.

Table 4.2: Summary of device parameters and steady state performance (current-voltage results
displayed in Figure 4.13), open-circuit voltage VOC , short-circuit current JSC , fill factor F F , solar
conversion efficiency η, device area A, device thickness d, series resistance RS , and shunt resistance
RSh .
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discussion of device trap state density and occupancy. Figure 4.13 displays the current-voltage
response of a single P3HT:PCBM device using a 100 mW cm−2 illumination intensity (top), with
log-scaled plots (bottom) at illumination intensities ranging from 100 to 0.1 mW cm−2 (solid lines)
as labelled. The dark response (no illumination) is also included (broken line) for each plot. The
key device performance parameters calculated from these results (100 mW cm−2 ) are summarised
in Table 4.2. At 100 mW cm−2 illumination intensity, this device exhibits an open-circuit potential of 460 mV, a short-circuit current density of 7.7 mA cm−2 , a fill factor of 0.37, and solar
conversion efficiency of 1.32 %. A high shunt resistance of 5.6×105 Ω cm−2 is calculated, with a
low injection current under high reverse bias, indicating good diode behaviour and blocking contacts. Steady-state current-voltage measurements were repeated after performing transient charge
extraction measurements (5 days post initial measurement) for the displayed P3HT:PCBM device,
and exhibited less than a 3 % reduction in open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, and fill factor,
indicating that the device was not significantly degraded during the various measurements.
The current-voltage measurements performed at illumination intensities from 100 to 0.1 mW
cm−2 were used to obtain the dependence of short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage on
illumination intensity, as displayed in Figure 4.3. The displayed plots of short-circuit current and
open-circuit voltage exhibit a power law and exponential dependence respectively on illumination
intensity, with regressions to each plot displayed (broken line). The diode ideality factor can be
calculated using the dependence of open-circuit voltage on illumination intensity and Equation 2.5,
yielding a value of 1.61. The reaction order can be calculated using the dependence of short-circuit
current on illumination intensity and Equations 2.3 and 2.4, yielding a value of 2.14.
A comprehensive survey of literature reports for P3HT:PCBM based solar cells indicate an average power conversion efficiency of 3.0 %, with short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage, and fill
factor on the order of 8 mA cm−2 , 600 mV, and 0.50 respectively, incorporating predominately
device architectures and fabrication parameters comparable to those used in this study.39 While
the P3HT:PCBM device reported herein has a comparable short circuit current (charge generation/separation efficiency), the relatively high device series resistance and S-shape current-voltage
response observed at high forward bias limit current extraction (Figure 4.13), primarily responsible for the devices low fill factor, limited open-circuit voltage, and corresponding low efficiency,
attributed to sub-optimal device contacts. The measured ideality factor of 1.61 indicates a significant influence of trap states in the recombination process which is consistent with the calculated
reaction order of 2.14, above that expected for trap free bimolecular recombination of 2.0. This
device exhibits a sufficiently high shunt resistance such that this is unlikely the origin of the deviation from an ideality factor of 1.0.35 The P3HT:PCBM material system is known to exhibit a
broad trap state density distribution, and typically displays an ideality factor on the order of 1.25
or above.125, 126 For the purpose of studying the influence of trap state occupancy on time resolved
charge extraction measurements presented in the following sections, the high trap state occupancy
of this device will not negatively influence the outcomes of these investigations. The steady-state
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illumination intensity for a P3HT:PCBM device, with regression to plots included (broken line).
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values of ideality factor and reaction order will be used later in this section for comparison with
values obtained through transient measurements as in the previous section, in order to further
investigate the deviation observed between calculated transient and steady-state values for the
PCDTBT:PCBM device.
The measured current density is also observed to increase under a reverse bias potential of 1
V, to 8.9 mA cm−2 relative to the 7.7 mA cm−2 measured at short-circuit, representing a 16 %
increase. This indicates that not all current is efficiently extracted at short-circuit and would likely
benefit from an applied bias in charge extraction measurements. This will be further investigated
in Chapter 5.
Influence of Excitation Pulse Length on Charge Extraction Measurements
Time resolved charge extraction measurements were performed on the P3HT:PCBM device
detailed above, using either a ’short’ 6 ns or ’long’ 10 ms excitation pulse length. While the
short laser pulse exhibits an intensity rise/fall time of less than 3 ns, the long pulse exhibits a
rise/fall time of just under 1 µs. This slower laser turn-off time limits the time resolution of the
long pulse excitation method kinetics measurements to the microsecond timescale. A range of
excitation densities are used, with a 641 nm excitation wavelength (imposed by the long pulse
laser excitation source). It should be noted that the reported values of excitation density for both
pulse length excitation methods represent the integrated laser pulse over time, however as the pulse
lengths vary by orders of magnitude these values are not directly comparable (total photons vs rate
of photon incidence). Rather effort has been made to illustrate and compare measurement results
at comparable initial charge densities, either through variation of excitation density or delay time,
enabling the analysis of relative changes in decay kinetics between the two excitation pulse lengths.
Extracted Charge Density and Lifetime
Charge density decay (top) and charge carrier lifetime as a function of charge density (bottom)
plots for the P3HT:PCBM device, using either short (6 ns) of long (10 ms) excitation laser pulse
length at multiple excitation densities, are displayed in Figure 4.15. The extracted charge densities
obtained for this P3HT:PCBM device at a 100 ns delay time using the short excitation pulse length,
of 1.3×1017 , 1.1×1017 , and 0.3×1017 cm−3 at 100, 10, and 1 µJ cm−2 respectively, provide charge
extraction yields (incident photons to extracted charges) of 0.2, 1.7, and 4.6 %. The charge decay
plots (Figure 4.15, top) obtained using the short excitation pulse length exhibit much greater peak
charge densities at short delay times than the charge decay plots obtained using the long excitation
pulse length. Although the initial charge density of the 100 µJ cm−2 short pulse plot is twice that
of the 60 µJ cm−2 long excitation pulse length plot, the charge density is comparable beyond 20 µs,
with the long excitation pulse length plot even exceeding that of the short excitation pulse length
plot by up to 25 % at 1 ms delay time. The observation of the long excitation pulse length plots
exhibiting greater comparable charge density in the long delay time region is consistent across
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Figure 4.15: Charge density decay (top) and charge carrier lifetime as a function of charge density
(bottom) for a P3HT:PCBM device using a short (6 ns) and long (10 ms) excitation laser pulse at
multiple excitation densities (as labelled).
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the presented excitation densities. Further to the above observation, the plot of charge carrier
lifetime as a function of charge density (Figure 4.15, bottom) clearly illustrate a consistently longer
lifetime for the plots obtained using a long excitation pulse length, relative to the short excitation
pulse length plots for any given charge density within the measured charge density range (for
example, a shift from 40 to 66 µs at 6×1016 cm−3 ). Equivalently, this can be interpreted as the
measurement of a greater relative charge density for a given lifetime in the long excitation pulse
length measurements, indicating a greater extraction of charges from deep within the trap state
density distribution (longer relative lifetime).

Photovoltage Decay Transients
Photovoltage decay measurements were performed on the P3HT:PCBM device using short and
long excitation laser pulse lengths at a range of excitation densities, displayed in Figure 4.16. The
top plot displays the full decay transient, while the bottom plot is a close-up of the transient tail
beyond 500 µs. The long pulse excitation method does not generate charge densities as high as the
short pulse excitation method under the excitation densities presented, and consequently exhibit
lower peak photovoltage. A distinct difference is however observed in transient shape between
excitation pulse methods (Figure 4.16, top). The long pulse transients do not exhibit any initial
decay in photovoltage prior to 5 µs, with a plateau in photovoltage for all excitation densities. The
short pulse transients exhibit a transient rise at excitation densities below 100 µJ cm−2 , attributed
to charge carrier redistribution post excitation as discussed in the previous section. However, even
at the lowest excitation density of 0.6 µJ cm−2 , no initial transient rise is observed for the long
pulse excitation transients, indicating that long pulse excitation produces a stable, steady-state
spatial distribution of charge carriers with no redistribution during transient measurement. The
10 ms illumination time allows sufficient time for the photogenerated charge density to undergo
any redistribution prior to stopping illumination.

If not for the limited response time of the long pulse excitation method used herein, it would be
advantageous to use a long excitation pulse at low excitation densities, as there are no complications
due to spatial redistribution of charge. However as long as a high excitation density is used with a
short pulse excitation, the delay time of time resolved charge extraction can be used to obtain low
charge densities, with a wider overall range of charge densities. Further investigation is presented
in the following section to assess the influence of the observed differences in trap state occupancy
on the determination of trap state density distribution.

Another distinct difference in observed photovoltage decay transients between short and long
pulse methods is illustrated in Figure 4.16 (bottom), focusing on the transient tail beyond 500 µs.
Although this region of decay is significantly influenced by leakage current across the measurement
high impedance, the measurement setup is identical for these two excitation methods, and therefore
this influence should be identical. The long pulse transients are observed to decay slower than the
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Figure 4.16: Photovoltage decay transients for a P3HT:PCBM device using a short (6 ns) and long
(10 ms) excitation laser pulse at multiple excitation densities (as labelled). The top plot displays
the full decay transients while the bottom plot is a close-up of the transient tail beyond 500 µs.
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short pulse transients under all excitation densities, independent of initial photovoltage. This
behaviour is best illustrated through a direct comparison of 10 µJ cm−2 short pulse and 0.6
µJ cm−2 long pulse transients. The short pulse transient exhibits a higher initial photovoltage
than the long pulse transient, however at 6 ms both transients exhibit equal photovoltage of 400
mV, while beyond this point the long pulse transient exhibits a greater photovoltage until both
transients completely decay within 100 ms. The slower relative transient decay observed in the long
pulse excitation transients is consistent with the previous assertion of greater relative trap state
occupancy in measurements using long pulse excitation. This influences the average recombination
lifetime for a given charge density, with a longer lifetime in the long versus short pulse excitation
method, as observed in the charge extraction measurements presented previously (Figure 4.15).

Trap State Density Distribution

To confirm the above observation of different trap state occupancy between short and long pulse
excitation methods, and to determine any subsequent influence on the measurement of trap state
density distribution, the time resolved charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements
presented above (Figures 4.15 and 4.16) are used to calculate the dependence of photovoltage on
charge density at a range of excitation densities. The slope m (Equation 2.11) as a function of
charge density is used to calculate the characteristic exponential of the trap state density distribution tail Ech (Equation 2.12), with the resulting plots displayed in Figure 4.17. The low excitation
density, short excitation pulse length plots exhibit an artefact at higher charge densities, with a
peak and decay of photovoltage with increasing charge density. This has been previously observed
and attributed to charge carrier spatial redistribution after stopping illumination at open circuit,
and is therefore not representative of the trap state density distribution. As the long pulse method
does not exhibit a initial rise in photovoltage decay transient, no such artefact is observed for the
long pulse excitation method plots. For both pulse length excitation methods, the highest excitation density plots exhibit the largest range of charge densities, are the least influenced by any
spatial redistribution, and therefore best to use for calculating trap state density distribution.
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Figure 4.17: The dependence of photovoltage on charge density (top) and corresponding slope m
(bottom) for a P3HT:PCBM device using a short (6 ns) and long (10 ms) excitation laser pulse,
at multiple excitation densities (as labelled).
A direct comparison between the highest excitation density plots, 100 and 60 µJ cm−2 for the
short and long pulse lengths respectively, illustrates the key differences in measurement results
between the two excitation pulse length. The long pulse plot is shifted to a higher charge density
for any given photovoltage, relative to the short pulse plot (Figure 4.17, top). This observation
is consistent with the previously presented charge extraction and photovoltage decay results and
discussion. The long pulse excitation yields an internal charge density that has had greater time to
relax into the density of states distribution (during the 10 ms excitation pulse) thereby occupying
a large degree of trap states. The short pulse excitation however yields an internal charge density
that has not undergone a comparable relaxation within the density of states distribution, and
therefore has a lower relative proportion of trap state occupancy than the long pulse excitation for
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any given charge density.

The calculated m for both excitation pulse lengths is comparable at low charge densities (Figure
4.17, bottom), indicating that both excitation pulse lengths provide a comparable measure of trap
state density distribution (Ech ). The calculated long pulse m deviates from that of the short pulse
excitation method at charge densities above 5×1016 cm−3 , corresponding to the plateau observed
in both charge density and photovoltage decay measurements. This is again due to a lower peak
photogenerated charge density and slower measurement response time in the long pulse excitation
measurements, rather than any shift in trap state density distribution, thereby limiting the range
of charge densities over which long pulse excitation can measure Ech . Using the calculated value
for m of 5.4, obtained for the short pulse excitation method at high charge density, provides a value
for Ech of 70 meV for this P3HT:PCBM device, which is in agreement with literature reports for
comparable devices ranging from 35 to 70 meV.137, 138

Ideality Factor, Reaction Order, and Comparison Between Transient and Steady-State

The device characterised in the previous sections is further used to investigate the observed
difference between steady-state and transient derived reaction order and ideality factor, comparing devices with different inherent recombination kinetics and trap state density distribution
(P3HT:PCBM and PCDTBT:PCBM material systems). The dependence of photovoltage on charge
carrier lifetime is obtained for a range of excitation densities, using the photovoltage decay and
lifetime as a function of charge density results presented above (Figures 4.16 and 4.15), with corresponding slope υ (Equation 2.13) also calculated. Both short and long pulse excitation exhibit
a comparable dependence of photovoltage on charge carrier lifetime, with the calculated value of
υ observed to be independent of pulse length excitation method, yielding a range of υ from 1.8 to
2.2 across the measured charge density range.

The ideality factor and reaction order can be calculated for this P3HT:PCBM device using the
calculated m and υ. As both m and υ were found to be independent of excitation pulse length, the
values used to calculate both ideality factor and reaction order are obtained from the 100 µJ cm−2
excitation density short pulse length excitation measurement results in the high charge density
region. This ensures coverage of the widest range of charge densities, and yields the most consistent
results over this range. The values for m of 5.4 and υ of 2.0 are used to calculate an ideality factor
of 1.46 and reaction order of 3.7 (using Equations 2.14 and 2.15). P3HT:PCBM devices have been
reported to exhibit a reaction order in the range of 2.5 to 3.5 and above, measured using both
transient absorption and charge extraction measurement techniques,36, 139 which is comparable to
the value of 3.7 calculated herein.

The calculated steady-state values for ideality factor of 1.61 and reaction order of 2.14 were
obtained using results presented at the beginning of this section. The transient derived ideality
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factor is lower than that measured at steady-state, while the transient derived reaction order is
higher than that measured at steady-state. This trend is consistent with that observed in the
previous section for the PCDTBT:PCBM device, and support the conclusion that fundamental
differences exist between steady-state and transient measurements, attributed to a delay time
induced variation in trap state occupancy that is coupled with charge density decay. Both the
dependence of m on charge density, and the dependence of υ on lifetime is far lower for the
P3HT:PCBM device, than was observed for the PCDTBT:PCBM device, with variation in m and
υ of 15 and 18 % for P3HT:PCBM, while 89 and 85 % for PCDTBT:PCBM over an order of
magnitude in charge density. This indicates that the delay time induced variation in trap state
occupancy is also strongly influenced by the material system (inherent recombination kinetics and
trap state density distribution).

4.5

Summary of Results and Discussion

The overall objective of this chapter was to examine the suitability of the time resolved charge
extraction technique for the measurement of charge generation yield, recombination processes,
and trap state density distribution, in operational photovoltaic devices. The primary results are
summarised below, with respect to the specific chapter objectives:
1. Quantify charge extraction losses in time resolved charge extraction, and their
influence on the measurement of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap
state density distribution, through measurements of charge density under a range of
excitation densities and delay times, and subsequent analysis of charge density decay.
Excitation density determines the initial charge density, while a reduction in charge density
through an excitation-extraction delay time provides a direct measure of recombination kinetics
(charge carrier lifetime) and reaction order, both found to be independent of excitation density
for a given charge density. However, higher transient pulse excitation densities are advantageous,
as they provide coverage of the widest range of charge densities (and lifetimes), while minimising
any influence of charge carrier spatial redistribution which introduces error into the correlation of
transient charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements. Charge carrier losses during
the extraction measurement process (recombination or trapping) were observed at charge densities
where lifetime is comparable to the extraction time (on the order of 5 microseconds, transition
between regions 2 and 3). This is well beyond the measurement circuit response (on the order
of 200 ns), and results in an underestimation of charge density and limits the fastest observable
recombination kinetics, estimated to be up to a factor of five.
2. Assess the correlation of transient charge extraction and photovoltage measurements for determining trap state density distribution, through a comparison of transient derived results for ideality factor and reaction order to those obtained using
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steady-state measurements.

The correlation of transient time resolved charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements was successfully employed to determine trap state density distribution, in tandem with
recombination kinetics measurements, with a 15 % variation over the measured charge density
range for P3HT:PCBM. A far larger variation was observed for PCDTBT:PCBM, indicating a
dependence of this measurement/analysis approach on inherent device recombination kinetics and
trap state density distribution. Consistent differences were observed between transient derived
diode ideality factor and empirical reaction order to that measured at steady-state, indicating
fundamental differences between transient and steady-state measurements, attributed to time dependent variation in trap state occupancy in transient measurements (due to excitation-extraction
delay time) that is coupled with charge density decay.

3. Determine the influence on trap state occupancy on the measurement of charge
density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution in time resolved
charge extraction, through measurement of charge density using different excitation
pulse lengths, and subsequent analysis of charge density decay.

Trap state occupancy was successfully varied through changing excitation pulse length, with the
long (10 ms) excitation pulse length measurements exhibiting a greater relative trap state occupancy than short (10 ns) excitation pulse length measurements. This resulted in slower recombination kinetics and higher photovoltage measured for a given charge density. The calculation of
trap state density distribution (dependence of photovoltage on charge density) was however found
to be independent of excitation pulse length and therefore trap state occupancy.

4.6

Conclusions

The overall objective of this chapter was to examine the suitability of the time resolved charge extraction technique for the measurement of charge generation yield, charge recombination processes,
and trap state density distribution in operational devices, with the eventual aim of investigating
the impact of driving force on these factors and validating the outcomes of the previous optical
driving force studies of Chapter 3.

A series of detailed time resolved charge extraction measurements were performed on devices
incorporating two frequently studied photovoltaic systems, with results confirming the utility of
this technique in the measurement of charge density and recombination kinetics, in tandem with
the determination of trap state density distribution, and capable of covering a large range of charge
densities. A number of measurement limitations were identified, including charge carrier losses due
to recombination during the extraction process, which have a significant impact on the extraction
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measurements including an estimated five fold underestimation of charge density and five fold
overestimation charge carrier lifetime at charge densities on the order of 1016 cm−3 .
This measurement technique shows promise for the measurement of charge generation yield,
charge recombination processes, and trap state density distribution, in further investigations of
the driving force dependence of these parameters in operational devices. However further investigations are required to quantify the identified extraction losses, and to develop methods to reduce
their influence on the measurement of charge density and recombination kinetics. This will be
performed in the following chapter through the novel application of a bias during time resolved
charge extraction measurement, with further detailed investigations of the influence of extraction
limitations on the measurement of charge density and recombination kinetics, including their dependence on device parameters and measurement conditions (applied reverse bias, active layer
thickness and surface area, measurement impedance, material system).
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Chapter 5

Applied Bias in Time Resolved
Charge Extraction Measurements
5.1
5.1.1

Introduction
Motivation and Objectives

The current uncertainty regarding the exact mechanisms of non-geminate recombination in stateof-the-art donor-acceptor photovoltaic devices limits the continued improvement of these systems.
As such, clarification of these processes through the development of new models, improved experimental techniques for the study of charge carrier generation/recombination, and quantification
of transport/extraction and recombination losses in photovoltaic devices are areas of high importance. Consequently, these uncertainties represent primary motivations for this thesis, with the
objectives of quantifying and identifying the origins of extraction losses, developing improved investigative techniques, and improving the understanding of charge carrier transport/trapping and
recombination processes in donor-acceptor photovoltaic systems.

Inherent to electronic measurement techniques are temporal limitations imposed either by the
measurement circuit response, or by the time required for extraction of device internal charge
density. This limits the time resolution of these measurement techniques to the observation of
processes on the nanosecond timescale or slower. Additionally these charge extraction based measurements rely on the assumption that the extracted charge is representative of the device internal
charge density, such that no recombination occurs during the extraction measurement. However
for photovoltaic devices exhibiting fast recombination kinetics, slow charge transport, or utilising thick active layers, charge extraction times can be comparable to, or longer than the charge
carrier recombination lifetime, leading to a significant underestimation of charge density. Furthermore, space-charging effects (build up of charge carriers causing screening of internal electric field)
occurring during extraction can limit the rate of charge carrier sweep out, leading to further re137

combination during extraction. These recombination losses during charge extraction also introduce
error into the measured charge density dependence of photovoltage and charge carrier lifetime, and
it is non-trivial to quantify extraction losses in typical charge extraction measurements.

To date, transient charge extraction measurement limitations and recombination losses during
extraction have not been systematically quantified for donor-acceptor photovoltaic systems, with
the influence of these effects on the calculation of charge density, bimolecular recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution remaining an unresolved issue. Addressing this uncertainty
is therefore a primary objective of this chapter.

The previous chapter identified a number of limitations of the novel switched transient charge extraction measurement technique, as well as the influence of these limitations on the measurement
of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution/occupancy, using
well-studied material systems and covering a range of measurement conditions. Charge extraction techniques using an externally applied reverse bias have been extensively used to determine
charge carrier transport and recombination kinetics in organic photovoltaic devices (see Chapter
1, Section 1.4 for a detailed discussion). However, a charge extraction technique is required that
avoids the complicated analysis and assumptions needed to overcome the experimental difficulty in
maintaining open-circuit condition during delay time, while achieving accelerated charge extraction
(through an applied bias). In order to overcome the observed charge extraction losses, particularly
that of recombination losses during the extraction process, the development of an improved time
resolved charge extraction measurement technique is presented within this chapter, through the
first time inclusion of an applied bias during charge extraction. The capabilities and limitations
of the developed technique are thoroughly characterised for a range of measurement conditions
(excitation density, magnitude of applied reverse bias, measurement circuit impedance) and device parameters (donor-acceptor material system, active layer thickness and surface area). These
investigations are further used to accurately determine the origin of, and systematically quantify
the observed extraction losses, enabling the attribution of the operational device performance limitations to the underlying loss mechanisms, and determine the influence of each on subsequent
measurement of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution.

5.1.2

Time Resolved Charge Extraction with an Applied Bias

The time resolved charge extraction (TRCE) measurement utilising a nanosecond high impedance
FET switch, as presented in the Chapter 4, is modified through the addition of the ability to apply
a bias during charge extraction measurement. In concert with switching at TSW , a reverse bias
square pulse potential is applied across the device contacts using a function generator to aid in
charge extraction. The pulse length of the applied bias was maintained well beyond typical extraction times. A circuit diagram (top) and timing diagram (bottom) are presented in Figure 5.1
to illustrate the set-up and operation of novel applied bias TRCE measurement. In the course of
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measurements, the magnitude of the applied reverse bias can be varied in addition to both delay
time and excitation density. Further details of measurement operation are presented in Chapter
2, Section 2.3.3.

5.2

Outstanding Issues in Time Resolved Charge Extraction Measurements and the Benefits of Incorporating
an Applied Bias

5.2.1

Charge Carrier Extraction Processes under an Applied Bias

Significant extraction losses (recombination or trapping) were identified in time resolved charge
extraction measurements in the previous chapter, leading to an underestimation of charge density,
and influencing subsequent calculation of recombination kinetics and trap state density distribution. The rate of extraction can be increased through the application of an electric field, and
thereby reduce recombination during extraction. However, in addition to faster charge extraction,
an applied reverse bias is expected to yield a number of significant influences on charge extraction
measurements, including changes to trap state extraction and space charge limited extraction.
The influence of these behaviours on the rate of extraction under various charge densities, and a
comprehensive understanding of measurement/device parameters on each of these behaviours is
currently lacking. Each of these effects will be explored through the introduction of an applied bias
to time resolved charge extraction measurements, and through a study of its influence on extraction
processes and recombination losses, as well as subsequent determination of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution in the well studied (PCDTBT/P3HT):PCBM
material systems.

Measurement Response Limitations
A large limitation of charge extraction measurements arises from the measurement circuit response time τRC , dependent on the measurement resistance R and device capacitance C. This
response time represents the temporal limit of current extraction for the measurement circuit.
Therefore charge extraction measurements will require a minimum of τRC (typically on the order
of 100 ns) to measure the charge density, even where charge carriers have a mobility sufficient
to be extracted faster than this limit. Typical charge extraction measurements however require
significantly longer than this to completely extract the device charge density (on the order of 50
µs for P3HT:PCBM based devices, see Figure 5.2). This measurement response time can influence
the measurement of charge density under conditions when the lifetime is comparable to τRC , and
recombination of charge density occurs during the extraction measurement resulting in an underestimation of charge density. These recombination losses are typically observed at high charge
densities, and are more significant in thicker active layers (greater transport and extraction time)
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Figure 5.1: Top: Time resolved charge extraction circuit diagram featuring an applied bias, illustrating the organic photovoltaic device (OPV), FET switch with internal high impedance resistor
RSW and measurement resistance RM , oscilloscope with internal resistance ROsc and potentiometer V , and function generator with internal impedance RF and variable potential. Bottom:
Timing diagram for operation of extraction measurements, illustrating the laser excitation pulse at
T0 , high initial circuit impedance (MΩ) switching to low (< 1 Ω) at TSW , variable delay time Tdel ,
variable bias applied at TW S , and an illustration of an extraction current transient as a function
of extraction time.
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and in material systems (or morphologies) with inherently faster recombination kinetics. Reducing either measurement resistance or device capacitance (through active layer thickness or surface
area) will yield a faster measurement response, however practical limitations of device fabrication
and measurement noise limit this approach. Therefore recombination during extraction will always limit the fastest measurable recombination kinetics of charge carriers in charge extraction
measurements.

Space Charge Limited Extraction
In the case of space charge limited extraction, only a fraction of charge (CU ) is extracted at
a given time, due to accumulation of charge carriers at their respective device electrodes causing
screening of the electric field. The remaining charges exist within a field-free region of the device.
This effect is illustrated in Figure 5.8. If the charge carrier lifetime is longer than the extraction
time, a charge density greater than CU can be extracted, otherwise the charge carriers within
this reservoir recombine and do not contribute to extracted charge and therefore the measured
charge density.99 Space charge limited extraction could also limit the rate of carrier sweep out,
leading to further recombination losses during extraction. This underestimation of charge density
introduces an error in measurement of charge carrier lifetime and trap state density distribution.
It is however not trivial to quantify these charge recombination losses in typical charge extraction
measurements, and has therefore never previously been systematically quantified.

The response of a photovoltaic device without illumination to a reverse bias square pulse potential
is expected to be comparable to that of a dielectric parallel plate capacitor. As such, the extracted
charge due to the capacitive charging current will be CU for a device with capacitance C and
applied potential U . This charging current will be greatest initially, limited by RC, beyond which
decaying exponentially until extracted charge reaches CU , with a decay time constant of τRC .
Additional extraction current may also be exhibited in cases of significant active layer doping
density, or through DC injection/extraction.

The influence of an applied bias during charge extraction is expected to increase the extracted
charge through an increase in the rate of extraction, thereby reducing recombination losses during
extraction at high charge densities. However the effect of space charge limited extraction, as
well as the influence of capacitive charging current on the charge extraction process is uncertain.
In order to quantify the influence of an applied reverse bias on extraction losses and measured
charge density, applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements are are presented in
Section 5.4.1, with a detailed analysis of charge extraction under a range of applied bias and
charge densities. Further analysis of measured charge density decay, recombination kinetics, and
trap state density distribution is also presented within this chapter.
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Device Active Layer Thickness Variation
Changing the device active layer thickness for a constant diffusion length (mobility-lifetime
product) will influence extraction losses. The influence of a given applied reverse bias is also
dependent on active layer thickness, determining the electric field and therefore rate of extraction.
The degree of influence that this effect has on the measurement of charge density, recombination
kinetics, and trap state density distribution has not been clarified for applied bias time resolved
charge extraction measurements, as many of the previously outlined charge extraction processes will
be strongly influenced by variations in device thickness, either through altered device capacitance
or relative differences in the magnitude of internal electric field for a given applied reverse bias.

Even under conditions of spatially uniform charge photogeneration, the spatial distribution of
charge density has been known to tend towards a non-uniform state in devices with sufficiently
thin active layers at low charge densities.34 Charge carriers concentrate at their respective device
contacts at open-circuit, leading to a reduced average overlap of charge carrier populations. The
influence of an applied bias under conditions of inherent spatial separation requires investigation.

5.2.2

Summary of Issues and Chapter Objectives

The overall objective of this chapter is to improve the time resolved charge extraction technique,
through the novel incorporation of an applied bias, and investigate the influence of this applied
bias on measurement limitations, as well the measurement of charge generation yield, charge recombination processes, and trap state occupancy in operational devices. These are covered under
the following chapter objectives:
1. Assess to what extent incorporating an applied bias in time resolved charge extraction can
improve the measurement of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density
distribution, through quantifying charge extraction losses under a range of measurement
conditions.
2. Investigate the influence of measurement and device parameters (applied reverse bias, measurement impedance, device capacitance, active layer thickness) in applied bias time resolved
charge extraction through controlled variation of individual parameters under a range of
charge densities, and further their impact on the measurement of charge density, recombination kinetics, and trap state density distribution.

5.3
5.3.1

Experimental
Photovoltaic Device Fabrication

Multiple sets of photovoltaic devices were fabricated for use in the charge extraction measurement
studies presented in this chapter. Minor variations to the standard fabrication procedure were
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introduced, as necessitated by the fabrication of devices with various active layer thickness and
surface area, achieved by adjusting the active layer deposition parameters (spin coater rate) and
cathode evaporation process (reduced area mask) respectively. Details of photovoltaic device active
layer thickness determination is also detailed in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.3.
The poly[N-9”-hepta-decanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole) (PCDTBT)
(Solaris, SOL4280, 68-85Dka, electronic grade) and [6,6]-phenyl-C60 -butyric acid methyl ester
(PCBM) (Solaris, SOL5061A, 99.5 % purity) (1:4) blend solution was prepared by dissolution
in o-dichlorobenzene at 20 mg mL−1 and stirring at 120 Co for 20 hours under an Ar atmosphere.
The poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) (LumTec., LT-S909, 45Dka, electronic grade, 93 %
regioregular) and PCBM (5:4) blend solution was prepared by dissolution in chlorobenzene at 50
mg mL−1 and stirring at 80 Co for 20 hours under an Ar atmosphere.
Pre-patterned Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated glass slides (LumTec., 90 nm thick ITO, variable
active pixel area, typical conductivity of 15 Ω cm−2 , above 85 % transmission at 550 nm) are
used for the transparent device anode, as well as providing a rigid substrate. The substrates are
cleaned by 15 min under sonication in surfactant/H2 O, followed by two subsequent 5 min sonication
rinses in H2 O, and 15 min under sonication each in acetone and isopropanol, prior to a 20 min
UV-ozone treatment. This ensures a clean, particulate free substrate and improves wetability for
solution/active layer deposition.
The cleaned substrates are coated with the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) hole selective layer, using 0.5 wt % PEDOT:PSS solution (Heraeus Clevios Al 4083)
diluted 1:1 in isopropanol. The PEDOT:PSS solution is filtered through a 0.45 µm PVDF filter
to remove any particulates prior to dilution, and maintained under stirring. The layer is then deposited using spin coating (Laurell WS-560HZ-15NPP) at 5000 rpm for 30 s, followed by annealing
in air at 140 Co for 20 min.
Directly prior to deposition of the active layer, the active layer polymer(blend) solutions are
cooled to room temperature. For both P3HT and PCDTBT based devices, the polymer(blend)
solutions were spin-coated in air onto the prepared substrate at between 1500 and 5000 rpm, for
times ranging from 90 to 240 s, depending on the active layer thickness required.
To produce the amorphous titanium oxide (TiOx) electron selective interfacial layer, a titanium
oxide sol-gel precursor solution is diluted (1:10) into isopropanol prior to deposition onto the
device active layer. TiOx layer deposition is performed directly after active layer deposition (and
any required active layer solvent drying time) using spin coating at 5000 rpm for 30 s, and is left
to hydrolyze in air for 20 min (or under heating where the active layer requires annealing).
Aluminium (Al) is then evaporated under vacuum through a mask of defined device active area
(0.095 cm−2 unless otherwise stated), to produce a cathode thickness on the order of 100 nm. A
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ramp in evaporation rate is used to ensure good contact with the active layer (initial 5 nm at 0.5
Å s−1 , following 50 nm at 1.5 Å s−1 , final ∼ 50 nm at 2.5+ Å s−1 ). The deposition chamber is left
to cool down for 30 minutes before returning to atmospheric pressure. These devices were then
sealed under an inert Ar atmosphere using a cover glass slide and UV-curable epoxy (Ossila, E131),
manually cured using a handheld UV gun. Effort is made to ensure that no epoxy is in contact with
the device active layer, and that no significant UV illumination is incident on the device active
area. Finally, a metal contact is soldered (ultrasonic) onto the exposed anode/cathode contact
regions for increased durability during measurement.

5.3.2

Transient Applied Bias Charge Extraction and Photovoltage Decay

The time resolved charge extraction (TRCE) measurement utilises a nanosecond FET switch
(SR-05, Asama Lab) to switch rapidly between open circuit and short circuit conditions. The switch
is capable to switching from an internal impedance RSW of 2.2 MΩ to less than 1 Ω in under 100 ns.
A high switch impedance is used to maintain open circuit rather than a true open circuit (infinitely
large impedance) to protect the switch. A photovoltaic device (OPV) is connected in series with
the switch, and charge carriers are generated using a laser pulse for photoexcitation (532 nm, 6 ns
pulse width, Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Lab 170; or during long pulse measurements a 641 nm,
variable pulse width, Nation Instruments Coherent CUBE continuous wave). A variable delay time
Tdel is imposed between stopping laser illumination T0 and switching TSW using a delay generator,
during which time the device is held at open circuit, and charge carriers are left to recombine. Upon
switching, the device is short circuited and an extraction transient is measured across the variable
measurement impedance RM (50 Ω unless otherwise stated) using an oscilloscope (DPO4000 Series,
Tektronix).

The TRCE measurement is modified through the addition of the ability to apply a bias during
charge extraction measurement. This facilitates improved charge extraction under the applied bias,
relative to standard operation which relies solely on the device’s built in potential to drive charge
extraction. In concert with switching at TSW , a reverse bias square pulse potential is applied across
the device contacts (through the FET switch) using a function generator (WF1974 Wave Factory
Multifunction Generator, NF Corp.). The pulse length of the applied bias was maintained for 1
ms, well beyond typical extraction times on the order of 50 µs. In the course of measurements, the
magnitude of the applied reverse bias can be varied in addition to both delay time and excitation
density.

Each extraction transient is recorded as an average of 50 individual measurements, per set of
conditions, to minimise noise and account for any variability in laser excitation. All transients
presented herein are displayed with an 80 ns shift for illustration purposes, such that switching
occurs at 80 ns as presented in figures. Unless otherwise specified, the characteristic switch response
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has been subtracted from all transients, recorded individually for each set of measurements, as
well as the dark (no laser illumination) transient response. The transient voltage response is
measured as a function of extraction time, and converted to extracted current using the known
measurement resistance. The total extracted charge is obtained through integrating the current
transient response over time. The extracted charge is obtained at a range of delay times to yield
the decay of extracted charge as a function of delay time, with laser illumination also varied.

Photovoltage decay measurements are performed to obtain the open circuit potential at the
device contacts as a function of time that the photovoltaic device is held at open circuit after
laser illumination is stopped. Variation of excitation density is also used to alter the initial charge
density. These measurements are performed using a laser excitation source (532 nm, 6 ns pulse
width, Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Lab 170; OR for long pulse measurements a 641 nm, variable pulse width, Nation Instruments Coherent CUBE continuous wave), with the photovoltaic
device connected in series with the oscilloscope high impedance of 1.0 MΩ to maintain open circuit. The photovoltage decay transients are then recorded using the oscilloscope (DPO4000 Series,
Tektronix), from the time of stopping laser excitation until complete decay of photovoltage.

Further details of time resolved charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements and
analysis methodology are presented in Chapter 2, Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

5.4

Results and Discussion

The measurement results presented in this chapter for both P3HT:PCBM and PCDTBT:PCBM
material systems utilise the devices characterised and presented in the prior chapter for consistency
(excluding those requiring variation in active layer thickness or surface area). However all applied
bias charge extraction measurements have been performed on a range of devices, incorporating
either P3HT:PCBM or PCDTBT:PCBM, and using various active layer thicknesses. The primary
outcomes of the results and discussion presented herein are consistent across all surveyed sets of
devices.

5.4.1

Applied Bias in Time Resolved Charge Extraction for Charge Density Measurement

A photovoltaic device incorporating the P3HT:PCBM (5:4) donor-acceptor system, as presented
previously (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3 for device details), was used in applied bias time resolved
charge extraction measurements at a range of applied reverse bias, excitation-extraction delay
times, and excitation densities. These measurements are performed to study the influence of an
applied bias in time resolved charge extraction for the measurement of charge density, and to
quantify charge extraction losses due to recombination or transport at a range of charge densities.
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Figure 5.2: Charge extraction transients (extracted current as a function of extraction time) for
a P3HT:PCBM device, using an applied reverse bias of 2 V, a 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density,
and 100 ns excitation-extraction delay. The transients displayed include: the response without
illumination or an applied bias (’switch’, solid black, characteristic switch response); the response
when using an applied bias (with switch response subtracted), both with illumination (’light’, solid
red), and without (’dark’, solid green); and the subtracted transient (’dark’ subtracted from ’light’,
solid blue).
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Shape of Charge Extraction Transients with an Applied Bias
Figure 5.2 displays example charge extraction transients for the P3HT:PCBM device using an
applied reverse bias potential of 2 V, a 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density, and 100 ns excitationextraction delay time. The transients displayed include: the response without an applied bias or
illumination (’switch’, black, characteristic switch response); the response when using an applied
bias (with switch response subtracted), both with illumination (’light’, red), and without (’dark’,
green); and the subtracted transient (’dark’ subtracted from ’light’, blue). The characteristic
switch response is subtracted from both applied bias response transients. The applied bias response
without illumination (’dark’, green) exhibits an extracted current in addition to the switch response.
As no photogeneration of charge density has occurred, this response current is due to the capacitive
charging current of the photovoltaic device in response to an applied electric field. This capacitive
charging current response will be further investigated later in this chapter.

The applied bias response with illumination (’light’, red) exhibits an extracted current in addition to both switch response and dark capacitive charging current, due to the extraction of
photogenerated charge density. This transient exhibits a fairly stable initial extraction current
directly after the RC limited rise, with only a slight reduction up until a shoulder at 1 µs, beyond which a fast decay in extracted current is observed. The subtracted transient (’sub’, blue),
comprising extracted current solely due to photogenerated charge density exhibits an initial rise
in extracted current to a peak around 1 µs, correlating with the observed shoulder of the illuminated transient and the decay of capacitive charging current. Additionally, this transient response
exhibits characteristics of space charge limited extraction which will be further discussed later in
this chapter.

The illuminated response transients for the P3HT:PCBM device are presented in Figure 5.3 for
a range of delay times using a applied reverse bias of 2 V and 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density. The
response transient without illumination (’dark’) has also been included and all transients have had
the switch response subtracted. The illuminated transients at long delay times (reduced charge
density through recombination at open circuit) tend towards that of the transient response without
illumination. The 1 ms illuminated transient exhibits a total extracted charge of only 10 % greater
than that of the transient response without illumination, while at 100 ns delay time an additional
100 % extracted charge is observed. This confirms that at sufficiently low charge density (long delay
time), the illuminated transient is merely that of the transient response without illumination. It
is therefore correct to subtract the dark response from the illuminated response in order to obtain
solely the photogenerated charge density, as in charge extraction measurements without an applied
bias.

Figure 5.4 displays the illuminated extraction transients (with dark response subtracted) for
the P3HT:PCBM device at 100 (top) and 1 (bottom) µJ cm−2 excitation density, using a 100 ns
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Figure 5.3: Illuminated charge extraction transients for a P3HT:PCBM device at a range of delay
times (as labelled), using a 2 V applied reverse bias and 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density, as well as
the response transient without illumination (’dark’). All transients have had the switch response
subtracted.

delay time at a range of applied reverse bias up to 2 V, including no applied bias. The short 100
ns delay time represents the conditions of highest measured charge density for a given excitation
density, with corresponding shortest charge carrier lifetime, and therefore should experience a high
degree of charge carrier recombination during the extraction measurement (see Chapter 4, Section
4.4.2 for discussion). During these investigations, the application of a reverse bias above 2 V was
frequently observed to damage photovoltaic devices, and therefore has been the limit of potential
applied in the measurements presented herein. An increase in applied reverse bias results in an
increase in current response, and the corresponding total extracted charge (transient integral). An
increase in extracted current is observed directly after the initial RC rise at high applied reverse
bias, consistently rising to a peak (broken line, blue). This peak is observed to be independent
of applied bias for the 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density, with an average peak position of 0.67 µs.
The 1 µJ cm−2 excitation density transients however exhibits a shift in peak position to faster
extraction times with increasing reverse bias, from 0.67 µs at 0.5 V down to 0.49 µs at 2 V.
The tail of the transients beyond 2 µs appears independent of applied bias for the 100 µJ cm−2
excitation density transients, while the 1 µJ cm−2 transients exhibit a shift to faster extraction
with increasing applied reverse bias.
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Figure 5.4: Illuminated extraction transients for a P3HT:PCBM device at 100 (top) and 1 (bottom)
µJ cm−2 excitation density, using a 100 ns delay time for a range of applied reverse bias. Peak
point and line to guide the eye (broken, blue) is included to illustrate the transient peak position
as a function of applied bias.
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Quantifying Charge Extraction Losses, Assisted by an Applied Bias
For the illuminated transients presented in Figure 5.4 corresponding solely to the extraction of
photogenerated charge density, the total extracted charge with no applied bias is 20 nC while for
an applied reverse bias of 2.0 V is 39 nC. This equates to an increase in extracted charge of 98 %
with the application of a 2 V reverse bias for an identical excitation density and delay time. This
indicates that at least 50 % of charge density is lost during the charge extraction process without
the application of an applied bias, and represents a significant underestimation of charge density
under these conditions. The influence of an applied reverse bias on the total extracted charge is
presented in Figure 5.5, both as a function of delay time (top) and excitation density (bottom).
Increasing excitation density corresponds to an increase in initial charge density, while increasing
delay times correspond to a reduction from this initial charge density through recombination.

The increase in extracted charge with an increasing applied reverse bias from zero up to 2 V is
observed to be greatest at the highest excitation density and shortest delay time, corresponding to
the conditions of highest charge density (and a lifetime comparable/shorter than extraction time).
Relative to no applied bias, the 2 V applied reverse bias results in an increase in extracted charge
of 98 % using 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density and 100 ns delay time, while reducing the excitation
density to 1 µJ cm−2 results in an increase of only 63 %, or increasing the delay time to 10 µs
results in an increase of only 31 %. However, for the 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density, even at a
delay time of 200 µs (with a relatively low charge density), an increase in extracted charge of 93
% is still observed indicating that an applied bias results in a greater extraction of charge density
under all measured charge density conditions. For high charge densities (short delay time, high
excitation density), the increase in extracted charge is greatest at the lower applied reverse bias.
For the 100 ns delay time, 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density plot, an increase from no applied bias
to a 0.5 V reverse bias results in an increase in extracted charge of 38 %, while from 1.5 to 2
V reverse bias results in a lesser 9 % increase. For low charge densities however (low excitation
density, long delay time), a linear dependence of extracted charge on applied bias is observed at
excitation densities below 10 µJcm−2 or at delay times of 50 µs or longer for the 100 µJ cm−2
excitation density.

The observed saturation of extracted charge with increasing applied reverse bias at high charge
densities may indicate the near complete extraction of charge density under a sufficiently high
reverse bias, or could be the result of measurement limitations. The observation of a linear dependence at low charge densities however does not indicate a comparable complete extraction of
charge density. Even without the observation of saturation in extracted charge, up to half of the
photogenerated charge density is lost during the extraction process without an applied bias in time
resolved charge extraction measurements. This is due to the extraction of additional charge carriers that would otherwise not be extracted (lost through recombination or trap state occupancy),
representing a large underestimation of charge density and therefore significant measurement error
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Figure 5.5: Extracted charge as a function of applied reverse bias for a P3HT:PCBM device: at
a range of delay times using a 100 µJcm−2 excitation density (top); and at a range of excitation
densities for a 100 ns delay time (bottom).
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Figure 5.6: Charge density decay as a function of delay time for a P3HT:PCBM device with both
zero and 2 V applied reverse bias, for a high and low excitation density (as labelled).

without an applied reverse bias for these P3HT:PCBM devices.

The Influence of Charge Density and Delay Time on Extraction Losses
In order to determine the origins of the observed charge density dependent increase in extracted
charge with the application of a reverse bias, further investigation is performed through analysis of
charge density decay for the P3HT:PCBM device, with comparison of with/without a 2 V applied
reverse bias at two excitation densities (high and low initial charge density). Figure 5.6 displays
the measured charge density decay plots for the P3HT:PCBM device using an applied bias of zero
(circles) or 2 V (squares), and at excitation densities of 100 and 1 µJ cm−2 to provide high and
low initial charge densities respectively. For the charge density decay plots without an applied
bias, the 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density plot exhibits a greater initial charge density than the 1
µJ cm−2 plot, both decaying over the microsecond timescale before exhibiting comparable charge
density beyond 500 µs delay time. The application of a 2 V reverse bias is observed to increase
the measured charge density for both excitation densities over the entire measured charge density
range, and is greatest at either high or low charge density regions. This increase in charge density
with an applied bias is reduced to less than half that observed at high/low charge density within
the region from 2 to 50 µs for both excitation densities. The higher 100 µJ cm−2 plot exhibits a
consistently greater relative increase (on the order of 20 %) over the entire charge density range.
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Figure 5.7: Charge carrier lifetime as a function of charge density for a P3HT:PCBM device with
both zero and 2 V applied reverse bias, for two excitation densities (as labelled).
Two distinct region of behaviour are observed, regarding the dependence of extracted charge
density on applied bias, one for the high charge density region (delay times shorter than 2 µs)
and one for low charge density region (delay times longer than 50 µs), with a reduced dependence
observed between these regions. This may indicate that the origin of the increase in extracted
charge density with an applied bias has multiple distinct components that are charge density
dependent. A detailed outline and discussion of possible origins for the observed extraction losses
is presented in Section 5.4.2.
Influence of Extraction Losses on the Measurement of Charge Carrier Lifetime
Following the observed charge density dependent increase in extracted charge with an applied
reverse bias during charge extraction, a corresponding influence is expected on subsequent analysis
of charge density decay for the study of recombination kinetics. Therefore, measurement results
for the P3HT:PCBM device presented in the previous section are used to further investigate the
influence of extraction losses in applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements through
the calculation of charge carrier lifetime.
Using the charge density decay results presented in the previous section (Figure 5.6), charge
carrier lifetime is calculated as a function of charge density (Equation 2.9) for an applied reverse
bias of zero and 2 V, each at both 100 and 1 µJ cm−2 excitation densities, displayed in Figure
5.7. Both excitation density plots without an applied bias are comparable for charge densities
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below 4.0×1016 cm−3 , while the 100 µJ cm−2 plot exhibits an extension to higher charge densities
(and corresponding shorter lifetimes) due to the higher initial charge density relative to the 1 µJ
cm−2 plot. The application of a 2 V reverse bias is observed to result in a shift to longer charge
carrier lifetimes for any given charge density. This shift is greatest at low charge densities, and
more significant in the higher 100 µJ cm−2 plot, where an order of magnitude longer lifetime is
observed with the application of a 2 V reverse bias (relative to no bias) below 4.0×1016 cm−3 ,
corresponding to lifetimes on the order of 50 µs or longer. At charge densities above 4.0×1016
cm−3 , the extension of lifetime is significantly reduced to the order of 50 %, and further reducing
to below 20 % at 1.0×1017 cm−3 . The application of a 2 V reverse bias also yields an extension
in the shortest measured lifetime, on the order of 40 % shorter for the 100 µJ cm−2 excitation
density.

The above results indicate that extraction losses present in charge extraction measurements
without an applied reverse bias result in significant underestimation of charge carrier lifetimes
at high charge densities, while a large variation in measured lifetimes is observed at low charge
densities. A detailed outline and discussion of possible origins for these observations is presented
in Section 5.4.2.

5.4.2

The Origins of Increased Charge Extraction with an Applied Bias

An increase in extracted charge density is obtained through the application of a bias in time
resolved charge extraction measurements, with the degree of influence dependent on both charge
density and delay time. A detailed discussion is presented below, outlining the possible origins of
this increase in extracted charge density based on the results presented in the previous section for
a range of measurement conditions.

1. Increased Rate of Extraction
The reverse bias square pulse potential used in these measurements is applied simultaneously
with closing the switch, and therefore does not influence the internal charge density during delay
time (held at open circuit condition). Therefore the origins of the increased extracted charge with
an applied bias must arise solely from the charge extraction process, i.e. after closing the switch.

The measurement circuit RC limits the rise of the charge extraction transient (τRC ), in this case
on the order of 200 ns. When the charge carrier lifetime is comparable to, or faster than τRC , the
transients are RC influenced and recombination during the RC limited extraction process is in
competition with the extraction of charge. These conditions are observed at high charge densities,
produced through high excitation density and short delay time. This effect results in the loss of
charge carriers and an underestimation of device internal charge density. As this limit is determined
solely by the measurement circuit response (RC), in principle, a reverse bias applied in concert
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with switching cannot make the extraction of charge carriers faster than τRC . It follows that in
case of RC limited extraction, recombination losses should be minimised by lowering C and/or R.

For charge carriers with lifetimes longer than τRC , but still comparable to the extraction time
(on the order of 20 to 50 µs), the charge extraction process will be limited by a competition between
the rates of charge extraction and recombination. Charge extraction is therefore dependent on the
charge carrier mobility and lifetime. Under these conditions, a possible explanation for the observed
increase in extracted charge with an applied reverse bias could be that faster charge transport,
facilitated by an increasing applied reverse bias, results in a reduction in recombination during
extraction and thereby accounts for the observed increase in extracted charge. This influence is
expected to be strongly coupled with the mobility-lifetime product of the device active layer under
investigation.

The 1 µJ cm−3 excitation density extraction transients presented in Figure 5.3 (bottom) exhibit
a shift in peak position to faster extraction times, as well as faster transient extraction tails with
an increasing applied bias. These observations are in agreement with the above explanation,
where an increased extraction rate is produced at higher applied reverse bias and could account
for the increase in extracted charge with increasing applied reverse bias. However, the 100 µJ
cm−3 excitation density transients (Figure 5.3, top) were not observed to be noticeably faster at
increasing applied reverse bias, with the extraction tail beyond 5 µs independent of applied bias and
no shift in transient peak position observed. A shift to faster extraction times would be expected
if the increase in extracted charge was due to an increased rate of extraction. Therefore the above
explanation of faster charge transport under an applied reverse bias competing with recombination
during extraction cannot be the sole origin of the observed increase in extracted charge, and likely
not the dominant component at high charge densities within these photovoltaic devices. The
influence of changing RC (through device capacitance and measurement circuit impedance) and
the magnitude of applied reverse bias on the extraction rate will be investigated in Section 5.4.3.

2. Space Charge Limited Extraction
As was previously mentioned, the illuminated transients with an applied reverse bias as presented
in Figure 5.3 exhibit characteristics consistent with space charge disturbed extraction transients
at short delay times (high charge densities), where an initial extraction current plateau is observed
(or initial current rise in subtracted transients). In the case of space charge limited extraction,
only a fraction of charge (equal to the product of device capacitance and applied reverse bias CU )
can be extracted from the device at any given time, causing the accumulation of charge carriers at
their respective electrodes and screening of the applied electric field, while the remaining bulk of
the charge density exists in a field-free charge reservoir.99 The extracted charge measured at high
excitation densities (100 µJ cm−2 ) and short delay times (below 5 µs) exceeds CU (2.1 nC for a
2 V applied reverse bias and device capacitance of 1.05 nF), suggesting the screening of applied
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Figure 5.8: Illustrative figure of space charge perturbed extraction under an applied reverse bias at
high charge density, with electric field (top) and charge density (bottom) as a function of the spatial
distribution across the device active layer. Initially (left) during the charge extraction process
(short circuit), charge carriers redistribute/drift to respective contacts for extraction under the
influence of an applied reverse bias U . The maximum extraction rate of charge is limited, resulting
in charge carrier accumulation at the device contacts. This accumulation charge density screens the
applied field, and results in the formation of a field free region within the device (charge reservoir).
Charge carrier overlap is greatest within this field free region. After an increased extraction time
(right), the field free region is reduced as the charge reservoir is depleted through extraction of
charge carriers.

electric field by the photogenerated charge stored within the device during charge extraction.

Charge extraction can be contact limited (RC as discussed above) or space charge limited. In
the former case there is a barrier and that controls the current flow, determined by the device
contacts and measurement circuit. In the latter, the contacts are ohmic, or at least not limiting
and thus space charge limits extraction. Figure 5.8 illustrates space charge perturbed extraction
under an applied reverse bias at high charge density, with electric field (top) and charge density
(bottom) as a function of the spatial distribution across the device active layer. Initially (left)
during the charge extraction process (short circuit), charge carriers redistribute/drift to respective
contacts for extraction under the influence of an applied reverse bias U . The maximum extraction
rate of charge is limited (CU ), resulting in charge carrier accumulation at the device contacts.
This accumulation of charge density screens the applied potential and results in the formation of
a field free region within the device (charge reservoir). Charge carrier overlap is greatest within
this field free region and consequently recombination is greatest within this reservoir. After an
increased extraction time (right), the field free region is reduced as the charge reservoir is depleted
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through the extraction of charge carriers.

Under space charge limited extraction, the maximum rate of current extraction is limited to CU
which in turn determines the time required to extract all charge carriers. If the charge carrier
lifetime is longer than the extraction time (no significant recombination during extraction), charge
densities greater than CU can be extracted. Otherwise the charge carriers within the reservoir
recombine during extraction and therfore do not contribute to the extracted charge.99 As CU
is directly proportional to applied bias, increasing the applied reverse bias will result in a corresponding increase in the rate of charge extraction. This faster extraction of charge will lead to
a rapid decrease in the carrier density within the reservoir during extraction, producing a longer
carrier lifetime during extraction at increasing applied reverse bias. This relative extension of
lifetime during extraction will in turn reduce recombination losses within the reservoir, yielding
a higher measured charge density. This effect explains the observed bias dependence of extracted
charge when charge density exceeds CU , without the observation of faster extraction transients
(Figure 5.4, extracted charge for the 100 µJ cm−2 transients (top) is an order of magnitude greater
than CU , while 1 µJ cm−2 transients (bottom) are comparable to CU ). This does not however
account for the observed increase in extracted charge with applied reverse bias when the charge
density is lower than CU , or lifetime is longer than the extraction time. The influence of changing
CU (through device capacitance and the magnitude of applied reverse bias) on charge extraction
behaviour under space charge limited conditions will be investigated in Section 5.4.3.

3. Spacial Separation of Electrons and Holes through Electrode Polarisation
Under conditions where charge density is less than CU , charge extraction is not strongly space
charge disturbed, however an increase in extracted charge with increasing applied reverse bias is
consistently observed. The extraction of a charge carrier population that would otherwise not
be extracted without the application of a bias, either due to too short a lifetime (recombination
during extraction) or due to the energetic depth within the density of states distribution (trap
state occupancy), can account for the observed increase in extracted charge.

Where charge carrier lifetime is shorter than, or comparable to the extraction time, the reduction of recombination during extraction under an applied reverse bias may account for some of the
observed increase in extracted charge. One origin of this behaviour may be through an increased
rate of extraction under an applied reverse bias, as discussed above. Another possible origin is
through the spatial separation of charge carriers to their respective device contact during extraction, caused by the polarisation of device contacts under an applied potential. This leads to a
reduced average overlap of respective charge carrier populations, thereby effectively reducing the
recombination probability during extraction. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 5.9, comparing the extraction of a given charge density (below CU , with lifetime comparable to extraction
time), both with and without an applied bias. The influence of this spatial separation of charge
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Figure 5.9: Illustrative figure of spatial separation of charge carriers under an applied reverse bias
at low charge density, with electric field and charge density across the device active layer. At
open-circuit (top) prior to charge extraction, the charge carrier spatial distribution is uniform.
Upon short-circuit conditions(bottom) charges are extracted. The spatial overlap of respective
charge carriers is reduced with an applied reverse bias U (bottom right) relative to no applied bias
(bottom left).
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carriers during extraction is expected to be strongly influenced by active layer thickness, and will
be further investigated in Section 5.4.3.
4. Charge Carrier Losses due to Trapping
Where charge density is below CU and charge carrier lifetime is significantly longer than the extraction time (for example, at delay times on the order of 100 µs), recombination during extraction
does not account for a significant loss of charge density, and therefore a reduction in recombination
during extraction (either through an increased rate of extraction or spatial separation) is insufficient to explain the observed increase in extracted charge with an applied reverse bias under these
conditions. This increase in extracted charge is still however due to the extraction of a charge
carrier population that would otherwise not be extracted. Therefore, a possible explanation for
the observed increase in extracted charge with an applied bias under these conditions is due to the
increased extraction of charge carriers at energetic depths within the density of states distribution
(trap state occupancy), such that they would not be extracted without the additional potential of
an applied reverse bias. An increasing applied reverse bias would allow extraction of these charge
carriers at increasing energetic depths within the trap state density distribution, thereby accounting for the observed increase in measured charge density. This behaviour is therefore expected to
be strongly influenced by the trap state density distribution, and will be further investigated in
Section 5.4.4. The increased extraction of trap states is also expected to influence the measured
average lifetime for a given charge density, as an increasing portion of extracted charge density
will correspond to trapped charges with longer relative lifetimes. This can be observed in the low
charge density region of Figure 5.7. Further investigations of the influence of an applied bias on
the measurement of recombination kinetics will also be presented in Section 5.4.4.

5.4.3

Distinguishing the Dominant Charge Extraction Loss Mechanism

The application of a reverse bias in time resolved charge extraction measurements results in an
increase in extracted charge density, up to twice that without an applied bias, indicating that at
least half of all charge density is lost during charge extraction measurements without an applied
bias. Based on the discussions presented in the previous Section 5.4.2, this increase in extracted
charge density is attributed to multiple factors that influence the charge extraction process, with
the contribution of each expected to depend on: the charge density n relative to device capacitive
response CU , and the charge carrier lifetime τ relative to the charge extraction time τQe .
With respect to the expected origin of the increase in extracted charge density with an applied
bias in time resolved charge extraction measurements:
1. (n ≥ CU , τ ≤ τQe ) due to a reduction in recombination losses during extraction facilitated
by an increased rate of extraction under space charge limited conditions.
2. (n < CU , τ ≤ τQe ) due to a reduction in recombination losses during extraction facilitated
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by a combination of: an increased rate of transport/extraction under an applied reverse
bias limited by the measurement circuit response (RC); and the spatial separation of charge
carriers during extraction under an applied reverse bias.
3. (n < CU , τ > τQe ) due to extraction of deep trap states that would otherwise not be
extracted, facilitated by an applied potential reverse bias.

Further investigations are presented in this section with the aim of verifying the above assignments for origins of the observed increases in extracted charge density with an applied reverse
bias, as well as determining the relative contribution of each case under a range of charge densities
(variation of excitation density and delay time). This will be accomplished through variation of:
photovoltaic device geometry (device capacitance C and thickness), measurement circuit resistance
(R), and measurement conditions (applied reverse bias U and charge density). This will enable
a systematic investigation of extraction loss mechanisms through variation of n/τ , RC, CU , and
device geometry. Additional investigations are then performed in Section 5.4.4 to determine the influence of the reduced extraction losses (facilitated by an applied reverse bias) on the measurement
of recombination kinetics and trap state density distribution in time resolved charge extraction
measurements.

Variation of Applied Bias, Device Capacitance, and Measurement Resistance
Space charge limited extraction conditions were previously identified when using an applied
reverse bias during charge extraction, influencing the charge extraction process, where capacitive
charging initially dominates current extraction. This behaviour is expected to depend on the device
capacitance C and the magnitude of applied reverse bias U . The measurement circuit response
RC will also influence the charge extraction process, determining the limit of extraction rate τRC .
Therefore an analysis of charge extraction behaviour with variation of U , C, and R is presented in
the following sections. Variation of C is achieved through fabrication of devices with different active
surface area. Variation of C can also be achieved through variation of device active layer thickness,
however this would influence extraction behaviour through a number of additional mechanisms (for
example, charge transport) and will be explored in detail later in this chapter.

Modelling Transient Response Without Illumination and Varied of Applied Bias

The response of a photovoltaic device to a reverse bias square pulse potential without illumination
is expected to be comparable to that of a dielectric parallel plate capacitor. As such, the extracted
charge due to the capacitive charging current will be CU for a device with capacitance C and
applied potential U . This charging current will be greatest initially, limited by the measurement
circuit response τRC , beyond which decaying exponentially until the extracted charge approaches
CU with a decay time constant equal to τRC . In order to fit the photovoltaic device responses
without illumination, the following model was used
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A(t) = A1 exp(−t/τ1 ) + g(t)

(5.1)

where the extracted current as a function of extraction time A(t) is equal to the sum of an
exponential decay term A1 with decay lifetime τ1 used to model the capacitive charging current,
and some function g(t) representing any additional current extraction due to free carriers within
the active layer (doping facilitating additional charge carrier injection/extraction). The fitted
decay lifetime τ1 is a direct measurement of the circuit response τRC arising from the total circuit impedance and device capacitance. The total circuit impedance comprises the measurement
impedance RM (50 Ω unless otherwise stated), the device series resistance RS , and the impedance
of the function generator and switch (≈80 Ω).
Applied bias charge extraction measurements were performed on both P3HT:PCBM and PCDTBT:PCBM
devices presented and characterised in the previous chapter for consistency. A range of applied
reverse bias (U ) were used without illumination, with the above model used to fit the transient
response. This is performed to assess the validity of the presented model, and used as a baseline
for further analysis of transient response with variation of R and C presented later in this section.
The calculated series resistance for the presented PCDTBT:PCBM and P3HT:PCBM devices was
30 and 60 Ω respectively (obtained through steady-state current-voltage measurements presented
in the previous chapter), yielding an estimated total circuit impedance of 160 and 190 Ω. The
device active layers are 90 and 150 nm for PCDTBT:PCBM and P3HT:PCBM respectively.
Figure 5.10 displays the charge extraction response transients (top) and integral (bottom) without illumination for the PCDTBT:PCBM device under a range of applied reverse bias. Fits to the
model (Equation 5.1) are also displayed (broken lines) for each transient and integral, representing
the capacitive charging current. The exponential decay component A1 is sufficient to fit the transients well, indicating solely capacitive charging current CU . A minor charge injection component
is however observable beyond 2 µs extraction time in the transient integral plots. The calculated
extracted charge increases linearly with applied reverse bias and exhibits a constant decay lifetime
τ1 . An average device capacitance C of 2.20 nF and τRC of 350 ns are obtained, yielding a total
circuit resistance of 160 Ω which compares well with the previously estimated value of 160 Ω. This
measured value of C also compares well with a device active layer thickness of 90 nm, using the
device surface area of 0.06 cm−2 and assuming a dielectric constant of 3.8 for the PCDTBT:PCBM
(1:4) blend.135, 140
Figure 5.11 display the charge extraction response transients (top) and integral (bottom) without illumination for the P3HT:PCBM device under a range of applied reverse bias. Fits to the
model (Equation 5.1) are also displayed for each transient and integral (broken line), representing
the capacitive charging current. Although the transient response appears to approach zero beyond
10 µs extraction time, the transient integral clearly indicates a component of continued current
extraction. The initial transient response is dominated by the exponential decay component A1
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Figure 5.10: Charge extraction response transients (top) and integral (bottom) without illumination for a PCDTBT:PCBM device under a range of applied reverse bias. Fits to the model
(Equation 5.1) are also displayed (broken lines) for each transient and integral, representing the
capacitive charging current.
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Figure 5.11: Charge extraction response transients (top) and integral (bottom) without illumination for a P3HT:PCBM device under a range of applied reverse bias. Fits to the model (Equation
5.1) are also displayed for each transient and integral (broken line), representing capacitive charging
current.
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prior to 1 µs extraction time, while an additional non-zero component g(t) is apparent for the
remainder of the transient. This indicates the existence of current injection/extraction in this
P3HT:PCBM device in addition to the capacitive charging current. This behaviour has been observed for P3HT:PCBM systems in similar charge extraction measurements, and is due to positive
doping of the blend film.141 The calculated extracted charge increases linearly with applied reverse
bias and exhibits a constant τ1 . An average C of 1.30 nF and τRC of 220 ns are obtained, yielding
an RT of 170 Ω which compares well with the previously estimated value of 190 Ω. This measured
value of C also compares well with a device active layer thickness of 150 nm, using the device
surface area of 0.06 cm−2 and assuming a dielectric constant of 3.5 for the P3HT:PCBM (5:4)
blend.140

For both PCDTBT:PCBM and P3HT:PCBM devices, the transient response without illumination exhibits a capacitive charging current CU that linearly depends on applied reverse bias with
a constant exponential decay time τRC , where fitting of transients yield values for device capacitance and total circuit impedance that compare well with independent measurements of device
volume and estimates of total measurement circuit impedance. The P3HT:PCBM device exhibits
an additional transient response component due to positive doping of the blend film, however the
model employed is sufficient to separate this component from the capacitive charging current component, as the CU response is significantly faster than charge extraction and initially dominates
the transient response. Fitting and analysis of transient response without illumination and with an
applied reverse bias can be employed to directly determine CU and τRC , and are independent of
the magnitude of applied reverse bias. This will be utilised in the following studies incorporating
variation of measurement impedance and device capacitance.

Variation of Measurement Impedance

In order to assess the influence of measurement circuit response τRC on the applied reverse bias
charge extraction process at charge carrier lifetimes τ comparable to, or faster than τRC , applied
bias time resolved charge extraction measurements are performed on a P3HT:PCBM device at a
range of measurement circuit impedances RM , from the typical 50 Ω down to 10 Ω. A reduction
in RM will reduce τRC and therefore alter the relative difference between τ and τRC for a given
charge density, impacting the degree of recombination losses during extraction under these high
charge density (short τ ) conditions. A high excitation density of 100 µJ cm−2 is used to ensure
high initial charge density and corresponding short initial τ , in order to best illustrate the influence
of variation in RM on the charge extraction process (see Case 1 as discussed at the beginning of
this Section 5.4.3). A device was fabricated with an active layer thickness of 70 nm rather than
the previously presented 150 nm, in order to increase the magnitude of CU response and to extend
τRC as to provide greater clarity (signal-to-noise at low impedance) for a reduction in RM below
the typical 50 Ω.
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Figure 5.12: Charge extraction transients (top) and integral (bottom) without illumination for
a P3HT:PCBM device at a range of measurement impedances (as labelled) using a 2 V applied
reverse bias. Fits to the model (Equation 5.1) are also displayed for each transient and integral
(broken line), representing the capacitive charging component.
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Figure 5.12 displays the charge extraction transients (top) and integral (bottom) without illumination for the P3HT:PCBM device at multiple measurement impedances from 50 to 10 Ω using
a 2 V applied reverse bias. Fits to the model (Equation 5.1) are also displayed for each transient
and integral (broken line), representing the capacitive charging component. The initial transient
response is dominated by the CU response prior to 1 µs extraction time, while the remainder of the
transient exhibits an additional current extraction component indicating significant doping injection/extraction current. A clear trend is observed in both transient response and integral, where
a reduction in RM yields a reduction in τRC from 370 ns at 50 Ω to 250 ns at 10 Ω, and results in
faster extraction transients at lower RM . The total extracted charge (including additional doping
current component) and measured CU are however independent of a variation in RM , with an
average calculated C of 1.70 nF that compares well with the device active layer thickness of 70 nm.
For a constant applied reverse bias and device capacitance the CU response should be independent
of RM and therefore τRC , consistent with the above observations.
Figure 5.13 displays the illuminated charge extraction transients (top) and integral (bottom) for
a range of delay times (as labelled), each at multiple RM using an applied reverse bias of 2 V and
100 µJ cm−2 excitation density. The observed rise in extraction current indicates space charge
limited extraction under the applied bias as discussed previously. For the presented delay times:
• 100 ns represents a high charge density where τ should be faster than, or comparable to
τRC , and significant recombination losses will occur during extraction (RC and space charge
limited extraction);
• 1 µs represents a charge density where τ is longer than τRC , however still shorter than the
extraction time, and recombination losses during extraction should still be significant (space
charge limited extraction);
• 5 µs represents a charge density where τ is much longer than τRC , however still comparable
to the extraction time, and recombination losses during extraction should be less significant
(space charge limited extraction);
• 50 µs represents a charge density where τ is significantly longer than both τRC and extraction time, and therefore should not incur significant recombination losses during extraction
(neither RC or space charge limited extraction).
All delay times exhibit faster extraction transients with a reduction in RM , displaying a shift
in extraction current peak and shift in transient tail towards faster extraction times. The total
extracted charge however is only altered through a variation in RM for the 100 ns and 1 µs delay
times, exhibiting a 10 % and 5 % increase in extracted charge respectively with reduction in RM
from 50 to 10 Ω. Both longer delay times exhibit a total extracted charge independent of RM , even
with the observed slower extraction transients. The charge density decay as a function of delay
time (from 10 ns to 50 µs) is presented in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.13: Charge extraction transients (top) and corresponding integral (bottom) for a
P3HT:PCBM device at multiple delay times (as labelled), each at a range of measurement
impedances (as labelled). An applied reverse bias of 2 V and 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density
was used. Please note that the 1 µs extraction transients have been excluded (top) for clarity.
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Figure 5.14: Charge density decay for a P3HT:PCBM device at a range of measurement impedances
(as labelled). An applied reverse bias of 2 V and 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density was used.

At the 100 ns delay time where τ is faster than, or comparable to τRC , an increased rate of
extraction facilitated by a reduction in RM and therefore τRC is expected to reduce recombination
losses during extraction, and can therefore account for the observed increase in extracted charge.
However at a delay time of 1 µs, the measured τ of 5 µs is over an order of magnitude greater
than the slowest measured τRC of 350 ns at 50 Ω. The observation of an increase in extracted
charge with a reduction in measurement impedance at charge densities with a charge carrier lifetime
significantly longer than τRC indicates that RM can influence the charge extraction process beyond
τRC . An explanation for this observation is that, under space charge limited extraction conditions
as observed herein, the total extraction current is limited by CU , with this capacitive charging
current initially dominating the contact polarisation, and therefore controlling the extracted current
(as the dielectric charging response is significantly faster than τRC while charge extraction is
limited by internal charge carrier redistribution and relatively slow charge transport). As the
current flow due to the CU charging response decays, more of the photogenerated charge density
can be extracted. Although CU is independent of RM , the CU response decays with a lifetime
proportional to τRC . Therefore a reduction in RM will cause the CU response to decay faster,
thereby allowing a greater relative extraction rate of the photogenerated charge density with a
corresponding reduction in recombination during extraction. As the CU response is not significant
beyond 1 µs for this device, this effect does not influence the total extracted charge density when
the charge carrier lifetime longer than 1 µs (longer delay times, reduced charge density). This is
indicated by the independence of extracted charge on RM at the 5 µs delay time, even though
recombination losses during extraction should still be significant at this delay time.
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To summarise the influence of measurement impedance variation with regards to the dominant
loss mechanisms in applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements, an order of magnitude reduction in RM at high charge densities only results in an increase in extracted charge of less
than 10 %. This increase represents a reduction in recombination losses during τRC facilitated by
a reduced τRC and consequently increased rate of charge extraction (visible as a shift in transient
peak Figure 5.13). The small magnitude of increase in extracted charge (and limited time domain
of influence) observed indicates that an increased rate of extraction facilitated by reducing RC
limitations is significantly less effective at reducing overall extraction losses than the application
of a reverse bias, and cannot provide improvements where the charge carrier lifetime exceeds τRC
by greater than 4-fold.
Variation of Device Capacitance (Surface Area)
Variation of device capacitance C will result in a variation of RC, as well as the capacitive
charging current CU which as discussed in Section 5.4.2, are both expected to influence the charge
extraction process under space charge limited conditions. That is, through changes in extraction
rate or space charge limited extraction, and thereby influencing the degree of recombination during
extraction. In a similar approach to the above variation of measurement impedance, variation of
device capacitance was performed through the fabrication of otherwise identical P3HT:PCBM
devices with active surface areas of 0.06 and 0.04 cm2 and an active layer thickness of 160 nm.
Applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements were then performed on these devices
at a range of applied reverse bias and excitation densities.
Figure 5.15 displays the charge extraction transients (top) and integral (bottom) without illumination for the two P3HT:PCBM devices with 0.06 and 0.04 cm−2 device active surface areas,
using a 2 V applied reverse bias and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density. Fits to the model (equation
5.1) are also displayed for each transient and integral (broken line), representing the capacitive
charging component. Both devices exhibit predominately capacitive charging current CU , with
a calculated C of 1.15 and 0.75 nF for the 0.06 and 0.04 cm−2 surface area devices respectively,
in agreement with a device active layer thickness of 160 nm. A 30 % reduction in surface area is
observed to yield a 30 % reduction in CU response, while the measured τRC decreased from 150
to 95 ns, again in agreement with a direct 30 % reduction in device capacitance C.
Figure 5.16 displays the illuminated charge extraction transients (top) and integral (bottom) for
the two P3HT:PCBM devices, using a 2 V applied reverse bias and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density,
and a range of delay times (as labelled). As the larger volume device will produce a greater
photogenerated charge population, both transient response and integral have been normalised to
device active surface area to enable a direct comparison of extracted charge proportional to charge
density. All transients exhibit an initial rise in extracted current indicating space charge limited
extraction at these high initial charge densities. The smaller surface area exhibits faster relative
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Figure 5.15: Charge extraction transients (top) and integral (bottom) without illumination for two
P3HT:PCBM devices with 0.06 and 0.04 cm−2 device active surface areas, using a 2 V applied
reverse bias and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density. Fits to the model (Equation 5.1) are displayed for
each transient and integral (broken line), representing the capacitive charging component.
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Illuminated charge extraction transients (top) and integral (bottom) for two

P3HT:PCBM devices with 0.06 and 0.04 cm−2 device active surface areas, using a 2 V applied
reverse bias, 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density, and a range of delay times (as labelled). Both transient
response and integral have been normalised to device active surface area for a direct comparison.
Please note that the 1 µs extraction transients have been excluded (top) for clarity.
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Figure 5.17: Charge density decay for P3HT:PCBM devices with difference active surface area (as
labelled). An applied reverse bias of 2 V and 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density was used.

extraction transients at all delay times, and exhibits a greater relative extracted charge at both
100 ns and 1 µs delay times of 15 and 7 % respectively. At delay times beyond 1 µs however,
extracted charge is independent of device capacitance (active surface area). The charge density
decay as a function of delay time (from 100 ns to 500 µs) is presented in Figure 5.17.

The above results are similar to those observed in Figure 5.13 for a variation in measurement
impedance, where an increase in extracted charge is still obtained at charge carrier lifetimes longer
than τRC . This is again attributed to the shift in CU charging current response decay with a
variation of τRC , leading to reduced recombination during extraction under space charge limited
conditions when the charge carrier lifetime is comparable to, or faster than the CU decay. In
addition to the variation of τRC , a reduction of C also reduces the magnitude of the CU response
which can further increase the influence of this outlined behaviour. However a reduction in CU
also reduces the charge density at which space charge begins to limit extraction, and therefore may
not significantly change the extraction process regarding the degree of recombination losses.

To summarise the influence of device active surface area variation with regards to the dominant
loss mechanisms in applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements, a 30 % reduction
in area at high charge densities only results in an increase in extracted charge density of less than
15 %, with a time domain of influence limited to the nanosecond timescale. Although a reduction
in measurement RC, through a reduction of either measurement impedance or device surface area
can result in a reduction of recombination losses during extraction under space charge limited
conditions, practical limits to the utility of this approach are imposed by the signal-to-noise ratio
generated at increasingly low measurement impedances, and the inherent complexity of fabricating
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device with increasingly small active surface area.

Variation of Device Active Layer Thickness
A variation in device capacitance has an influence on the degree of recombination losses during
extraction under space charge limited conditions. Variation of device active layer thickness will
vary device capacitance and is therefore expected to yield a similar effect on the extraction process,
altering both CU response and τRC . However variation in device active layer thickness is expected
to introduce additional complexity to the interpretation of charge extraction transients. Active
layer thickness also influences the internal electric field under an externally applied potential,
as well as charge carrier transport and trap state extraction behaviour, and will influence the
relative portion of charge density within the field-free charge reservoir under space charge limited
extraction conditions. Each of these effects will impact the measurement of charge density and are
expected to be charge density/charge carrier lifetime dependent. Beyond the influence of active
layer thickness on the charge extraction process, inherent spatial separation of charge carriers in
thin active layers has been reported to influence recombination kinetics at open circuit,34 and is
therefore also expected to influence the measurement of charge density decay through time resolved
charge extraction, as well as subsequent analysis and calculation of charge carrier lifetime and trap
state density distribution. These behaviours will be further investigated in Section 5.4.4.

This section seeks to investigation the influence of device active layer thickness on the charge
extraction process, and further the influence of an applied reverse bias at various active layer thickness on the measurement of charge density. Multiple sets of P3HT:PCBM devices were fabricated,
identical other than a variation in active layer thickness, with charge extraction measurements
performed under a range of charge densities and applied reverse bias. All measurements presented
below have additionally been performed on devices incorporating the PCDTBT:PCBM material
system, with analysis yielding outcomes consistent with those presented herein, and have therefore
been excluded for simplicity of illustration.

Applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements were performed on three P3HT:PCBM
devices with active layer thickness of 80, 100, and 190 nm, using a range of applied reverse bias
and excitation densities. Figure 5.18 displays the charge extraction transients for each device
without illumination, including fits to the model (Equation 5.1, broken line) for each transient and
integral, representing the capacitive charging current response CU . The 2 V applied reverse bias
extraction transients exhibit predominately CU response prior to 1 µs, with device capacitance of
2.4, 1.8, and 1.0 nF for the 80, 100, and 190 nm thick active layer thickness devices respectively,
with corresponding measured τRC of 350, 280, and 150 ns. This shift in both both CU and τRC is
clearly exhibited as both smaller and faster transient response for the thicker active layer devices.
All active layer thickness device also exhibit an additional extraction current component beyond
the initial CU response, attributed to positive doping of the active layer as previously discussed.
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Figure 5.18: Charge extraction transients (top) with integral (bottom) without illumination for
three P3HT:PCBM devices with different active layer thickness (as labelled), using an applied
reverse bias of 2 V. Fits to model (Equation 5.1, broken line) for each transient and integral are
also displayed, representing the capacitive charging current response.
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This component is observed to increase relative to CU in the thicker devices, consistent with a
greater device volume and corresponding greater total charge doping.
Figure 5.19 displays the illuminated charge extraction transients (top) and integral (bottom)
for each device, using an excitation density of 10 µJ cm−2 and 2 V applied reverse bias, and at a
range of delay times (as labelled). The identical excitation density used should provide comparable
photogenerated charge densities between devices, independent of active layer thickness (assuming
optical cavity effects and optical density at the excitation wavelength to not produce a significant
difference at the high excitation density used herein). The illuminated transients for all devices
exhibit an initial transient rise to a peak, most prominent at the 1 µs delay time, indicative of
space charge limited extraction with peak position shifted to earlier time for the thicker devices,
as well as greater initial extracted current prior to the peak in the thicker devices. This behaviour
is consistent with the above discussion, where thicker device active layers yield a reduced CU
response and faster τRC , resulting in faster transients and therefore an increased rate of extraction
under space charge limited conditions. This behaviour is consistent between each of the increasing
delay times displayed. An inversion of the above trend is observed beyond the transient peak (on
the order of 1 µs), with the extraction current of the thinnest 80 nm device quickly decaying within
5 µs, while the thicker device display extended current extraction, the thickest 190 nm device still
exhibiting current extraction up to 20 µs extraction time. This trend is consistent between all
delay times with thicker devices requiring longer total extraction times.
The thin devices are depleted of charge density during extraction significantly faster than thick
devices due to a number of underlying factors that influence the charge extraction process in
addition to a reduced transport length. For a given applied potential to each of the devices, a
larger internal field will be present in the thinner devices, proportional to the difference in active
layer thickness. Therefore a greater relative increase in the rate of extraction under an applied
reverse bias in thin devices will result in faster depletion of the field-free reservoir. In addition to
this, the thicker devices will have a greater relative portion of charge density within the charge
reservoir and therefore require longer extraction times to completely extract all charge carriers.
Both of these influences on the charge extraction process are expected to additionally result in
greater recombination losses during extraction in the thicker active layer devices, as recombination
during extraction is strongly coupled to the total extraction time. This may however be somewhat
offset by the initially higher rate of extraction in the thick active layer devices.
If recombination losses during extraction were independent of device active layer thickness (assuming comparable charge photogeneration at the high excitation density used), the total extracted
charge (Figure 5.19, bottom) at each delay time should be greater in the thickest devices, directly
proportional to the relative device volume. Although the thicker devices do exhibit a greater total
extracted current, with a 24 % increase between the 80 and 190 nm devices, this is significantly
less than the 140 % increase expected based on the difference in device volume and therefore to175
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Figure 5.19: Charge extraction transients (top) with integral (bottom) for three P3HT:PCBM
devices with different active layer thickness (as labelled), using an applied reverse bias of 2 V at
100 ns delay time, showing both 10 (solid line) and 1 (broken line) µJcm−2 excitation densities.
Please note that the 100 ns extraction transients have been excluded (top) for clarity.
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tal charge carrier population. This indicates that significant extraction losses are present in the
thicker device measurements, and that device active layer thickness has a significant impact on
the measurement of charge density using applied bias time resolved charge extraction. A consistent behaviour is observed at all delay times, where: the extracted charge is initially greatest for
thicker devices due to a reduced relative CU and τRC ; followed by the thinner devices exhibiting
greater extracted current through a greater rate of extraction under a higher relative internal field;
and finally the thickest device overtakes and exhibits the greatest total extracted charge due to
the extended tail of current extraction. The interaction of these multiple underlying extraction
processes, and their dependence on device active layer thickness shifts as a function of delay time
(charge density).
The extracted current as a function of time (transient response) is a complex product of changing
extraction conditions, initially dominated by RC and CU limited extraction, then the rate of
extraction under space charge limited conditions, and finally depletion of the charge reservoir. All
of these factors are further influenced by variations in device active layer thickness and in turn lead
to a disparity in recombination losses and total extracted charge density. Additionally, as greater
extraction time and charge carrier transport distance are involved for thicker devices, a greater
degree of trap state occupancy may further impact the total extracted charge.
Figure 5.20 displays the total extracted charge as a function of applied reverse bias for each of
the P3HT:PCBM devices at multiple excitation densities (top) or multiple delay times (bottom).
Note that while a reduction in excitation density will reduce the initial charge density, an increase
in delay time for a given excitation density will additionally result in a change in trap state
occupancy, as charge carriers relax into the trap state density distribution over time. Under all
charge densities presented (excitation density or delay time), the thicker active layer devices exhibit
a greater increase in extracted charge with the application of a reverse bias, relative to the thin
devices. This is most prominently illustrated in the 1 µJ cm−2 excitation density, 100 ns delay
time plots where the 80 nm device exhibits an 84 % increase in extracted charge with a 2 V applied
reverse bias relative to no bias, while the 190 nm device exhibits a 400 % increase. Therefore the
application of an applied bias results in a more significant increase in extracted charge for thicker
device active layers. This is likely due to the greater relative degree of extraction losses exhibited
by thick devices.
Even with the greater increase in extracted charge under an applied reverse bias for thicker
devices, the measured charge density is still much lower than in thinner active layer devices under
identical measurement conditions. This is illustrated in Figure 5.21 with a clear dependence of
extracted charge density on device active layer thickness from zero up to 2 V applied reverse bias.
At a 100 ns delay time, a 2 V applied bias does however result in a 200 % increase in measured
charge density relative to no applied bias in the 190 nm device, while a 110 % in observed for
the thinner 80 nm device, thereby reducing the measured disparity between active layer thickness.
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Figure 5.20: Extracted charge as a function of applied reverse bias for three P3HT:PCBM devices
with different active layer thickness (as labelled), covering a range of excitation densities and
delay times (Top: fixed 100 ns delay time, variable excitation density; Bottom: fixed 10 µJ cm−2
excitation density, variable delay time).
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Figure 5.21: Charge density as a function of applied reverse bias for three P3HT:PCBM devices
with different active layer thickness, using a 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density, and both 100 ns and
100 µs delay times (as labelled).
Therefore the application of a reverse bias in time resolved charge extraction measurements can
aid in comparison of devices with slight variations in active layer thickness, through a reduction
in the disparity observed without an applied bias. Note that the maximum applied reverse bias
used herein of 2 V may not be sufficient to extract all charge carrier within the thicker active layer
devices, and as such further increases can be expected with a greater applied reverse bias.124 The
ability to measure the internal charge density of a device more accurately with the application
of a bias in time resolved charge extraction, in particular for thick device active layers, enables a
more reliable comparison of performance and behaviour between devices under investigation. This
can therefore facilitate the improved investigation and analysis of non-geminate recombination
mechanisms in state-of-the-art donor-acceptor photovoltaic devices, through the study of charge
carrier generation/recombination and quantification of transport/extraction and recombination
losses.

5.4.4

Influence of Extraction Losses on the Measurement of Recombination Kinetics and Trapping

The following section presents investigations undertaken to determine the influence of the reduced
extraction losses (facilitated by an applied bias) on the measurement of recombination kinetics and
trap state density distribution in time resolved charge extraction measurements. These investigations are also used to further validate the presented origins for increased extracted charge with an
applied reverse bias as discussed in the Section 5.4.2. Measurement results for the P3HT:PCBM
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device presented in Section 5.4.1 are used for the calculation of recombination kinetics and reaction order, as well as the measurement of trap state density distribution in combination with
photovoltage decay measurements.

Influence of an Applied Bias on Empirical Reaction Order
Using the charge density decay results presented in Section 5.4.1 (Figure 5.6), the empirical
reaction order as a function of charge density is calculated (Equation 2.8) and presented in Figure
5.22 for an applied reverse bias of zero and 2 V, each at both 100 and 1 µJ cm−2 excitation densities.
The calculated empirical reaction order is lowest at high charge densities, and comparable between
both zero and 2 V applied reverse bias on the order above 4.0×1016 cm−3 , at an average 3.1 for
the 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density. However at charge densities below 4.0×1016 cm−3 the applied
bias plots exhibit reaction orders over 30 % greater than that without an applied reverse bias at
both excitation densities. The observed increase in reaction order at charge densities approaching
CU (1.8×1016 cm−3 at 2 V) and below, with corresponding lifetimes significantly longer than the
extraction time, is again consistent with an increased extraction of deep trap states with a greater
relative reaction order representing more trap influenced/limited recombination kinetics. The
application of a bias therefore enables a greater investigation of the trap state density distribution
through extraction of trap states that would otherwise not be observed. At lifetimes comparable
to, or shorter than the extraction time, the measured reaction order is less influenced by the
application of a reverse bias as a reduction in recombination losses during extraction is the main
origin of the increase in extracted charge density.
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Figure 5.22: Empirical reaction order (bottom) as a function of charge density for a P3HT:PCBM
device with both zero and 2 V applied reverse bias, for two excitation densities (as labelled).
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Figure 5.23: Photovoltage decay transients for a P3HT:PCBM device at a range of excitation
densities (as labelled).

Influence of an Applied Bias on the Measurement of Trap State Density Distribution
Photovoltage decay measurement were performed with the resulting transients for the P3HT:PCBM
device presented in Figure 5.23 for a range of excitation densities, used in the correlation with charge
density decay results to yield the dependence of photovoltage on charge density, and further for the
calculation of the trap state density distribution Ech (Equations 2.11 and 2.12). Both excitation
density plots for the dependence of photovoltage on charge density (Figure 5.24, top) exhibit a shift
to higher charge densities for a given photovoltage over the measured charge density range, and is
greatest at charge densities below 4.0×1016 cm−3 . The calculated trap state density distribution
(Figure 5.24, bottom) displays a corresponding increase in measured Ech for a given charge density
with the application of a 2 V reverse bias at charge densities below 4.0×1016 cm−3 , up to 60 %
for the 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density. This shift in calculated Ech with applied reverse bias is
reduced at high charge densities and is comparable for the 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density plot
above 8.0×1016 cm−3 with an average Ech of 35 meV.

The observed influence of an applied reverse bias on the measured trap state density distribution
is again consistent with the recombination kinetics and reaction order measurements presented
above, and is attributed to an increase in deep trap state extraction with an applied reverse
bias at charge densities below CU and lifetimes longer than the extraction time. An apparent
increase in calculated Ech at low charge densities is due to a time dependent trap state occupancy
introduced through the use of a delay time in time resolved charge extraction measurements, where
the proportion of free to trap state charge carriers extracted dominates the measured Ech . As the
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Figure 5.24: The dependence of photovoltage on charge density (top) for a P3HT:PCBM device,
using both zero and 2 V applied reverse bias and at 100 and 1 µJ cm−2 excitation densities. The
calculated trap state density distribution as a function of charge density is also displayed (bottom).
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application of an applied reverse bias increases this proportion of free to trap states extracted, an
increase in the calculated trap state density distribution is observed. At lifetimes comparable to,
or shorter than the extraction time, the measured trap state density distribution is less influenced
by the application of a bias as a reduction in recombination losses during extraction is the main
origin of the increase in extracted charge density, rather than a shift in the proportion of free to
trap state charge carriers extracted.

5.4.5

Inherent Spatial Separation in Devices with Thin Active Layers
Device

Variation of device active layer thickness was found to influence the measured charge density
in time resolved charge extraction, with thicker active layers found to exhibit significantly greater
relative extraction losses at all measured charge densities. The application of a reverse bias was
found to reduce this observed disparity between devices with different active layer thickness, however a disparity was still consistently observed for P3HT:PCBM devices with active layer thickness
ranging from 80 to 190 nm. Within the low charge density, long charge carrier lifetime region an
increase in charge density with applied reverse bias was attributed to the increased extraction of
trap states at increasing applied bias. Although the above measurements were performed using an
identical applied reverse bias, the internal field will be less in the thicker active layer devices (a
fixed potential over an increasing distance). This may in turn reduce the extractable trap states for
thick devices and thereby account for the increased relative charge density in thin devices. However
the observed deviation in charge density between active layer thickness is also observed without
an applied reverse bias (see Figure 5.21), and therefore the above explanation is insufficient to
account for this behaviour.

The increase in extracted charge density with decreasing device active layer thickness, at charge
densities where the charge carrier lifetime is significantly longer than the extraction time, is therefore attributed to different recombination kinetics at open circuit. As illustrated in Figure 5.25,
inherent spatial separation of respective charge carrier populations at open circuit can occur in
devices with a sufficiently thin active layer thickness.34 The potential difference between device
contacts produced by the photogenerated charge density (photovoltage) results in the formation
of space charge regions at the device contacts and an accumulation of respective charge carriers.
These regions have a reduced overlap of charge carriers, relative to the bulk, and consequently have
a reduced recombination probability. This spatial inhomogeneity is most significant for thin active
layers and at low charge densities, where an increasing portion of total charge density experiences
reduced recombination. This results in reduced recombination in devices with thin active layers,
relative to thick active layers for a given charge density, and can account for the observed thickness
dependence in the charge density decay plots (Figure 5.26).
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Figure 5.25: Illustrative figure of inherent spatial separation of charge carriers at open-circuit in a
thin device (right), relative to a thick device (left) at an identical low charge density. The electric
field (top) and charge density (bottom) is displayed across the device active layer. The charge
carrier spatial distribution is more uniform in for the thick device, resulting in a greater proportion
of charge carrier overlap relative to the thin device.

Influence of Inherent Spatial Separation on Recombination Kinetics
The application of a reverse bias in time resolved charge extraction measurements has shown
to reduce the disparity in extracted charge density between devices with different active layer
thickness. However the following section seeks to investigate the influence of inherent spatial
separation of charge carriers in thin device active layers on the measurement of recombination
kinetics. A series of four P3HT:PCBM devices were fabricated with active layer thickness ranging
from 110 to 225 nm. Applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements were performed
on these devices, with analysis and discussion of the thickness dependence of charge density decay
and subsequent calculation of charge carrier lifetime and trap state density.

Figure 5.26 (top) displays the measured charge density decay of the four P3HT:PCBM devices
with different active layer thickness (as labelled) using a 2 V applied reverse bias and 100 µJ
cm−2 excitation density. A dependence of charge density on active layer thickness is observed
over the entire delay time (charge density) range, with thinner devices exhibiting a greater relative
charge density. Although significant at short delay times, the observed deviation in measured
charge density between devices is greatest at delay times longer than 20 µs, while lowest within
the range of 2 to 10 µs. The deviation in charge density between active layer thickness at charge
densities above 1017 cm−3 (∼ CU for these devices) can be accounted for through the influence
of active layer thickness on extraction processes as discussed in the previous sections, where this
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Figure 5.26: Charge density decay (top), and both charge carrier lifetime (bottom, left axis, blue
circles) and empirical reaction order (bottom, right axis, red squares) as a function of charge
density for P3HT:PCBM devices with a range of active layer thickness (as labelled), using an
applied reverse bias of 2 V at 100 µJcm−2 excitation density.
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charge density region corresponds to space charge limited conditions and charge carrier lifetimes
are comparable to the extraction time. However at charge densities significantly below 1017 cm−3
where extraction is not space charge limited and the charge carrier lifetime is significantly longer
than the extraction time, recombination losses during extraction should not be significant. However
the measured difference in charge density between active layer thickness is observed to increasingly
deviate, with the 110 nm device exhibiting 44 % greater charge density than the 225 nm device at
a delay time of 20 µs, while up to 125 % at 1 ms. Therefore a variation in active layer thickness
is influencing the recombination kinetics at open-circuit, attributed to relative differences in the
degree of inherent spatial separation of charge carriers.
Inherent spatial separation in thin devices has shown to alter the measured recombination kinetics. The charge carrier lifetime and empirical reaction order are calculated as a function of charge
density (Equations 2.9 and 2.8) for each of the devices with varied active layer thickness, displayed
in Figure 5.26 (bottom). The charge carrier lifetime and empirical reaction order are observed
to be comparable between active layer thickness at charge densities above 1017 cm−3 , while at
increasingly low charge densities the thinner devices exhibit an extended relative lifetime, up to an
order of magnitude between the 110 and 225 nm active layer thickness devices by 3.0×1017 cm−3 .
This region of low charge density corresponds to conditions where inherent spatial separation of
charge carriers during the delay time leads to an extension of lifetime. A corresponding deviation in calculated reaction order between devices is also observed. This effect is less significant at
high charge densities where additional extraction processes begin to dominate the measurement of
charge density.
In summary, the observed variation in recombination kinetics between devices with different
active layer thickness at low charge densities (long delay times) is in fact due to differences in
recombination kinetics at open circuit. These altered kinetics are attributed to the inherent spatial separation of charge density in devices with thin active layers, rather than any difference in
extraction losses. These results provide further experimental verification of the influence of inherent spatial separation in thin devices on measured recombination kinetics, and indicate that
care should be taken when comparing/interpreting results obtained from multiple devices with
variations in active layer thickness.

5.5

Conclusions

The overall objective of this chapter was to improve the time resolved charge extraction technique, through the novel incorporation of an applied bias, and investigate the influence of this
applied reverse bias on measurement limitations, as well the measurement of charge generation
yield, charge recombination processes, and trap state occupancy in operational devices, with the
eventual aim of investigating the impact of driving force on these factors, and validating the outcomes of the optical driving force studies od Chapter 3.
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An applied reverse bias was introduced into the time resolved charge extraction technique for
the first time, with the aim of reducing the significant extraction losses identified in the previous
chapter. The application of a reverse bias yields an increase in extracted charge density, up to twice
that without an applied bias, indicating that at least half of all charge density is lost during charge
extraction measurements without an applied reverse bias in the studied systems. This increase was
observed to be even greater in thicker device active layers (up to 400 %). The investigations within
this chapter also identified and quantified the charge density/lifetime dependent limitations of the
time resolved charge extraction technique, with respect to the behaviour and interaction of underlying extraction processes (loss mechanisms). In particular, space charge limitations dominate
the rate of extraction at high charge densities, fundamentally limiting the range of measurable
charge carrier lifetimes and resulting in significant extraction losses under typical measurement
conditions. An applied reverse bias does however improve the extraction of charge density under
these conditions through reducing recombination losses, while at low charge densities an applied
reverse bias enables the more comprehensive measurement of trap state occupancy. In addition,
the influence of commonly variable device/measurement parameters on these extraction processes
have been characterised, as well as the impact on subsequent determination of charge density,
recombination processes, and trap state occupancy. A reduction of measurement impedance or
device capacitance in applied bias charge extraction measurements can further reduce recombination losses during extraction, however practical measurement and device fabrication limitations
provide a limit on the utility of this approach. Device active layer thickness variation was also
found to strongly influence charge extraction processes, as well as yield inherent differences in
recombination kinetics. An applied reverse bias can however be employed in time resolved charge
extraction to effectively reduce this disparity between devices with different active layer thickness
due to extraction losses.
These chapter outcomes show that the application of a reverse bias in time resolved charge
extraction is an effective method to improve the investigation of charge generation yield, charge
recombination processes, and trap state occupancy over standard time resolved charge extraction
in operational photovoltaic devices. Additionally the primary extraction loss mechanisms have
been quantified for a range of measurement conditions. The primary findings of this, and the
previous Chapter 4 have been published in reference.124 The developed measurement technique and
understanding of limitations will be further utilised in the following chapter, for the investigation
of the driving force dependence of charge generation yield, recombination processes, and trap state
occupancy in operational devices incorporating the donor-accepter material systems presented in
the optical driving force studies (Chapter 3).
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Chapter 6

Donor-Acceptor Material Energy
Levels and Charge Carrier
Generation/Recombination in
Photovoltaic Devices
6.1

Introduction

A key step in the charge photogeneration process is photoinduced electron transfer from a photoexcited donor to an electron acceptor, which is in competition with excited-state decay to the
ground state. The driving force for electron transfer ∆GET (free-energy offset between donor
LUMO and acceptor LUMO) has been shown to influence both electron transfer kinetics and
charge generation yield in a number of donor-acceptor photovoltaic systems (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2 for a detailed discussion). The ∆GET should be sufficiently large such that the rate for
electron transfer dominates, producing a high quantum yield for photoinduced electron transfer, a
high charge carrier generation yield, and therefore high device short-circuit current (JSC ). However, the magnitude of ∆GET must be balanced with the desire for a high device open-circuit
voltage (VOC ) which is proportional to the splitting energy of electron and hole quasi Fermi levels,
and therefore any increase in driving force will result in a reduction (loss) of VOC for systems
with a comparable bandgap. Balancing both JSC and VOC is essential for the development of
photovoltaic devices with high operational efficiency.

The series of polymer donors investigated in Chapter 3 provide the opportunity to systematically
investigate the influence of material system energetics on charge photogeneration and recombination processes. These polymer donors have nearly identical band gaps (∼1.5 eV) while exhibiting
∆GET relative to the PCBM acceptor of 0.57, 0.30, and 0.18 eV for P1, P2, and P3 respectively.
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Figure 6.1: Molecular structures of cyclopentadithiophene based polymer donors (P1, P2, and
P3) and the fullerene based acceptor (PCBM). Shown are the highest occupied molecular orbital
energy level (EHOM O ) calculated from the onset of oxidation and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital energy level (ELU M O ) calculated from the onset of reduction, with comparison of the
electrochemical band gaps and LUMO offsets of the donors relative to the PCBM acceptor (E vs
vacuum). Also displayed are the driving force for electron transfer (∆GET , red arrow).
Additionally these donor-acceptor systems exhibit free energy offsets between donor EHOM O and
acceptor ELU M O (∆HOM O−LU M O ) of 1.08, 1.16, and 1.31 eV for P1, P2, and P3 respectively,
which also represents the driving force for non-geminate recombination ∆Grec . Each of these
material systems and energetic driving forces are displayed in Figure 6.1.

The low bandgap polymer donor materials were synthesised by, and obtained from Jason Azoulay
and Guillermo Bazan (The Center for Polymers and Organic Solids, University of California, Santa
Barbara, USA). All device fabrication and optimisation was however performed by the doctoral
candidate locally (Intelligent Polymer Research Institute, University of Wollongong, Australia).

6.1.1

The Influence of Driving Force for Electron Transfer of Charge
Generation Yield

Chapter 3 investigated the influence of ∆GET on electron transfer kinetics and yield in the
aforementioned donor-acceptor systems using ultrafast transient absorption measurements on 70
% PCBM blend films. Both P1 and P2 blend films exhibited photoinduced electron transfer
without any resolvable exciton decay to the ground state, and as such a qualitative assignment of
near unity quantum yield of electron transfer was made. Both the electron transfer kinetics and
apparent charge separation yield for P1 and P2 blend films appeared comparable, and therefore
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independent of ∆GET (P1 = 0.57 eV, P2 = 0.30 eV). A recombination process was however
observed for P1 and P2 blend films post electron transfer, attributed to geminate recombination
via charge-transfer states, resulting in a charge separation yields below unity. Conversely, the
P3 blend films exhibited exciton decay to the ground state with no observable electron transfer,
suggesting that a ∆GET greater than the 0.18 eV of the P3 blend is required to produce a high
quantum yield for electron transfer in these donor-acceptor systems.
There is however an inherent ambiguity in using optical techniques for these material systems
due to coexisting absorption of polymer excitons, polarons, and possibly charge-transfer states
at the 1400 nm probe wavelength used in the transient absorption measurements. Further, some
populations of optically detectable charge carriers may not be extracted under device operation
due to various transport/trapping/recombination processes. As such, applied bias time resolved
charge extraction measurements are performed using operational photovoltaic devices incorporating identical 70 % PCBM blend films of each donor-acceptor material system used in the transient
absorption investigations of Chapter 3. A primary objective of this chapter is to use these measurements to determine the influence of ∆GET on charge extraction yield, and compare these results
to the findings of Chapter 3 as outlined above.
Steady-state device characterisation (current-voltage measurements) can provide both the JSC
and VOC of devices under a range of steady-state illumination intensities which can then be used
for a correlation with device material system ∆GET . However, the generation and recombination kinetics of the photogenerated charge density in steady-state measurements are in a state of
quasi-equilibrium for a given illumination intensity (and corresponding charge density). These measurements are therefore strongly influenced by the inherent device recombination kinetics (charge
carrier mobility-lifetime product µτ ) and trapping behaviour, which will in turn influence the
measured JSC and VOC . Transient charge extraction measurements are therefore required to determine the charge generation/extraction yield, device photovoltage, and charge carrier lifetime at
identical charge densities, independent of the influence of generation/recombination kinetics and
transport/trapping behaviour. This will ensure an accurate comparison of various device/material
systems, isolating the influence of ∆GET /∆Grec on the parameters under investigation.
While active layer morphology can influence the energetics of the donor-acceptor interface
through phase crystallinity, reorganisation energy, charge screening, and delocalisation, the use
of similar polymer donors blend systems with comparable morphology should minimise the relative influence of these effects (see TEM studies of Chapter 3). The influence of morphology on
charge generation and recombination is not the focus of this thesis, but rather the influence of
donor-acceptor system energetics on these fundamental processes. The impact of morphology on
charge transport, extraction, and trapping presented significant issues when using charge extraction based measurement techniques in determining the photogenerated charge density. As such,
the development of an applied bias charge extraction technique and the quantitative investigation
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of charge extraction losses (as presented in Chapters 4 5) were critical to the investigation of these
polymer donor systems, with improvements in extracted charge and reduced recombination during
extraction helping to overcome morphological limitations.

6.1.2

The Influence of Driving Force for Electron Transfer on Device
Photovoltage

The device VOC is directly proportional to the splitting of electron and hole quasi Fermi levels at the device contacts. As the magnitude of quasi Fermi level splitting is proportional to
∆HOM O−LU M O , an increase in ∆HOM O−LU M O for a donor-acceptor blend should produce a corresponding increase in VOC . Further, a reduction in ∆GET should result in an increase in VOC
(proportional to ∆HOM O−LU M O ) for a given donor/acceptor material bandgap. The relaxation
of charge carriers into a broad density of states distribution, including an exponential tail of trap
states is also expected to yield a further reduction in device photovoltage.37 The use of applied bias
time resolved charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements enables the determination of
device VOC as a function of internal charge density, independent of the influence of recombination
kinetics or charge extraction losses. This also enables the measurement of the dependence of VOC
on charge density, and therefore provides a measure of the trap state density distribution. A primary objective of this chapter is therefore to use these measurements to investigate the influence of
reducing ∆GET on device VOC , through a comparison between the aforementioned donor-acceptor
material systems at identical charge densities.

As the P1/P2/P3 polymer donors present similar bandgaps (1.49 to 1.67 eV), the corresponding
donor-acceptor systems also provide a range of ∆HOM O−LU M O , where polymer donor HOMO
is deeper with greater ∆GET relative to the constant PCBM acceptor LUMO (-4.3 eV). This
yields ∆HOM O−LU M O of 1.08, 1.16, and 1.31 eV for P1, P2, and P3 respectively (see Figure 6.2).
Therefore at the same charge density, the device photovoltage should exhibit a positive dependence
on decreasing donor HOMO level, with the P3 blend device exhibiting the greatest photovoltage,
followed by the P2 and finally P1 blend devices. The device photovoltage at a given charge density
is measured and compared between donor-acceptor systems in order to investigate this behaviour,
presented in Section 6.3.3.

6.1.3

The Influence of Driving Force for Recombination on Device Recombination Kinetics

The bimolecular recombination of separated charge carriers is another primary loss mechanism
in donor-acceptor photovoltaic systems, resulting in a reduced charge carrier extraction yield and
consequently reduced device short-circuit current. However there are limited literature studies
investigating whether donor-acceptor material system energetics influence the bimolecular recombination process in organic photovoltaic systems. The existence of the Marcus inverted region has
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Figure 6.2: Molecular structures of cyclopentadithiophene based polymer donors (P1, P2, and
P3) and the fullerene based acceptor (PCBM). Shown are the highest occupied molecular orbital
energy level (EHOM O ) calculated from the onset of oxidation and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital energy level (ELU M O ) calculated from the onset of reduction, with comparison of the
electrochemical band gaps and LUMO offsets of the donors relative to the PCBM acceptor (E vs
vacuum). Also displayed are the driving force for electron transfer (∆GET , red arrow), and the free
energy offset between donor polymer EHOM O and PCBM acceptor EHOM O (∆GHOM O−LU M O ,
blue arrow).
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been confirmed for charge photogeneration in a number of donor-acceptor systems, and suggests
that a ∆GET significantly greater than the reorganisation energy between reactant and product
states (intramolecular component on the order of 0.4 eV)74 will significantly reduce the rate of
electron transfer between donor and acceptor species.55–57, 66 As such, it is unlikely that the energetic offsets between donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO typically observed in organic photovoltaic
systems (greater than 1.0 eV) would influence the kinetics of charge-transfer state or non-geminate
recombination.

However, a recent study by Burke et al suggests that free charge carriers are in fact in equilibrium
with charge-transfer states, where the formation and dissociation of these states can better account
for the observed recombination probability of charge carriers, as well as the temperature dependence
of open-circuit voltage.102 This may further imply that the charge-transfer state binding energy
may play a role in bimolecular recombination kinetics, and therefore may be influenced by the
material energy levels of donor and acceptor (driving force for electron transfer). Further, due
to the time resolution of the time-resolved microwave conductivity technique employed by Coffey
et al, the results obtained regarding the driving force dependence of charge generation yield may
include not only geminate recombination, but also possibly non-geminate charge-transfer state
mediated recombination.71 As such, the observed driving force dependence of charge generation
may include both electron transfer and recombination driving force contributions, rather than
solely being attributed to the electron transfer process.

Therefore, the question remains as to whether this energetic driving force for recombination
∆Grec can influence the non-geminate recombination kinetics of donor-acceptor photovoltaic devices? This concept will be further introduced and discussed in Section 6.3.4, with an outline of
new material systems used and investigations performed in order to address this questions.

6.1.4

Summary of Chapter Objectives

The investigations presented within this chapter are undertaken to address outstanding questions regarding to the influence of donor-acceptor material energy levels (driving forces) on charge
generation yield and recombination processes. The specific chapter objectives are as follows:
1. Determine the influence of the ∆GET on charge carrier extraction yield in photovoltaic
devices using applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements, and correlate these
with optical measurements of generation yield. (Section 6.3.2)
2. Investigate whether device photovoltage increases for a given charge density with a reduction
in ∆GET (via lowering EHOM O with a constant bandgap), through a combination of applied
bias time resolved charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements on photovoltaic
devices. (Section 6.3.3)
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3. Investigate whether ∆Grec influences bimolecular recombination kinetics through the use of
applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements on photovoltaic devices, and an
analysis of the calculated charge carrier lifetime and reaction order as a function of charge
density. (Section 6.3.4)

6.2

Experimental

6.2.1

Photovoltaic Device Fabrication

The active layer blend solutions are prepared with parameters depending on donor-acceptor
materials used. Slight variations to solution concentrations and deposition parameters were used
where variation of active layer thickness was required. For all cyclopendadithiophene based polymer
donor/blend solutions, each donor:PCBM (1:4) blend solution was prepared by dissolution in odichlorobenzene at between 15 and 25 mg mL−1 and stirring at 120 Co for 30 hours under an
Ar atmosphere. These solutions were then filtered through a 0.45 µm PTFE filter to remove
undissolved donor material after cooling to room temperature. For the devices incorporating
the diodooctane (DIO) processing additive, 3 vol.% DIO was added to the blend solution prior
to filtration and left to stir at 800 rpm for 30 minutes at room temperature, then followed by
filtration.

Pre-patterned Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated glass slides (LumTec., 90 nm thick ITO, variable
active pixel area, typical conductivity of 15 Ω cm−2 , above 85 % transmission at 550 nm) are
used for the transparent device anode, as well as providing a rigid substrate. The substrates are
cleaned by 15 min under sonication in surfactant/H2 O, followed by two subsequent 5 min sonication
rinses in H2 O, and 15 min under sonication each in acetone and isopropanol, prior to a 20 min
UV-ozone treatment. This ensures a clean, particulate free substrate and improves wetability for
solution/active layer deposition.

The cleaned substrates are coated with the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) hole selective layer, using 0.5 wt % PEDOT:PSS solution (Heraeus Clevios Al 4083)
diluted 1:1 in isopropanol. The PEDOT:PSS solution is filtered through a 0.45 µm PVDF filter
to remove any particulates prior to dilution, and maintained under stirring. The layer is then deposited using spin coating (Laurell WS-560HZ-15NPP) at 5000 rpm for 30 s, followed by annealing
in air at 140 Co for 20 min.

Directly prior to deposition of the active layer, the active layer polymer(blend) solutions are
cooled to room temperature. For all cyclopendadithiophene based polymer donor/blend devices,
the polymer(blend) solutions were doctor-bladed (Erichsen Coatmaster 509 MC) in air onto the
substrate at between 13 and 15 mm s−1 , with a hotplate (Prazitherm PZ35, high stability) temperature of 75 Co and drying times ranging from 5 to 30 s (depending on polymer donor).
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To produce the amorphous titanium oxide (TiOx) electron selective interfacial layer, a titanium
oxide sol-gel precursor solution is diluted (1:10) into isopropanol prior to deposition onto the
device active layer. TiOx layer deposition is performed directly after active layer deposition (and
any required active layer solvent drying time) using spin coating at 5000 rpm for 30 s, and is left
to hydrolyze in air for 20 min (or under heating where the active layer requires annealing).

Aluminium (Al) is then evaporated under vacuum through a mask of defined device active area
(0.095 cm−2 unless otherwise stated), to produce a cathode thickness on the order of 100 nm. A
ramp in evaporation rate is used to ensure good contact with the active layer (initial 5 nm at 0.5
Å s−1 , following 50 nm at 1.5 Å s−1 , final ∼ 50 nm at 2.5+ Å s−1 ). The deposition chamber is left
to cool down for 30 minutes before returning to atmospheric pressure. These devices were then
sealed under an inert Ar atmosphere using a cover glass slide and UV-curable epoxy (Ossila, E131),
manually cured using a handheld UV gun. Effort is made to ensure that no epoxy is in contact with
the device active layer, and that no significant UV illumination is incident on the device active
area. Finally, a metal contact is soldered (ultrasonic) onto the exposed anode/cathode contact
regions for increased durability during measurement.

6.2.2

Steady-State Current-Voltage Characterisation

Current-voltage (JV ) measurements are performed to assess steady-state device performance,
and characterise a number of important device parameters including open circuit voltage VOC ,
short-circuit current JSC , fill factor F F , solar conversion efficiency η, series resistance RS , and
shunt resistance RSh , using known parameters for device area A and device thickness d. The
solar simulator and measurement system used (TriSol Solar Simulator, IV16-L, PV Measurements
Inc.) comprises components for variable electronic load and data acquisition (Keithley 2400, PVM
QEX10), and a white light source (constant illumination, 1.5 air mass global solar spectrum)
calibrated using a standard silicon diode to 1 sun equivalent (100 mW cm−2 ). The photovoltaic
device is held under illumination at a range of constant applied potentials (V ), from forward
to reverse bias, and the extracted current density (J) is measured, to produce a JV response
plot. A dark measurement (without illumination) is also performed across the range of measured
applied potentials. Further, the illumination intensity can be varied below 1 sun through the use of
reflective neutral density filters, thereby obtaining JV response at a range of steady-state current
densities.

JSC and VOC are obtained directly as the JV response intersection with the voltage and current
density axis respectively. The F F is calculated as the quotient of Pmax and the product of JSC
and VOC , illustrated as the ratio of the two square regions in Figure 2.1. The power conversion
efficiency η of a device can then be obtained. The series and shunt resistance are then calculated for
each device, using the slope of the dark JV plot about 1 V and 0 V respectively. Further analysis
of these measurement results can be performed to obtain the empirical reaction order δ 0 and diode
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ideality factor n0id , and can be compared to those obtained through transient measurement and
analysis. The δ 0 can be calculated from the dependence of short circuit current JSC on illumination
intensity φ, while the n0id can be calculated from the dependence of open circuit voltage VOC on
φ. Further details are provided in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2.

6.2.3

Transient Applied Bias Charge Extraction and Photovoltage Decay

The time resolved charge extraction (TRCE) measurement utilises a nanosecond FET switch
(SR-05, Asama Lab) to switch rapidly between open circuit and short circuit conditions. The switch
is capable to switching from an internal impedance RSW of 2.2 MΩ to less than 1 Ω in under 100 ns.
A high switch impedance is used to maintain open circuit rather than a true open circuit (infinitely
large impedance) to protect the switch. A photovoltaic device (OPV) is connected in series with
the switch, and charge carriers are generated using a laser pulse for photoexcitation (532 nm, 6 ns
pulse width, Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Lab 170; or during long pulse measurements a 641 nm,
variable pulse width, Nation Instruments Coherent CUBE continuous wave). A variable delay time
Tdel is imposed between stopping laser illumination T0 and switching TSW using a delay generator,
during which time the device is held at open circuit, and charge carriers are left to recombine. Upon
switching, the device is short circuited and an extraction transient is measured across the variable
measurement impedance RM (50 Ω unless otherwise stated) using an oscilloscope (DPO4000 Series,
Tektronix).

The TRCE measurement is modified through the addition of the ability to apply a bias during
charge extraction measurement. In concert with switching at TSW , a reverse bias square pulse
potential is applied across the device contacts (through the FET switch) using a function generator
(WF1974 Wave Factory Multifunction Generator, NF Corp.). The pulse length of the applied bias
was maintained for 1 ms, well beyond typical extraction times on the order of 50 µs. In the course
of measurements, the magnitude of the applied reverse bias can be varied in addition to both delay
time and excitation density. Unless otherwise stated, an applied bias of 2 V was used.

Each extraction transient is recorded as an average of 50 individual measurements, per set of
conditions, to minimise noise and account for any variability in laser excitation. All transients
presented herein are displayed with an 80 ns shift for illustration purposes, such that switching
occurs at 80 ns as presented in figures. Unless otherwise specified, the characteristic switch response
has been subtracted from all transients, recorded individually for each set of measurements, as
well as the dark (no laser illumination) transient response. The transient voltage response is
measured as a function of extraction time, and converted to extracted current using the known
measurement resistance. The total extracted charge is obtained through integrating the current
transient response over time. The extracted charge is obtained at a range of delay times to yield
the decay of extracted charge as a function of delay time, with laser illumination also varied.
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Photovoltage decay measurements are performed to obtain the open circuit potential at the
device contacts as a function of time that the photovoltaic device is held at open circuit after
laser illumination is stopped. Variation of excitation density is also used to alter the initial charge
density. These measurements are performed using a laser excitation source (532 nm, 6 ns pulse
width, Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Lab 170; OR for long pulse measurements a 641 nm, variable pulse width, Nation Instruments Coherent CUBE continuous wave), with the photovoltaic
device connected in series with the oscilloscope high impedance of 1.0 MΩ to maintain open circuit. The photovoltage decay transients are then recorded using the oscilloscope (DPO4000 Series,
Tektronix), from the time of stopping laser excitation until complete decay of photovoltage.

Further details of time resolved charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements and
analysis methodology are presented in Chapter 2, Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

6.2.4

Photo-CELIV

Photoinduced charge extraction in linearly increasing voltage (photo-CELIV) measurements are
performed using the FET switch and applied bias TRCE measurement setup, however with minor
operational differences. The applied bias is a linearly increasing reverse bias voltage ramp, rather
than the square pulse used in applied bias TRCE measurements. Additionally, a 2 µs delay
is used between switching and voltage ramp application to separate the CELIV transient and
characteristic switch opening response. A reverse bias offset voltage is applied to the device in
time with switching, in order to maintain open circuit conditions (oppose the internal potential
VOC ) and minimise the leakage of charge density during the 2 µs delay prior to application of
the voltage ramp. The magnitude of the required offset is determined by the device internal
potential (proportional to the VOC ), however varies as a function of internal charge density, and
consequently changes with delay time and excitation density. The offset is manually adjusted such
that the extraction current stabilises at zero within the 2 µs delay time prior to voltage ramp
application (and is typically on the order of 600 to 800 mV).

6.3

Results and Discussion

The fabrication of photovoltaic devices incorporating the three polymer donors P1, P2, and P3
in blends with the PCBM acceptor presented a number of challenges that had to be overcome.
Small variations in the solubility of these polymer donors in typical organic solvents occasionally
resulted in inconsistent active layer deposition and phase mixing, with particulates remaining in
the blend film, highly variable surface roughness, and spatial variation in active layer thickness
across the device active area. Initial device performance results for these polymer blends were
on the order of 0.2 %, however through successive optimisation of fabrication processes, above
2 % solar conversion efficiency has been achieved for both P1 and P2 blend devices. Even P3
blend devices have achieved over 1 % due primarily to a consistently high open-circuit voltage and
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fill factor, relative to that obtained for P1 or P2 devices. This behaviour results primarily from
better extraction performance (a faster and less dispersive charge carrier mobility), as well more
consistent blend film morphology achieved during fabrication. P1 and P2 blend films typically
exhibit poor charge transport and extraction behaviour, negatively impacting device fill factor and
overall solar conversion efficiency.

6.3.1

Charge Transport and Extraction Behaviour

Photovoltaic devices were fabricated incorporating each of the polymer donor blend films (P1,
P2, and P3 donor with 70 % PCBM acceptor), with comparable active layer thickness of 160 nm for
use in applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements. These devices were fabricated
with active layers comparable to that of the blend films investigated in Chapter 3. However in this
configuration the devices exhibit poor performance, with fill factors (FF) below 0.35 and shortcircuit current (JSC ) on the order of 2 mAcm−2 , resulting in solar conversion efficiencies (η) below
0.5 % and comparable between blend systems (JV plots displayed in Figure 6.3). Although not
optimised for η, these devices do provide a direct comparison to the results of Chapter 3 regarding
the influence of ∆GET on charge generation yield.
Charge extraction measurements performed on devices incorporating the P1/P2/P3 donor polymers have presented a number of issues hindering the reliable investigation of charge generation
and recombination processes. These issues arise primarily due to the apparent poor charge carrier
transport and trapping behaviour, exhibiting a broad distribution of charge carrier mobilities and
significant trap state density distribution (details will be presented and discussed in the following
sections). The large rise in steady-state current extraction at increasing reverse bias (Figure 6.3)
illustrates the poor charge extraction behaviour of these devices, most prominently observed for
P1 and P2 blends. The influence of these factors can be observed within the time domain under investigation in charge extraction measurements (nanosecond to millisecond), and more importantly
is observed to vary between donor-acceptor system. Applied bias time resolved charge extraction
is therefore required to overcome these limitations for the measurement of charge density in operational photovoltaic devices. A characterisation of the transport and extraction behaviour of these
systems is presented below.
Photoinduced Charge Extraction in Linearly Increasing Voltage Measurements
Switched photo-CELIV measurements were performed on the blend devices using a reverse bias
voltage ramp with a 1 V peak and 10 µs pulse width, with the response transients displayed
in Figure 6.4. The illuminated transients (solid line, ’light’) for each donor blend device were
obtained using a 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density and 5 µs excitation-extraction delay time, while
the transient responses without illumination (broken line, ’dark’) are also displayed. For the
illuminated transients, upon opening the switch (at time zero) a transient response is observed due
to the extraction of photogenerated charge density in the time required for the offset bias (580 to
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Illuminated (solid line) current-voltage response of three blend devices (1:4

donor:acceptor), incorporating different polymer donors (as labelled) at 100 mW cm−2 . The response without illumination is also displayed (broken line).
710 mV) to be applied through the switch (identical to that performed in Chapter 5). By 1 µs after
switching the transient response has stabilised to zero, indicating the restoration of open-circuit
condition (no current extraction) prior to the application of the reverse bias ramp. The net loss
of charge density prior to the application of the bias ramp is however negligible with the use of
switch and offset bias.
The transients without illumination exhibit an initially RC limited rise to a plateau, representing
the device capacitive response to a linearly increasing voltage ramp, with no rise during this
capacitive response further indicating no mobile charge density or injection within these devices.
The minor variation in magnitude of the plateau between devices is attributed to slight differences
in active layer thickness on the order of 5 %, however slight differences in the dielectric constant of
respective polymer donor materials could equally account for this minor variation ( is assumed to
be 3.5 for all donor-acceptor blends, based on electrochemical impedance measurements of device
capacitive response). The illuminated transients of all devices exhibit additional current extraction
above the capacitive response, indicating the extraction of photogenerated charge density. These
results yield calculated charge carrier (electron) mobilities of 2.2×10−5 , 2.2×10−5 , and 4.2×10−5
cm2 V−1 s−1 for the P1, P2, and P3 devices respectively. Note that the P3 blend device exhibits
almost twice the mobility of both P1 and P2 devices. Importantly, complete extraction of internal
charge density does not occur for any device within the 10 µs pulse, as indicated by a continued
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Figure 6.4: Photoinduced charge extraction in linearly increasing voltage (photo-CELIV) response
transients for three donor-acceptor blend devices (as labelled), using a 10 µJ cm−2 excitation
density, 5 µs excitation-extraction delay time, and a 10 µs pulse width with 1 V peak reverse bias
ramp.
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extraction current above that of the capacitive response. This behaviour is observed over a wide
range of voltage ramps (from 200,000 down to 2000 V s−1 ), and performed using both pristine
polymer donor (not shown) and blend films. The similarity in transient behaviour and calculated
mobility between the blend and pristine films is indicative of a large distribution of charge carrier
(hole) mobilities, attributed to a broad density of states distribution with significant trap state
occupancy (discussed further in Section 6.3.3). Although the absolute value of the mobilities
obtained are comparable to that typically observed for PCDTBT:PCBM based devices on the order
of 5×10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 , the high degree of dispersion is expected to influence both extraction and
recombination behaviour of these devices, and will be further discussed in the following section.

Applied Bias Time Resolved Charge Extraction Measurements
Applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements were performed on each blend device
at a range of excitation densities and applied reverse bias. The two sets of charge extraction
transients presented in Figure 6.5 are used to illustrate the relative behaviour of each donoracceptor system at 1 µJ cm−2 (top) and 100 µJ cm−2 (bottom) excitation densities, using a short
100 ns excitation-extraction delay time. These conditions enable the analysis of charge transport
and extraction behaviour at both low and high initial charge densities respectively. The transients
without an applied bias (solid line) for the 1 µJ cm−2 (Figure 6.5, top) exhibit comparable total
extracted charge density (within 15 %), however the transient shapes are distinct for each respective
device (current extraction over time). This is particularly noticeable directly after the RC rise,
with the P3 blend device exhibiting the greatest initial transient amplitude (extraction current),
followed by the P2 and P1 blend devices respectively. This can be attributed to the differences in
charge carrier mobility and transport behaviour as identified in the photo-CELIV measurements
presented previously (Figure 6.4). The faster mobility of the P3 blend device results in a faster
extraction rate, and therefore a faster extraction transient with a greater initial amplitude. Further,
at the low charge densities produced by the 1 µJ cm−2 excitation density, spatial redistribution
of the initially photogenerated charge density (as observed in photovoltage decay measurements,
not shown) will compound the effects of charge transport/mobility disparity between devices on
the charge extraction process. Where significant charge redistribution and transport is required
during extraction measurement, a faster charge carrier mobility will enable faster redistribution of
charge density, and therefore a greater rate of charge extraction.

The application of a 2 V reverse bias during charge extraction (broken lines) at the 1 µJ cm−2
excitation density shows an increase in total extracted charge density for both P1 and P2 blend
devices on the order of 80 %, with the extraction transient exhibiting extended current extraction
up to 3 µs extraction time. The P3 blend devices however exhibits no resolvable change in total
extracted charge density or transient shape. As discussed at length in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.2,
the application of an applied reverse bias can reduce recombination losses during extraction measurement, resulting in an increase in measured charge density. This effect is typically observed
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Figure 6.5: Applied bias time resolved charge extraction transients for three donor-acceptor blend
devices (as labelled) at either 1 µJ cm−2 (top) or 100 µJ cm−2 (bottom) excitation density, using
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reverse bias. The inset of each plot shows the respective transient integral as a function of extraction
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where significant recombination occurs during the extraction measurement. However the calculated charge carrier lifetime at these low charge densities (not shown) is on the order of 10 µs
for all devices, longer than the required extraction time. Therefore, extraction of a shallow trap
state population that would otherwise not be extracted during measurement is likely the primary
source of the observed increase in extracted charge in both P1 and P2 blend devices. Transport
and trapping losses are particularly prominent in these devices with a large 160 nm thick active
layer, increasing the average transport distance and extraction time. The lack of any resolvable
increase in the P3 blend device can be attributed to the already discussed improved charge carrier
mobility/transport behaviour and trap state density relative to the P1/P2 blends, where efficient
extraction of charge density is achieved without the need for an applied bias.

The increase in extracted charge density with the application of a 2 V reverse bias at the higher
100 µJ cm−2 excitation density (Figure 6.5, bottom) exhibited by the P1, P2, and P3 blend devices
of 100, 140, and 50 % respectively is greater than that observed at 1 µJ cm−2 . Additionally an
increase is observed for the P3 blend device. These transients also exhibit characteristic space
charge limited extraction transients (transient rise to a peak). This greater increase in extracted
charge density with an applied reverse bias is attributed to the reduction of recombination losses
during extraction at these higher charge densities, as the charge carrier lifetime has been reduced
to the order of 1 µs for all devices, and is therefore comparable to the required extraction time (see
Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion extraction losses). As such the effect of applying a reverse bias
under these conditions is to improve the extraction of internal charge density that would otherwise
recombine during the extraction measurement, and therefore yields a more accurate measure of
photogenerated charge density.

To summarise the above results, P3 blend devices exhibit efficient transport and extraction of
charge density, while both P1 and P2 blend devices exhibit significantly slower (trap limited)
extraction. This variability between donor-acceptor systems may be influenced by a number of
factors in addition to the engineered differences in material energy levels, such as through differences
in active layer morphology caused by variable solubility and deposition behaviour during device
fabrication. Additionally, these results emphasise the utility and necessity of using the developed
applied bias time resolved charge extraction technique for the study of these material systems.
An applied reverse bias overcomes the limitations of charge transport in these donor-acceptor
systems, where as high as 80 % of charge density would have not been extracted otherwise, leading
to significant error in results. Further, the disparity in transport behaviour between devices no
longer impacts the accurate measurement of charge density, enabling a fair comparison of charge
generation yield between donor-acceptor blends systems. This analysis will be presented in the
following Section 6.3.2, including a discussion of the observation of photogenerated charge density
in P3 blend devices.
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Figure 6.6: Charge extraction yield as a function of the driving force for electron transfer (varied
through donor-acceptor blend system) at multiple excitation densities (as labelled). The extraction
yield was calculated using extracted charge density, obtained through applied bias time resolved
charge extraction measurements on photovoltaic devices, using an applied reverse bias of 2 V and
100 ns excitation-extraction delay time.

6.3.2

Influence of Driving Force for Electron Transfer on Charge Extraction Yield

Using the applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements discussed in the previous
section, the charge carrier extraction yield was calculated for each device at multiple excitation
densities (532 nm excitation wavelength) for an applied reverse bias of 2 V and excitation-extraction
delay time of 100 ns (conditions of peak extracted charge density). The resulting plot of extraction
yield as a function of ∆GET is presented in Figure 6.6. This charge carrier extraction yield is
representative of the charge generation yield of these donor-acceptor material systems, calculated
as the fraction of the number of charge carriers collected during charge extraction measurement to
the photons incident on the device active layer. The initial charge generation yield of these blend
systems is expected to be higher than the measured extraction yield, due to transport losses and
non-geminate recombination losses on the picosecond-nanosecond timescale. However calculation
of extraction yield using the lower 1 µJ cm−2 excitation density (longer relative charge carrier
lifetime), as well as the use of an applied reverse bias during charge extraction measurement
should provide a reasonable estimate of charge generation yield such that a relative comparison
between donor-acceptor systems can be performed.
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The calculated extraction yields at the 1 µJ cm−2 excitation density were 8.1, 6.2, and 3.1 %
for P1, P2, and P3 respectively, while at 100 µJ cm−2 the extraction yields are reduced to 0.38,
0.27, and 0.09 % respectively. The P1 blend device consistently exhibits the greatest extraction
yield, followed closely by the P2 blend device, while the P3 blend device is consistently much lower
than either P1 or P2 blend devices, on the order of 30 % that exhibited by the P1 blend device.
Further, a dependence of extraction yield on ∆GET is observed, with a greater ∆GET yielding a
higher extraction yield under all measured excitation densities.

While the ultrafast transient absorption studies of Chapter 3 indicated a near unity quantum
yield of electron transfer, charge-transfer state recombination was estimated to reduce the photogeneration yield of separated charge carriers to an estimated 60 % by 1 ns post excitation in the P1
and P2 blends. Additionally, non-geminate recombination within the measurement response of the
charge extraction measurement (on the order of 200 ns) is likely the primary cause of the remaining
reduction in charge generation yield. The relative difference in extraction yield between P1 and
P2 blend devices may also be explained by differences in nanosecond non-geminate recombination
kinetics (mobility-lifetime product), where faster recombination in the P2 blend device would result in a lower extraction yield than the P1 blend device. The recombination kinetics of these
donor-acceptor systems will be investigated later in this chapter (Section 6.3.4). The observation
of significant charge generation in the P3 blend device, on the order 30 % that of the P1 blend
device, is however inconsistent with the complete lack of observable electron transfer or polaron
generation in the ultrafast transient absorption studies of Chapter 3. Additional investigations are
performed and presented below to further investigate this observation.

Improved Charge Extraction with Incorporation of Processing Additive
New photovoltaic devices were fabricated incorporating each of the P1, P2, and P3 PCBM
blends, however with the addition of DIO to the blend solution during active layer deposition,
and the use of the more optimum 100 nm active layer thickness. These modifications to device
fabrication produce significant improvements in charge carrier transport (blend morphology) and
extraction efficiency, resulting in η towards 2 %. A donor:acceptor ratio closer to 1:1 has shown to
yield optimal device performance rather than the 1:4 used in the optical studies of Chapter 3 and
within the devices fabricated for this chapter investigations.43 However the 1:4 ratio has been used
throughout the presented studies to maintain consistency between ultrafast transient absorption
and charge extraction measurements.

Using the new devices, applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements were again
performed under identical excitation conditions (532 nm excitation wavelength, 1 to 100 µJ cm−2
excitation densities). Steady-state device performance measurements were also performed, including current-voltage (JV) and incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) to provide
additional insight into the charge photogeneration behaviour of these donor-acceptor systems, and
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Figure 6.7: Charge extraction yield as a function of the driving force for electron transfer (varied
through donor-acceptor blend system) at multiple excitation densities (as labelled). The extraction
yield was calculated using peak extracted charge density, obtained through applied bias time
resolved charge extraction measurements on improved photovoltaic devices.

thereby investigate the influence ∆GET on charge photogeneration yield.

The charge extraction yields as a function of ∆GET for these new devices are presented in
Figure 6.7, calculated from charge extraction measurements as outlined in the previous section.
The calculated extraction yields at the 1 µJ cm−2 excitation density were 18, 9.4, and 3.6 % for
P1, P2, and P3 respectively, while at 100 µJ cm−2 the extraction yields are reduced to 0.47, 0.28,
and 0.19 % respectively. The P1 blend device again consistently exhibits the greatest extraction
yield, followed by the P2 blend device, while the P3 blend device is consistently lower than either
P1 or P2 blend devices. Further, a dependence of extraction yield on ∆GET is again observed
with a greater ∆GET yielding a higher extraction yield under all measured excitation densities.
While the magnitude of extraction yield has increased in all devices relative to those presented
in the previous section, identical trends are observed with P3 still exhibiting reproducible charge
photogeneration/extraction. The relative difference between P1 and P2 blend devices may again
be explained by differences in picosecond-nanosecond non-geminate recombination, and will be
further investigated in Section 6.3.4. However the origin of significant charge photogeneration in
P3 blend devices remains unclear.
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Figure 6.8:

Illuminated (solid line) current-voltage response of three blend devices (1:4

donor:acceptor, fabricated using the DIO additive), incorporating different polymer donors (as
labelled) at 100 mW cm−2 . The response without illumination is also displayed (broken line).
It is important to note that the relative differences in measured generation yield between donoracceptor systems, on the order of 10 to 30 % for a given excitation density, is orders of magnitude
less than that observed between the presented excitation densities. For example, increasing from
1 to 100 µJ cm−2 excitation density results in a reduction in extraction yield for the P1 blend
device from 18 to 0.47 %. This reduction in extraction yield observed at high excitation densities is
attributed to increased bimolecular recombination on the nanosecond timescale. These observations
strongly indicate that, while the initial charge photogeneration yield can influence the extraction
yield of operational devices, bimolecular recombination has a much greater impact on the overall
extraction yield and therefore on photovoltaic device performance. Relative differences in the
electron transfer yield of donor-acceptor systems due to differences in ∆GET may be less important
than the relative degree of bimolecular recombination. Further investigations are presented in
Section 6.3.4 regarding the influence of energetic driving forces on recombination kinetics.
Steady-state JV and IPCE measurements were performed to investigate the origin of charge
photogeneration in P3 blend devices, presented in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, including UV-Visible absorbance spectrum, and a summary of device performance parameters presented in Table 6.1. To
summarise the primary device current-voltage behaviours characteristic of devices incorporating
each donor blend: P1 exhibits the highest JSC , followed by P2 and finally P3; P3 exhibits the
highest VOC , followed closely by P2, while P1 typically displays a much lower relative VOC ; P3
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Table 6.1: Summary of device parameters and steady state performance (current-voltage results
displayed in Figure 6.8), open circuit voltage VOC , short-circuit current JSC , fill factor F F , and
solar conversion efficiency η. For each donor material are displayed the best performing device,
and both average and standard deviation from 4 individual devices (1:4 donor:acceptor).

VOC

JSC

FF

η

(mV)

(mAcm−2 )

-

(%)

Best

585

7.0

0.45

1.8

Mean (4 devices)

578

6.4

0.43

1.6

8

0.8

0.02

0.3

Best

750

5.6

0.37

1.6

Mean (4 devices)

745

4.1

0.39

1.2

4

1.4

0.01

0.4

Best

750

3.4

0.46

1.2

Mean (4 devices)

750

3.2

0.45

1.1

0

0.2

0.01

0.1

P1:PCBM (1:4)

Std. Dev.
P2:PCBM (1:4)

Std. Dev.
P3:PCBM (1:4)

Std. Dev.

consistently displays the highest F F , while P1 also exhibits a high F F , however significantly more
variable between devices, and P2 typically displays a low and highly variable F F . This typically
results in comparable overall performance (η) between material systems at steady-state operation,
where the high JSC of P1 blend devices compensates for a low VOC , while the inverse is true for
P3 blend devices, and the performance of P2 blend devices is an average between these two systems with moderate JSC and VOC . For the presented devices, both JSC and η display a positive
correlation with the ∆GET of each respective donor-acceptor system, consistent with the charge
extraction yield results obtained through transient charge extraction measurements presented in
the previous section.

An inverse correlation is observed for VOC relative to ∆GET , however the charge densities under
steady-state illumination at VOC may not be comparable between blend devices. The steadystate charge density is dependent on a quasi-equilibrium between charge photogeneration and
bimolecular recombination rates which may differ between donor-acceptor systems. As such, a
direct comparison of the influence of material system energetics on VOC is not accurate using
solely steady-state JV measurements. This will be further investigated in the following Section
6.3.3, using applied bias time resolved charge extraction to directly measure VOC as a function of
charge density for each blend device.
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Figure 6.9: UV-Visible absorbance (top) and incident photon to electron conversion efficiency
(bottom) as a function of wavelength for three blend devices, incorporating different polymer
donors (as labelled), and measured through an optically transparent region of device active layers.
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The UV-Visible spectra displayed in Figure 6.9 (top) show the primary donor material absorption
peak centred about 700 nm, with typical PCBM absorption dominating below 450 nm. The IPCE
spectra displayed in Figure 6.9 (bottom) present a measure of steady-state extraction yield as
a function of excitation wavelength. These plots provide a methodology to assign the relative
portion of photogenerated charge density to a range of excitation wavelengths, thereby providing
information on the primary mechanisms of charge photogeneration in each donor-acceptor blend
device. The integrated IPCE from 350 to 900 nm yield values of 8.4, 8.2, and 5.1 % for P1, P2,
and P3 respectively. The relative magnitude of these integrated IPCEs is consistent with both the
steady-state JSC and transient charge extraction yield trends.
A significant portion of extraction efficiency is derived from the 550 to 850 nm range for both P1
and P2 blend devices, representing 45 and 68 % of the total integrated IPCE respectively. The P3
blend device however only exhibits 29 % within this region. This region of charge photogeneration
is attributed primarily to polymer donor material excitation and electron transfer, while the region
below 550 nm is attributed primarily to PCBM material excitation and hole transfer. These results
indicate that, while both P1 and P2 blend devices exhibit efficient electron and hole transfer, the
P3 blend device exhibits primarily hole transfer as the source of charge photogeneration. The
energetic driving force for hole transfer ∆GHT in the P3 blend system (0.39 eV) appears large
enough to yield efficient hole transfer, however the ∆GET (0.18 eV) appears insufficient to produce
efficient electron transfer. This observation may account for the lack of observed electron transfer
in the ultrafast transient absorption studies of Chapter 3, while still exhibiting a charge extraction
yield on the order of 30 % that exhibited by P1/P2 (∆GET of 0.57 and 0.30 respectively) for an
excitation wavelength of 532 nm. Further, the improved relative transport/extraction behaviour
of the P3 blend system may enable more efficient extraction of any photogenerated charge, relative
to that of P1 or P2 blend systems, thereby somewhat accounting for the observed comparable
extraction yields. However, transient charge extraction measurements have been repeated using
an excitation wavelength of 700 nm (significantly longer than the primary absorption of PCBM),
and result in comparable charge extraction yields to those observed using the 532 nm excitation.
While the above results provide some insight, a conclusive understanding of the origin of relatively
efficient charge generation in P3 blend devices remains in contrast to the findings of Chapter 3 and
therefore remains an outstanding question.
A comparison of the charge extraction yields obtained through charge extraction measurements
to the estimated charge generation yields obtained through ultrafast transient absorption measurements of Chapter 3 presents a number of disparities. While the transient absorption results
indicate a comparable, high charge generation yield for both P1 and P2 blend films on the order
of 60 %, the peak extraction yields obtained through transient charge extraction measurements
of the corresponding blend devices were on the order of 10 to 20 %, with the P1 blend device
exhibiting twice the extraction yield of the P2 blend device. This disparity, both between techniques and between blends can be accounted for by bimolecular recombination within the time
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resolved charge extraction measurement response. Significant recombination on the picosecond to
nanosecond timescale will reduce the observed extraction yield from that of the initial generation
yield as estimated through ultrafast transient absorption. Additionally, any relative difference in
the recombination kinetics of these blends will lead to a disparity, in this case the P2 appears to
experience an increased degree of recombination. Accounting for these likely factors, the presented
extraction yields are consistent with the results of Chapter 3, with a ∆GET of 0.30 eV or above
yielding a high charge photogeneration yield, while device current extraction appears strongly
limited by bimolecular recombination.

The second disparity between optical and charge extraction results is the relatively significant
charge generation and extraction yield of the P3 blend devices, as high as 30 % that of the P1 blend
device. This is in stark contrast to the lack of observed electron transfer and charge photogeneration
in the ultrafast transient absorption results. The origin of charge photogeneration in the P3 blend
device appears to arise predominately from hole transfer, leading to significant charge generation
even with the low ∆GET of 0.18 eV. Additionally the P3 blend device exhibits improved charge
transport/extraction behaviour and less dispersive mobility, relative to that of the P1 and P2
blend devices, implying that photogenerated charge carries within the P3 blend device are more
effectively extracted. The measured extraction yields are still greatly reduced, relative to the
P1 and P2 blend devices under identical excitation conditions, indicating that a ∆GET greater
than 0.18 eV is required to produce highly efficient charge generation. However the origin of
such a large disparity between results obtained through transient absorption and charge extraction
measurements for the P3 blend system remains unclear.

It should also be noted that the reliable measurement of charge extraction yields as low as
those presented herein using time resolved charge extraction (as low as 0.2 %) over the nanosecond
timescale cannot be achieved using transient absorption techniques due to insufficient measurement
sensitivity. The use of charge extraction for this purpose is therefore highly advantageous in
accurately investigating the charge photogeneration behaviour of operational photovoltaic devices,
and should be performed in concert with transient absorption where possible.

6.3.3

Influence of Material System Energy Levels on Device Photovoltage

Applied bias time resolved charge extraction and photovoltage decay measurements are used to
investigate the scaling of device photovoltage with donor-acceptor material system energy levels
(∆GET and corresponding EHOM O−LU M O ). Charge density decay and photovoltage decay measurement results are presented in Figure 6.10, obtained from time resolved charge extraction and
photovoltage decay measurements respectively on the devices presented in the previous section
(see Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.10: Charge density decay (top) and photovoltage decay (bottom) as a function of delay
time post excitation for three donor:PCBM blend devices, obtained using an excitation density of
10 µJ cm−2 .
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As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, the temporal resolution of time resolved charge extraction
measurements is limited by the extraction process on the order of microseconds. The photovoltage decay measurement however is only limited by the measurement circuit response, typically on
the order of 200 ns. As such, additional complexity can be observed at the high charge density,
short delay time region of the photovoltage decay transients that is not resolvable in the charge
density decay plots. Two distinct decay regions are observed in all blend device photovoltage
decay transients. The first decay occurs primarily within 1 to 5 µs, while the second over the
microsecond to millisecond timescale. A rise is also observed between these two regions, characteristic of the internal redistribution of charge carriers to the device contacts. These two discrete
charge carrier populations with distinct lifetimes likely indicates a large disparity between electron
and hole mobility within these donor-acceptor blends. As recombination is proportional to the
mobility-lifetime product µτ , this leads to initially high recombination of photogenerated charge
carriers at the contacts, strongly influenced by the higher relative electron mobility. The remaining
recombination is then dominated by the slow transport of holes through the device, leading to an
extended lifetime and the observation of a rise in photovoltage decay transient. It is also observed
that the peak of the second decay region is shifted to earlier delay times for the P3 blend device,
relative to either P1 or P2 blends which exhibit comparable decay kinetics. This further indicates
a less dispersive, faster average mobility for the P3 blend system and is in agreement with the
photo-CELIV measurements presented earlier in this chapter (Figure 6.4).

A correlation of charge density and photovoltage decay is performed using the results displayed in
Figure 6.10. The resulting dependence of charge density on photovoltage is presented in Figure 6.11
(Top), including an exponential fit for each device plot (directly proportional to the characteristic
of the trap state density distribution, Ech ), and incorporates results from the each 1, 10, and 100
µJ cm−2 excitation density plots. The dependence of photovoltage VOC on charge density n can
be expressed through

n = n0 exp(

qVOC
)
mkB T

(6.1)

where kB T /q is the available thermal energy in meV and m is the slope of the plots presented in
Figure 6.11 (Top). Ech can then be calculated where Ech = mkB T /2q. A reasonable fit is obtained
for each device, with an exponential increase in charge density yielding a linear increase in device
photovoltage. The Ech is calculated from the slope of the charge density versus photovoltage plot
(see Equation 2.12), with values of 58, 44, and 38 meV for P1, P2, and P3 blend devices respectively.
These values indicate that the P1 blend device exhibits the broadest trap state distribution, while
the P3 blend device exhibits a relatively narrower distribution. The P1 blend device exhibits a
reasonably high absolute Ech , where the P3HT:PCBM devices presented in the previous chapters
exhibited Ech of 70 meV. This is consistent with the dispersive charge carrier mobility and poor
extraction behaviour typically exhibited by these blend systems (see Section 6.3.1). It should be
noted however that the calculation of Ech within these systems is complicated by the high degree
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of spatial redistribution occurring over the microsecond timescale, due to the highly dispersive
charge carrier mobilities as previously discussed (see Section 6.3.1), which further varies between
donor-acceptor system. The calculated Ech as obtained through a correlation of transient charge
extraction and photovoltage measurements for these devices therefore includes a dependence on
the donor-acceptor systems beyond solely the trap state density distribution, leading to unreliable
determination of Ech .
The dependence of photovoltage on EHOM O−LU M O is presented in Figure 6.11 (Bottom), obtained for each blend device at charge densities of 1.0×1016 and 5.0×1016 cm−3 . An almost linear
trend is observed at both charge densities with the P3 blend device exhibiting the greatest photovoltage, followed by the P2 and finally the P1 blend device. The peak charge densities measured
for these devices were on the order of 5.0×1016 cm−3 , limited by recombination and the temporal
resolution of the measurement circuit. The VOC obtained through extrapolation of the exponential
fit in Figure 6.11 (Top) at the peak 5.0×1016 cm−3 charge density are 430, 620, and 900 mV for
P1, P2 and P3 respectively.
At sufficiently high charge densities, the device photovoltage should approach an upper limit
which can be approximated by EHOM O−LU M O (the donor material bandgap less ∆GET , at 1.08,
1.16, and 1.31 eV for P1, P2, and P3 blends respectively). However charge carrier relaxation
within the broad density of states distribution, including an exponential tail of trap states, and the
increasing recombination losses at high charge densities limit the quasi Fermi level splitting across
the device contacts, and therefore the measured device photovoltage. These factors are illustrated
in Figure 6.12, including the influence of trap state occupancy on Fermi level and how this reduces
VOC , while ELoss represents the combined losses due to both trap state occupancy and recombination losses. The loss in VOC should therefore depend on material system recombination kinetics
and density of states distribution, in addition to the magnitude of ∆GET . Where recombination
kinetics, density of states distribution, and donor material bandgap are comparable between material systems, the measured VOC loss should be primarily dependant on ∆GET for a given charge
density. Calculating the VOC loss for the blend devices at a charge density of 5.0×1016 cm−3 yields
values of 1240, 840, and 590 mV for P1, P2 and P3 respectively. From these results it is clear that
a greater loss of VOC is observed for the donor-acceptor systems with a larger ∆GET . Therefore,
increasing ∆GET beyond that necessary for producing efficient charge photogeneration results in a
direct loss in VOC and consequently device efficiency. Optimisation of ∆GET is required to balance
and maximise both VOC and JSC , thereby providing the greatest η.
Further subtracting ∆GET from the calculated VOC loss for each donor-acceptor system (P1 =
0.57, P2 = 0.30, P3 = 0.18 eV) provides an estimate of the component of VOC loss due to density
of states occupancy and recombination limitations. At a charge density of 5.0×1016 cm−3 , this
yields values of 670, 540, and 410 mV for P1, P2 and P3 respectively. The difference in these values
between blend devices may further indicate differences in recombination kinetics and/or trap state
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Figure 6.11: Top: The dependence of photovoltage on charge density for three donor:PCBM blend
devices, obtained through correlation of charge density and photovoltage decay measurements at
multiple excitation densities. Exponential fit (solid line) to each plot is also displayed. Bottom:
The dependence of photovoltage on the energetic difference (donor HOMO - acceptor LUMO) of
each donor-acceptor material system for the presented devices (Top), obtained using the fit to each
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Figure 6.12: Illustrative figure of the relationship between the density of states, trap state occupancy, and device photovoltage. Left: Two density of states distributions with either small
or large degree of trap states, at an identical charge density (shaded region represents occupied
states). The Fermi level of each case is also illustrated. Right: An illustration of a photovoltaic
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occupancy. A difference in trap state occupancy is consistent with the calculated differences in Ech
as presented above. These results may further indicate a dependence of recombination kinetics on
EHOM O−LU M O (equivalent to the driving force for recombination ∆Grec ), and will be investigated
further in the following section.

6.3.4

Influence of Material System Energy Levels on Recombination
Processes

Can the energetic driving force for recombination ∆Grec influence the non-geminate recombination kinetics of donor-acceptor photovoltaic devices? Diffusion mediated bimolecular recombination at low charge densities is expected to dominate recombination kinetics. However at sufficiently
high charge densities, where a significant portion of charge carriers are spatially confined to the
donor-acceptor interface, it may be possible that a dependence of bimolecular recombination kinetics on ∆Grec can be observed. Are these high charge densities typically achieved in operational
photovoltaic devices? A primary objective of this chapter is to investigate the influence of ∆Grec
on the recombination kinetics of donor-acceptor blend devices at identical charge densities. The
importance of this was further emphasised in the previous sections, where charge density dependent bimolecular recombination was observed to influence device extraction yield to a much greater
degree than any variation in ∆GET . Additionally as identified in the previous section, ∆Grec (proportional to EHOM O−LU M O ) has a strong influence on device VOC , and is therefore an important
parameter in these donor-acceptor systems.

In order to systematically investigate the influence of ∆Grec on charge carrier recombination
processes, two new polymer donors (P4 and P5) are utilised in addition to P1. These donors have
increased band gaps relative to the P1/P2/P3 donors, however these donor-acceptor (PCBM)
blend systems provide ∆GET of 0.64 and 0.61, comparable to the 0.57 eV exhibited by the P1
blend system (and therefore should provide comparable charge generation yields and independence
from the influence of ∆GET ). These additional donor-acceptor systems provide a range of ∆Grec
from 1.08 eV of the P1 blend up to 1.39 eV of the P5 blend system, through variation of donor
bandgap rather than ∆GET . Each of the material systems and respective energetic driving forces
are displayed in Figure 6.13.

These additional low bandgap polymer donor materials were again synthesised by, and obtained
from Jason Azoulay and Guillermo Bazan (The Center for Polymers and Organic Solids, University
of California, Santa Barbara, USA). All device fabrication and optimisation was however performed
by the doctoral candidate locally (Intelligent Polymer Research Institute, University of Wollongong,
Australia).

The outstanding question to be investigated within this section is whether an increase in ∆Grec
results in a corresponding increase in bimolecular recombination kinetics at high charge densities
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Figure 6.13: Molecular structures of cyclopentadithiophene based polymer donors (P5, P4, and
P1) and the fullerene based acceptor (PCBM). Shown are the highest occupied molecular orbital
energy level (EHOM O ) calculated from the onset of oxidation, and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital energy level (ELU M O ) calculated from the onset of reduction, with comparison of the
electrochemical band gaps and LUMO offsets of the donors relative to the PCBM acceptor (E vs
vacuum). Also displayed are the driving force for recombination (∆Grec , blue arrow), equivalent
to the free energy offset between donor polymer EHOM O and PCBM acceptor EHOM O .
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within these donor-acceptor systems. The applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurement enables the investigation of the influence of ∆Grec on recombination kinetics with this unique
series of donor-acceptor systems, even in the presence of poor charge transport/extraction or significant trapping caused by poor/unoptimised bulk heterojunction morphology. The following section
therefore presents an investigation of the possible influence of ∆Grec on recombination kinetics.
The introduction of two additional donor polymer blend systems (P4 and P5, see Figure 6.13)
provide ∆Grec of 1.08, 1.29, and 1.39 eV for P1, P4, and P5 respectively.

New photovoltaic device were fabricated using the P4 and P5 donors blended with PCBM, in
addition to the P1 blend device presented in the previous section (see Figure 6.8). All devices have
an identical device architecture and comparable active layer thickness of 100 nm. The JV response
for each of the devices is presented in Figure 6.14 (top), along with a comparison of the UV-Visible
absorbance spectra (bottom). While all donor-acceptor blends exhibit peak donor absorbance
about 700 nm, both P4 and P5 peaks are shifted to shorter wavelengths due to the increasing
relative donor material bandgap. A 700 nm excitation wavelength is used within the following
section transient measurements, targeting peak donor absorption of all blends while minimising
PCBM absorption.

The JV response of each device is displayed in Figure 6.14 (top), with the key performance
parameters summarised in Table 6.2. The P1 device exhibits the greatest JSC , while P4 and
P5 blend devices exhibit comparable JSC slightly below that of the P1 blend device. Further, all
devices exhibit a comparable extracted current density at high reverse bias (on the order of 8.5 mA
cm−2 at -1 V), indicating similar charge generation limited by transport/extraction behaviour. The
measured VOC of each device strongly correlates with the ∆Grec of the respective donor-acceptor
blend system, increasing from the 570 mV of the P1 blend device through to 785 mV of the P5
blend device. This observation is consistent with the scaling of VOC with ∆Grec as discussed in the
previous section. Additionally the F F of P4 and P5 blend devices are observed to be low relative to
the P1 blend device, resulting in similar η. This may indicate that, although a greater ∆Grec yields
an increasing VOC , a corresponding increase in recombination close to open-circuit condition limits
achievable device F F . Further, the difference in VOC between P4 and P5 of only 35 mV is less
than would be expected based on the difference in donor HOMO levels. In the case of equivalent
charge densities at open-circuit, this observation could be attributed to differences in trap state
density distribution, thereby influencing the the measured VOC . However this observation could
also be explained by differences in charge density at open-circuit, caused by a relative difference in
recombination kinetics between the two material systems. Transient measurements are performed
below to further investigate the bimolecular recombination behaviour of each of these blend devices.
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Figure 6.14: Top: Current-voltage response of P1, P4, and P5 blend devices at 100 mW cm−2 .
The response of both with illumination (solid line) and without (broken line) are also displayed.
Bottom: UV-Visible spectra of each blend device, normalised for absorbance at 700 nm wavelength.
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Table 6.2: Summary of device parameters and steady state performance (current-voltage results
displayed in Figure 6.14), open circuit voltage VOC , short-circuit current JSC , fill factor FF, and
solar conversion efficiency η.
VOC

JSC

FF

η

Device

(mV)

(mAcm−2 )

-

(%)

P1:PCBM

570

7.0

0.46

1.9

P4:PCBM

750

6.1

0.32

1.6

P5:PCBM

785

5.4

0.34

1.5

Time Resolved Charge Extraction and Recombination Kinetics
Applied bias time resolved charge extraction measurements were performed on each of the blend
devices at a range of excitation densities, with Figure 6.15 displaying the resulting charge density
decay (top) and charge carrier lifetime as a function of charge density (bottom). A power law fit
is also displayed on both plots, with the slope corresponding to the empirical reaction order. As
∆Grec is only expected to influence recombination kinetics under conditions of high charge density
where close proximity of charge carriers is likely, only the region of delay times from 100 ns to 10
µs is presented. Beyond this region, diffusion mediated recombination kinetics dominate. Further,
an excitation density of 100 µJ cm−2 is used to ensure a high initial photogenerated charge density.
The P1, P4, and P5 blend devices exhibit a comparable initial (100 ns excitation-extraction
delay) charge density on the order of 5×1016 cm−3 , indicating similar charge photogeneration
yield. This is consistent with the findings of Section 6.3.2, where P1, P4, and P5 all have ∆GET
of ∼0.60 eV. Further, this enables a comparison of recombination kinetics at comparable initial
charge densities under identical excitation conditions. The decay in charge density and therefore
recombination kinetics however vary greatly between donor-acceptor systems. The charge carrier
lifetime has been calculated for each of these devices (Figure 6.15, bottom), and plotted against
the ∆Grec of each system in Figure 6.16 at two high charge densities. High charge densities are
used to present the region of increased spatial localisation and proximity of the charge carrier
populations at the donor-acceptor interface, where recombination is expected to be more strongly
influenced by ∆Grec than in the diffusion mediated regime. A dependence of lifetime on ∆Grec is
observed, with a decrease in ∆Grec yielding an extension of lifetime and therefore slower relative
recombination kinetics for a given charge density. This trend is also observed to be stronger at the
lower 4.5×1016 cm−3 charge density, due primarily to observed differences in empirical reaction
order δ between devices (the slopes in Figure 6.15).
The above results indicate that ∆Grec does in fact appear to influence the bimolecular recombination kinetics within these donor-acceptor systems at high charge densities, and is the first time
that this behaviour has been experimentally observed in donor-acceptor organic photovoltaic sys221
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Figure 6.15: Top: Charge density decay obtained through applied bias time resolved charge
extraction measurements for three donor-acceptor blend devices (as labelled), using an excitation
density of 100 µJcm−2 . Bottom: The calculated dependence of charge carrier lifetime on charge
density. A power law fit (solid line) to each plot is also displayed in all plots.
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Figure 6.16: Charge carrier lifetime as a function of driving force for recombination ∆Grec at two
high charge densities (as labelled), obtained from Figure 6.15 (bottom) for each donor-acceptor
blend device.
tems using charge extraction. If the bimolecular recombination electron transfer reaction is within
the Marcus inverted region, then ∆Grec should not influence the reaction rate and therefore should
not produce the observed dependence of charge carrier lifetime on ∆Grec . This therefore suggests
that the reorganisation energy of these systems must be quite large (comparable to ∆Grec and
therefore on the order of 1.4 eV) in order to avoid the inverted region. Another possible explanation for these observations is that bimolecular recombination is not limited by interfacial electron
transfer, but rather by the influence of trap states, with the degree of influence exhibiting a dependence on ∆Grec . The exact origin of this influence is however unclear, and warrants further
investigation. As discussed in the previous section, accurate determination of Ech within these
donor-acceptor systems is unreliable. Therefore it would be worthwhile reproducing these measurements with alternate sets of donor-acceptor systems in which Ech can be reliably determined,
in order to further investigate the observed influence of ∆Grec .

Additional plots are presented within the Appendix (Figures 8.4 and 8.5), providing an extension
to the results already presented within this section, incorporating the additional P2 and P3 polymer
donor species under identical measurement conditions. Note that the P2 and P3 polymer donors
have a ∆GET lower than the P1/P4/P5 set of donors, and as such may produce a relative difference
in initial charge generation yield. The additional results do however strengthen the trends already
highlighted above, where a positive dependence of ∆Grec on empirical reaction order δ is observed
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at comparable high charge densities. Further, these results suggest that the observed dependence
of δ on ∆Grec is not due to any variation in trap state density (Ech ), but rather a direct influence
of the energetic driving force between donor and acceptor on recombination kinetics. A possible
origin for this observed behaviour may be due to variations in the charge-transfer state energy
(correlated with ∆Grec ) determining the kinetics of charge-transfer state reformation, which may
in turn represent a rate-limiting intermediate step in the bimolecular recombination process at
sufficiently high charge densities. The donor-acceptor systems with larger ∆Grec may exhibit an
equilibrium between charge separated and charge-transfer states that more strongly favours chargetransfer states. As such, a bias towards recombination through charge-transfer state reformation
may provide a possible cause for the relative increase in recombination kinetics observed within
these blend devices. However as already discussed, further detailed investigations are required to
verify any causal link to charge-transfer state energy and reformation kinetics, as they relate to
bimolecular recombination kinetics in these donor-acceptor blend systems.
As discussed in the previous sections, bimolecular recombination appears to exhibit a greater
influence on the extraction yield and therefore performance of photovoltaic devices than does any
variation in ∆GET . As ∆Grec is observed to have an influence on recombination kinetics, more
emphasis should be placed on optimising ∆Grec of donor-acceptor systems in addition to improving
charge photogeneration, thereby reducing bimolecular recombination losses.

6.4

Conclusions

The primary objective of this chapter was to determine the influence of the driving force for
electron transfer ∆GET on charge generation yield in operational donor-acceptor photovoltaic
devices, with additional objectives to investigate the influence of material energy levels on device
photovoltage VOC , and the influence of the driving force for recombination ∆Grec on recombination
processes. Investigations were performed through the use of the newly developed applied bias
time resolved charge extraction technique, facilitating accurate investigation of these material
systems which exhibit disparate and inefficient charge transport/trapping behaviour. The charge
extraction results were compared with previously presented results from the ultrafast transient
absorption studies of blend films. This has enabled the validation of optical technique results,
and provided a comprehensive investigation of generation and recombination processes in these
material systems. Additionally, the time resolved charge extraction measurement proved capable
of reliably determining charge generation yields much lower than possible with transient absorption
based measurements, and should therefore be generally employed in the investigation of charge
photogeneration processes.
The measured charge extraction yields indicate that ∆GET of 0.18 eV results in less than one
third that of donor-acceptor systems with ∆GET of 0.30 eV or above, while increasing ∆GET above
0.30 eV does not yield a significant further increase in charge generation yield. Increasing ∆GET
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does however result in a reduction in device VOC for a given charge density (and fixed bandgap),
resulting in a net loss in overall device efficiency. For a given ∆GET , increasing the donor material
bandgap and therefore ∆Grec can increase the device VOC without sacrificing charge generation
yield. However, increasing ∆Grec was also observed to increase bimolecular recombination kinetics
at high charge densities, and is the first time that this has been observed experimentally. This
behaviour was further correlated with a reduced device F F and thereby reduced overall η. Further,
nanosecond bimolecular recombination was found to have a greater influence on device extraction
yield than any variation in ∆GET , indicating that these recombination processes are crucial in
determining the overall photovoltaic device performance.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook
The primary motivation for the investigations of this thesis was to develop an improved understanding of charge carrier generation and recombination processes in donor-acceptor organic
photovoltaic systems, in order to better reconcile material systems design and charge photogeneration behaviour with the performance of operational photovoltaic devices, and thereby provide
improved design principals for the development of new donor-acceptor systems and device architectures. To this end, a primary objective was to quantify the influence of the free energy driving
force for electron transfer ∆GET on electron transfer kinetics and charge generation yield in organic photovoltaic systems, with the motivation of reducing ∆GET as a method for increasing
device photovoltage (reduce energy losses) while maintaining a high device current (high charge
generation/separation efficiency and yield). Is there a minimum required ∆GET ? And do increases
above this minimum value provide further benefits?
In order to investigate the influence of ∆GET on charge generation processes, a series of novel cyclopentadithiophenes based polymer donor materials were used, featuring comparable bandgap and
a range of ∆GET relative to the PCBM acceptor from 0.18 to 0.57 eV. These donor polymers were
chosen as they exhibit similar solubility, morphology, processability, and sufficiently red-shifted
main absorption bands relative to PCBM enabling selective photoexcitation of the donor phase
in photovoltaic blends. Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy was then used to investigate
the charge photogeneration processes within these donor-acceptor systems, capable of monitoring
electron transfer kinetics and excited state decay. Models were developed for the interpretation of
femtosecond transient absorption kinetics results to obtain a quantitative understanding of electron transfer kinetics and yield (Chapter 3). The results of these investigations indicate that a
∆GET of 0.18 eV is not sufficient to yield ultrafast charge generation, while driving forces above
this value exhibited near-unity electron transfer yield on the femtosecond timescale. Additionally,
no increase in electron transfer kinetics or estimated charge generation yield was found with an
increase in ∆GET from 0.30 to 0.57 eV. The initial charge generation yield appears limited by
charge-transfer state recombination, rather than the electron transfer kinetics. As such, the driving force for electron transfer should exceed 0.18 eV for the presented donor-acceptor systems, in
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order to facilitate near unity electron transfer yield and subsequent high charge carrier generation/separation yield. It is however important to minimise this driving force, as further increases
do not provide an increase in initial charge carrier generation yield, but do result in a reduction
in achievable device photovoltage, thereby negatively impacting device performance. Future investigations into the charge-transfer state recombination process may provide further insight into
the sub-unity charge separation yields observed, as the presented findings indicate this to be an
important step within the charge photogeneration process.

The ultrafast transient absorption results alone are unable to provide information on the overall
charge generation efficiency of operational photovoltaic devices, and do not provide insight into
charge carrier transport, recombination, or trapping behaviour. As such, charge extraction measurements were sought to investigate the charge extraction yield of operational photovoltaic devices,
as well as bimolecular recombination kinetics and trap state density distribution as a function of
charge density (thereby facilitating a like-for-like comparison between donor-acceptor systems).
The performance and suitability a relatively novel switched transient charge extraction technique
was assessed using the heavily studied PCDTBT:PCBM and P3HT:PCBM donor-acceptor material
systems (Chapter 4). Significant extraction losses were identified, leading to inaccuracy of results
under certain measurement conditions, with up to an estimated five fold underestimation of charge
density and five fold overestimation charge carrier lifetime. Further, the impact of morphology
on charge transport and extraction behaviour in devices incorporating the cyclopentadithiophenes
based polymer donors presented issues when using charge extraction techniques for measuring
photogenerated charge density.

In response to the identified limitations of existing charge extraction techniques, a new time
resolved charge extraction technique was developed using a combination of applied reverse bias
and a high impedance switch (Chapter 5). The capabilities and limitations of the developed technique were thoroughly characterised for a range of measurement conditions and device parameters.
This technique was then used to accurately determine the origin of, and systematically quantify
the observed charge extraction losses, enabling the attribution of operational device performance
limitations to the underlying loss mechanisms. The results of these investigations indicate that up
to half of photogenerated charge density is lost without the application of an applied reverse bias in
time resolved charge extraction measurements, which in turn significantly impacts the calculation
of recombination kinetics and trap state density distribution. Additionally, the applied reverse
bias is capable of reducing the observed disparity in measurement results obtained for comparable
devices with differences in active layer thickness, thereby enabling a more accurate comparison
between those devices. Further the applied reverse bias improves the range of measurement conditions over which charge carrier dynamics can be reliably investigated, and is most effective when
investigating systems with a low mobilty-lifetime product (short lifetime, slow charge transport)
by reducing the significant recombination/extraction losses during measurement.
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The developed technique was particularly important for the investigation of devices incorporating
the cyclopentadithiophenes based polymer donors, which were found to exhibit poor charge transport and extraction behaviour. The influence of morphology on charge generation/recombination
was not the focus of this thesis, rather the influence of donor-acceptor system energetics. Use of
the developed applied bias charge extraction technique aided in the investigation of these polymer
donor systems, helping to overcome morphological extraction limitations. The development of this
new technique provides a robust and capable method for investigating nanosecond to millisecond
charge carrier dynamics, applicable to a wide range of photovoltaic systems. This technique may
additionally benefit from future development regarding the extension of measurable charge density and delay times into the millisecond timescale, through modification of the high impedance
currently used. In particular, better alignment with photovoltage decay measurements will enable
the improvement of trap state density distribution calculations.

Investigations were performed to quantify the influence of ∆GET on charge generation yield using
the newly developed applied bias time resolved charge extraction technique, with photovoltaic
devices incorporating the cyclopentadithiophenes based polymer donors (Chapter 6), providing
complimentary results to the purely optical transient absorption studies. The results of these
investigations aligned with the conclusions of the ultrafast kinetics findings, where the measured
charge extraction yield was found to be influenced by ∆GET . Devices incorporating the donoracceptor system with ∆GET below 0.30 eV produced an initial charge extraction yield under
identical excitation conditions less than 40 % that of devices incorporating donor-acceptor systems
with ∆GET of 0.30 or 0.57 eV. Additionally, the measured device photovoltage was found to
decrease with an increase in ∆GET for a given charge density. As such, an increase in ∆GET from
0.30 to 0.57 eV only yielded an increase in extraction yield of 20 %, while exhibiting a reduction in
device photovoltage on the order of 35 %. Although further research is required on additional sets
of donor-acceptor systems in order to understand how transferable these results are to alternate
material systems, the fundamental insights obtained herein can be used to inform the development
of new and improved donor-acceptor photovoltaic systems. A deeper understanding of the factors
that determine the magnitude of the observed minimum ∆GET requires further investigation.

Importantly, it was observed that the relative differences in measured extraction yield between
donor-acceptor systems, on the order of 10 to 30 % for a given excitation density, were orders
of magnitude less than that observed for variations in excitation density (charge density). These
observations strongly indicate that, while the initial charge photogeneration yield can influence the
extraction yield of operational devices, bimolecular recombination has a much greater impact on
the overall extraction yield and therefore on photovoltaic device performance. Relative differences
in the electron transfer yield of donor-acceptor systems due to differences in ∆GET may be less
important than the relative degree of bimolecular recombination.
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Further measurements were therefore performed using additional cyclopentadithiophenes based
donor-acceptor systems, featuring comparable ∆GET however with a range of polymer donor
bandgaps. This provided a range of free energy driving forces for recombination ∆Grec . Applied
bias time resolved charge extraction measurements were used to investigate the influence of ∆Grec
on charge carrier lifetime under conditions of identical high charge density. The results indicate
that ∆Grec does in fact influence recombination kinetics, where a reduction of ∆Grec yields an
extended charge carrier lifetime, and is the first reported observation of such a result obtained using
charge extraction. This result may suggest that the reorganisation energy of these donor-acceptor
systems is quite high, on the order of 1.4 eV, and as such the determination of reorganisation energy
for these systems may help elucidate whether this is in fact the origin of the observed behaviour.
Reliable determination of the reorganisation energy of disordered organic systems such as those
presented herein is however a difficult and involved task, outside the scope of this thesis, and is
therefore left for future investigation.
Alternatively, recombination kinetics within these systems may still be governed by the influence of trap states at high charge densities, however the trap state density appears to have a
dependence on ∆Grec . This is in itself interesting, and the origin of such behaviour remains uncertain. Although the trap state density distribution Ech was found to exhibit a small dependence
on ∆Grec , accurate determination of Ech within these donor-acceptor systems using the charge
extraction approach was found to be unreliable, due to the influence of a highly dispersive charge
carrier mobility. As such, future investigations are required to understand the influence of ∆Grec
on bimolecular recombination kinetics in operational devices, incorporating an alternative set of
donor-acceptor systems with matched ∆GET , comparable Ech , and a range of ∆Grec (with known
reorganisation energy if possible). Although these requirements are difficult to address, bimolecular
recombination has shown to produce the largest impact on overall device performance/efficiency,
strongly influencing device photocurrent, photovoltage, and fill factor. It is therefore an area that
should be the focus of continued research, to more accurately understand and model bimolecular recombination processes, and in turn enable the design of new material systems and devices
architectures to minimise the associated losses in device efficiency.
The primary findings of this thesis contribute to our expanding understanding of the fundamental influences of energetic driving forces in charge carrier generation and recombination processes
within donor-acceptor photovoltaic systems. Although further investigations into the generality of
these findings across different material systems can provide further insight and refine our understanding, the knowledge gained through the presented investigations can be utilised in the development of improved material systems and device architectures, enabling the continued improvement
of organic photovoltaic system performance. Additionally, the newly developed charge extraction
technique provides the wider photovoltaic community with a robust and capable methodology
for investigating the fundamental processes governing charge carrier transport, extraction, and
recombination within photovoltaic systems. Finally, a number of interesting questions have been
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raised regarding the possible influence of material systems energetics on bimolecular recombination
processes, presenting a promising area of future research which has been relatively untouched to
date.
The primary findings of Chapters 3 and 6 regarding the influence of the driving force for electron
transfer on charge generation kinetics and yield have been published in the Journal of Physical
Chemistry C.50 The primary findings of Chapters 4 and 5 regarding the first time introduction of
an applied bias in time resolved charge extraction measurements, and the elucidation and quantification of extraction losses, have been published in Advanced Energy Materials.124
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Chapter 8

Appendix
Ultrafast Transient Absorption Transients

A selection of transients are displayed in Fig-

ures 8.1 and 8.2 showing the picosecond excited-state kinetics as a function of PCBM blend film
concentration and polymer donor species, illustrating distinct differences in transient behaviour,
both between PCBM concentrations for a single polymer donor and between respective polymer
donors at a single PCBM concentration.
Transient Fitting Models

Additional details of excited state transient fitting are presented

in Figure 8.3, with a comparison of the final model used (top) to a simplified model without a
power law decay of photogenerated polaron signal (middle), as well as an alternative model using
an exponential decay to fit the observed polaron decay (bottom). Goodness-of-fit values (χ2 , lower
is better) for each model fitting are also presenting along with the fitting parameter results. The
dataset used is that of the P2 blend film at a 70 % PCBM concentration with 532 nm excitation,
1400 nm probe wavelength, and 7 µJ cm−2 excitation density.
These transients exhibit a decay component on a timescale compatible with bimolecular recombination (picosecond to nanosecond) and are best described by a model including a power-law type
decay component (Figure 8.3, top). A 30 % reduction in goodness-of-fit is observed without the
use of an additional model component to account for the observed polaron decay behaviour. Using
an exponential decay in place of a power law (Figure 8.3, bottom) yields a comparable goodnessof-fit and similar resulting electron transfer lifetime (τ2 ). However, this model is less physically
grounded as non-geminate polaron recombination is known to be a bimolecular process. Further,
an exponential decay overestimates the degree of recombination on the picosecond to nanosecond
timescale (refer to Chapter 3).
Transient Fitting Models

Additional details of excited state transient fitting are presented

in Figure 8.3, with a comparison of the final model used (top) to a simplified model without a
power law decay of photogenerated polaron signal (middle), as well as an alternative model using
an exponential decay to fit the observed polaron decay (bottom). Goodness-of-fit values (χ2 , lower
is better) for each model fitting are also presenting along with the fitting parameter results. The
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Figure 8.1: Transient absorption transients using a 532 nm excitation and 1400 nm probe wavelength, at a 7 µJ cm−2 excitation density. The plots present the transients of each polymer donor
species (as labelled), obtained from films of pristine donor, 10 %, and 70 % PCBM blends. All
transients display both raw data and smoothed plot.
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Figure 8.2: Transient absorption transients using a 532 nm excitation and 1400 nm probe wavelength, at a 7 µJ cm−2 excitation density. The plots present the transients of each film blend (as
labelled), obtained from each donor species. All transients display both raw data and smoothed
plot.
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Figure 8.3: Fitting of transient absorption transients (532 nm excitation, 1400 nm probe wavelength, 7 µJ cm−2 excitation density) for a P2 donor blend film with 10 % PCBM. The plots presented include the fitting model used and resulting parameters (inset text), the raw and smoothed
transient data, the individual model components, and the final model fitting (as labelled).
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dataset used is that of the P2 blend film at a 70 % PCBM concentration with 532 nm excitation,
1400 nm probe wavelength, and 7 µJ cm−2 excitation density.
These transients exhibit a decay component on a timescale compatible with bimolecular recombination (picosecond to nanosecond) and are best described by a model including a power-law type
decay component (Figure 8.3, top). A 30 % reduction in goodness-of-fit is observed without the
use of an additional model component to account for the observed polaron decay behaviour. Using
an exponential decay in place of a power law (Figure 8.3, bottom) yields a comparable goodnessof-fit and similar resulting electron transfer lifetime (τ2 ). However, this model is less physically
grounded as non-geminate polaron recombination is known to be a bimolecular process. Further,
an exponential decay overestimates the degree of recombination on the picosecond to nanosecond
timescale (refer to Chapter 3).
Energetics of Recombination Kinetics The plots presented in Figures 8.4 and 8.5 provide
an extension of the results presented in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.4, incorporating the additional
P2 and P3 polymer donor species. Figure 8.4 displays the extracted charge density decay and
corresponding charge carrier lifetime as a function of charge density for each donor blend device,
obtained using a 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density and 2 V applied reverse bias. The dependence
of calculated empirical reaction order δ on the energetic driving force for recombination ∆Grec is
also presented, derived from the preceeding plots, and displays a clear influence of recombination
kinetics (reaction order δ) on ∆Grec , with an increasing ∆Grec resulting in a reduced δ and
therefore increased recombination kinetics at a comparable charge density.
Figure 8.5 displays the photovoltage decay transients and corresponding dependence of photovoltage on extracted charge density for each donor blend device, obtained using a 10 µJ cm−2
excitation density and 2 V applied reverse bias. Both device photovoltage and characteristic of the
trap state density distribution Ech are also displayed as a function of ∆Grec , obtained at a charge
density of 2×101 6 cm−3 from the preceeding plots. The dependence of photovoltage on ∆Grec
matches that already presented and discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.3, however with the additional ∆Grec values provided by all five donor blend devices. The calculated Ech of these devices
does not show a strong correlation to ∆Grec , indicating that the trap state density is unlikely the
origin of observed dependence of δ on ∆Grec .
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Figure 8.4: Extracted charge density decay (top), charge carrier lifetime (middle), and empirical
reaction order as a function of energetic driving force for recombination ∆Grec (bottom), for P1-5
donor blend devices obtained using a 10 µJ cm−2 excitation density and 2 V applied reverse bias.
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Figure 8.5: Photovoltage decay (top), photovoltage versus extracted charge density (middle), and
characteristic trap state density distribution Ech as a function of energetic driving force for recombination ∆Grec (bottom), for P1-5 donor blend devices obtained using a 10 µJ cm−2 excitation
density and 2 V applied reverse bias.
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